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Welcome to “THE AIT GUIDEBOOK”, an English-language guide published by the Americans-in-
Toulouse International Club (AIT).

Who we are:

The AIT is a non-profit, English-speaking expatriate service and social organization, run
exclusively by volunteers, that welcomes families, couples and individuals of all nationalities,
living in or visiting the Toulouse area, whatever the length of their stay.

The AIT fosters friendships, offers support and exchanges useful information for anyone
relocating or contemplating relocation to or from the Toulouse area, in order to ease their
assimilation into a new country, city, language and culture. Our goal is to help each individual
enjoy to the fullest their host community as well as to provide educational, social, and cultural
experiences from both the home and host countries.

The purpose and objective of this book is to provide useful information about France and the
French way of life to English-speaking visitors and soon-to-be residents of the Toulouse and its
surrounding areas. There is so much to see, learn and explore. It truly is an adventure. Enjoy it!

Editor’s Note:

The information contained herein is subject to change and may not apply in all situations. Any
matters concerning civil or legal rights, or actions, should be referred to the appropriate legal
counsel. The information contained is alterable as new rules and regulations may apply. Thank
you in advance for your comprehension.  
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We encouraged all to submit further information and changes. Please submit it by email to
“president(at)americansintoulouse.com” (insert at-sign), where it will be gathered awaiting
further updates.

A bit of history:

Americans-In-Toulouse, the club’s original name, began in 1987 when a group of North
American women living in the Toulouse area decided to meet regularly for friendship, to
exchange information about living in France and to make an American quilt. These same
women were the authors of the first edition of the club’s reference book La Trec to Toulouse.
(Playing on the name of the famous artist, Toulouse-Lautrec.)

In 1992, a more formal structure was implemented. Meeting dates were selected in advance,
information of planned activities was communicated to the group through a monthly
newsletter and a membership directory was distributed. A committee was formed to prepare
the club to become a French-chartered non-profit association.

The first AIT Annual All Member Meeting was held on 20 June 1994. The paperwork, charter and
by-laws were presented to the Prefecture of Toulouse, which approved them on 23 June 1994.

In 2007, due to the fact that the Club’s success had developed an international membership,
the name of the Club was changed to “AIT International Club”, or AIT. Today members
continue to support each other by sharing information through our Club. It is in this spirit that
our association will continue to be an important part of the Toulouse experience for
newcomers and veterans alike.

Many thanks due:

A heartfelt thanks go out to those who contributed their time and talents towards the founding
of AIT, and to those who are continuing the successful tradition. And, a very special thanks to
those members who initiated this book dedicating their time and effort over the years to its
success by updating its content.

The AIT is constituted under French law: Association Loi 1901 – Association #25353

← 2: Culture Shock
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Once settled, life can finally return to normal. Left behind are frantic weeks of packing and
unpacking, long hours on airplanes, stress, fatigue and the inevitable house hunting. After this
most tedious phase of transition is past, the pleasures of life of France can begin. This will be
an exciting time, filled with newness, change, and the ever-important necessity of adjusting to a
new culture. Being aware of this “process of adjustment” can help ensure that a stay in France
will be enriched by cultural differences, rather than overwhelmed by them.To understand
culture shock, or the adjustment to a new culture, is to first realize that much of our own
behavior is culturally bound and not individually initiated. Like the mother tongue one speaks,
one’s own culture is learned gradually, first as a child and subsequently over a long period of
time. The way to do things was often the way “they” did things, a learning and internalization
process that is forgotten, as it occurred so long ago. However, when suddenly uprooted from
one’s own culture and beginning life in a new one, one thing that quickly becomes evident is
that “things are sure done differently here from the way they are done at home!” This is the
initial step of culture shock, which will lead eventually to cultural awareness.

Culture shock was first defined in the 1960’s by Dr. Kalervo Oberg , an anthropologist who
stated that culture shock is initiated by “the anxiety that results from losing familiar signs and
symbols of social intercourse.” Dr. Oberg went on to define six aspects of cultural shock:
1. Strain due to the effort required to make necessary psychological adaptations.
2. A sense of loss and feelings of deprivation regarding friends, family, status, career and
possessions.
3. Being rejected by and/or rejecting members of the new culture.
4. Confusion in role, role expectation, values, feelings and self-identity.
5. Surprise, anxiety and even disgust and indignation after becoming aware of cultural
differences.
6. Feelings of impotence due to not being able to cope with a new environment.

From this definition of cultural shock, Oberg developed a six-month model, which is still in use
today. Basically, the model defines one’s behavior in terms of activities, attitudes, emotions
and physical responses associated with each month of a six-month time frame, although the
cycle or parts of it can be repeated at any time with a variety of reactions and time periods.

The following is a typical six-month cycle of culture schock adapted from Culture Shock!
France by Sally Adamson Taylor:
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• Pre-Departure: Defined by excitement, anticipation and enthusiasm. Planning and packing
along with farewells are key activities. Emotions are running high and although excited,
everyone is also a bit apprehensive and concerned.

• First Month: still filled with the excitement of travel and newness of food, culture and
environment. Learning the language becomes a priority. Some may experience a condition
called crise de foie as a result of too much rich butter, cream and fat in the diet.

• Second Month: distinguished by the awareness of differences being felt as unpleasant.
Inconveniences in accomodation, not speaking the language well enough to be understood
and the lack of familiarity of foods, shops, friends and surroundings are noticed. Colds, flu and
weight gain can be consequences of these stresses.

• Third Month: often the low point in the adjustment period. Language skills seem to stagnate
and personal productivity drops. Nothing about the French people seems positive and all the
negative generalizations seem to be true. Family and friends are greatly missed, as is the
routine at home. Extreme fatigue and sometimes illness are frequent at this time.

• Fourth and Fifth month: the beginning of the return of enthusiasm and enjoyment of friends
and the French. New foods, new ways of doing things and the language are tried with a positive
effect. Emotions are smoother, confidence is regained and built upon, and health is restored.

• Sixth Month: brings normal lifestyle, with established routines and social life in place.
Traveling locally has begun. The ups and downs of living abroad are accepted and thus you are
now able to help others in similar circumstances. Normality, indeed, has finally smiled on you
once again!

Although everyone does not follow this cycle, an overwhelming majority does. The advantages
of being aware of this cycle are that you will be easier on yourself, your friends and family
members, when you or they are experiencing a new period, because of the change in culture.
You can also be a great help in explaining things to others who may not understand what they
are experiencing. It is important to remember that certain aspects of culture shock can be
triggered at any time, and are not necessarily limited to the initial six-month period following
relocation.

What are the causes of culture shock?
• Being cut off from cultural signals and known patterns of communication, especially the
subtle, indirect ways of expressing feelings.
• Living or working over an extended period of time in a situation that is ambiguous.
• Having personal values (which were previously considered absolutes) brought into question.
• Being continually put into positions in which you are expected to function with maximum skill
and speed, but where the rules have not been adequately explained.

What are the signs of culture shock?
• Homesickness
• Withdrawal (i.e. spending excessive amounts of time reading and avoiding contact with local



nationals)
• Chauvinistic excesses
• Stereotyping of host nationals
• Need for excessive amounts of sleep
• Marital stress
• Loss of ability to work effectively
• Compulsive eating or drinking
• Unexplainable fits of weeping
• Irritability
• Physical ailments (psychosomatic illness)
• Boredom
• Exaggerated cleanliness
• Family tension & conflict

DEALING WITH INTERCULTURAL STRESS & SHOCK

1. Gather information. The more that is known about a place or its people, the less foreign or
threatening they seem. Consider travelling locally, taking a cooking class, or joining a club.

2. Do not criticize the host culture. Resist the temptation of talking negatively about the local
people.

3. Find a friend. Find someone who can serve as a “cultural informant” to introduce parts of
local life and practices that are not normally accessible to foreigners (a child’s classmate’s
parent, a neighbor, Tandem Partners, a club). This will help make sense of the cultural
differences one naturally encounters.

4. Look at the “big picture” Find patterns and interrelationships that explain what is going on so
that it no longer seems confusing. For example, examine the differences between:

MONOCHROMATICE CULTURES POLYCHROMATIC CULTURES

Take time commitments seriously
Time commitments are an objective to achieve,

if possible

Adhere religiously to plans Change plans often and easily

Emphasize promptness Base promptness on the relationship

Short-term relationships LIfetime relationships



Do one thing at a time Do many things at once

Respect for private property

Seldom borrow or lend

Reciprocal obligations

Borrow and lend often and easily

Low context (one says what one means) High context (words are not the full picture)

North America, UK, Germany, Switzerland &

Scandinavia

France, Italy, Latin America, Spain, North Africa, China,

Japan

5. Keep a sense of humor! Put it all in perspective and learn to laugh at yourself and the strange
situations inevitably encountered.

6. Avoid self-pity.

7. Get enough rest.

8. Maintain a healthy diet. (If you can resist the foie gras!)

9. Have a sense of adventure; take some risks. (Get a French haircut.)

10. Use friends and family for support.

11. Get enough regular exercise.

12. Ask for help when needed. (AIT is a great support network.)

13. Keep involved with others; don’t withdraw.

14. Develop new interests and skills. (Take a cooking or sculpting class.)

15. Keep active mentally. (Keep up the French lessons.)

16. Record your experiences, insights and frustrations in a daily journal. (Who knows, a
magazine may accept one of your pieces!)

In order to minimize the effects of cultural change, it is recommended to read as much
information as possible concerning not only France and the French, but also about the effects
of cultural change. Also, and just as important, hone observation skills: Try to see things as
“different”, instead of labeling behavior as “good” or “bad”, “right” or “wrong”. Be open and
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flexible to change as much as possible, but realize that everything cannot be assimilated all at
once.

The spouse or partner of the person being transferred should be aware that they often have
more to assimilate and to be responsible for in the beginning than their mate, especially if
there are children involved. Housing, unpacking, food, cooking, and education are all usually
delegated to the non-working spouse or partner. Take this into consideration when feeling
overwhelmed by it all. Our best advice is to call for help! Many of us have been there and
understand. We are more than willing to offer our assistance.

There are many ways to experience a new culture and you are encouraged to find the manner
that suits you, your family, and your particular lifestyle. It is a unique experience to understand
another culture from first-hand knowledge; it can provide rich and broadening rewards. Savor
the uniqueness this opportunity presents, knowing it will probably end one day, and knowing
there will be many stories to tell when it does!

Above all, be patient with yourself: It takes time to adapt, and to assimilate the many cultural
differences that inevitably exist.

← 3: France & Toulouse
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GOVERNMENT
The official name for France is La République Française. France is the largest country in Europe
and covers an area smaller than the size of the state of Texas and a little more than twice the
size of New Zealand. There are approximately 60 million French, 10 million of whom live in
Paris. France’s last king, Louis-Philippe, abdicated in 1848. The head of state is the President
who is elected every five years in a general election. The current President is Nicholas SARKOZY
(UMP) who was elected in 2007. France is divided into 95 departments, each having a name
and a number. This number is present in the last two digits of a car’s license plate and in the
first two digits of every code postal (postal code).

The country is also divided into regions: Toulouse is in the Midi-Pyrénées region in the Haute-
Garonne department, number 31. The Préfecture and Mairie represent the national and local
governments respectively, within each department. The Préfecture is able to enact certain
laws, and acquire and spend funds as it chooses. The Mairie is headed by le Maire (the Mayor),
and is equivalent to a town government. French elected officials can hold several offices at
once.

Although France is the largest agricultural nation in Europe, it is also known for other fine
products. Besides crops such as sugar beets, wheat, potatoes and barley, France, along with
Spain and Italy, shares the title as the world’s foremost wine producer. France is also the
world’s second largest producer of cheese. No one outranks France in the production of
perfume. French cars (the Renault, Citroen, and Peugeot) are known the world over.

THE PEOPLE AND THE LANGUAGE

On the whole, the French are a very private people, proud of their country and close to their
friends and family. They see success as a combination of their level of education and the
reputation of their family. They love conversation and are a very social country, although
usually only with close friends and family. They are seen as patriotic and as being very proud of
their culture and French way of life. Most French enjoy talking about anything in depth,
including politics, art, and history. The people of the Toulouse region are generally polite and
friendly, yet reserved. Although it is not easy to establish a friendship with the French, once you
do, it is for life.
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The French people are primarily Roman Catholic, the majority of whom are non-practicing,
with the second largest religion being Protestant. Two percent of the population is Jewish and
Islam is practiced by over a million French people, most of whom are North African immigrants.

The French are usually very helpful with a foreigner’s attempts at speaking French. They will
correct mistakes as a matter of course, most often with a kind smile. Most French people are
more tolerant of poorly spoken French than of well-spoken English. Despite the widely held
misconception that English is well known in France, most French people will not admit to
speaking English even though they may understand what is being said. Their reticence is
cultural, and largely due to their desire to do something perfectly, or not at all. However, like
many other countries in the world, France is becoming more open to practicing English. This
effort is most evident in the younger population, although people of all ages who know some
English will often try to speak it when they hear French being spoken well, but with an obvious
anglophone accent.

Many of the frustrations English-speaking people experience in France are a direct result of
being unable to speak and understand the French language. The ability to communicate basic
needs and desires in French will make a tremendous difference in the speed of adjustment to
the culture and lifestyle.

Learning the language may seem overwhelming at first, but it is a near necessity if staying in
France for any length of time. Being surrounded by the language and its use makes this task
easier. Speaking the language in public is difficult at first, but with practice becomes
increasingly easier and rewarding. Grammar will be automatically corrected by some, which is
a great help, for you eventually repeat what you hear, accent and all. The fastest way to learn a
new language is to take lessons and then use as much of the language as you know, and
frequently. Language courses are offered from a variety of established schools and from private
tutors. Books and tapes also offer additional support and practice. Whichever the method, do
try to learn at least enough of the language to allow polite interaction with the public in shops
and restaurants. It will not only make you feel more comfortable but will make your experience
with France and the French people more memorable.

SUGGESTIONS FOR LEARNING FRENCH

If at all possible, take French lessons before coming to Toulouse. Doing so will greatly
help during the settling-in period and will significantly increase self-confidence.
Carry a small English/French dictionary at all times, and look up words that are seen and
used frequently.
Enroll in a course, or take lessons from a private tutor as soon as possible. Use phrase
books, tapes and books to supplement learning and help with understanding French
grammar. (Alliance Francaise at Place Capitol in the center of Toulouse, Institute
Catholique in Toulouse, Croix Rouge in Toulouse, the M.J.C. Pont de Demoiselles in
Toulouse are examples of places that offer French classes)
Vocabulary will increase daily as a result of shopping, ordering in restaurants and talking
to people. Try to learn a phrase each week and use it frequently until it is known.
Listening to French television or radio helps one become accustomed to hearing the



sound of the language and the accent.
Go to the movies to see English or American films subtitled in French. They are a good
exercise to review everyday language and learn even more. See Chapter 23, “Leisure” for
movie theaters specializing in foreign films.
Join a French cultural/social group to meet French people who speak both French and
English. This will help to not only learn the language, but also the culture, and to make
friends as well.
Meet your neighbours and the parents of your children’s friends.

TOULOUSE (La Ville Rose)

Toulouse is an attractive, fast growing, historic city with a great deal of character and charm. It
is the gateway to the Pyrenées Mountains, the natural border between Spain and France. It is
often called La Ville Rose (the Pink City) because the buildings are mostly made of red brick as
stones where hard to find in the area. Founded in the 4th century BC, the city has prospered
and enjoyed periods of political independence. Today, it is committed to low-rise construction,
while conserving and restoring its fine old public buildings and churches.

Toulouse is the fourth largest city in France (behind Paris, Marseilles and Lyons) with a
population of more than 390,000 inhabitants downtown, and 741,000 inhabitants in the greater
urban district. It boasts the second largest university city (after Paris), with over 100,000
students. The first metro line (subway system) serving Toulouse center was opened in 1993,
and the network is being expanded.There are extensive suburbs, which offer modern housing
and large shopping centers for the ever-expanding Toulouse population.

Immediately surrounding the city is rich agricultural land. This region is best known for the
locally produced gourmet specialties like magret de canard, foie gras and cassoulet, and there
are also some very good local wines. The Canal du Midi, which runs through Toulouse, is
famous for its delightful, shaded bicycle path. The Toulouse area is also renown for its fierce
pursuit of the French rugby championship. Ardent rugby followers might try to convince you
that the game originated in a local village, and it should be known as la souple.

Toulouse is a town for music lovers. L’Orchestre Symphonique du Capitole de Toulouse is part of
the international scene. It also has an opera house with opera, dance and ballet companies.
There are several concert halls including an 18th century hexagonal edifice and a newly built
theater. Quite a number of organ concerts are held throughout the area’s centuries’ old
churches. One of the principal musical events of the year would be the series of piano concerts
at the Jacobins in September; the concert pianists are world-renowned and the acoustics
perfect in this 12th century cloister. There are several established museums and a new Musée
d’Art Moderne (Museum of Modern Art) complex, which opened in 2000.Toulouse competes in
various high technology industries such as aerospace, aviation, telecommunications, and
electronics.

Useful Web Sites

‘www.mairie-toulouse.fr’ gives maps, a list of main events in the city, a list of employers
in the area, and other links to more specific websites. You can find parks and facilities



mapped here too. For example tennis courts, pools (piscines)
‘www.unesco-toulouse.com’ offers a virtual visit of Toulouse with 360° pictures of La
Place du Capitole and other highlights. Down load QuickTime and enjoy the ride.
‘www.cdt-haute-garonne.fr’ (Comité départemental du tourisme) for visitors; presents
the main touristic attractions of the Haute Garonne, gives a list of tourist offices and
phone numbers, cultural events, tells legends, and offers a quiz to test knowledge of the
area!
‘www.toulouse.aeroport.fr’ all about flights in and out of Toulouse.
‘www.tisseo.fr’ map of the current underground line, schedule and info about the new
lines.
www.sncf.fr (and there ter.fr) will give you information about regional trains and the part
of the metro that goes between Toulouse Arenes and Colomiers using the ter train.
‘www.ac-toulouse.fr’ (the official site of the academy of Toulouse for education and
schools) presents school curricula, calendars, and links to primary and secondary school
web sites – including Lycée Internationale Victor-Hugo (Victor Hugo International High
School).
‘www.augustins.org’ Toulouse’s largest museum.
‘www.onct.mairie-toulouse.fr’ for music and ‘www.theatre-du-capitole.org’ about
performances at the Capitole theater.
‘www.cite-espace.com’ the space park located off of the Périphérique.

And last but not least: ‘www.francophone.net/gtremb’ don’t miss the visite guidée (virtual
guided tour) of the Saint Sernin church; almost as good as the real thing!!!

Toulouse Aviation History

It all began in the 1920’s when France’s first International Postal Service, called Aéropostale,
was set up in the Toulouse area. Their first destinations were Morocco, Dakar, and other
Colonial outposts. Soon service was expanded to South America and other points, which
encouraged the development of great French aviators such as Mermoz, Guillaumet and of
course, Saint-Exupéry (author of “The Little Prince”) who was shot down and lost over the
Mediterranean Sea in 1944 while flying for the US Airforce.

AEROSPATIALE, together with the corresponding firms from Britain, Germany and Spain, form
the international consortium known as Airbus, which is part of the EADS Group. These big
companies have attracted an onslought of national and international companies that design,
service, and supply parts/services to the aerospace industry. This trend is ever increasing as the
Toulouse site is building the new giant A380 plane.

Toulouse hosts the major French companies involved in space and satellite activity:
AEROSPATIALE, ALCATEL SPACE and ASTRIUM / MATRA MARCONI SPACE. The French Space
Agency CNES manages the research and development of launch systems and satellites.

Toulouse, a European hi-tech stronghold, is the:

European leader and world #2 in aeronautical activities
European leader in space



Leading French region in robotics and automation
French leader in microbiology and medical electronics (active components)
Home to the 2nd largest private pharmaceutical group in France
Third largest plant of biotechnology production
Second largest region in France in information technology and technical ceramics with
670 computer science engineering and service companies, with 2 worldwide leaders in
data storage: STORAGETEK and ATG CYGNET
Leading region outside Paris for software engineering and active components
Leader in France in leather goods and seed production
Has 10,500 people working in more than 400 research units

Some of the preceding information was taken from the website Toulouse GALILEO Midi
Pyrenées ‘www.webcom.com/galileo/midi_p/midip_e.html’.

GEOGRAPHY AND CLIMATE

Toulouse is also the capitol of the very scenic Midi-Pyrénées Region. The area has easy access
to Bordeaux, Lyon, and Spain via the autoroutes (toll highways) A61 and A62, which link the
Atlantic Ocean with the Mediterranean Sea and the A64. Paris is 5 hours away by high-speed
TGV train, 9 hours by car, and 70 minutes by plane.

The regional climate is temperate. Winters are generally mild and rainy (however, expect a
certain number of days/nights of freezing temperatures and an occasional snowfall) with
summers being rather warm and at times hot and humid. Spring and autumn are normally
sunny and sometimes windy. August is THE holiday month in France, mostly due to the
predictably hot weather, although July has become increasingly popular. (It is important to
note that July 1st and 15th, August 1st, 15th and 31st are the worst travel days in France. As the
French tend to take their month-long vacation in either July or August, or mid-July to mid-
August, try to avoid traveling on those dates!) During spring and autumn the weather can
change quickly, being cool in the morning, hot in the afternoon and cool again after sunset. It is
a good idea to dress in layers during these months so as to be prepared for the change in
temperatures.

TEMPERATURE CONVERSION CHART

Degrees Fahrenheit (°F) Degrees Centigrade (°C) (Celsius)

Boiling point of water 212 100

100 38

90 32

80 27

70 21



60 16

50 10

40 4

Freezing point of water 32

TIMEFrance follows Continental European Time (CET), as do most European countries (with
the exception of England and Greece, which have their own time zones). Clocks are advanced
one hour the last Sunday in March and turned back the last Sunday in October. Toulouse is six
hours ahead of New York time, nine hours ahead of California, one hour ahead of England and
nine hours behind Sydney, Australia. The 24-hour clock system is used for quoting time in
France and will be utilized throughout this publication. Rendez-vous (appointments),
deliveries, reservations, schedules, shop hours, etc., will always be on the 24-hour clock system.
For example, shop hours might displayed as 09.00 à 17.30 (9:00 am to 5:30 pm).

WRITING DATES

The French write the date in the format of day, month, and year (DD/MM/YY). This may be
confusing for those who use the month, day and year (MM/DD/YY) format. One way to keep the
numerical confusion to a minimum is to use the DD-MMM-YYYY format, e.g., “13 mai 2001” for
May 13, 2001.

PUBLIC FACILITIES

The ground level floor is called the rez-de-chaussée (or simply “RC” or “RDC”), the next floor is
the premier étage (first floor), which is called the second floor in other countries, though is
similarly named in the UK.

Most lights in common areas, such as hotel or apartment hallways and restaurant bathrooms,
are on timers to conserve electricity. If suddenly found in darkness, do not be alarmed, just
locate the light switch, which is usually illuminated for easy access in the dark. (Be careful not
to ring someone’s doorbell!).

Not all hotel rooms have a douche (shower) or bain (bath) and WC (toilet, for “water closet”).
Many hotel rooms have common shower and toilet areas. Rooms with private shower or bath
and toilet should be requested when making a reservation.

Many public bathrooms have separate toilets for men and women, although they often have a
shared wash basin. The men’s room will have either a picture of a man or the word Monsieur
on the door, and the ladies’ room will have a picture of a woman or the word Madame. If the
door simply says WC or Toilettes then it is a shared toilet, to be used by both men and women.
(Sometimes the men’s urinals are in full view!) Toilets are known as les toilettes or les WC.
Some public places have a Turkish toilet, used while standing. It is a good idea to always carry
tissue with you.



Water faucets/taps in bathrooms are either color coded blue for cold and red for hot, or
marked “F” for froid (cold) and “C” for chaud (hot). Frequently, they both deliver only cold water,
despite the color codes.

LOCAL FESTIVALS

French Independence Day (Bastille Day), the 14th of July, is celebrated with an impressive feux
d’artifice (fireworks) display over the Garonne River. As part of the national Fête de la Musique,
Toulouse celebrates the evening of June 21st, the first day of summer and the longest day of
the year, with live bands on practically every street corner for the entire evening. On the third
Thursday in November, the French celebrate the arrival of the Beaujolais Nouveau wine. The
Parc des Expositions hosts many varied exhibits throughout the year, with a popular Antiques
Show held the 3rd week in November for antique enthusiasts. For an up-to-date list of annual
festivities, visit the Tourism Office, Syndicat d’Initiative, Square Charles de Gaulle, Tel: 05 61 11
02 22, just behind the Place du Capitole.

PUBLIC HOLIDAYS

Most shops, banks, and post offices close on the actual day of the holiday, although bakeries
often remain open. Below is a list of the main public holidays:
January 1 — New Year’s Day (Le jour de l’an)
Monday after Easter — Easter Monday (Lundi de Pâques)
May 1 — Labor Day (Fête du travail)
May 8 — Victory Day (end of WWII) Le huit Mai
End of May/Early June (varies) — Mother’s Day (Fête des Mères)
Five weeks after Easter (variable) — Ascension Day ( L’Ascension)
Monday after Ascension (varies) — Pentecost Monday (Lundi de Pentecôte)
June (varies) — Father’s Day (Fête des Pères)
July 14 — Bastille Day (Fête Nationale, or “le quatorze juillet”)
August 15 — Assumption Day (L’Assomption)
November 1 — All Saint’s Day (La Toussaint)
November 11– Armistice Day 1918 (L’Armistice, or“Le onze novembre”)
December 25 — Christmas Day (Noël)

ANNUAL CALENDAR OF CULTURAL EVENTS IN AND AROUND TOULOUSE

January Les Rois – – Epiphany: eat galette (Kings’ cake) and look for the fêve
February Chandeleur — Candlemass: eat crêpes
February Carnaval — fancy costume parades
Mardi Gras — “fat Tuesday”: last day before Lent
March, last weekend — Daylight Saving Time (clocks “spring” forward)
March Foire Internationale de Toulouse (Toulouse)
March or April Paques (Easter — Easter Egg hunt in Château de Merville (Merville)
May — Fêtes des Berges et du vélo: (bicycle day)
June 21 — Fête de la Musique: all kinds of music in the street (all of France – nice activities even
in small villages))



June Garonne Festival — river theme event (Toulouse)
July 14 Fête Nationale (Bastille day) — fireworks (all of France)
July Medieval days (Cordes)
August Medieval month (Carcassone)
AAugust Jazz Festival (Marciac)
August Fête des Fleurs (Luchon)
September, 3rd weekend Journées du Patrimoine — state buildings opened to visitors (all of
France)
September, last weekend — End of Daylight Saving Time (clocks “fall” back)
November, 3rd Thursday — The arrival of the Beaujolais nouveau — taste the “new” wine
November Antique Fair (Toulouse) as well as Christmas and Crafts Fairs begin (various towns)
December Salon des Artisans d’art & Art Fair — handmade jewelery, pottery, paintings, great
Christmas presents

POSITIVE ATTITUDE

Attitude will make a big difference in how one views France, or, for that matter, any other
country in which one lives or visits. A positive attitude will not only help in the enjoyment of the
country, its people and its customs, but it will also support you on the days when nothing
seems to go right. The task of settling in and becoming familiar with the customs of a new
country is stressful and at times seems overwhelming. Learning to see and accept a country for
what it is makes for a smoother, less frustrating transition. Every country has its good and not-
so-good points. Constantly comparing this country to “home” and seeing only what is lacking,
and not adapting to change, will only make your life more difficult.

Learning to give and take, seeing things in a different perspective, slowing down your pace of
life and living in harmony with your environment is a learning process which takes some time. If
this is your first venture abroad, give yourself time to adjust to the newness and change around
you. Take the time to meet new people, enjoy the sights and settle into your new lifestyle. Try
to avoid very negative people and situations. Instead, learn from your mistakes and appreciate
the experiences for what they are in the here and now.

LOCAL CUSTOMS AND MANNERS

When first arriving in a foreign country (that you know nothing about), everything seems
strange and incomprehensible. Much that you have taken for granted for years is now
unacceptable or misunderstood. Although learning a country’s customs takes time and
experience, here are some helpful tips to get you started:

USING FRENCH FINGERS

Counting – If you want to signify the number “one”, use only your thumb. The index finger and
thumb held up together means “two”. If you signal with just the index finger, the French will be
confused and probably think that you mean ‘two’.

Snapping your fingers at a person is considered rude.



One or several fingers circling at the temple means fou (crazy).

Holding one’s nose with a closed fist and faking a turn is like saying “il est saoûl” (He’s drunk)”.

Kissing the tips of one’s finger means delicious.

Pulling the right cheek downward at the eye means “mon oeil” (my eye – I don’t believe it).

Thumbs down is bad and thumbs up is super.

Shaking the right hand fingers in front of the chest means a great surprise, positive or negative,
and is often accompanied by the words “ooh la la” or a puff of air through closed lips.

The fingers flat against the lips with eyes open means “Oops, I made a mistake.”

The finger tips rubbing together with the thumb up, as if one were feeling fabric, means “cher”
(expensive).

Using the back of fingers to stroke the right cheek as if feeling a beard means “quelle barbe”
(What a beard – What a bore).

Both hands up in front of the chest with palms out mean “je ne sais pas” (I don’t
know).GREETING BY SHAKING HANDSThe French typically greet someone, who is not a close
friend, by shaking hands, both in business and socially. It is also used when parting. Be sure to
include everyone in the room or, if in a restaurant, everyone at the table. Shaking hands is a
simple light grip with a single quick shake. In greeting, say “Bonjour Monsieur” for a man or
“Bonjour Madame” for a woman. An overly firm pumping of the hand is considered impolite.
Sometimes a Frenchmen will offer his elbow or forearm to shake if his hands are wet or soiled.
This is natural and you must simply grip the elbow or forearm lightly, for a moment, as
acknowledgment of the greeting. Young children usually will not shake hands; they usually
greet with the double kiss.

GREETING WITH A DOUBLE KISS

La bise or le bisou (kissing) is used between close acquaintances and family members for both
greeting and parting. For people under 30, you may be kissed immediately upon being
introduced to someone. A kiss on both cheeks is normal and usually starts with the right cheek.
You may notice that often the lips never make contact with the cheek (kissing the air). In some
areas, such as Albi or Bordeaux, it’s not unusual to kiss three times, or in Paris four times. Men
usually do not kiss each other in this manner unless they are family or close friends who
haven’t seen one another for quite some time.

GREETING MERCHANTS

As you enter a shop always greet the merchant by saying “Bonjour Monsieur/Madame” (Good



day sir/madame). When you leave say “Merci, Au Revoir Monsieur/Madame” (thank you, good-
bye sir/madam). In fact, the French usually say a general “Bonjour Messieurs-Dames” to
everyone when they enter a shop, a doctor’s/dentist office, a travel office or other places of
business. In this case, you are not expected to return the greeting.

STYLE OF DRESS

Toulouse is not Paris and thus the fashion and style of dress is much less sophisticated.
Toulouse is also a city with a large number of students, adding to the casual dress style seen
throughout the area. However, this being said Toulouse is still in France and the French have a
way of wearing their clothes, casual ones included, with ‘style’. For the most part, learning to
dress in Toulouse is just a matter of observation, of both what people are wearing and what is
being sold in the shops. The best advice, no matter where you are, is to use common sense and
avoid extremes of dress until you are sure it is acceptable in both place and situation. ‘Smart
casual’ is an acceptable mode of dressing and will probably be acceptable anywhere except
the most formal occasions. For women, this would mean a dress, top and skirt or top and
classic trousers in a contemporary or classic style; for men it would mean jacket, trousers and
shirt or a casual suit in a contemporary style but not necessarily with a tie.

CONVERSATION

There are a few things the French seem to have developed into an art. Eating is one of them
and conversation is the other. Sally Adamson Taylor speaks extensively about the French and
their methods of conversation in her book Culture Shock: France (see Chapter 27, “Reference
Books”). Her information is not only helpful but necessary in order to understand the
expectations the French have of you.

First and foremost, the French love to talk. As you become aware of the normal everyday life of
the French, you will notice a woman leaning out of her window talking to a neighbor, couples
or groups of people drinking coffee and talking at their beloved sidewalk cafes, or people just
standing in the corner, talking. The great lengths of time people spend at a meal is, after all,
simply a way to have a long conversation … while eating.

The French have rules about their conversations, as does every culture. Some of the most
important ones to remember:
* Avoid talking about age, money, and, to a lesser extent, profession. (The last is especially
significant for Americans and British, as often in our culture the leading question at most social
events is, “What do you do?”.)
* Keep conversation away from personal matters and discuss instead the state of the world,
history, art, food, travel or recreation.
* It is inconsiderate to generalize concerning the French. Sentences that start with, “Being
French, you are…”, are not taken kindly.
* It is important to moderate your speaking voice whenever you are in a shop, restaurant, or
any public place. Talking at a normal volume is not only considered very rude but also as an
invasion of other people’s privacy. Speaking in a normal tone of voice (or louder) in public is
what the French find most unattractive about tourists. Subtle and gentle tone of voice is the



first rule of conversation in France.

Additionally, it is quite easy to fall into a normal speaking manner if you are speaking to a
French person in English. However, you must remember that English is not their mother tongue
and normal speaking speed for you may be close to impossible for them to understand. You
should try to rid your speech of clichés and slang expressions. Try to speak normally, but with a
slow rhythm and pronounce your words well, but without affectation.

AN INVITATION TO A FRENCH PERSON’S HOME

Being invited to a French person’s home for dinner implies you are highly thought of by them.
Usually, invitations are reserved for very close friends or family, as the French home is
traditionally considered very private. Do not feel offended if, during your stay in France, you are
not invited into your French friends’ homes. Besides feeling that their homes are private, some
French people may feel unsure about your customs and manners and how to entertain you.

However, many French people, especially those who have traveled, will welcome the
opportunity to entertain foreign guests and will be delighted at your acceptance of their
invitation. For information on what to expect, you may also want to look at Chapter 19, “Food
and Dining”, particularly the sections covering meals, dinner parties, and table manners. Here
are some guidelines been taken from Taylor’s book Culture Shock: France to help you feel
more comfortable and enjoy yourself:

* When invited to a French person’s home, arrive at the appointed time but never early! Do not
be surprised, however, if French guests arrive from fifteen to thirty minutes late. In Toulouse,
this is known as the “quart d’heure Toulousain”. The announced time is the first possible time
at which to arrive, but not the time the host really expects all guests.

* If you know your host and hostess well, you will know their style of dress, and should dress
accordingly. If you do not know your host and hostess very well, dress as if going to a
restaurant (smart casual).

* Bring a gift (See Chapter 20, “Gifts”), or, at least flowers for the hostess. Gifts could oblige your
hosts to reciprocate, so be sure you have that sort of friendship between you.

* When offered a drink upon arriving, do not ask for wine, as red and/or white wine will be
served at dinner. Ask for an aperitif or a cocktail and stand to receive it.

* Hors d’oeuvres will be served, usually nuts and crackers, but restrain yourself, as you will soon
be expected to eat a large meal. In Paris, meals are usually smaller but more elegant than the
country meals served in other areas of France. For more information on meals, see Chapter 19.

* The French home will not be “on show” and, as a general rule, guests are not given a tour. The
doors to all other rooms will probably be closed, including the bathroom and toilet (calles the
“WC”), which are in separate rooms. These will be the only two rooms you will be expected to
see.



2: Culture Shock →

* You should not follow your host into the kitchen or any other part of the house unless
expressly invited to do so. (You may ask, “Je vous/te suis?” or “Voulez-vous/Veux-tu que je vous/t’
aide?” – “Should I follow you?” and “Would you like me to help you?”, respectively.) Your
request to help in the kitchen most often will be refused. You are the guest and it is the
pleasure of your host and hostess to serve you.
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4: Preparing to Move

October 16, 2014 AIT Guidebook Flemming Funch

Learning that you are moving to France for an extended stay can be both an exciting and an
anxious time. There are many decisions and preparations to make for your up-coming move,
so, if you are fortunate enough to have this book before your move, here are some suggestions.

AIR FREIGHT AND SHIPPING

If you have traveled to France for the purpose of finding living accommodations, before you
move your household goods, you will have a better idea of what you need and do not need to
have shipped. If you have not been able to visit the country in advance of your move, you will
have to use common sense (and quite often the company shipping allowance) as your guide.

Company shipping allowances differ greatly from country to country and person to person. To
get the most accurate information, talk to the company department that is responsible for
transferring employees. Normally, from the USA, you will be allowed two types of freight: air
freight and sea freight. There is generally a limit to airfreight because of the expense. Thus, such
a shipment would usually consist of only a small amount of necessary goods to help you live
until your sea shipment arrives. Do inquire as to its availability and whether the company or
you will cover the cost. Airfreight is normally safe from water and pest damage as well as theft,
so consider sending valuable or sentimental items in this manner.

The following are tips for those who have never used movers/shippers:

• You need to be well organized when the shippers arrive. They are usually a team of three to
five and they work very quickly. You will not have time to sort, organize, or decide if you would
like to ship an item by air or sea once the team has arrived.

• Organize items to be shipped by air and segregate them, preferably in another room or
location, so they are not shipped, accidentally, in the wrong manner.

• Place items that will accompany you on the plane (suitcases, bags, passports, keys,
medications and any important documents) with a neighbor or friend; or at least well out of the
way of the shippers!

• Clear all garbage and rubbish from the house. You will not be able to do this once the movers
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arrive. And yes, trash has been packed and shipped or stored!

• Consider leaving valuable items and/or irreplaceable items with friends or family. Moving
insurance will only cover replacement cost, not sentimental value. Further, they cannot
guarantee 100% safety of the items.

• An inventory of items (if possible in French) and an estimate of their present value (not
replacement value) must be prepared for customs officials in France. Although the movers will
make a list as they box items, their list will be extremely vague and will not include an
estimated value. Make your list BEFORE the movers arrive; one for the air shipment and one for
the sea shipment. The shippers will tell you of any items not allowed, i.e., guns, ammunition,
fuel tanks, chemicals, matches, and other incendiary items.

• If you are bringing a pet, the shippers may make their transport arrangements as well. They
will inform you of any restrictions related to the entry of pets into France. The cost of this
service and the air freight shipment is considerable. It is far better, if possible, to take your pet
(assuming cats/dogs) with you on your flight over. The excess baggage charge is far less
expensive than air freight! (See Chapter 17, Pets, for further information concerning the
bringing of pets into France).

• Take the time to put all paperwork received from the shippers in with the other important
documents you will be bringing with you. They will be needed when your freight arrives in
France.

WHAT TO BRING?

One of the first questions asked about moving to a foreign country is “What do I need to bring?”
There are obviously many differing opinions on this subject. Some choose to take nothing and
start anew. Others feel that is is important to bring as much as possible, so as to maintain the
familiar feeling of home. Most people take the basics (household furnishings) plus sports and
hobby equipment and a few sentimental items. If you have children, let them pack a few of
their treasured items and put one or two in with the airfreight shipment.

This also depends on your company’s moving package. As furniture is very expensive to ship,
your company might give you an allowance to purchase what you need in your new home.

While common household items are available in France, they can be expensive when
compared to the prices you would pay in your home country. If you are visiting France, to find
living accommodations, make time to visit a shopping center and compare brands, price,
quality and availability. Doing so will make it much easier for you to ultimately decide what to
ship over. Remember, you will be in a new environment. A comfortable home with familiar
belongings is important to your well being and that of your family. Some helpful tips follow:

Electrical Items
For those of you moving from countries using 110/120V, you will need a transformer for any
electrical item you choose to bring. (See Chapter 6, “Utilities”.)



Furniture
If you know the size of your living accommodations, you will have a fair idea of what to bring. If
not, you will know what you are bringing and will choose an accommodation that will fit your
furnishings. French kitchens, for the most part, are small and do not accommodate large
appliances. They may not be fitted as expected by Americans and British. Americans please
note: most laundry areas have only cold water hookups and usually no dryer vent, thus will not
accommodate American washers and dryers. (And, again, be aware that French electrical
current is 220V.) If you bring beds, be sure to bring sheets and bedding, as the size of these
items often differ from country to country. Apartment living does not usually offer any storage
areas of significant size.

Telephones
Most telephones and answering machines work in France. However, there are some
certification issues of which you should be aware. (See Chapter 7, “Telephone Service”.)

TV/Video
France uses SECAM, a television system that probably differs from your home country. If you
are interested in watching English-speaking television, the best alternative is to buy a dual-
system French television (SECAM and PAL) plus a satellite dish so you can watch English
channels. You can also purchase multi-system televisions and VCR’s, which will accomodate
USA videos. (See Chapter 6, Utilities.)

Holiday Decorations
Christmas decorations and live trees are available at Christmas. Decorations and cards are
both limited in selection and expensive. Bring a tree stand, as they are rare. Other decorations
for holidays such as Easter, Valentines Day and Halloween are available, but expensive. The
nearest thing to a Thanksgiving theme is pumpkins and autumn items available in florist and
sweet shops, (and increasingly in supermarkets).

Clothing
The winter in Toulouse does get cold, but it rarely snows. It is hot and often humid in the
summer. There is quite a bit of rain throughout the year. Bring clothing that suits these weather
condition, as well as sports clothing and equipment, as the sizes and type of equipment you
are accustomed to may not be available. Shoe sizes for women go up to size 10 here, larger
sizes can be found in specialized and expensive stores.

Cooking Items
Most people bring ‘their kitchen’ as they are accustomed to cooking with particular items, in a
particular way. Most kitchen utensils and cookware are available in France, especially the
famous Creuset cookware. However, you do need to bring cookbooks, and measuring items
(especially for those who do not want to use the metric measuring system) and any food items
you especially prefer. In time, you will discover that most of your cooking needs can be met.
Please note that any “two system” measuring utensils you might buy in France will invariably
be french/UK and not French/US. (See Chapter 19, “Food and Dining”.)

Books



Books and magazines, written in English, are available throughout France in bookstores and/or
libraries. American and English newspapers are also available. Toulouse has English
bookshops and British libraries, as well. Of course, books in English can be ordered over the
Internet at either www.amazon.com or www. amazon.co.fr. (Review Chapters 23, “Leisure” and
27, “Reference Books”.)

Miscellaneous Items
Consider bringing specialty items for children such as educational toys, games, videos, as well
as hobby and sports equipment. Remember that favorite toys and games may be here, but
they will be in French. (Good French language learning tools!) Recreational items are especially
nice to have in the beginning months, while the family is still adjusting. For those who sew,
fabric shops are numerous, but quick and easy patterns are scarce and expensive in general. All
other supplies are plentiful, but expensive. Cross-stitch is becoming a favorite French hobby
and there are two very well supplied shops in the Toulouse area.

LEGAL DOCUMENTS REQUIRED IN FRANCE

The rigors of paperwork are no one’s favorite pastime; satisfying your paperwork obligations in
France will require your utmost patience. Most companies transferring employees to France
will take care of most of your paperwork needs. Check with them first. Be prepared to work with
the officials a number of times, and do not expect to get things done the first time you go to the
offices. You would be wise to take a French-speaking person with you, as you may find that the
officials are not known for their patience with foreigners who do not speak the language. Check
the hours of operation as they may vary and do expect to stand in line for extended periods of
time. We are being very honest and straightforward about this situation. We have found it to be
a tedious process, and are trying to prepare you as much as possible. Give yourself at least 1-2
hours, although you may finish in as little as fifteen minutes depending on how busy they are,
and the time of day. NOTE: The reception desk inside the service des étrangers will provide a
list of all documentation required, if you ask. This may save you standing in line only to
discover that you are missing a document.

Documents needed for official purposes often have to be translated into French, even if the
document is as simple as a birth certificate. Translation of a one-page document, even if it is
only a few lines long, can be relatively expensive. Translations must be done by official
traducteurs assermentés (translators/translation agencies. Check your yellow pages under
traduction.

Visas
Non-EEC/European Union members are required to have a long-stay visa in their passport,
upon arrival in France, if they plan to remain for more than three months. This visa can be
obtained from the French consulate having the appropriate jurisdiction in your home country.
It is not possible to apply for this visa within France. French authorities will require you to
return to your home country to apply. The majority of companies having employees working
overseas will arrange the visas for their employees and their families, before their departure.

Cartes de séjour (Long-term Residency Permit)



Anyone staying in France for a period exceeding 3 months requires a residency permit or a
carte de séjour. Foreigners engaged in a wage-earning activity must ask for a carte de séjour as
soon as they begin working, or no later than three months of their arrival. All non-wage-earning
foreigners must ask for a carte de séjour within three months of their arrival. The carte de
séjour can be processed at your local Mairie, or if you liveby the Préfecture in Toulouse center:

Préfecture de la Haute Garonne
Service des Etrangers (Foreigners’ Office)
1 rue Sainte Anne, 31000 Toulouse
Tel: 05 34 45 34 64

The Préfecture will create a separate folder for each adult, and copies of all documents may be
required for each folder. Check with your local Mairie to obtain a list of the current
requirements, as each town differs slightly and the requirements change:

• The first two pages of a valid passport or a copy of an identity card. Please note that if you
lose your USA passport while in France, or if it is no longer valid, you can apply for a new one by
mail through the USA Consulate in Toulouse, Marseille or the Embassy in Paris.
• For the working spouse; a declaration of employment including the expected duration of
employment, known as a contrat de travail signed and dated by the employer. A copy for the
non-working spouse is required.
• A medical certificate for each family member issued by a doctor registered with the French
administration. Americans usually acquire this certificate prior to their arrival in France, as there
are registered French physicians who practice in the United States. This procedure may differ if
you do not have a company making arrangements for your visa application. This is not
required for EEC/European Union nationals.
• Four to seven passport-size photos, black and white or color. Photo machines can be found at
train stations and in most shopping centers throughout the Toulouse area.
• A self-addressed stamped envelope
• Proof of insurance
• A copy of your marriage license
• Proof of residence (electric and/or telephone bill)

For students: a pre-registration form or letter of admission into a school and proof of a French
bank account where funds from the home country will be deposited. The student must request
that the school or university make an appointment at the Préfecture for them. Otherwise their
application for a carte de séjour will not be processed.

For an AU PAIR: a contract approved by the French Ministry of Labor. Once the application has
been made, one page of the form will be given to you as a receipt. This represents a temporary
residency authorization or Autorisation Provisoire de Séjour (APS). This document is valid for a
period of three months and is renewable only once. During that time you will be notified by
mail when your carte de séjour is ready.

Cost and Validity of the Carte de séjour:
The residency card is issued at no charge.



For non-EEC/European Union members, the residency card will state for how long it is valid.
For residents of the EEC/European Union, the card is valid for 5 years and renewable for a
period of ten years.

The carte de séjour is your official ID. Carry it with you at all times. For some, this document will
be affixed to the inside of your passport, and thus your passport must be with you at all times
as well. The loss of theft of this card/passport must be reported to the nearest police
commissariat as soon as possible. The loss of your passport must be reported to the American
Embassy. It is recommended that you make photocopies of all such important documents.
This will make their replacement an easier process. In case of theft or loss, the police will
immediately issue a déclaration de perte ou de vol which must be presented when applying for
a replacement card.

To renew your carte de séjour, bring your expired one as proof of identification. If you should
move, whether down the street or from one community to another, you must notify la Mairie of
your new address.

Residency Card Requirements for Children
Children under the age of 16 are not required to have a residency card, but must apply within
one month of their 16th birthday. Parent may apply for residency cards for their children, under
16 years of age, if the children will be traveling alone or outside France in the company of
persons other than their family.

Family Register (Fiche Familiale d’Etat Civil)
This paper is needed for many official transactions involving children, such as school
registration. In order for foreign documents to be accepted, most of the time you are required
to have an apostille affixed to the document. The apostille is a separate document which states
the authenticity of the original raised-seal document. The apostille can be obtained by sending
a request to the US Secretary of State where the document originated. The Fiche Familiale
d’Etat Civil can also be requested, for a fee of 50 francs, from the USA Consulate in Toulouse
and the Embassy in Paris, thus making the apostille unnecessary.

Take the following information to your local Mairie when applying for your Fiche Familiale
d’Etat Civil:
• Child or children’s passport
• Child or children’s medical records
• Birth certificate(s) with raised seal and official translation into French with an apostille.
• Parents’ marriage certificate with raised seal and official translation into French with an
apostille.
• Death certificate (if either the mother or the father of the child is deceased, and the child is
here with the living parent) with an official translation into French with an apostille.
• Proof of residency such as an electric or telephone bill.

Vocabulary – Documentation

Carte de séjour …………………………………………………………..Residency card



Carte/Contrat de travail ……………………………………………….Working papers/contract
Recto-verso ………………………………………………………………Both sides of the
document
Epouse ……………………………………………………………………..Spouse (Female)
Epoux ……………………………………………………………………….Spouse (Male)
Enfant………………………………………………………………………. Child
Renouvellement ………………………………………………………….Renewal
Justificatif d’assurance/ Couverture sociale ………………….Proof of insurance
Bulletin de salaire ………………………………………………………Pay sheet
Quittance de loyer…………………………………………………….. Rent receipt
Quittance EDF…………………………………………………………… Electricity bill receipt
Quittance de téléphone ……………………………………………….Telephone bill receipt
Relevé d’Identité Bancaire (RIB) …………………………………..White information slip in your
checkbook with account #
Photos d’identité …………………………………………………………Identity photos
Enveloppe timbrée à votre adresse ………………………………Self-addressed, stamped
envelope

MOVING HOME FROM FRANCE

It is said that the return home from a foreign country is the hardest transition of all. Some may
laugh, as they can’t imagine why moving home would be so difficult when you know the
language and all the “rules” of living. However, most data shows that this transition causes the
most difficulty, but does not provide the answer as to why.

It may partly be a case of assuming too much knowledge and understanding of your home
country, forgetting that you have been away for an extended period of time. Life does go on,
everywhere, and you have not been “there” to experience the changes. Thus, you are unaware
of exactly what is happening and what is not. Essentially, you are out of touch, even if you have
visited home every six months or so. Some problems associated with returning home that you
might not think of as being problems:

• Being out of touch with current news and local activities.

• You are a different person from the one who left one, two, three or more years ago. Your
friends may or may not feel comfortable with you now. Your tales of living in a foreign country
may bore some friends, and irritate others, as they may interpret your “story telling” as
bragging. You will be seen, perhaps, as being very lucky to have lived abroad and any
complaining about your particular circumstances, present or past, will probably be taken
lightly. Remember, most people think of living abroad as they would a holiday (having had no
experience of it themselves) and this mean hotels and conveniences. Keeping complaints to a
minimum, until you have re-established a relationship with someone, helps.

• You and your family have changed in many ways and the very fact you have been able to live
abroad, and adjust to it, for an extended period of time, is intimidating to many. Being patient
and understanding, as well as showing interest in other pepole’s lives, as you would like for



them to be in yours, will help you integrate into your “new/old” home community much more
quickly.

• You may even experience a type of “reverse” home homesickness for the lifestyle you had in
France. The pace of life at home may be faster than France and cause you stress. The weather
may be very different and not to your liking. Work schedules may vary and friends will have
changed or are no longer in the area. Your clothing will be different and you may feel left out
when everyone else laughs at a current joke to which you cannot relate. And so on and on. In
other words, you will suddenly miss what was familiar to you – the life and friends you have left
behind. It is important to remember that this is normal, and it too will pass as you again adjust
to your environment, so be patient.

Take the time to learn about your new environment at home, even if it is your hometown, just
as you would if you were in a foreign community. You will learn that many things have changed
while you were away. Taking notice, and responding appropriately, will be rewarding to all
concerned. Give yourself six months to a year to settle, say the experts.

 

PREPARATIONS FOR RETURNING HOME

DO some research before returning home to prepare yourself for the community in which you
will be living. Contact housing agents, schools for children, community organizations. If you are
returning to the same city you left, this task will probably be much easier as you may know
much of this information already. If you are moving to a new community, try to get as much
advance information as possible, as it will help you prepare mentally.

ADJUST your expectations to fit reality. This sounds silly, but many people exaggerate the
positive side of home and find it very disappointing when they return. Comparing your life in
France and your life in your home country, is also something you should try to avoid. They are
two very different experiences.

FIND new friends in the community who, like you, have lived abroad. They will readily
understand your adjustment phase and may be able to offer valuable help and support.

LISTEN and learn from your family and friends who have not been living abroad with you. They
will be a valuable resource for current issues and activities in the community, new situations
you may not know about other friends or information concerning work opportunities and
organizations you may want to join. However, be aware that these people will have also
changed in your absence. So prepare yourself to get to know them … as they are now!

PRACTICAL INFORMATION concerning your departure from France essentially involves the
reversal of the paperwork process, both at home and in France, that you performed when you
moved to France.

• Proof of residence form from the city (La Mairie), proving your residency in France, is required



for your move back to your home country.
• Accommodation leases normally require a 3-month notice to cancel, unless your company is
transferring you, in which case it is one month plus a letter stating you are being transferred.
Arrange a date with the leasing agent to inspect the dwelling for damages and to set the
conditions of the security deposit refund. Some agents (but certainly not all) will refund your
deposit on the day of the inspection, less any amount necessary to cover damages for which
you may be responsible. Legally, however, they can hold this deposit for up to two months. See
Chapter 5, Housing.
• Telephone service can be disconnected by calling the local France Telecom office. They will
ask for a forwarding address, to which they will send your final billing. (See Chapter 7,
“Telephone”.)
• EDF/GDF (electricity and gas) will need to be notified, in advance, to arrange a date for the last
meter reading. The final billing will be sent to your forwarding address. (See Chapter 6,
“Utilities”.)
• Final bills (of various types) most likely will be paid after your departure. Some people leave a
minimal amount of money in their French bank account to pay closing bills, with any balance
in the account being transfered to their home bank account. See Chapter 11.
• French taxes must be paid up to the date of your departure from France. Take your tax billing
to the Trésor Public with a certified bank check for the amount. Personal bank checks will not
be accepted. Americans note: your tax returns over the next two years will carry the foreign tax
credit sections.
• The Post Office should be notified of your moving date and given a change of address. You
will be charged a fee for this service.

Items that have been part of your French household for over one year are allowed into the USA
duty free. The UK has no restrictions on the importation of general household items. They are,
however, restrictions concerning pets and plants. See Chapter 17, Pets.

Prepare an inventory of everything you will be shipping home: in French for French customs
(your shipper may provide this service) and in English for British and American customs. For
insurance purposes, include the value for each item, listed in Euros as well as your home
currency.

Wine that is to be shipped must be the last item in the container and easily accessible, if you
are shipping it to the USA You will need a one-time import license for the State to which the
wine is being shipped. There are limitations on how much wine can be brought back to the UK.
Check with custom officials for details.

Any packers/movers/shippers that arrive at your home without packing material and claim
they will pack your belongings at their warehouse should not be allowed entry into your home.

Selling items prior to your deparutre can be easily accomplished through local expatriate
organizations such as the Newsletter of the AIT International Club (AIT) and the Toulouse
Women’s International Group (TWIG) (formerly known as the English Speaking Ladies Group
(ESLG)). Each organization has an extensive communications network for selling items such as
appliances, cars, transformers and other household goods.



3: France & Toulouse →

There are also companies like Troc 2000 who will come and take anything you want to sell.
They will make you a price, pay you, and remove the items.

← 5: Housing
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You have arrived in France! The details of settling into a new house may not be foremost in
your mind as you disembark from the aircraft, but you will soon be confronted with the task.
There are English-speaking organizations available that can help you with the process of
settling in. (See Chapter 23, “Leisure-Other Organizations”, or the list of Relocation Assistance
professionals here below) and check with your company before leaving your home country.

First, think about “What are our needs?” You may want to make a list of the items that are
important for your family concerning living accommodations as well as a list of the things you
feel would be nice, but not essential. Prioritize them on a scale of one to five. Keep the weights
in mind when visiting various residences.

Next, you and your family will want to decide what area you wish to live in and whether you
want to live in the city or in the suburbs or even further out in the countryside. Some thoughts
regarding city living versus country living are worth noting. Toulouse is an exciting town in
which to live, but its pollution level is recognized as possibly hazardous to infants. Countryside
living is more peaceful, but can be a bit dull. There are tradeoffs to be made.

HOUSING – TOULOUSE CENTER

The city of Toulouse has many things to offer a family. You are close to shopping, the daily
market, schools, and cultural activities. However, travel to large suburban supermarkets and
shopping centers require a car. A car is not necessary for local shopping as everything is easily
accessible and the bus and metro are excellent. See Chapter 9, Public Transportation. It is very
hard to feel isolated in the city, as there are many things to do and see. The disadvantages
about city center are: (1) it is difficult to find parking, so make sure your home comes with a
designated parking place, (2) you might not have any outside space (garden or terrace) and (3)
it tends to be noisy and more polluted from motor emissions than the countryside.

HOUSING – SUBURBS OF TOULOUSE

The surrounding villages and small towns are beautiful and quiet, although some are
somewhat secluded. They offer houses with gardens and a quaint style of village life. However,
they can be isolating if you are very far out of the city or have few houses near you. Many of the
suburbs are only ten or fifteen minutes from Toulouse center, but provide open country
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settings and a taste of French country living. Offers for homes in sub-divisions (lotissements) are
numerous. These newer homes are often relatively small in size and close together. Large
English-speaking communities can be found in Pibrac, Tournefeuille, and Colomiers.

HOUSING – BEYOND GREATER TOULOUSE

The outlying countryside — beyond Greater Toulouse (which is a circumference of about 15
kilometers from downtown Toulouse, see map here) — was once all farmland and still mostly
is agricultural. It is mostly flat to the east and rises gradually to the north. To thenorth west
(Bordeaux direction) and east (Narbonne direction) it is also very level land.

With the increase in housing prices within Greater Toulouse area, there has been a gradual
spread outwards to further communities within a reasonable commuting distance of, say, 45
minutes. Residing here is a bit like in the suburbs of Toulouse as described above, with an even
further accent on Country Living — with all its advantages (open air markets, fresh air,
children’s play activities) and some of its disadvantages (seclusion from the hectic life in a large
city).

RENTAL AGENCIES

After deciding where you want to live, the city or one of the suburbs, you are now ready to
contact an agence immobilière or rental agency. Unlike some countries where a rental property
is ‘multiple-listed’ with several agencies, in France an agency that has several houses or
apartments for rent may or may not be listed with another agency. As a consequence, you
must visit several agencies yourself to see what they have to offer. The rental offices are, in
general, small. Be prepared to wait for an available person to take you to see a house and/or
for them to make a “house visiting” appointment for another time. The properties the agency
has are not always in the area of the office. (It helps to have a mobile phone to help you
manage your search.)

A sign in a rental agency will look like this:

A louer: (For rent)

Type: T4 (3-bedrooms plus living room)

Surface: 100 Sq. M. (Area; one square meter is about 10 square feet, 10.76 sq. ft. to be exact))

Situation: Rue de Lombez (Location)

Loyer: xxx € (verify that charges are included in the rent)

Most agencies will not give a detailed description of the house, nor will they provide the
address for you to see it from the outside. You might want to create your own check-list and
ask questions whilst visiting the property. If you want to take photos, ask the owner’s
permission beforehand. You haven’t the unsaid right to do so.



A recent study by Que Choisir?, the French equivalent of Which or Consumer Reports, focused
upon the profession of Real Estate agents. The results are somewhat disconcerting. Therefore,
you are wise to take some precautions.

Such as:

The agency fees should be posted either in the window or on walls somewhere. If you
don’t see them, ask for them in writing. These fees are competitive and may vary from
agent to agent.
Ask for further information that may condition your decision to purchase. For instance,
for the property under consideration, the Tax Fonciere (property tax, that tenants need
not pay) or the Tax d’Habitation (community services tax) that either as a tenant or owner
you will be obliged to pay. As well, ask to see past bills for electricity and gas if these have
been the principle means of heating the premises.
The agency is required to have a Siret Number, meaning that it is registered as a viable
enterprise. It will also have an insurance policy for covering all transactions. Look for
both before signing any contracts
When visiting a property, sign a “Bon de Visite”, that identifies the property, its address,
some specifics about the property and above all its asking price. If you are thinking of
squeezing the agency by dealing directly with the owner, this Bon de visite will be proof
that you were introduced to the property by the real estate agency in question. A court of
law could require that you pay the agency fees and a penalty.
As a matter of course, do not leave any advance payments with a real estate agent. If
they go out of business before the property is transacted, which may take a few months;
you may not recuperate your down payment. If called for, try to leave any advance
payment with your Notary. (What Notary? … you are asking yourself. Public notarie are 
responsible for the transaction of all property in France. See explanation in our chapter
Taxes & Legal.)
As a rule, never take the Notary of the selling party, who will be defending the interests of
the seller. You should find your own to defend your interests. The fees are set by law, and
the fact that you chose your own Notary to transact the purchase means the fees are
shared by both Notaries.
You may be asked to sign either a Compromis de Vente or a Promesse de vente. The
difference is that the latter is registered at the French Treasury and is more binding if in
litigation. The Compromis de vente can be broken, but will require the decision of a
tribunal judge and their judgment according to the facts presented to them.
Regardless of the contract signed, the Notary will check that the contractual
documentation is completed with the numerous tests that must be undertaken prior to
signature of the act of sale. For instance, an apartment will require an independent
verification of its surface area. All properties will require a check for lead deposit in the
paints used. And, some communities will require verification for termites.

LOCATING HOUSING THROUGH LOCAL ADVERTISEMENT

Other sources for locating rentals houses or apartments are advertisements at Aérospatiale or
any of the other local companies, the women’s groups and the newspapers. Sometimes, by
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just driving around, you may find a house with a rental sign notice (à louer). While newspapers
are a good source of information, you will have either to understand French or find a friend
who is willing to help you translate, and/or write an advertisement if you are looking for a
particular type of house or apartment. The following newspapers may be useful:

Le 31, 18 rue Rivals Telephone: 05 34 45 24 24

Hebdo, 51 boulevard Thibault Telephone: 05 61 43 15 00

La Depeche du Midi / Publi Toulouse, avenue Jean Baylet Telephone: 05 61 49 11 11

When reading a newspaper or other written information concerning housing the following
French terms will be helpful:

Vocabulary – Real Estate

F1, F2, T1, T2 : ‘F’ stands for houses, ‘T” stands for apartments. The number equates to a living
room PLUS the number of bedrooms. The kitchen and bathrooms are not counted (i.e. ‘F4’
would be a three-bedroom house).

Louer / Location Offre — For Rent

Appartements / Villas — Apartments/houses

Villa, Pavillon — A small house S., Standing–Good quality

G.S., Grand standing –Luxury apartment or home

Part., Particulier —A private individual is leasing the property versus an agency

Prop., Propriétaire — Owner Loc.,

Locataire— Renter / lessee

Séj., Séjour — Living room

Ch., Chambre — Bedroom

App.,Chb, Pièce — A single room for rent within an apartment Chem., Cheminée — Fireplace

Jar. Clot., Jardin Clôturé — Fenced or enclosed garden

Cuisine intégrée — Kitchen has cupboards and countertops; (normally a French kitchen has
only a sink in a cabinet)



Cuisine équipée— Kitchen has appliances, such as stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, etc. (not
commonly found)

Cuisine américaine — Kkitchen opens out onto the living area (usually an equipped kitchen
with appliances as well)

Plein pied — Phrase used to describe any one story house

Cave — Wine cellar area

Sous-sol — Basement or storage area

1er étage — Second floor (USA) – first floor (UK)

2eme étage — Third floor (USA) – second floor (UK)

Dernier étage — Top floor

FRENCH TERMS AND CHARGES

Droit au bail – 2.5% of the annual rental fee goes to this tax. It may or may not be figured
into the advertised rental amount.
Frais d’agence – The commission due the agency renting the apartment. It is usually
around 7% of the annual rental amount and is paid by the owner, but not always.
2 mois de caution – A 2-month deposit on the house or apartment is required and is to be
paid in advance. The owner has 2 months to return the deposit after the property is
vacated. The deposit may be kept to cover any work in the house liable to the tenant.
(This is supposedly being revised to one month deposit, so check to see which is the
legally valid.)
Fiche de paie / Bulletin de salaire – The agency will want proof of employment for the
past three months. Pay receipts will be accepted. Or, they will ask you to put a Security
Bond (held in escrow) for the total value of the rental over a given period of time.
Assurance incendie et dégât des eaux – It is a French law that you must have tenant
insurance (fire and water damage) for the house or apartment at the time you sign the
rental agreement. Insurance is available through several agencies in Toulouse. Insurance
agencies generally require a three-month notice to close an insurance policy, which you
must do by registered letter.

There are certain security measures that you are required to take, such as closing the shutters if
the house or apartment is left for more than 24 hours, or that the entrance door be equipped
with a safety bolt, that will be a condition of your insurance policy. Ask your agent because
policies do differ.

Should your residence be broken into, call the police immediately (as well as your insurer) and
ask them to come witness the damages (constat d’infraction et cambriolage) and particularly
the breakage due to entry. Then ask for a copy of their “constat” (report). The insurance



company may require a copy before they reimburse you.

RENTAL FEE INCLUSIONS AND EXCLUSIONS

If renting an apartment, your monthly rental fee generally covers the following:

Garbage collection,
cleaning of the common areas,

* But neither water nor heating if communal.

The monthly rental for a house may or may not cover the following items:

Garbage collection, see Chapter 10, Taxes – taxe d’ordures section• water, in some cases
(meters are often located in the garden and billing is bi-annual)
Electricity, gas, fuel, television fee (which may change soon)

ENTRY (& EXIT) INSPECTION / INVENTORY

The French require an état des lieux (entry/exit inspection and inventory of the property) before
signing the lease, that the owner or agent establish together with the renter. Make sure
everything is listed, including nail holes in the wall, scratched surfaces – everything! Any and all
irregularities and /or the actual conditions of walls, floors, and equipment should be put into
writing. When moving out of said apartment / house, the exit inspection will be conducted and
compared to entry inspection/inventory. If there is any unusual degradation of the property,
you may be required to repair it.

The rule applied is that the tenant is allowed only “normal wear and tear”. Any abuse of an
accidental nature must be repaired. Any change in the aspect of the house will entail the
tenant’s responsibility to remake the property as it was before. For example, if there is no hole
in the wall where you want to hang a picture, on exit you are expected to refill the hole.

So, if something breaks resulting from normal usage, inform in writing the property owner. If
anything is broken accidentally or willfully, then repair it at your cost. However, do not agree to
pay for the cost of repainting the residence — unless their is visible damage. Given the nature of
the damage, you can repair/repaint it yourself or ask a craftsman to do so.

The reimbursement of your 2-month deposit may very much depend on the comparison of
both the exit and entry inspection/inventory documents. If there are problems and the owner
agrees to correct them, get everything in writing too.

If at all possible, take photographs (with a convenient newspaper front-page in the photo to
confirm the date — and, of course, keep the newspaper!). If there is no one who speaks French
on your behalf at the time of the inspection, a list of problems can be translated into French for
the owner, with such a list to be ultimately signed by both parties. Although everything is
negotiable, quite often tenants are expected to accept the state of the property “as is”.



HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

Some aspects of French housing may be worth noting for general information:

Electricity is the responsibility of the tenant. Before signing the lease, make sure the
amperage is sufficient for all the appliances you will be using. If it is not, ask your
landlord to have it increased by the electric company. In some cases, the existing wiring
cannot accommodate your needs. If this is not agreed upon before you sign the lease, it
will become your responsibility.
The kitchens do NOT normally come equipped, and more than likely, you will have to
purchase cupboards, counter tops, and appliances.
Most apartments, flats and houses do not have closet space, and require armoires
(wardrobes) instead, which are the responsibility of the renter.
In general, rooms are smaller and storage space may or may not exist at all! This is
especially worth noting for Americans, Canadians, and Australians who may be used to
far larger accommodations.
Vacant houses often do not have lighting fixtures, toilet paper holders, towel racks,
curtains, or other such ‘personal’ items. The French owner does not normally supply
these items and expects the renter to buy their own. French renters take all such items
with them when they move.
Most apartments, flats and houses do not have smoke and/or carbon monoxide
detectors. Unlike the USA, there is no requirement to have them installed. It is a good
idea to purchase two battery-powered detectors (one for the basement and one for the
bedroom areas).
Insect screens on windows are not considered a necessity in France. They are only now
becoming available pre-made in very limited configurations. For those who are
somewhat handy with tools, they can be easily made from supplies readily available in
local hardware stores, or stores such as Castorama. • Air-conditioning is also not
common, but small portable air-conditioners are available from local retailers.

INSURANCE

You will be given the keys to the rental premises only upon showing that you have obtained
multi-risk insurance (Assurance Multi-Risque). This will cover fire and water damage principally
(such that the owner’s property is covered) but can include also break-in and theft, glass
breakage as well in case of a third-party accident at your residence. There is also, apart, special
insurance to cover your children whilst at and coming/going from/to school that is worth
considering.

Remember to cancel all insurance upon leaving by means of a registered letter. If you are
changing premises you may carry the insurance with you. Regardless, it is a good moment for
looking at comparative insurance prices for a better deal, since the fact that you change
physical residence is a legal reason for terminating the insurance contract.

Also consider a separate policy for Legal Insurance. This is often included in Mulit-Risque
insurance mentioned above, but its coverage is limited. If, for instance, you will be renovating
or building, you will be signing contracts for considerable amounts. You must therefore be



assured that your Legal Insurance is up to the task. Discuss this with your Insurer — but try
looking for equivalent insurance on the net (if your French is up to it). As it is likely to be much
less expensive.

HANDYMAN SERVICES

Now that you’ve found and/or moved into a dwelling, there are no doubt a number of things
that you would like to have installed, repaired or painted.

English-speaking contractor:

Alex Service (Tel: 06 09 72 90 73)

No Job Too Big or Small:

Euromaster Builders (Tel: 06 75 24 03 98, email: euromb@wanadoo.fr)

Available for yard work and petits travaux (small jobs) or as an intermediary between you
and your propriétaire: Jean Charles (Tel: 05 62 74 14 16)

RECYCLING

Most towns now offer a recycling service. Blue plastic containers are affected to your home for
collecting paper, cardboard, metal cans, juice bricks, plastic bottles … Other trash will be
collected in the regular grey containers.

Glassware should be deposited in the street containers.

Pick up days vary, so check with your local city hall.

LEASE CANCELLATION

Leases can normally be canceled with either a 1-month or 3-month notification depending on
your situation. Notification should be made by Lettre Recommandée avec Accusé de
Réception (registered letter with acknowledgment of receipt), so that you know when your
landlord received it. The legal date of notification begins on such date.

A 1-month cancellation with no penalty is acceptable when there is a job transfer or loss
of employment. The landlord is entitled to formal justification for the short cycle
cancellation, such as a letter from your employer. For less than the period stipulated in
the contract, you will need a valid reason to break the lease. If being transferred have
your company confirm in writing and attach it to your cancellation notice.
A 3-month cancellation is acceptable for the other situations, including normal transfers
and end-of-contracts.
Owners’ cancellation notification: if your landlord is going to sell the house/building, he
must give you 6-months notice during which time the renter is free to move out
whenever he/she chooses.

mailto:euromb@wanadoo.fr


* You will be required to accommodate agency visits to re-rent the house, should the owner
desire to do so.

RENTAL VERSUS PURCHASING

Most Newcomers will want to rent upon arrival. It is well worthwhile not to rush into buying a
place. It takes some time to get to know a realty market, and a rental is an ideal solution for
those who want to shop around for a permanent residence.

However, many expats do opt, sooner or later, for purchasing a residence, since it makes for a
good investment. French property prices stagnated and fell slightly in the early 1990s, but
historically they have appreciated steadily. In the last years they have been rising substantially
in the Greater Toulouse area, with the influx of people to work there.

So, purchasing, either within Toulouse or Greater Toulouse or even beyond in the surrounding
area, is well worth considering for those thinking of staying beyond a three or four year
assignment in the area.

French real estate agents have no central listing, as stated above. So, one must dedicate a
considerable amount of time to looking about for their Dream House. Remember, realty agents
work for the seller, not the buyer — even if the buyer is the one who ultimately pays their
commission. Potential clients come and go, but the owner and their property remain.

Be prepared to take notes, survey well the property and ask some incisive questions. There are
basically two markets, an apartment or a house. The other important variable is age.

As regards apartments, a sales transaction requires certain certifications, namely, the exact
area of the apartment, if it is an apartment building. If it is detached from an existing older
building and has been renovated, this may not be the case. So, be sure to take your own
measurements. Also, if an apartment was built before the 1950s, it must be certified to be lead-
paint free.

As regards an older house, some communities require a termite inspection. If the roofing is
seriously infected, it will require a costly renovation the cost of which can be negotiated off the
price. It is also advisable to inspect for lead piping in the supply of water, though its use in
waste water is not a concern. Also, remember that some of these houses have no “crawl space”
or cellar under the flooring. That is, during winter they are likely to be a great deal colder than
had they had a proper insulation space under the floor, which in French is called a Vide
Sanitare. Not too mention rising damp.

Ask about the various local taxes to be paid for garbage collection and other communal
services. Also, if you are keen to have a suitable Internet connection, be sure that the Centrex
(local telephone exchange box) is not more than 5 kilometers from the house. DSL speed
degrades with distance and beyond 5 kilometers it is seriously impeded.



4: Preparing to Move →

Aside from the real estate commission, you will pay also the Notary fees and sales taxes that
will be anywhere from 6 to 8% of the sales price. So, once into a house, for you to resell it and
break even requires another two or three year wait for all those fees to be recuperated by the
increase in property values.

← 6: Utilities & Television
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October 16, 2014 AIT Guidebook Flemming Funch

ELECTRICITY

The French have two companies that provide service for gas or electricity; EDF for electricity
and GDF for gas.

The French electrical current is 220 volts (V) and 50 cycles (Hz). Electrical items designed for
220V/50Hz will work fine, but most likely will need plug adapters to fit the French outlets. Items
with a selectable 200V/50Hz switch, i.e. computers and stereo systems, will run fine in France
by simply setting the switch for 220V. Televisions and VCR’s having changeable voltage have
other problems which will be discussed later in this section.

The wiring code in France is brown for live and blue for neutral. The French plug has two
round prongs, different from some other European plugs, even though the voltage is the same.
There are two types of light bulbs: ampoules à vis(screw-in type) and ampoules à baïonnette
(bayonet type).

CONNECTING AND DISCONNECTING GAS AND ELECTRICITY

To connect or disconnect the gas and electricity at your home, the EDF or GDF office must be
notified ten days in advance in order to read and connect or disconnect the meter(s). However,
the process will usually be accomplished in a lesser period of time. Notification can be made
by telephone, letter or in person. The connection/disconnection expense, and the gas and/or
electricity consumption will appear on the same bill. The first payment will be an avance sur
consommation (advance payment). Billing occurs every two months. Most billing is through
facture intermédiaire(estimated bill) based upon prior consumption rates. Meters are read and
an adjusted facture de consommation réelle (bill for actual consumption) is usually sent every
six months. If you are not present when an agent comes to read the meters, you may find a
card in your mailbox requesting that you fill in the numbers from your meter and mail the card
back to EDF or GDF.

Note: if your meter is located inside your home or apartment, you must have the meter read at
least once a year.

BRINGING ELECTRICAL ITEMS TO FRANCE
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If you are thinking of buying NEW appliances before coming to France, you may find that
buying a transformer for small appliances works well. However larger appliances may present
problems. Many electrical appliances with multi-voltage choice are now sold in the USA.
Transformers work well with dryers but washers present certain plumbing problems.

When deciding whether to bring these items or not, consider whether you will be able to get
parts and service for your item and can it be repaired in France. Also, if you have a full-sized
appliance, will there be sufficient space? Most French kitchens are small and may not
accommodate a full-sized refrigerator, washer, or dryer. Many windows open like a door and
will not accommodate air conditioning units that are designed to sit on the windowsill. French
washing/drying machines and refrigerators have a much smaller capacity than full-sized
appliances used in other countries.

When deciding whether to bring full-sized appliances, be aware that electricity is very
expensive in France (and yet most everything from heating to cooking is electric). As large
appliances take more electricity to operate, this fact is something to consider when deciding
what to bring. Also, some houses/apartments may not be wired to accommodate the
increased amperage needs required by full-sized appliances. (See Chapter 5: “Housing”.)

Plumbing
Plumbing can be a problem when bringing appliances from other countries. Many American
washing machines and dishwashers need a hot water outlet to operate, which is not available
in France; (garage or pantry spaces usually do not have hot water outlets). French washing
machines and dishwashers are connected SOLELY to the cold water faucet and have an
internal mechanism that heats the incoming cold water, resulting in longer cycles. If bringing
an American washer, you will need to inform the person that hooks it up of this difference. Most
plumbers would NOT have heard of the difference in systems. Also, if your refrigerator has an
automatic ice-maker, it will need special plumbing, which may or may not be a problem.

Electrical items which are not 220V
Items manufactured for 110V will probably burn out immediately if plugged into a French
socket as they would receive twice the required voltage. These types of appliances would only
work correctly by means of a transformer.

Most lamps and lighting fixtures made for lower voltages (other than fluorescent fixtures) will
operate without requiring rewiring, providing the bulb is changed to a 220V bulb. An incorrect
voltage bulb may explode. French light bulbs can be purchased with threaded, screw-in bases
that fit most lamp sockets. Enersgy saving flourescent bulbs are commonly available. LED (light
emitting diode) bulbs are also making their appearance and will like one day replace
incandescent light bulbs.

Electrical items which are not 50 CYCLES (Hz)
A difference in cycles (frequency) effects the speed at which a motor or drive mechanism works.
A motor designed for 60Hz operating on a 50Hz system functions at 5/6th its normal speed.
This is a problem for precision items such as clocks, stereo turntables, tape recorders/players,



DVD and CD players, or microwave ovens, as they operate too slowly.

Transformers
Transformers change one voltage into another; either 110V to 220V or 220V to 110V. There are
different power ratings (sizes) of transformers to handle different wattage requirements, from
small (200 watts) to large (1000 watts and more). Transformers do not change the frequency,
therefore, any precision items plugged into a transformer which are not 50Hz (cycles), will not
operate properly, as mentioned above. Physically, some transformers can be very heavy and
not convenient to move from appliance to appliance or room to room. Transformers are
available in France, but electrical stores do not usually carry a large supply or choice of power
ratings. It is much easier to bring them from home matched to the electrical items they will be
used with, or to buy them from someone who is leaving France. In order to plug more than one
item into a transformer, you will need a multi-outlet adapter from your home country, such as
a 3- or 5-plug outlet bar. Having a few spare extension cords is recommended.

Most electrical items are labeled with their voltage/frequency and wattage requirements. The
transformer’s power rating must be large enough to handle the COMBINED (total wattage) of all
the electrical items which might be connected to it and in use simultaneously. Note that having
more electrical appliances connected to your voltage transformer than it is rated for can result in
shorting the transformer and starting a fire.

The following items can be used with a transformer:
• Computers, toasters, hair dryers, coffee makers, sewing machines, power tools, radios,
typewriters, refrigerators, vacuum cleaners (bring a few spare belts and bags, as items for an
American machine may or may not be available in France)
• Precision items (50Hz) such as clocks, stereo turntables, tape recorders/players. (For music
playing items which are not 50Hz, the speakers and receiver will operate fine, however the tape
deck and turntables will operate too slowly).
• Microwave ovens which are not 50 Hz are not recommended for use in France (insufficient
power) although some people do use them.

Television and Video Recorders
Televisions and video recorders pose a special problem aside from electrical compatibility
discussed before. The problem is there are three broadcast systems used around the world.
They are not interchangeable and cannot be mixed. The only television and video systems
able to operate using any three of the systems are multi-system, switch selectable.

The three systems used world-wide are:
• NTSC SYSTEM: Bahamas Islands, Canada, Central America, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Taiwan, the
Philippines, and the USA.
• PAL SYSTEM; Australia, Austria, Belgium, China, Denmark, Great Britain, Holland, Hong Kong,
Italy, Kuwait, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Singapore, South Africa, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, Thailand and West Germany.
• SECAM SYSTEM: Bulgaria, France, Hungary, Iran, Iraq, Luxembourg, Monaco, Poland and
previous Soviet countries.



As the French use the SECAM system, if your home country is not SECAM, your television will
not receive the French broadcasts. In addition, French VCR tapes will not work in your VCR and
your VCR will not work with a French SECAM television.

Televisions and VCRs must be of a compatible system, SECAM with SECAM, PAL with PAL, etc. If
you bring a non-SECAM television then you must bring a non-SECAM VCR and tapes to
accompany the system in order to use it. The best solution is a multi-system television and VCR
which enables you to watch French television, British television (through a satellite dish) and
also enjoy your videotapes if you are American and have an NTSC system! Some PAL/SECAM
system will read NTSC. Beware! There are two types of NTSC (3.5 & 4.3). The “readers” will only
read one of these. This will be a problem when trying to play home videos. Be sure to read the
manual before buying your VCR to make sure the system includes both types of NTSC. The best
approach is a true multi-system. These are becoming easier to find in France (PAL/SECAM
/NTSC system). There are also many English-speaking families here with either PAL or NTSC
videos that are regularly shared within the community.

France has recently embarked upon a program switching all terrestrial broadcasting to digital
transmission, called TNT (Télévision Numerique Terrrestre). See below.
SATELLITE TELEVISION IN FRANCE

If you are considering the purchase of a satellite system, there is a huge variety of satellite
television equipment and hundreds of stations available. Depending on where you live,
satellite television may be accessed through a cable television provider or via a shared (in an
appartment building) or individual (in a private home) satellite dish.

A satellite television system (Astra, CanalSatellite, TPS, etc.) requires the following hardware:
• a téléviseur (PAL-system, dual PAL/SECAM or multi-standard television)
• a recepteur de satellite (receiver/decoder)
• an antenne parabolique fixe (fixed satellite dish antenna); an individual dish is not required
when accessing a shared dish (cable television provider, apartment building)
• a tête LNB universelle (an LNB, “Low Noise Block Amplifier/Converter”, is a hardware device
for converting and amplifying a band of satelllite signals from a high frequency (usually GHz)
into lower IF-frequency(usually MHz). The LNB is mounted in the focal spot of a satellite dish
and so is also unnecessary when accessing a shared dish)
• câbles et connecteurs (coaxial cable and connectors), generally supplied with the
corresponding equipment

Installing a fixed-dish system can be done by anyone with some mechanical aptitude, (or the
supplier will install it for a fee). Installation requires only regular do-it-yourself tools, plus a
compass to orient/align the dish, the most difficult part since most dishes do not have
automatic fine-tuning feature. (Two people and a lot of patience are the main requirements).
Most satellite service providers have websites that offer installation tips for do-it-yourselfers.
System prices vary greatly depending on the type of equipment you want. A basic kit will
include a receiver, antenna, cable and hardware.

The subscription packages offered by the Sky Broadcasting Network, TPS and CanalSatellite



have a good variety of entertainment for adults and children. Other pay channel subscriptions
are available from other European countries through outlets or mail service. Suppliers of UK
satellite television advertise in the English paper “The News”, published monthly and available
widely in presses (newspaper/magazine shops) in the area. Other pay channel subscriptions
are available from other European countries through outlets or mail service.

Before subscribing to pay television, ensure that your equipment is compatible with the
decoding system the pay channel uses; most, but not all, pay TV companies use “Videocrypt” or
“Eurocrypt”. Also, if you subscribe to some German or Swedish pay broadcasts, or to Canal
Plus, it would be wise to view the programs first since some can be very unsuitable for children.

DIGITAL TELEVISION (Télévision Numérique Terrestre, or TNT)

Digital TV has arrived in France and as of April 2008 all TVs must be sold with an internal TNT
decoder to provide crystal clear digital TV. All analog television will stop broadcasting in April of
2011.

If you are not upgrading from the form-factor 4:3 to 16:9 and wish to receive nonetheless TNT
programs, or if you bought a 16:9 form factor TV before TNT had arrived, you can buy a decoder
separately from most TV appliance stores (such as FNAC or Darty or even on the Web).

Only some programs are beginning to broadcast in high-definition TV. More and more will
come on-line, so you are wise to purchase an HDTV television screen. For the present, TNT on
an old TV set can make objects looked “squeezed”, because the programs were broadcast in
4:3 format and are viewed on 16:9 format screens. (Which means black bands at the top and
bottom if viewed on 4:3 format televisions.) This will change as more channels start program
broadcasting in pure 16:9 format – presuming you have TNT on a 16:9 format TV.

You will also require a TV antenna that is compatible with TNT, though most antennas installed
within the past five years are already compatible.

TNT is free (that is, it is included in your TV tax that you pay annually) and there are more than
18 channels that can be obtained, some of which broadcast TV series in English. One can also
obtain for-fee Canal-Sat, which is a bouquet of TV channels, including some international like
CNN, by adding a decoder to your TNT box.

Parental Lock
While it is true that sexual themes and scenes are increasingly common on American television,
what your children may tune into while in France might shock you. Programming suitable only
for HBO in the States is often shown during regular children’s viewing hours, films roses (“soft”
porn), appear on both hertzian and satellite television (usually on Friday and Sunday evenings),
and hard-core porn is shown after-hours on some channels that show programs suitable for
family viewing earlier in the day.

Fortunately, parental locks are available with most satellite systems. Parents can prevent
unauthorized viewing by selecting the stations to be locked from the onscreen listing available



5: Housing →

through the main menu. A code is required to access those stations that have been
verrouillées. Two “regular” stations that you might wish to consider locking are M6/6 (adult-
themed television in the evening) and RTL/9 (films roses on Friday evenings). Other channels
for which you might prefer to restrict access, due to HBO or adult-themed programming, R-
rated films, or, in some cases, soft– and/or hardcore pornography, include Canal Jimmy, Paris
Première, Comédie, Série Club, Téva, ABMotors-XXL and the different film and pay-per-view
channels, such as the Canal and Kiosque series.

For the redevance de l’audiovisuel (television tax), see Chapter 10.

← 7: Telephone & Internet
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In France, with the privatization of telephony, the telephone physical network became the
property of France Telecom. However, many Telephony Service Providers may offer their
interconnect service over these lines.  Any Internet Service Provider can do the same. So, you
can have as many as three subscriptions: one from France Telecom for the physical
connection, another from a Telephony Service Supplier and a third from an Internet Service
Provider.

Also, degroupage (literally ungrouping) is common in the large cities. So, when you ask an ISP,
you are likely to get a package deal that includes telephony and you need not contact France
Telecom.

When you want only a telephone line, you must go to the France Telecom office closest to your
home. The various addresses are listed in the yellow pages of the telephone directory. When
you arrive, go to the accueil (reception desk), and tell them you would like a new service or that
you have a problem with your telephone. There is usually someone in the office that speaks
English.

You will then be asked to  wait in the reception area for a representative. It is not unusual to
have to wait 20-30 minutes. If you feel confortable enough with your French, you can call
customer service at 0800 10 14 31 (or 1014 if you call from a telephone). In case of a problem
with your line, call 0800 10 13 31, (or 1013 if you call from home).

Hint: When subscribing to any service that requires a recurrent payment, such as Fixed or
Mobile Telephony, or DSL interconnect, or Gas, you are wise to opt for Direct Debiting by your
bank (called prelevement automatique) for  service payment. If you ever miss a payment by
check, your service will be discontinued and you will need to battle with the after-sales service
to get it reconnected, which is highly unadvised! Direct Debiting will require you to sign your
contract as well as supply bank information (of the checking account to be debited), which is
typically supplied on your RIB. The RIB is typically attached to your check-book or, perhaps,
bank statement and contains all pertinent information regarding your bank account. (It is
therefore also useful when making international transfers to your account.)

Now that you have a telephone line, you can chose your Service Providers. You need not take
France Telecom. For national, long distance and international calls, you may want to research
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alternate solutions. Many price-competitive companies are available such as CEGETEL, TELE2
(le 4) and BUDGET TELECOM — which can all be found on the Web. There are no subscription
fees for these services, and you only pay if you use them.

Notice also that the cheaper all-in-one packages  (telephony, Internet, etc.) work over an
Internet Protocol. Budget Telecom works over the established telephone network. The quality
of the communication can differ on the Internet, depening upon the time of day.

You can also chose the equipment you wish to use, from France Telecom or any other supplier
of certified compatible telephone equipment  (such as the handset, a fax, a DSL connection).

For DSL connection, there are also a number of ISPs available. However, as regards DSL, do be
careful of the following. DSL interconnect is distance dependent. This means that the speed
decreases with distance from the local telephone switch. This is not a great problem in larger
cities, but in the countryside it does get problematic. If you are thinking of living in the suburbs
or even farther out in a small village, be sure to ask (at the City Hall) where the telephone switch
is, called a Centrale Téléphonique.  If the distance between your prospective residence and the
switch is more than 5 kilometers, you are likely to have a diminished Internet speed.

FRANCE TELECOM-CERTIFIED TELEPHONES AND FAXES

Although telephones and faxes can be brought from the USA and will work in France, using a
voltage adapter, there are French regulations concerning the use of “foreign” telephones and
faxes. A green sticker marked agréé, affixed to the base of the telephone, means that it is
France Telecom-certified and therefore meets French regulations.

Should you have a problem with your telephone line requiring service and you are not using
certified telephones, you could be subject to a fine and possibly be held liable for any damage
caused to the telephone network. For UK telephone equipment, it is difficult to source the
necessary adapter plug, so it is often considered simpler to buy French equipment in France.

CONNECTING YOUR TELEPHONE SERVICE

If you are having a new telephone line installed by France Telecom, you must bring the
following information when ordering your service:
• Some form of formal identification such as a passport or carte de séjour
• Proof of residency such as an electric bill or rental or lease contract
• The number of telephone(s) and the style(s) you would like. (You have the option of providing
your own telephones if they have a France Telecom-certified agréé sticker).

You will be asked:
• Whether you would like to be listed in the annuaire (telephone directory) or wish to be liste
rouge (unlisted number).
• Whether you want a Minitel, a computer terminal useful for obtaining a wide variety of
information. (See “Minitel”, page 51).
• Where you would like your billing sent and the payment method you prefer (check or a bank



debit). (See Chapter 11: “Banking”, Relevé d’Identité Bancaire section). If you would like a
facture détaillée (itemized bill) that lists all calls, request it at this time, as calls are not usually
itemized; this service is free-of-charge.

Installation will take a few days. Costs for the installation vary according to whether the
housing is new or has been vacated for less/more than two months. Billing is every two months
and includes the cost of equipment rental and the summary cost of all calls. Calls are not
itemized unless you request a facture détaillée (itemized bill); this service is free of charge.

Annuaires (telephone directories) are issued yearly, usually in late November or early
December. If you live in Toulouse, your directory may be delivered to your home by the Post
Office. If you live in the suburbs, you will receive a letter telling you when and where to collect
your new directory (usually the local Post Office). Take the letter and the old directory to the
Post Office and you will be given a new directory in exchange.

DISCONNECTING YOUR TELEPHONE SERVICE

To disconnect your service, send a letter to the Service Commercial (listed on your billing
statement) and advise them of the date when you want service to stop. To ensure that there is
no misunderstanding, it is a good idea to send your request registered with an avis de
réception, which is the equivalent of a return receipt. You may find that it is easier to visit the
agency directly to terminate service. Remember to take your most recent telephone bill
with you. If you are moving to another area in France, you may ask for a recording free-of-
charge that states your new number when the old number is dialed.

CABINES TELEPHONIQUES (PAY TELEPHONES)

There are three types of pay telephones commonly found in France: 1) those that only accept
coins (becoming quite rare), 2) those that only accept a télécarte (described below), and 3)
phones that accept either a télécarte or debit/credit card such as carte bleue or VISA (most
common). The booth will be marked to tell you what it accepts. If you do not have a télécarte,
you can usually find a point phone (coin phones) in cafés and restaurants. A coin telephone
can only return the coins you place in the slot which weren’t used. (For example, if you
place two 0,50€ coins in the telephone for a call that costs 0,30€, you will receive one 0,50€ coin
change. Had a 1,00€ coin been used, no change would have been returned.) See page 52 for a
translation of the instructions that commonly appear on-screen.

You can place a collect call by dialing 3006, but the system is automated and speaks French.
Basically you have to enter the number you wish to call and while it rings through it will ask you
for your name which it records for use in the message the recipient will hear when asked to
approve the call.

Télécartes (Telephone Cards)
Télécartes (telephone cards) can be used in most public telephone booths. A télécarte can be
purchased at France Telecom offices, post offices, tabacs, presses and anywhere you see a sign
“télécarte en vente ici” (“télécarte on sale here”). They are available in 50- or 120-unit



denominations; one unit is comparable to one local call. Cards are disposable (and even
collectable) when all units are used. For maximum convenience, it is recommended that you
carry a télécarte with you at all times; you may also want to give one to your kids as well.
Télécartes are easy to use – just follow these instructions:

Vocabaulary for using a télécarte, carte bleue or VISA in a pay phone:

Décrochez  ……………………………………………………… Pick up the receiver
Introduire carte ou faire numéro libre ………………….. Insert the card, face up (note the
direction of the arrow) or dial a toll-free number
Fermez le volet SVP  ………………………………………… Close the door/flap over the card.
(This message seldom appears, as phones now have a slot into which the card is inserted)
Solde: xx unités  ………………………………………………. The calling units remaining on the
card
Numéroter  ………………………………………………………. Dial the number or toll free
number
Numéro appelé  ……………………………………………….. The number dialed appears on
screen as well as the number of units remaining on the card
Retirez la carte  ……………………………………………….. Remove your card.

TELEPHONING IN FRANCE

To make calls within France, dial the 10-digit telephone number directly. The first two digits
are, in fact, area codes. The area code for the greater Paris area is 01, with the four other area
codes (located in approximate geographical regions): 02 northwest, 03 northeast, 04 southeast
and 05 southwest. Mobile phones, regardless of province, begin with 06.

Vocabulary – Telephone Conversation

Toll free call (green number)  ………………………………………………………… Numéro vert
I wish to call collect.  …………………………………………………………… ……..  Je voudrais
téléphoner en P.C.V.
Could you tell me how much that costs? …………………………………………  Pourriez vous
me dire combien ça coûte ?
Can I dial direct? …………………………………………………………………………   Est-ce une
ligne directe ?
I wish to speak with ……………………………………………………………………   Je voudrais
parler à . . . .
Could I speak with your wife?  ……………………………………………………..  Pourrriez-vous
me passer votre femme ?
When will she be back?  ……………………………………………………………..  Quand sera-t-
elle de retour ?
I’ll call again later.  ………………………………………………………………………   Je vous
rappellerai plus tard.
What number to you want?  ………………………………………………………..   Quel numéro
demandez-vous ?



You have the wrong number.  …………………………………………………….  .Vous vous êtes
trompé de numéro.
Excuse me.  ……………………………………………………………………………….. Excusez-
moi.
I have made a mistake.  ……………………………………………………………….  Je me suis
trompé de numéro.
Would you ask her to call me? ………………………………………………………  Demandez-lui
de me rappeler, s’il vous plait.
Would you tell her that I called?  ……………………………………………………  Pouvez-vous
lui dire que j’ai appelé?
I am …..  …………………………………………………………………………………….  Je suis
…..
They have moved. ……………………………………………………………………..   Ils ont
déménagé.
They no longer live here.  …………………………………………………………….  Ils n’habitent
plus ici.
Who’s calling please?  ………………………………………………………………..  Qui est à
l’appareil, s’il vous plaît?
I can’t hear you.  ………………………………………………………………………..  Je ne vous
entends pas.
I can hardly hear you.  ………………………………………………………………..  J’arrive à
peine à vous entendre.
Speak up, please.  ……………………………………………………………………..  Parlez plus
fort, s’il vous plaît.
I don’t understand.  ……………………………………………………………………  Je ne
comprends pas.
What was that?  ……………………………………………………………………….  Je n’ai pas
entendu or Comment ?
Would you repeat that, please?  ………………………………………………….  Voulez-vous
répéter, s’il vous plaît?
Speak slowly please  ………………………………………………………………..   Parlez
lentement, s’il vous plaît.
Help me!  …………………………………………………………………………………..  Au
secours !
Come quick!  ……………………………………………………………………………..  Venez vite !
Don’t hang up/ Hold on. ……………………………………………………………..    Ne quittez
pas.
The line is busy.  ………………………………………………………………………   Le poste/La
ligne est occupé.
There’s no answer. ………………………………………………………………….   Ca ne répond
pas.
She is just coming. …………………………………………………………………..    Elle arrive.
I’m going to find her.  ………………………………………………………………..   Je vais la
chercher.
She is not here.  ………………………………………………………………………   Elle n’est pas
la.
She is out.  ……………………………………………………………………………..   Elle est



sortie.
She is doing errands.  ………………………………………………………………   Elle fait des
courses.
She is at the market. …………………………………………………………………   Elle est au
marché.
I heard you and understand.   ……………………………………………………   Entendu.
What is your fax number?  ………………………………………………………..  Quel est votre
numéro de fax?

INTERNATIONAL CALLS

When calling from outside the country, drop the first 0 in the 10-digit number and replace it
with the country code (33) for France. (For example, to reach “05 61 12 34 56” from the USA, dial
“011 33 5 61 12 34 56”.)

Telephoning the UK

To call the Royaume Uni (UK), dial 00 followed by the country code (44) for the UK and then the
area code, omitting the first digit (For example, for a number beginning with the area code
01244, dial 00+44+1244, followed by the full telephone number.) Lowest rate calls to the UK are
from 21:30-08:00 weekdays, 14:00-08:00 Saturdays and all day Sunday. You cannot dial 01800
freephone numbers from France.

Telephoning the USA

Calling from France to the USA can be more expensive than a call made from the USA to
France. Although France Télécom has become more competitive for international calls and
even offer some “discount” rate plans, it is recommended to shop around for a long-distance
provider (i.e. CEGETEL, TELE2 or BUDGET TELECOM). Price information for calling any country
outside France (without using ATT or MCI) can be found in advertisements appearing in
newspapers and magazines, as well as on TV and the radio.

When calling the USA, check to see if the rate is timewise variable, or the same 24/24.  Most USA
800 toll-free numbers are now accessible from France; however, the call is not toll-free from
outside of the USA and is charged as a normal international call. (There is usually a recorded
warning before the call is completed, allowing the caller to hang up if they choose not to be
charged for the call).

 To the USA, dial   00 1 + area code + 7 digit USA number

 To the UK,  dial   00 44 + area code + UK number

 Telephone Information in French   12

 Reverse Charge Calls (PCV)   10



 Information for USA   00 33 12 11

 Information for UK   00 33 12 44

 English-speaking operator   00 33 12 13    (wait for the French recording to end)

To call American operators from France, dial:

 ATT  0 800 99 00 11

 MCI / WORLDPHONE  0 800 99 00 19

 SPRINT  0 800 99 00 87

If you keep your Provider based in the USA, UK, Germany or elsewhere, the calls will usually be
charged at an international calling call rate, which is extremely costly.)

Here below are five traditional Internet providers mentioned below. They will send literature
upon request to help you decide which provider will best meet your needs.

 Provider  AMERICA ON LINE (AOL)

 Language  French link to AOL in the USA

 Location of Provider  Access via 08 36 number at local rates

 To get connected  Telephone:  01 69 19 94 80 – bilingual

 Help line  Telephone:  01 69 19 94 50 – bilingual

 

 Provider  COMPUSERVE

 Language  French of English

 Location of Provider  French  National number

 To get connected  Telephone:  08 03 00 60 00 – bilingual

 Help line  Telephone:  08 03 00 90 00 – bilingual

 Provider  ORANGE (formerly WANADOO)

 Language  French



 Location of Provider  Toulouse number

 To get connected  Telephone:  08 03 83 33 14 – in French

 Help line  Telephone:  08 03 83 33 14 – in French

 

 Provider  CLUB-INTERNET

 Language  French

 Location of Provider  French national number

 To get connected  Telephone:  08 01 80 09 00

 Help line  Telephone:  01 55 45 45 45

 

 Provider  WORLDONLINE

 Language  French or English

 Location of Provider  French national number

 To get connected  Telephone:  08 21 07 21 07 – bilingual

 Help line  Telephone:  08 21 07 21 07 – bilingual

 Web site  www.worldonline.fr

However, the offering of ISPs has expanded greatly, so do not hesitate to shop around. The
Newcomers are: TELE2, ALICE, NEUF, DARTY BOX, FREE, NOOS, NUMERICABLE (for cable).

CYBERCAFES

Downtown Toulouse has many cybercafés where you can surf the Web or read your emails
while having a drink; (the main post offices in the greater Toulouse area also offer Internet
access). Here are a few (check that they are still in business before you go if you can) :
•    Espace Internet Wilson – 76 allées Franklin Roosevelt
•    Resomania – 85 rue Pargaminières
•    Microshop Informatique – 10 rue Gabriel Péri
•    Bloodstation – 42, rue Pargaminières
•    Toulouse Internet Club – 1, rue du Périgord.

http://www.worldonline.fr/
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MOBILE TELEPHONY

To obtain a mobile telephone, you need only go as far as a local telephone shop in town,
or to some supermarkets or, even, just order it over the Internet. There are three main suppliers
and, now, a growing number of alternative suppliers as well.

The historical main suppliers are Orange (that belongs to France Telecom), SFR and
BOUYGUES. These companies established the present network of mobile telephony in France.
However, they have since been required to resell mobile network capacity to other service
providers.

Thus, the offering has expanded to: VIRGIN, TELE2, TEN MOBILE, MOBISUD, BREIZH MOBILE,
UNIVERSAL, NRJ, NEUF MOBILE, DEBITEL, CORIOLIS and BUDGET TELECOM.

The tariffs are therefore varying and much to complex to explain here. You must simply make
the effort to find out which offering suits you best.  Warning: Not all networks are alike in total
geographical coverage. Some networks work less well in the countryside.

← 8: Motor Vehicles
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Driving in France will present a minimum of problems to most drivers. It is legal to drive on
your home home country driver’s licence for up to a year, after which time you must apply
for a French license. Americans who have been issued a valid driver’s license from Colorado,
Pennsylvania, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, New Hampshire, Connecticut, Florida or
South Carolina, (or an EEC/European Union license), may exchange their license for a French
one without passing a test, but only within the first year after the official date of entry into
France. You may still retain your US driver’s license upon request.

Extra caution should be exercised when beginning to drive, as you will probably be unaware of
certain specific driving rules and regulations, and as many of the traffic signs and/or notices will
be somewhat perplexing. Do not let the French drivers’ passion to speed, tailgate and practice
other unsafe driving habits deter you or force you to drive faster than a speed at which you feel
comfortable. In these instances, it is suggested that you put your blinker on, drive to the side of
the road, and let them pass.

The information that follows will help you understand the French driving system and hopefully,
make your driving less of a mystery.

ITEMS REQUIRED FOR DRIVING

The following three items must be in your possession while driving. However, due to the
difficulty that would be encountered in the event that your car is stolen, it is recommended
that you DO NOT keep items 1 and 2 in the glove compartment of your car:
• A valid permis de conduire (driver’s license). (See next page.)
• The car’but only within the s carte grise (car title/registration paper). (See next page.)
• The car’s vignette assurance (proof of insurance sticker), provided by the insurance company,
must be displayed inside the car windshield. Autoinsurance is mandatory. The policy should
cover unlimited civil liability, defense, appeals, theft, fire, and collision. Depending upon the
liability, a 1- to 3-months advance notice is required to cancel or transfer a policy. (For more
information inquire at the insurance company of your choice. The vignette assurance is also
known internationally as a “green card”. This means that your insurance is valid in most
European countries. See your policy for restricted countries.)

It is also recommended that the following items be kept in the car at all times:
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• A constat amiable d’accident (accident report form), available from the auto insurance
company, along with a pen for filling out the form
• A disposable camera with flash, for documenting any damage.
• A distress signal – triangular reflector.
• Spare bulbs for the headlights and brake lights.

Driver’s licences and cartes grises can be obtained at the Préfecture, 1 rue Sainte Anne, 31000
Toulouse.

Permis de conduire (Driver’s license)

Americans who have been issued an EEC/European Union license or a valid driver’s license
from Colorado, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, New Hampshire,
Connecticut, Florida or South Carolina may exchange their license for a French one without
passing a test,but only within the first year after the official date of entry into France. You
may still retain your US driver’s license upon request.

Americans who have not been issued an EEC/European license or a valid driver’s license by
one of the above-mentioned states are required to pass the French driving test if they will be
residing in France for more than one year. Some Americans choose to take their chances, and
continue to drive past the one-year mark with a US license from a state other than those listed
above. Please be advised that, in case of a serious accident for which you are found at fault
(especially one involving injuries), doing so makes you vulnerable to charges of having been
driving with an invalid license.

A non-French driver’s license is valid for one year after the date of official entry into France. For
people who will be residing in France for less than one year, your home country or
international driving license is sufficient, under the following conditions:
• Must have been issued by the home country.
• Must be valid in the home country.
• Must have been obtained prior to the application for a French residency card.
• Must be written in French or accompanied by an official translation (an International License).
This requirement is not usually enforced when drivers’ licences from the USA are presented to
officials.
• The holder of the license must be 18 years of age, the legal French driving age.

A British photocard driving licence may be used in France, and need not be exchanged for a
French one. However, it is advisable to register your British license at your local Préfecture.

After the completion of one year of residency, a non-UK foreign resident must exchange his/her
home country driver’s license for a French license.

Some Americans postpone the procedure of getting a French license for yet another year or
two by obtaining an “international” license issued by the AAA in your USA home city. This
license is valid for just one year. By going to a second branch you may be able to obtain a
second “international license.” (We are unsure of the validity of this method of extension, both



for driving and in relation to insurance coverage, as some officials have said that such licenses
are not valid in France.)

For those who wish, or need, to get a French license, both a code de la route (written)
test AND a test de conduite (driving test) must be taken. Check with your employer on
whether they offer special sessions to help obtain a French driver’s license (Motorola does).

Auto école (driving schools) are located throughout Toulouse and its suburbs; they provide the
opportunity to take practice tests, in French, in preparation for the final written examination. It
is possible, though more difficult, to apply for a French license without being enrolled in a
driving school, as a candidat libre. In this case, an examination file must be sent to the
Préfecture and contain the application, photos d’identité (identity photographs) and a timbre
fiscal (tax stamp). “Leftover” American passport photos should not be used for official French
documents, as the format is different from French ID-photos taken in the photo booths (color
or black-and-white) found in supermarkets, malls and at the Préfecture.

You are required to provide a dual-driver car on the day of the exam. You may have a translator
accompany you on both test dates, however due notice of such an arrangement must be given
to the Préfecture.

American companies in Toulouse have been known to use Euro Cil Mobilité (Tel 05 61 14 52 90)
to help their employees acquire French driver’s licenses. Another possibility is Fehrenbach’s
Driving School, in Paris (15 boulevard Henri Selier, Pont de Suresnes, Tel: 01 45 06 31 17).

Carte Grise (Car Title and Registration)

The carte grise is required for registering a vehicle and must be in the car whenever the vehicle
is in use, (but not necessarily in the glove compartment). Papers required for obtaining a carte
grise differ depending upon how the car was purchased, i.e. from a car dealer, from an
individual or purchased outside France. It is a good idea to have a photocopy of the carte grise
somewhere at your home or office, in case of loss.

The carte grise, by law, must be carried in the car at all times when it is being driven. If
the carte grise is lost or stolen, report it to the police immediately and secure a duplicate from
the Préfecture. A change of address must be registered with the carte grise or local
Gendarmerie within one month of the relocation.

REGISTERING A VEHICLE PURCHASED FROM A CAR DEALER

A car dealer will provide a temporary carte grise valid for two weeks after the date of
sale/purchase. The dealer requests a permanent carte grise from the Préfecture. The new
owner must provide the dealer with a copy of their carte de séjour and proof of residence for
submission with the request for the permenant carte grise. If both spouses are listed on the
temporary title, then copies of both cartes de séjour must be provided.

When purchasing a used car, the buyer must be given a certificat de contrôle technique, a



diagnostic test that determines its mechanical condition.

Documents needed to register a vehicle purchased from a car dealer:
• Temporary title (valid for 2 weeks) • certificat de contrôle technique
• Application for carte grise • Proof of residence
• carte de séjour (copy)

REGISTERING A VEHICLE PURCHASED IN FRANCE FROM AN INDIVIDUAL

If buying a car in a private sale by a particulier (individual), the seller must provide a certificat
de vente (bill of sale) and a certificat de non-gage (title clearance) that had been issued to the
seller by their Préfecture. The certificat de non-gage is only necessary if the buyer lives in a
different Préfecture district (different Département) than the seller. The seller must also cross
out their name as owner and mark “VENDUE” (sold) on the back of their carte grise. The buyer
must present the seller’s carte grise, certificat de vente, and certificat de non-gage to their
Préfecture within 2 weeks of the purchase in order to have the title placed in their name.
Certificates can be obtained from your local Mairie.

When purchasing a used car, the buyer must be given a certificat de contrôle technique, a
diagnostic test that determines its mechanical condition.

Documents needed to register a vehicle purchased from an individual:
• certificat de vente (bill of sale) • certificat de contrôle technique
• certificat de non-gage (title clearance) • Proof of residence
• Seller’s carte grise • carte de séjour (copy)
• Application for carte grise

REGISTERING A FOREIGN VEHICLE BROUGHT INTO FRANCE

Registering vehicles brought into France require some extra paperwork. In addition to an
application for a carte grise, the owner also needs “Form 846”. (A Customs Agent issues Form
845 once the vehicle has cleared customs.) If the vehicle is 5 years old, it must be inspected in
order to obtain an anti-pollution certificate, le certificat auto-bilan.

Also required is the CURRENT original registration from the home country, a tax stamp timbre
fiscal, a certification from the vehicle’s manufacturer attesting to the vehicle’s conformity to
European Union regulations (‘E’ mark) and a technical form detailing the characteristics of the
vehicle. The Préfecture will respond within 2 months of the request.

Documents required to register a foreign vehicle brought into France:
• application for carte grise
• Form 846 issued by a Customs Agent
• auto-bilan if vehicle is 5 years old
• registration from the home country
• timbre fiscal (tax stamp), which can be purchased at a tabac
• certification from car manufacturer



• technical form detailing characteristics

NUMERO D’IMMATRICULATION (LICENSE PLATE NUMBER)

The license plate number (numéro d’immatriculation) appears on the registration title and
carte grise. The plaques d’immatriculation (license plates) can be purchased and installed at
almost any gas station or auto service center; car dealerships also provide the service, (usually
at no extra charge, as their plaques include the name and location of the dealership). The
plates are riveted in place and will not change during your ownership of the vehicle, unless you
move from one département to another – like from Haute Garonne [31] to Gers [32].

DRIVING HINTS

• PRIORITY IS GIVEN TO THE CAR ON THE RIGHT
Definition: ‘priorité à droite’ = Whether at a simple crossroad, multi-road intersection or
roundabout, the right of way is given to the car on the right. (The exception is at roundabouts in
every French town, in which case the cars on the roundabout have priority. Drivers beware!)

Almost every intersection in the USA has a light, stop sign, or yield sign. Not so in France.
Although there are many more road signs than was the case only ten years ago, many
crossroads remain unmarked. For this reason, and because the driver coming from the right
may not notice a yield sign, it is always safest to follow the “golden rule”: ANY AND ALL CARS
TURNING ONTO YOUR LANE FROM A SIDE STREET TO THE RIGHT, HAVE RIGHT OF WAY. This
applies in town and in the country.

The traffic sign indicating the exception to this rule is a diamond-shaped sign (yellow with a
white border) which indicates YOU have priority at all intersections until you come to a similar
sign having a diagonal bar across it, indicating the end of the “priority” zone:

An inverted triangular sign (white with a red border), marked “CEDEZ LE PASSAGE”, indicates
that you do NOT have priority and must yield to traffic on the other road (from the right OR left).
Another sign that indicates that you do not have priority and must yield to oncoming traffic
from the right at the NEXT intersection is a triangular sign (white with a red border) marked with
an “X”. An upright triangular sign (white with a red border) with a wide vertical arrow pointing
up crossed by a thinner line indicates YOU have priority, but only at the NEXT intersection:

Although priority-related signs are, for the most part, logically posted, at times a more heavily
travelled road must give the right-of-way to a smaller side street. (See “Reading the asphalt”,
below.)

FOR A PICTORIAL LISTING OF FRENCH TRAFFIC SIGNS, SEE HERE

READING THE ASPHALT

Americans are not accustomed to reading the asphalt for important information that is usually
found on a signpost in some regions of the USA. In France, one must pay close attention to

http://www.alltravelfrance.com/France/Car_Rental/Road_Signs.htm


markings painted onto the asphalt, especially for roads coming from the right.

“Le code de la route”, the official French Drivers’ Manuel, is available in most bookstores.
Written in French, it explains French road signs and regulations.

A Cédez le passage (yield) marking on the asphalt is a white dotted line (a series of squares)
across a side street; a yield sign may or may not accompany this dotted line. A solid white line
indicates a full stop (with or without the stop sign). If driving along a heavier congested road
unmarked for priority, always check the asphalt for roads coming from the right. (All side streets
to the left give YOU the right of way.)

Most rond points (traffic circles/roundabouts) give priority to the car ALREADY IN THE TRAFFIC
CIRCLE, indicated by an inverted triangular-shaped sign (white with a red border) with 3 arrows
going around in a circle. (A white dotted line is also marked on the asphalt where such roads
meet a traffic circle.)

When the car is in motion, the driver and all passengers, in both the front and rear seats, must
have their seat belts fastened at all times. Children under the age of 10 must ride in the back
seat. Young children and small infants must be in a child-restraining seat or special baby
carrier. (Although you will observe that these consignes are not respected by many French
drivers, in the case of an accident involving injuries, the liability for not having obeyed the law
can result in criminal prosecution.)

Speed limits, (10 km/h lower in rainy weather) unless posted otherwise are:

Autoroute 130 km/h

Divided Highway 110 km/h

Country Roads 90 km/h

Town/City 50 km/h

Many people choose to display an ”F” sticker on the back of their car when driving outside of
France, indicating that you come from France. Stickers can be purchased wherever automobile
accessories are sold. An ”A” sticker indicates a new driver.

DRIVING ETIQUETTE

THE LEFT LANE IS RESERVED FOR PASSING ONLY. (Although there is no signpost to indicate
this rule, it is nonetheless in the code book and a fineable offense.) French drivers do not honk
at one another to communicate; they flash their headlights. On a 2-lane road, a car following
you and flashing its lights means “Please get into the right lane, I would like to pass you.” On a
single lane road it means “Could you please slow down a bit and move to the right side of the
lane, I would like to pass you.” If an oncoming car flashes its lights it might mean: “There are
police further down the road, slow down” or “I’m passing a car and I’m in YOUR lane, I think I



can make it but slow down anyway”. In all cases there is no latent anger or stress, just a passing
on of information.

PARKING

Paid parking on the streets is indicated either by the sign payant or a sign indicating a
horodateur (parking ticket meter). Parking spaces that are outlined in blue, are also payant,
whether or not there is a sign. Locate the parking ticket meter, and put in the correct amount of
change for the durée de stationnement souhaitée (length of time you want to park). The
machine will print out a ticket indicating when it expires; the ticket must be displayed in your
windshield. There is generally a 2-hour limit; parking is usually gratuit (free) from 12:00-14:00,
on Sundays and national holidays.

Most parking garage entrances have a ticket-dispensing machine. Press the button to receive a
ticket. Retrieve your ticket and proceed through the raised gate into the parking garage. After
parking your car take this ticket with you. Before returning to your car, locate the caisse
(automatic payment machine) near the entrance, place your ticket in the slot and pay the
amount shown on the digital display. All machines accept coins and most also accept carte
bleue over a certain amount. The machine will return your validated ticket and any change
due. If there is a problem or if you only have bills, you may pay to the attendant in the office,
located at the drive-through exit or entrance to the parking. Exit the parking garage within 10
minutes, using the ticket in the machine at the drive-through exit to raise the barricade.

Secured, off-street parking is highly recommended for anyone planning to live in downtown
Toulouse.

POINT SYSTEM – FINES – PAYING TRAFFIC TICKETS

As in most all other countries, a driver who does not conform to French traffic regulations is
subject to a fine and/or penalty. The amount of the fine, and/or nature of the penalty will
depend on the offense. In such cases, the driver will be obliged to exchange their US/UK
licence for a French one so that the penalty can be applied.

A point system is used for recording motoring offenses. All drivers begin with 12 points, with
from one to eight points are deduced for each violation, depending on the gravity of the
offense. Minor speeding offenses or failure to wear a seat belt would result in the deduction of
one point; three points would be deducted for more serious speeding offenses, for dangerous
passing or the crossing of a solid white line. Drunken driving, or driving without a permit costs
six points, and so on. The points are restored after three years with no other offenses, or may
be regained by undergoing a training course to brush up on your driving (for which you have to
pay). If you lose the full 12 points, your licence will be revoked for a minimum of six months.

Parking tickets indicate both the violation and the applicable fine. There will be a check in a
box next to the type of offense with an amount indicated on the right. Check the small print for
the due date, as fines increase with time. The fine can be paid by purchasing a timbre fiscal (tax
stamp) at a tabac. The person from whom the tax stamp is purchased will remove the carbon



copy of the ticket and give a receipt for the purchase. The tax stamp must be glued within the
small square marked “timbre”. Attach a postage stamp to the ticket and mail the stamped
ticket at any post office or mailbox.

RETRIEVING TOWED VEHICLES

If your vehicle is not where it was left, it may have been towed or carried away. All vehicles
towed in Toulouse are taken to 265 avenue des Etats-Unis (Tel: 05 61 47 43 21).

AUTOMOBILE MAINTENANCE

An English-speaking (British) full-service auto mechanic familiar with all car makes and models
is: Graham Jones, 12 allée du Catchere, Colomiers (Tel: 05 62 74 05). He will, in cases of extreme
emergency only, come to your home and service your car.

NOTE: Filling your car with the wrong gas can destroy your engine. Verify the type of gas your
car should take.

Vocabulary – Automotive

Le plein, s’il vous plait ……………………… Fill it up, please
Sans plomb ……………………………………. Super (leaded) / regular (leaded) / unleaded
Gazole …………………………………………… Diesel
Voulez-vous vérifier… ……………………. Will you check…
L’eau / l’huile …………………………………. The water / the oil
Les bougies / les freins ………………….. The spark plugs / the brakes
Le carburateur ………………………………. The carburator
Le capot ……………………………………….. The hood
Le coffre ………………………………………. The trunk
Changer l’huile ……………………………….. Change the oil
Laver la voiture ………………………………. Wash the car
L’eau de la batterie …………………………. The battery water
Une crevaison ……………………………….. A flat tire
Changer le pare brise ……………………… Change the windshield
Changer le pot d’échappement ………….. Change the exhaust pipe
Plaques d’immatriculation ………………….. License plate
Contravention or Procès verbal or PV ….. Parking ticket
Sens unique ……………………………………. One way street
Stationnement interdit ………………………. Tow away zone
Où est la fourrière? ………………………….. Where has my car been impounded?

J’ai un problème ……………………………….. I am in trouble.
Pouvez-vous m’aider? ……………………… Can you help me?
Je ne sais pas pourquoi! …………………… I don’t know why!
Ma voiture est en panne. …………………… My car has broken down.
Vous êtes très aimable. …………………….. You are very kind.
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J’ai crevé. ………………………………………. I have a flat tire.

← 9: Public Transportation
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As with all cities of size, public transportation in Toulouse and its suburbs is both widely
available and varied. Buses, trains, taxis and the metro serve the city, its suburbs, and, in the
case of buses and trains, other cities in France. Toulouse also has an International Airport at
Blagnac.

AIRPORT / CENTRE VILLE BUS SHUTTLE

Shuttle buses between Blagnac Airport and central Toulouse, with a stop at the Gare Matabiau
train station, depart every twenty minutes on week-days and at a reduced frequency on the
weekend. At the airport, tickets may be purchased at the shuttle bus counter located on the
arrivals level between Halls 1 & 2, directly on the bus when departing from Toulouse center, or
at the Gare Routière (the bus terminal next to the train station). At the time of publication, the
one-way fare was less than 5,00€.

Bus stops (town to airport):
• Gare Routière (near train station)
• Avenue Jean Jaurès (near Air France)
• Place Jeanne d’Arc (Boulevard Strasbourg)
• Boulevard Lascrosses (near Hôtel Mercury)

TISSEO/SEMVAT (LOCAL PUBLIC BUSES)

TISSEO/SEMVAT offices are open Monday to Friday from 8:30-18:30 and on Saturdays from
8:30-12:30 (Tel: 05 61 41 70 70). Offices are located at Gare Matabiau, Place Jeanne d’Arc, Place
Capitole, and Place Esquirol. Bus maps, available at TISSEO/SEMVAT offices, are color-coded
to denote in which zone the bus will make stops. There are two types of bus maps available.
One is for a specific bus number (example: BUS 23) and includes a map and timetable of that
specific route. The other is a map of all bus routes with no timetable. A map and bus schedule
are posted at each bus stop. You can also download bus route sand schedules from tisseo.fr. A
complete map of all routes are available from there as well.

A bus/metro ticket, with a magnetic strip on the back, is the size of a credit card and can be
used for either the bus or the metro. One fare entitles the holder to one transfer within an hour.
There are many types available:
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• un déplacement (a single ride)
• un ticket aller-retour (a round-trip ticket valid for one day)
• dix déplacements (ten rides ticket)
• ticket journalier (unlimited number of rides for one full day)
• abonnement 7 jours (unlimited number of rides for one full week)
• abonnement 31 jours (unlimited number of rides for one full month)

The fare for children is the same as for adults, as is the fare for animals that accompany you.
Tickets can be purchased on the bus or at many tabacs in Toulouse and surrounding
communities, as well as SEMVAT offices. Students should request a Carte Clé that gives them
the right to buy reduced-rate tickets. You can get reduced rate ticket for children as well, but it
requires getting a Tisseo ID Card. More information can be found at tisseo.fr

Merely waiting at a bus stop does not guarantee the bus will stop for you. As the bus
approaches, raise your arm to hail the bus. Once aboard the bus, all tickets must be validated.
To validate a ticket, insert it into the validation machine in the direction of the printed arrow.
Keep the validated ticket until the end of your journey as fare inspectors randomly board the
buses to verify that all passengers are holding validated tickets.

Request the bus to stop by pressing the red button located on the chrome poles throughout
the bus. An arrêt demandé (stop demanded) will signal the driver to stop at the next bus stop.
On most buses, the driver usually controls the opening and closing of the doors. On some
buses, a button must be pushed to open the doors; such a button will be well marked and
located near the doors.

METRO (SUBWAY SYSTEM)
‘www.tisseo.fr’

The Toulouse Metro opened its first line (Ligne A) in 1993. Line B opened in June 2007. It is 16
km long, from Borderouge in the north to Ramonville-Saint-Agne in the south. The junction
between lines A & B will be in the station Jean Jaurès. The C line is really a TER train that can be
taken to Colomiers from the Arenes train station, found next to the Arenes Metro station. It is
considered a part of the metro system and you use a metro ticket to travel on it. You can find
the schedule for line C by looking at sncf.fr, then find ter.fr. Arenes is called Toulouse Arenes as
a station in that system.
The Metro system operates from 05:00 until 00:30, with trains leaving at 2-10 minute intervals,
depending upon the time of day. The departure of last and first trains are listed right next to
where the grid would close down on each station. Parking is available at certain stations
(Jolimont, Basso Cambo, Arènes) that is free to users of the Metro or bus systems. Be sure to
hold onto the ticket, as it is used to open the barrier at the exit of the parking lot!

Buses from the suburbs do not enter Toulouse-center; their last stop is the metro. A previously
validated bus ticket may be used for the metro when transfering from the bus, providing you
transfer within 40-minutes. Maps and details of the system are available at any metro station.
Ticket prices are the same as with local buses and the tickets are interchangeable.



Lost Property for both METRO and TISSEO, telephone: 05 61 41 70 70

REGIONAL BUS TOURS

Tour buses for traveling throughout the region depart from:
• Gare Routière des Voyageurs (next to the Matabiau train station)
70 boulevard Pierre Semard, 31500 Toulouse (Tel: 05 61 61 67 67)
• Courrier de la Garonne, 133 chemin du Sang de Serp, 31200 Toulouse
(Tel: 05 62 72 37 23)

There are also bus tours of Toulouse and the surrounding areas available from the Tourist
Center located in Charles de Gaulle Square, behind Place Capitole.

SNCF -(TRAINS)

The main railway station in Toulouse is Gare Matabiau, 64 boulevard Pierre Semard, 31000
Toulouse, (Tel: 08 36 35 35 35/08 36 67 68 69). It has a very efficient Information Center,
(English-speaking), open from 09:00-19:30, Monday-Saturday. The international window,
however, closes at 17:30. The other two train stations in Toulouse are: Gare St. Agne, 72 Avenue
de l’URSS, and Gare St. Cyprien, Avenue Sans.

Train schedules and reservations are available at SNCF offices located in each train station and
on the web site ‘www.sncf.fr’. A parking garage (Parcotrain) is situated next to the arrival hall at
Gare Matabiau.

Billets (tickets) can be purchased at guichets (ticket counters) or via machines located in the
station; ticket machines accept VISA credit cards. To avoid waiting time, it is recommended to
purchase tickets in the small SNCF railway stations located in the suburbs. There is also an
SNCF kiosk in the Purpan Carrefour shopping center, where train tickets can be purchased, as
well as “train travel packages”. Children under four years of age travel free-of-charge and
children between four and twelve travel at half-price. For details on the many types of
reductions available, inquire at the SNCF information desk.

Trains have two types of voitures (cars), “first class” and “second class”. Each car and seat is
identified by a number, (for example: Voiture 45, place 89 (Car 45 Seat 89)). Some seats are
tagged as réservé (reserved) and others non réservé (un-reserved). If you do not have
reservations and select a reserved seat, you may be asked to move should a person arrive who
holds a reservation for that seat. Each car has a destination marked on its exterior. If traveling
without reservations, pay close attention to the destination marked on the individual
car, as trains sometimes split and certain cars are removed without notice to the
unwary traveler.

When purchasing a ticket, specify the date, number of people, destination, aller simple or aller
et retour (one way or round trip), and first or second class. Tickets may generally be used within
30 days of purchase. Tickets must be validated in the orange punch machines before boarding
the train; round trip tickets must be validated again for the return trip.



Buying a ticket guarantees entry to the train, but does not guarantee a seat. When a réservation
(reservation) is purchased at the same time as a billet (ticket), both are often combined into
one physical ticket, which must be validated in the orange punch machines. However, if the
reservation is purchased separately, it will appear to be a ticket, but is not; it is only a
reservation, and must be accompanied by a separate ticket. (Reservations separate from the
ticket do not have to be validated in the punch machines.) All seats on the TGV (high-speed
train) require a reservation, but are optional for non-TGV trains. (Reservations are also required
for travel on a couchette (sleeper), and there is an extra charge). All reservations must be made
more than 24-hours in advance. If travelling with a family of 4-6 people, a “family corner” may
be reserved for more privacy at no additional charge.

SNCF offers a Train/voiture (Train/Car) combination package between Toulouse/Paris and
Toulouse/Calais whereby your voiture travels on the same train as you. This concept is
particularly attractive for the late night (23:00) train departure as sleeping accomodations can
be reserved. However, as space for cars is limited, certain pre-departure logistics need to be
arranged. For more information, contact an SNCF information/reservation center.

A Train/Car service is also available for other destinations within France, whereby the car is left
in advance at the departure station and awaits your arrival at your final destination. Check for
reservation conditions.

To travel with your car to London, call an English-speaking representative at Service Eurostar
(Tel: 08 36 35 35 39). There is excellent train service from Toulouse to other cities within France,
as well as to Italy, with overnight trains to Milan and Rome.

Riding a TGV direct train to Paris Gare Montparnasse takes 5 hours via Bordeaux. Considering
transfer at airports, this may be a viable option to flying. The ride will be at regular speed (130
km/h) from Toulouse to Tours, and then, from Tours to Paris, at grande vitesse (300 km/h) on
special tracks.

Lost Property, telephone: 05 61 10 14 17

TAXIS

There are several taxi stands located throughout Toulouse, day and night, at such places as
Place Wilson, Gare Matabiau, and Place Esquirol. During the day only, there are also taxi stands
in operation at Place du Capitole, Place Jeanne d’Arc, Place des Carmes and Place St. Cyprien.
A trip from Toulouse center to the airport (or reverse) will cost between 20,00€ 25,00€,
depending upon the point of pick-up or destination. If traveling with luggage, a separate fee
will normally be added to the fare. Tips are appreciated, although not compulsory.

To make a reservation by phone: (all offer 24-hour service)
• Taxi Radio Toulousain (Tel: 05 61 42 38 38)
• Association Taxis Toulouse (Tel: 05 61 35 89 00 or 06 09 33 25 83)
• Capitole Taxi (Tel: 05 34 25 02 50)
• Taxi Aéroport (Tel: 05 61 30 02 54 or 06 09 30 84 35)
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TAXES

There are several types of taxes that you will be expected to pay during your residence in
France. In addition to the obvious French and home country taxes, you may also be subject to
residency and television taxes where applicable. Professionals specializing in expatriate taxes
can be found in all countries and may well be worth the time and money if your employer does
not provide professional assistance.
Regardless of whether an overseas assignment is permanent or temporary, most countries
require some type of tax return from all expatriates. As paying taxes is a highly individualized
situation, (depending on such specifics as country/state of origin, type of employment
contract, etc.), it is recommended that you inquire about your specific tax liabilities, both at
home and in France.

US FEDERAL INCOME TAXES

Whether your assignment is permanent or temporary, the USA requires US Federal Tax returns
from all US citizens living abroad. Many companies who send people overseas on a temporary
assignment provide a professional accounting firm to process their taxes. If provided with a
professional firm, you may want to meet with them before leaving the States or on the first
return visit to find out what information is needed to process the first foreign tax return. Here is
a list of items you may be required to provide:
– If renting out your US house, you might need figures from its purchase, such as down
payment and mortgage terms, for depreciation purposes.
– You may be expected to provide a detailed list of dates of when both adult members of the
family travelled in and out of the USA, for the entire year of your relocation, as well as the year
prior to your relocation, for the verification of foreign residency. If you have a professional
accountant, ask them if they have a standard form for recording this information.
– You may be required to fill out a special form if you had US$10,000 or more in a foreign
(French) bank account at any time during the tax year.
– You may be asked to submit copies of tax returns for the three years prior to relocation.
– You may be told that you will receive an automatic extension of the filing date for US tax
returns until June 15th. This “automatic extension” is deceiving: Payments must be made by
April 15th even though you do not have to file until June 15th! You will still have to complete
your return by April 15th to know if you owe anything to the IRS. If you wait until June to pay,
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penalties will apply. It is recommended that you consult your tax advisor concerning
extensions.

USA STATE TAXES

Each state differs in its tax requirements. If you have a professional accounting firm, they may
be able to advise you, but will more than likely not process your state tax return. You should
expect to pay state taxes even though you have moved out of the state, depending upon how
the state defines “resident”
.
Tax Preparation and Advice
Please note that in this chapter the professional listings are for informational purposes only
and must not be construed as recommendations on the part of the AIT International Club.
Some large accounting firms prepare expat taxes and do so in accordance with the
requirements of each country. These firms typically benefit from the fact that they are
multinational organizations. If you are not suggested a Tax Accountant by your local hiring firm,
you might try these:
GRANT THORNTON
15 Allée Jean Jaures, 31000 Toulouse
Contact: Christian LAUBIN
T: 05.61.75.03.75
KPMG – FIDAL
9 Ave. Parmentier, BP 92403 ; 31086 Toulouse Cedex 2
Contact: Pascal THIBAULT
T: 05.62.72.91.00

FRENCH TAXES

French Income Tax (Impot sur le revenue )
The French tax authorities are interested in anyone earning any kind of income in France,
regardless of whether you have officially taken up residence in France and/or obtained a “carte
de séjour“.
French “déclarations fiscales” (tax returns) are due by March 15th. They can also be entered on
line and a recent novelty is that they will arrive partly filled in with your income data. Income
tax is paid based on the previous year’s income. If your company does not provide a
professional accounting firm for you, make inquiries at the nearest “centre des impôts” (tax
center) or at the local “Mairie” (town hall) shortly after your arrival. If your company does
provide a firm, you will receive (usually in January) an organizer booklet in English and the
assistance of an English-speaking representative to answer your questions. You may be
required to list account numbers, bank names and addresses for all home country bank
accounts that were open at any time during the tax year. You will not be expected to include a
payment when you file your French tax return nor will it be deducted from your pay. The “Trésor
Public” (tax department) will bill you. There is an option for “pay-as-you-go”, but you must ask
to employ it.
Normally you will be billed in “tiers provisionnel” (three instalments) for the previous tax year.
The first two instalments are payable on February 15th (just before you actually file the return)
and the third on May 15th. These instalments are estimates based on one-third of the amount
from the previous year’s tax return. The balance is due in September, once the tax collector will



have received the details for the current year’s return and will have been able to make any
necessary adjustments to the balance owed.
Before leaving France, foreign employees must pay any taxes due for the previous year and the
year of departure up to the departure date. Payment must be made by a certified bank check;
personal checks are not accepted.
Residential taxes (Taxe d’Habitation, Taxe Fonciere, Taxe d’Ordures Menageres)
Homeowners automatically receive two tax bills, the “taxe d’habitation” (residence tax), due
October 15th, and the “taxe foncière” (property tax). If renting a house or apartment, you are
usually liable only for the “taxe d’habitation“; however, there are exceptions which require that
the tenant pay both. The amount of the “taxe d’habitation” depends on the house/apartment
size, location, and family situation – since it is dedicated to paying for public services. As a
rough guide, a large house situated in Colomiers (a suburb of Toulouse, occupied by a family
with two children would be taxed at approximately 850€ per year.
In addition, homeowners, and sometimes renters, are responsible for the payment of the
annual “taxe d’ordures” (trash removal tax). The “taxe d’habitation” also includes the
“redevance audio-visuelle” (television tax, which is an annual television license). The Property
Tax (tax foncière) is paid by property owners uniquely.
VAT or Sales Tax (TVA)
Unlike the USA, (but similar to the system practiced in the UK), French sales tax is usually
included in the price of the goods or services purchased retail. Occasionally prices will be
quoted as being “hors taxe” or HT with the tax rate and TTC price indicated separately. (Which
interests professionals/companies since they are reimbursed the VAT, but include it in the cost
billing to consumer.)
The TVA is presently 19.6% on most goods and services. If refurbishing of a house more than
two years old (since itsDeclaration d’Achevement, the TVA is 5.6%). Only consumers pay this tax,
companies pay the tax but are reimbursed its value as explained above.
Goods purchased for export may be purchased duty-free, outside of duty-free shops, if the
amount of the purchase is over 300€ in any one shop. For more details, see “Shopping and
Household, Duty-Free Shopping”.
THE LEGAL SYSTEM

Law Codes
American and English law are based upon Common Law, which refers to laws and the
corresponding legal systemdeveloped through decisions of courts and similar tribunals (called
case law), rather than through legislative statutes orexecutive action (called Civil Law), though
these latter are also part of the legal system.

Since the time of Napoléon, the French legal system has been based on Civil Laws, that is,
written law contained in a series of codes.
The codes, which are revised from time to time, include, among others, the “code civil” (Civil
Code), “code de commerce” (Commercial Code), “code pénal” (Penal Code), “code général des
impôts” (Tax Code), the “nouveau code de procédure civile” (Code of Civil Procedure), and the
“code de procédure pénale” (Code of Penal Procedure).
Courts
The court system in France has many branches. Petty or minor offenses such as traffic
violations are handled by the “Tribunal de police” (Police Court). “Délits” (serious offenses
punishable by fines and/or imprisonment up to a maximum of 10 years), are judged by courts



known as the “Tribunaux correctionnels“, which are a division of the “Tribunaux de Grande
Instance“. “Crimes” (the most serious category of offense) for which the law stipulates the most
onerous penalties, (up to life imprisonment – there is no death penalty in France), are judged
by the “Cours d’assises“.
Disputes between merchants or concerning transactions governed by commercial law are
judged by the “Tribunal de commerce” (Commercial Court). In this latter case, if the financial
value being litigated is in excess of 4500 euros, the case is heard by the Tribunal de Grand
Instance, and a lawyer is required. The lower court will hear plaintiffs directly, but you had
better know what you are doing. (NB: It is strongly recommended that you take out Legal
Insurance, so ask your Insurance Agent and do not be satisfied with the remark that it “comes
with your household insurance”. This latter does not generally cover adequately legal
entanglements.)
Cases originating from employment contracts are handled by the “Conseil de prud’hommes”
(Labour Court). Disputes with social security organizations, involving such matters as health
and retirement coverage, are under the jurisdiction of the “Tribunal des Affaires de Sécurité
Sociale” (Social Security Tribunal). Other disputes involving public authorities, such as
administrative bodies, are handled by the “Tribunal Administratif” (Administration Court).
Most court decisions can be appealed to higher levels of jurisdiction, although most decisions
involving amounts less than 3.800€ (or 3.720€ for decisions of the Labour Court) generally
cannot be appealed. The only recourse in such cases is an appeal to the Cour de Cassation
(French Supreme Court), located in Paris, which rules exclusively on matters of law and not on
the facts. For cases involving amounts greater than 2.800€ (or 2.720€ in the Labour Court), an
appeal can be made to a regional “Cour d’appel” (Court of Appeal), which re-examines both the
facts and the law.
In turn, decisions of the Court of Appeal may in turn be appealed to the Supreme Court, which
would rule only on the issues of law. Rulings made by the Administrative Court may be
appealed to an administrative appeals court or, using the “recours en cassation” (supreme
appeal procedure), to the “Conseil d’Etat” (Council of State), also located in Paris. When the
Supreme Court or the Council of State has given a final ruling on a case, a person who
considers that his or her fundamental rights as defined in the European Convention on Human
Rights have been violated may institute proceedings within six months before the European
Commission of Human Rights, located in Strasbourg.
Trials are heard always in the court of the Defendant. If you take out a case against a
defendant, it will be heard in the presiding court related to the Defendant’s legal address. If
your lawyer is from a different court jurisdiction, you will be faced with a fee from a local lawyer
accepted to the bar who acts as a surrogate. Your lawyer can still plead your case, but the fee
must be paid to the surrogate lawyer accepted to the local bar.
Magistrates
With few exceptions, justice in France is rendered by men and women with the status of
magistrates, who are trained at the Ecole Nationale de la Magistrature (French National School
for the Judiciary). In the Commercial Courts, however, cases are tried before men and women
from the business community who are elected by members of that community on the basis of
their expertise. Similarly, cases before the Labor Courts are tried before panels containing an
equal number of employers and employees. Juries are not used in civil cases, and are reserved
only for the most serious category of criminal offences tried before the Cour d’assises.
There are two main categories of magistrates within the French judicial system: the “magistrats
du siège” (“sitting judges”) and the “magistrats du parquet” or “magistrats debout” (“standing



judges”). The “sitting judges” actually hear and decide cases, rendering decisions, orders, and
sentences. The “standing judges” do not make decisions on cases; they represent the interests
of society and decide whether criminal cases should be prosecuted. The French Constitution
grants the “sitting judges” a status that guarantees their independence and security of tenure.
The “standing judges” on the other hand, are placed under the authority of the Minister of
Justice.
The “sitting judges” have several functions depending on whether or not they are specialized.
Most commonly, these magistrates preside over the courts with general jurisdiction (“Tribunaux
d’Instance” and “Tribunaux de Grande Instance“), rendering decisions involving litigation
between private parties in civil matters. The Tribunal de Grande instance also has jurisdiction
over criminal matters, and when it acts in this capacity it is known as the “Tribunal
correctionnel“. A specialized “juge d’instruction” (examining magistrate) investigates alleged
criminal offenses, determines whether an alleged offender is to be tried, and decides whether
the accused shall be held pending trial. A “juge de l’application des peines” (sentencing
magistrate) decides on measures applicable to prisoners with a view to their rehabilitation.
These magistrates monitor the enforcement of sentences with probation orders and those
involving mandatory community service.
Other specialized magistrates carry out more specific functions. For example, a “juge des
enfants” (juvenile court magistrate) decides on the measures to be taken to protect minors in
danger and those that may apply to juvenile delinquents. A “juge aux affaires familales”
(magistrate for domestic affairs) has wide jurisdiction regarding domestic matters such as
divorce and custody of children. The presiding magistrate of a court can also act as a “juge des
référés“, and in this capacity the magistrate can render a rapid decision in a summary
proceeding in urgent cases. In this capacity, the “juge des référés” hands down provisional
orders that are immediately enforceable.
The “standing magistrates” are part of the public prosecutor’s office and represent the State. As
their name suggests, they stand when they address the court. The magistrates representing the
State before the “Tribunal de Grande instance” are known as the “Procureurss de la République”
(public prosecutor or District Attorneys) and “substituts” (assistant public prosecutors). At the
Court of Appeals, they are known as the “Procureur Général” (director of public prosecutions),
the “Avocats Généraux” (counsel for the prosecution) and “substituts” (assistant public
prosecutors). The “standing magistrates” move among various courts.
These public prosecutors defend the interests of the public, and, as noted above, are placed
under the authority of the Ministry of Justice. They receive claims and police reports and assess
whether a matter should be prosecuted. They also direct the various police departments (both
the local police and the national gendarmes) during criminal investigations. They are present
at court hearings and prosecute cases to the full extent of the law, including those involving
commercial matters.
Lawyers (Avocats)
In France, lawyers have the title of “avocat“. An avocat can act on behalf of a client in almost
any court of law. Indeed, in cases tried before a Tribunal de Grande Instance, a party is required
to retain an avocat to represent them. If a case is appealed, a specialized lawyer known as an
“avoué” must be retained to formally represent the party, although the actual case before the
appeals court will be argued by the lawyer.
An “avocat” also acts as a legal and fiscal advisor, and can provide legal advice and assistance
on commercial, civil, and criminal matters, as well as provide help with regard to labor law,
social security, tax and other issues. An “avocat” can assist in the formation of companies or



associations and, among other matters, can inform and advise about questions concerning
contracts, business and company law, and family law. He or she can also represent you before
administrative agencies.
Other legal professionals include “huissiers” (bailiffs), who perform services such as serving as a
legally-recognized witness, delivering summonses, and lawfully seizing property pursuant to a
court order. A “notaire” (public notary) is a public official authorized by the Minister of Justice
and controlled by the “chambre des notaires“. In France, the conveyance of property is
performed by a “notaire“. “Notaires” also have special responsibilities in connection with
testamentary and matrimonial acts, inheritance, and drawing up certain “actes authentiques”
(legal documents).
English-speaking lawyers practicing at the Bar of Toulouse:
Aurélie POULIZAC
Cabinet DECKER & ASSOCIES
14 rue Alexandre Fourtanier
31000 TOULOUSE
Tél : 05 61 21 96 84
Email: aurelie.poulizac@decker-associes.com
BRIGHT-JONES (SELRL)
54 Bis r Alsace Lorraine; 31000 Toulouse
Tel: 05 61 57 90 86
Email: brightjones@wanadoo.fr
Caroline PONS-DINNEWETH
Docteur en Droit – Avocat à la Cour

2, Allées Paul Sabatier
31000 TOULOUSE
Tel: 05 34 31 39 99
Email: contact@pons-dinneweth.avocat.fr
Julian COCKAIN-BARERE
18 rue Lafayette; 31000 TOULOUSE
T : 05 62 27 50 53
E-mail: cockain@msgw.com
Notaire (Notary, Sollicitor for purposes of property conveyancing)

When selling a house after having moved to France, you may need to have documents and
signatures notarized here. The US Consulate has a public notary on staff, or it may be possible
to use the services of a notary public (which in France is actually a kind of lawyer specializing in
property transfers, wills, and legal documents of all sorts, etc.)

An English-speaking Notarial Office (Notaire) in Toulouse is:
• Michel Burgan (of Burgan, Benquigui, Hiltenbrand), 40 rue de Metz, 31000 Toulouse, (Tel:
05 62 27 27 27)
Solicitors or Jurists (Conseilleurs Juridiques)

The profession of jurist requires exactly the same diploma as any lawyer and they tend to
specialize by type of law (social, labor, intellectual property, real estate, etc.) They may not
plead before a court of law since they have not passed Bar exams – so don’t go to them for
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purposes of litigation. They are therefore typically employed by Corporate Legal Departments
or Public Notaries or Lawyers and exercise their profession in all legal matters — except that of
pleading before a court. They may be used as Legal Consultants and practice for a fee. So, if
you want to start a company then this is the professional that you want to contact. (Though go
first to your local Chambre de Commerce and gather whatever information is there – because
this is the body that will register your business.)
Note also that some years ago the French government decided to assimilate independent
Jurists as lawyers, despite the fact that they had not passed any Bar exam. When seeking a
lawyer to represent you in court, it is perhaps wise therefore to assure that they have indeed
passed their Bar Exams.
Legal Insurance (Protection Juridique)
Some household insurance policies (called Multirisque Habitation) or car insurance will cover
legal protection as well. However, they are likely to be related directly to the object of the
insurance (house, car, summer residence, etc.)
It is wise, and costs only 5 to 10 euros per month, to have a separate policy for most cases that
might arise. However, there is some litigation that cannot be covered. For instance, if you
haven’t been paying your landlord for three months because he refuses to fix a leak in the roof,
it is useless to take out Legal Insurance once he takes you to court for eviction. (By the way, in
this instance, it is wise to keep paying the rent, since not doing so is a breach-of-contract, but
to take your landlord to court, also for breach-of-contract. Tit for tat is not well appreciated in a
French court of law.)
Legal insurance (protection juridique) will cover any litigation resulting from shopping or service
providers. It will also cover a litigation related to your work (as a salaried employee). However,
it will not likely cover litigation such as a divorce or penal offences or should you be pursued by
the Fiscal authorities for non-payment of taxes. Each policy should state explicitly what it does
not cover, so read it carefully. And, if you have a question regarding the coverage, then by all
means ask your insurer before you take it out.
Note also that French legal insurance is based upon the principle of fait déclencheur or trigger-
factor. If you have a dispute with someone, don’t try to take out legal insurance after the fact. It
will be too late.
Note, also, that you may not have a choice of lawyer. Legal insurers typically select lawyers who
accept their fees, which are somewhat less than lawyers typically charge. If you insist on “your
lawyer”, then it is possible the insurance policy will only cover part of your expense up to a
limited amount imposed by the insurer.
Be sure to read the policy carefully and have a direct relationship with your insurer to be able
to ask pointed questions about your coverage, preferably before you contract for the service.
Know what you want to be covered for and then find a policy that will suit you.

← 11: Banking
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OVERVIEW

Banking should present no special problems or difficulties, once accustomed to the French
currency and banking procedures. Many banks have English-speaking personnel who will be
pleased to assist with your banking needs. (We’ve noted some below and you may wish to add
to this list.)

If reading this before your move to France, you may wish to consider joining your company’s
local bank, which has a three-fold advantage:

1) By being “introduced”, you will be treated with more defference and small issues will be
more easily resolved.

2) Your account can be opened using your company’s address because no account may be
opened without an official French address.

3) The automatic transfer of your monthly salary will go a bit quicker. Remember, companies in
France tend to directly credit your salary (to a bank account that you will nominate) and not
give you a check.

Regardless of the bank you chose, familiarize yourself with its bank charges, which has become
increasingly complicated but nonetheless necessary. These charges should be sent to you on a
yearly basis to inform you of any changes.

The bank you will use and the way in which your money will be received while in France may be
defined by your company’s policies and their choice of banking system. Be certain to
understand what system will be used, when money will be transferred into your account and to
which branch, as well as the “conversion rate” to be used. Some French banks will allow
deposits of foreign/home country checks into a French account. ATMs will dispense euros
against your home country credit card for the usual and customary fee.

CURRENCY – THE “EURO”

The European Union has switched to the common currency, the “euro” (€). For the full
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complement of EU countries employing the Euro as their currency, see here.

Beginning January 1, 1999, private or commercial business transactions must be conducted in
euros, if that were the choice of the parties involved. Checking accounts in euros became
available on September 1, 2001. Franc coins and notes were last released by banks at 23:59 on
December 31, 2001. From January 1, 2002, all contracts in participating countries were
converted into, and all transactions carried out in euros.

Both French francs and euros, (change always being given in euros), were in use until midnight
on February 17, 2002, after which the French franc ceased to be legal tender. After that date,
only euros were accepted in stores. From July 1, 2002, French francs can be converted at the
Banque de France, (and other currencies from all countries of the euro area at the
corresponding Central Bank), for a period of three years for coins, and ten years for bills.

Euro Coins

There are 8 euro coins denominated in 2 and 1 euros, then 50, 20, 10, 5, 2 and 1 cents. Every
euro coin carries a common European face. On the reverse, each Member State decorated the
coins with their own motifs. No matter which motif is on the coins they can be used anywhere
inside the 12 Member States. (For example, a French citizen will be able to buy a hot dog in
Berlin using a euro coin carrying the imprint of the King of Spain.) The common European face
of the coins represents a map of the European Union against a background of transverse lines
to which are attached the stars of the European flag. The 1-, 2- and 5-cent coins put emphasis
on Europe’s place in the world while the 10-, 20- and 50-cent coins present the Union as a
gathering of nations. The 1 and 2 euro coins depict Europe without frontiers.

Euro Notes

There are seven euro notes of different colors and sizes, denominated in 500, 200, 100, 50, 20,
10 and 5 euros. The design on both sides of the notes is common to all Member States. All
notes will carry advanced security features and are legal tender in all countries of the euro area.

For complete information on national cash changeover plans for the different Member States,
as well as on the symbolism of the designs of the notes, visit ‘www.europa.eu.int/euro/’, and
select the text “ONE CURRENCY FOR EUROPE” to enter the English version of the website

When using automatic money machines, take in mind that the Post Office generally charges
less for their distributors than other banks. Yes, the Post Office has a bank — and many post
offices have cash distributor machines that will work with your credit card (and its PIN-code).

OPENING A BANK CURRENT ACCOUNT

Many banking offices will have at least one English-speaking employee who can help you. This,
however, is in the larger French cities only.

French regulations now require a French bank to stipulate clearly its list of Bank Charges. Ask

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euro


for the list before opening an account at a number of banks in order to chose that which is the
least costly.

To begin any banking procedures, bring your passport and/or carte de séjour along with a
France Télécom (telephone) or EDF (electric bill) as proof of residency in France, as well as a
bulletin de salaire (pay slip) as proof of employment. (A lease for an apartment or house may
also be used as proof of residency). If self-employed or otherwise independent in France, you
will be required to make a deposit by money transfer before being given a checkbook

All documents must list your local French address. A true joint account must be opened in the
name of “Mr ou Mme” (Mr. or Mrs.), which allows either of the parties access (withdrawals,
checks, payment orders) individually. An account labeled “Mr et Mme” (Mr. and Mrs.) requires
the signatures of BOTH parties for access (withdrawals, checks, etc.), and so cannot be
accessed by a surviving spouse. This results in considerable legal delays before a survivng
spouse has access to the account.

France has also a number of online bank Current Account services. The two most current are,
in fact, run by insurance companies. Their site addresses are www.agfbanque.fr and
www.axabanque.fr. You should read carefully their bank charges schedules, but you may find
either a bit less expensive than the traditional banks. Both of these online banks have current
accounts that are remunerated at an interest rate for as long as you maintain a credit balance
in the account. To open an account, contact any office of the respective insurance agent
nearest you. You are not obliged to accept any offer of insurance in order to open an account.

Note that due to recent changes (2009) in French Banking regulations, you are now obliged to
report all foreign bank accounts that you hold to the French tax authorities. As is the case
presently, if you are a resident of France and maintain a foreign interest-bearing savings
account, the account will be deducted a percentage of the interest and it will be sent to the
French Treasury. This is not the case, however, for equity investment accounts, which must
nonetheless be declared.

Here below is a list of banks with access intermediaries who speak English. If contacting them,
please tell them you read about their services in this Guidebook:

* Crédit Agricole Toulouse 31 International Clients: Phone 05 61 50 09 99, Mail: , ‘;
document.write( ‘<a ‘=”” +=”” path=”” ‘\”=”” prefix=”” addy30524=”” suffix=”” attribs=””>’ );
document.write( addy_text30524 ); document.write( ‘<\/a>’ ); //–> Web site: www.ca-
toulouse31.fr/international-clients.

* HSBC: Odile HEMENIER, Agence Toulouse-Blagnac, 17 Avenue Didier Daurat, Batiment
Euclide; ag-toulouse-blagnac(a)hsbc.fr (insert at-sign), tel. 05 62 48 63 10.

Notify us (president(a)americansintoulouse.com) if the contact name changes or should you
come across any other banks with an English-speaking customer service.

MAKING A DEPOSIT

http://www.ca-toulouse31.fr/international-clients
http://www.ca-toulouse31.fr/international-clients


As a general rule, banks do not “cash” checks. Once a check is deposited at the bank, the
account will be credited and the funds will become available in two or three days, once the
check has cleared. The check must be endorsed on the back before depositing it with a remise
de chèques (deposit slip), to be filled out with the following information:

• Source and amount of each check to be deposited

• Total amount being deposited

• Number of checks being deposited

• Date

• Code for the agence where the account resides

• Numéro de compte (account number)

• Nom et adresse du bénéficiaire (name and address of the account holder)

The same form is used for cash deposits. At some banks (e.g. Crédit Lyonnais Blagnac), simply
give the check or cash to the teller along with the account number to be credited. The teller will
fill out the form and return a copy for your records. Deposits (checks or cash) may be made
using a carte bleue and the ATM at any branch of your bank. Many banks, particularly those
around the Blagnac area, will accept for deposit checks drawn on a USA bank account. (Before
opening an account, ask the bank if they provide this service, as well as any additional fees that
will be incurred.) It usually takes four to five days for the actual transfer of funds from the USA
to appear in your French account.

CARTE BLEUE, THE DEBIT CARD OF FRANCE

When opening an account, you may apply for a Carte Bleue (debit card). It is highly
recommended that you take advantage of this very convenient financial service. There is an
annual charge for the card, which is valid for two years. The carte bleue is widely accepted
throughout France by retail merchants, hotels, restaurants, service stations, toll booths, paring
plazas and practically every business enterprise. Most shops do require a minimum purchase,
although toll booths and many service stations have no minimum requirement. You will also
need the card to obtain cash from an automatic distrbutor of any other bank in France.

The Visa or Mastercard international Carte Bleue is accepted wherever the “Visa” or
“Mastercard” sign is displayed, as well as at ATMs throughout Europe. Other American credit
cards, (American Express, Diners Club, etc.), are less readily accepted.

The French debit card is linked to your checking account and, as indicated above, allows you
to withdraw money from any bank or post office cash machine. Cash withdrawals are
immediately debited from the account. Purchases are debited either at the end of the month



or immediately, depending on the option chosen when opening the account. All debits
incurred with the Carte Bleue will appear on the bank statement, and will not be billed
separately. Banks generally limit the amount of cash withdrawals and charges allowed per
week.

If you employ a French debit card whilst maintaining a negative balance on your account,
expect the ATM to swallow your card. Settle matters with your bank and another card will be
sent … at your expense.

Keep a record of the card number in a safe place; if it is lost or stolen, you will need the number
in order to faire opposition (block the use of the card). A contact telephone number for
reporting lost or stolen cards appears on the document issued with any new card. All ATMs also
display the number to call in case of loss or theft of a card.

NON-RESIDENT ACCOUNTS

If planning to be in France for less than two years, you may prefer to use a non-resident
account. With a non-resident account, unlimited amounts may be transferred to and from
abroad, or from one non-resident account to another. You may not hold a resident and a non-
resident account simultaneously.

With the arrival of the euro, the restrictions for deposits of “foreign” currency into non-resident
accounts may have changed. It is recommended that you inquire at the bank where the
account will reside about any specific restrictions that might apply.

Note also that as a resident of France, new rules indicate that you should inform your tax
authorities of any accounts that you may be holding in a foreign country. EU regulations in
place makes any interest bearing investments on those accounts are taxable and revenues
sent to the EU country of residency.

MOVING MONEY TO AND FROM ANOTHER COUNTRY

There are two methods for transfering money automatically. One is a SWIFT transfer,
employing the references found on your RIB and handled directly between the sending and
receiving banks. Thee information on your RIB must be given to the sending bank in its entirety
– meaning as indicated on the RIB, the following numbers: Etablissement, Guichet, Numéro de
Compte and Clé RIB.

The other is PayPal that can also be used. Whatever you do, avoid Western Union, which has
some of the highest tranfer costs.

International transfers can be time-consuming and expensive (about 25€ per transaction).
Money transfers, even within France, often take five banking days. Cashing a check in foreign
currency may take up to ten days and is very expensive — so to be avoided if possible.

Many find it easier to be paid by automatic deposit in local currency. Funds can be transferred



from a foreign account with a foreign Visa or Eurocheque card. Euros may be drawn from a
foreign card at ATMs that accept them, or at a bank. Some banks, like Crédit Lyonnais, will
deposit a USA check in an account for a nominal fee. It is recommended that you inquire at the
bank where the account will reside about their specific policy.

COMPTES COURANTS (CHECKING ACCOUNTS)

It is considered a serious crime to overdraw a compte courant (account from which debits are
allowed by check or carte bleue) beyond the amount that your bank has allowed as an
overdraft limit. Should you receive an overdraft notification, you will usually be allowed a 30-
day grace period to rectify the situation. Otherwise, you will be penalized by ten years’ interdit
bancaire (blacklist), meaning that you will not be issued a carte bleue or allowed to write
checks for 10 years within France. This restriction is all encompassing. You cannot go down the
street and open a new account with another banking institution: a “restriction” from one bank
is automatically transmitted to all other French banks.

Most banks offer a service that links a type of non-checking account to a compte courant; (the
name given to an account used for this purpose varies from bank to bank). Funds are
automatically transferred into the compte courant as needed and the excess is returned to the
non-checking account at the end of each month. It is recommended that you inquire at the
bank where the account will reside about available services; merely opening a savings account
at the branch will not ensure that the account will be used to cover compte courant overdrafts.

Because of the serious consequences of “bouncing” checks, payment by check is readily
accepted everywhere in France (shops, restaurants, service stations, etc.), often without proof
of identification (passport or carte de séjour) unless the sum is over 50€.

Note that if you “bounce checks” too often, your bank will report you to the French Central
Bankng authority and you may be deprived of any checking account for a lengthy period of
time. Which means you will be obliged to pay everything by cash or postal order — and not the
least bit amusing. Many banks will put in place an “overdraft credit facility”, so ask first how
much this facility costs

Unlike in the USA, banks do not return canceled checks with the bank statement. Bank
statements indicate only the date and amount of checks presented for payment. Since the
name of the beneficiary is not included it is important to record both the amount and
beneficiary on the check stub each time a check is issued. A check register is usually included in
the back of the checkbook, but they are not as convenient as those supplied with checkbooks
in the USA. Regardless of the method used for recording transactions to the compte courant,
French law requires banking records to be kept for a minimum of five years, so the name of the
beneficiary must be recorded.

Barred checks (standard issue) cannot be endorsed to a third party by the beneficiary. Post-
dated checks are not recognized legally, and therefore cannot be cashed prior to the date on
the check.



How to write a check:

In most large shops the cash register fills in the check automatically. You will be expected to
sign the check and give it to the cashier. Once the machine has printed the appropriate
information, the check will be shown to you for your approval.

If your French is limited and writing out the numbers is a problem, ask the cashier to fill out the
check for you. Another solution would be to keep a cross-referenced guide to numbers, such as
the list included in this section, with your checkbook.

If there is any conflict between the written amount (alphabetically) and the numerical amount
indicated, it is the alphabetic amount that prevails. So, be sure to get it right.

To the right is a box or line preceded by “€” for the amount to be written in digits. The decimal
point is replaced by a comma, (e.g. “365,14€” rather than “365.14€”). To the left are two long
lines preceded by “Payez contre ce chèque” for the written amount, including the cents. (It is
recommended that a double-dash be placed before and after the amounts to prevent
alteration of what has been written.) The third long line, preceded by “à” is for the beneficiary’s
name. To the lower right are two lines preceded by “A” (at) for the place of issue, and “LE” (the)
for the date of issue. Sign the check in the large space on the lower right. Do not make any
changes on the check.

Examples:

* 1.792,00 euros = Mille sept cent quatre-vingt-douze euros

* 243,30 euros = Deux cent quarante trois euros et trente cents (or “30 cents”)

* 175,65 euros = Cent soixante-quinze euros et soixante-cinq cents (or 65 cents”)

In fact, it is permited to write numerically any quantity in cents, but the euro amount must be
written alphabetically.

Rules to remember:

* Always cross sevens or they will be taken as ones!

* Use a decimal point in place of commas and commas in place of decimal points, compared
to the USA.

* The date must be written the French way as day/month/year (e.g. “November 6, 2001” would
be written “11/6/01” in the USA, but would be written “6/11/01” in France). To eliminate
confusion, it is recommended to write out the month whenever possible (e.g. “6 novembre
2001”).

* In writing the check, as mentioned above, if there is a confusion between the amount written



in letters and the amount in numbers, it is the former that prevails. So, you must learn how to
write correctly amounts alphabetically.

Prélevements (Automatic Debiting):

If desirous of having monthly recurrent bills paid automatically, you can have the bank
establish a prévèlement (automatic transfer facility) that will debit your account every month
(or other period that you stipulate). The amount is transfered to the bank account of the
beneficiary of the debit; for instance, the electricity or telephone company or your landlord (for
the rent).

(PayPal is also available for those who wih to pay by means of their VISA or Carte Blue card.)

Ordering a checkbook:

Most banks will automatically restock checkbooks in the branch where the account resides,
upon request of a renouvellement automatique. To avoid running out of checks, use one of the
last ten checks out of sequence, as banks automatically order a new checkbook upon receipt
of one of the last ten outstanding checks. If there are numerous outstanding checks, (which is
often the case if many checks have been voided due to errors), most banks will suspend the
renouvellement automatique. Bring or send a signed statement to the branch indicating the
numbers of the voided checks in order to reduce the number of outstanding checks so that the
renouvellement automatique can be re-instated. The RIBs (see “Relevé d’Identité Bancaire”,
below) included in a checkbook can also be used to request a renouvellement de chequier
(new checkbook). Checkbooks are not usually mailed to your home unless specifically
requested (at an additional fee). Checkbooks sent to the home arrive by registered mail, and
require a signature for delivery. Checkbooks usually contain fifty checks.

Relevé d’Identité Bancaire (RIB):

This piece of paper contains the name of the bank and branch where the account resides, as
well as the account number and name and address of the accountholder(s). The French
commonly pay their various regular expenses (i.e. rent, taxes, electricity, gas, and telephone)
with an automatic payment directly from their bank account. When filling out a form for
automatic payment, a Relevé d’Identité Bancaire (RIB) will be required. There are several RIBs
included within checkbooks for this purpose. Bank will provide additional RIBs upon request.

PURCHASING TRAVELERS’ CHECKS IN FRANCE

Chèques de voyage or “travelers” (travelers’ check), are available in different currencies, but
must be ordered up to a week in advance. Order foreign currency in advance as well, to ensure
that it will be available. If unable to give sufficient advance notice to a local branch, traveler’s
checks and foreign currency can be obtained on short notice from the main branch of most
banks in Toulouse center.

Travelers’ checks, whether in dollars or euros, are not readily accepted in France. It is



recommended that travelers’ checks be cashed at a bank or exchange office in advance, or that
some other back-up form of payment be available when attempting to use them.

OBTAINING A LOAN

Short-term loans (fewer than twelve months) are more difficult to obtain than loans for one to
three years. Longer-term loans require the information typically required by lending institutions
in your home country. Remember to supply proof of employment and salary.

FORMS OF INVESTMENT

Most checking accounts do not earn interest on the outstanding balance; non checking
accounts pay about 3% interest. Larger sums (over 1.500€) can be invested in a SICAV, which
offers a larger return. Contact your local bank for information on current rates and regulations.

BANKING HOURS

Most banks offer Saturday service (10:00 to noon) and are often closed Mondays, downtown
Toulouse being the exception. Many banks close over the lunch period. On the day before a
public holiday, banks will usually close around 11:00 and will remain closed until their next
normal working day.

CLOSING A BANK ACCOUNT

When closing an account, any unused checks and charge cards issued on the account must be
returned. The account must be closed in person at the branch where the account resides. Make
sure that all checks and overseas charges to any cards issued on the account have cleared and
that any automatic payments have been cancelled in writing.

Banking Vocabulary:

Agence ……………………………………………………… Branch

Guichet ……………………. ……………………………….. Cash or teller’s booth/counter

Retrait d’espèces ……………………………………………. Cash withdrawal made at the bank
counter

Retrait CB …………………………………………………… Carte bleue cash withdrawal from a
cash machine.

Prélèvement ………………………………………………… Authorized automatic payment. (See
“Relevé D’identité Bancaire” above.)

Facture carte ……………………………………………….. Charge made with carte bleue.



10: Taxes & Legal →

Remise …………………………………………………….. Funds that have been deposited in the
account

Chèque sur rayon ………………………………………….. Check that has been deposited in the
account

Opération de change ………………………………………. Purchase of foreign currency

Versement …………………………………………………… Money paid into the account
(deposit)

Virement reçu d’un tiers …………………………………… Deposit made to the account by a
third party

Relevé de compte ………………………………………….. Bank statement

Remise de chèques ………………………………………… Deposit slip

Solde …………………………………………………………. The account balanc

(Dix) jours débiteurs ……………………………………….. Number of days (10) the account is
overdrawn

Déposer de l’argent ……………………………………….. Make a deposit

Distributeur Automatique de Billets (DAB) ………….. Automatic Teller Machine (ATM)

 

← 12: Postal System
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There are over 25 PTT (Post Offices) located in greater Toulouse; the main Poste is at 9 rue
Lafayette, near Place Capitole. Hours of operation are usually 08:00-12:00 and 14:00-18:00
weekdays, and until noon on Saturdays; check with your local PTT to confirm its hours of
operation. The main post office and other centres de tri (sorting centers), such as St-Michel,
stay open during lunch hours (journée continue). Post offices sell telephone cards, and have
pay phones, a Minitel (See Chapter 7, “Telephone Service”) and photocopiers available for
public use. Most post offices have coin-operated machines for buying stamps and weighing
packages, some have a fax machine. The French postal system also provides banking services,
so the wait can be long.

MAILBOXES

Public mailboxes are yellow and are located throughout Toulouse and the surrounding towns.
Each PTT has a boîte aux lettres (drop-slot) for mailing letters both inside and outside the
building. Often the drop-slots are labelled for different destinations such as Paris, Toulouse,
Haute Garonne, or autres destinations (other destinations). Sometimes they are simply marked
lettres.

STAMPS

Timbres (stamps) may be purchased over-the-counter or from vending machines inside the
PTT, or in any tabac. For purchases of more than a carnet de timbres (book of stamps), there is
usually a counter marked timbres en gros (stamps in bulk). Special-issue and seasonal stamps
may be purchased at the guichet (counter or window) marked “philatélie”. The postal system
has a website with interesting items, and you can order stamps and stamped envelopes and
have them delivered: laposte.fr

Most post offices provide a self-service, coin-operated scale for weighing letters and packages.
The small screen at the top of the machine (with a button for English-language instructions) is
used to select various options and will display the amount of money to insert. The machine
then issues a stamp printed with the exact amount and dispenses any change.

As of this printing, postal rates for a letter (max weight: 20g) are as follows:
France, EEC, Switzerland        0,54€
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Elsewhere in Europe        0,60€
North America        0,90€

EXPRESS MAIL

Chronopost is a rapid postal delivery service. For a fee, Chronopost will deliver documents
and/or merchandise anywhere in France within a few hours, and to most European countries
quicker than normal mail service. FEDEX, DHL, and UPS usually offer lower rates and faster,
more reliable service for documents and packages being sent outside of France.

PACKAGES

Paquets or colis (packages) are accepted up to a maximum of 2 kilos (4.4 lbs). Packages
weighing in excess of 2 kilos will be expensive to mail. At the main Poste on rue Lafayette in
Toulouse center, large or heavy packages must be taken to the rear entrance. Suburban (and
other Toulouse-center) post offices accept packages directly at the counter. Boxes for
packages are on sale at all PTT. A list of contents for customs purposes is necessary for
packages going outside the EEC/European Union. Packages up to a value of US $50 can be
mailed duty-free to the USA. When having packages sent into France from outside the
EEC/European Union, be sure to tell the sender to mark the package “gift” or “No Commercial
Value” (when appropriate), otherwise, customs duties will be applied and are payable upon
receipt. (Packages that are sent to locations outside of France should be marked the same.)
There is sometimes a surcharge applied for packages weighing over 2 kilos. Small package
containing no letter inside can be sent as “petit paquet”, which is the least expensive way of
sending something small.

Overseas packages mailed from Toulouse-center will reach their destination faster than if
mailed from a smaller village. For the fastest service for letters, take pre-stamped mail directly
to a centre de tri (sorting center), such as St. Michel in Toulouse-center or chemin
Bordeblanche in Lardennes, and place it in the street-side drop-slot. Packages cannot be
mailed from these slots.

OTHER POSTAL SERVICES

Garde du courrier  (Held mail):
For a fee, the post office will hold mail (i.e. while on vacation) for up to one month.  The form
for this service should be turned in five days prior to the  requested start date.

    Réexpedition du courrier  (Mail forwarding):
For a fee, the post office will  forwardeyour mail to a new address.  The form for this service
should be turned in one month prior to the requested start date.

Compte Chèques Postaux  (CCP)  (Checking/Savings accounts):
Checking (CCP – Compte Chèques Postaux) and savings accounts (CNE-Compte Épargne/
Caisse Nationale d’Epargne) may be opened at La Poste.



11: Banking →

Change (Changing money):
Changing money can usually be done in the post office of a large town (indicated by the sign
“change”). French post offices do not accept foreign    currency; however, foreign currency can
be sent via a postal money order for a small fee.

Vocabulary – Post Office

Counter/window …………………………..    Guichet
Airmail    ……………………………………….    Par avion
Postage stamp    ……………………………    Timbre
Insured   ……………………………………….   Assuré
Book of stamps  …………………………….   Carnet de timbres
Self-adhesive stickers   ………………….   Timbres autocollants
Receipt   ……………………………………….   Récépissé or reçu or ticket
Forwarding    …………………………………  Réexpédition
Weight   ………………………………………..   Le poids
General Delivery    …………………………   La poste restante
Size   ……………………………………………   Dimension
Form to fill out, printed matter   …………   Imprimé
Inquiry    ………………………………………..  Réclamation
Special Delivery   ……………………………   Par express
Registered    ………………………………….   Recommandé
Return receipt    ……………………………..   Avis de réception
Package   ………………………………………   Paquet or colis
Money order    ……………………………….   Mandat
Change of address  ……………………….   Changement d’adresse
I wish to send this letter/package   …..   Je voudrais envoyer cette lettre / ce colis

← 13: Medical & Healthcare
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Overview

Medical care throughout France is very good and quite inexpensive. The World Health
Organization, in its year 2000 survey, classed France as first amongst more than 150 countries.
The major criteria in the survey was not just state-of-the-art technology but, more so, easy
access. This means principally the extent of coverage both geographically and insurance-wise.
In fact, in means also the lower cost of consulting a GP, which is often a barrier to many people.
Consulting your GP is key to Preventive Medicine and a tenet of French health care; Remedial
Medicine being far more expensive.

Unlike Paris, where an American Hospital and British Hospital can be found (both addresses
are included under “Other Medical Needs” in this chapter), Toulouse has only French medical
facilities. (The Toulouse hospital, actually located in Purpan, however, was recently cited as the
best in France.) Family doctors, as well as specialists and supporting medical personnel
(equivalent to those of your home country) are available here. Some doctors make house calls,
as do nurses and laboratory personnel when so requested by the doctor. Dentists in France are
generally well trained and thorough. The medical practitioners listed in this chapter are
English-speaking, (their fluency ranges from excellent to acceptable).

Have as much medical history as possible on hand for all members of the family. Some French
doctors and hospitals do not keep health records on file over the long term. The patient is
given, and is expected to retain, all medical documents, x-rays, and prescriptions for future
reference.

It is wise to read, also below, our chapter on Doctor’s fees, titled “Fee Schedule”. Doctors chose
whether they will apply state health care insurance mandated fees, or higher fees that they fix
themselves. Be sure you know which kind of doctor you are seeing before asking for a
consultation. Simply ask if the doctor is “Conventionée”. If not, they practice their own fee
schedule.

Under new rules, you will be expected to select a GP and will be associated with that doctor. If
you do not select a GP, expect to pay a higher consultation fee. Remember, unlike other
countries, in France you will pay a certain percentage of medical fees unless it is a matter of
grave illness. Your GP will make that decision. S/he will also route you to other specialists for
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either further examination or treatment. These practitioners will report directly back to your
selected GP, by writing, their conclusions. You are expected, then, to consult with your selected
GP for further treatment. It is therefore wise to select at GP. Should you want, you can
change your selection at any time.

NB: For a list of GPs (Médecins généralistes) as well as other health practitioners, see listing
below. This list is NOT a recommendation. Those listed have simply indicated a willingness to
treat English speaking patients.

French National Health Insurance (Sécurité Sociale)

Under the French system, the individual is free to consult the health professional of their
choice: médecin généraliste (general practitioner), spécialiste (specialist), dentiste (dentist),
laboratoire (laboratory), infirmier (nurse), kinésithérapeute (physiotherapist), etc.. A
gynécologue (gynecologist) is often the primary care physician for women, as visits are
encouraged on an annual or semi-annual basis.

There are two types of health care practitioner, one being conventionné, meaning that they
have agreed to accept fee schedules established by the French national health system or
non-conventionné, meaning they set thier own fees. If you are established in France with a
permit de séjour(resident permit) you may be covered by national health care insurance. You
should then request a Carte Vitale, which you employ whilst paying fees to GPs/Specialists who
are conventionné — and which will be not totally reimbursed to you by the national healh
insurance system (CPAM). For total reimbursement of fees, you must subscribe personally to a
mutualized insurance scheme – a sort of “top-up” insurance. This is private insurance and
there are many such policies available. Be sure to shop around.

National Health Insurance typically reimburses between 50 and 70% of expenses, unless they
result from an accident. If the latter, then by your GP’s authorization, they will be reimbursed at
100%. Top-up insurance exists from private companies (see Mutualized Insurance below).

Pharmaceutical costs will be partially reimbursed as well if obtained by a doctor’s prescription.

See below for further detailed explanation of how medical fees are reimbursed.

Mutualized Insurance

Since the French NHI (National Health Insurance) will not pay all expenses, many take on
additional private insurance. There are many such offerings on the market, sometimes they are
very confusing. Which is why, if you are generally of good health, think twice about their utility.
It might be cheaper for you to “insure yourself”. That is, for the 100 to 150€ per month that this
top-up health insurance will cost, that is between 1200 and 1800€ per year, it might be
advisable to assume this risk yourself. Only you can know if the money is worth it.

General Health Conditions in Greater Toulouse



The general level of community sanitation is adequate, although the handling of meats and
other foods in the open markets may not be as strictly regulated as in your home country. The
water in Toulouse is safe to drink; bottled water is just preferred by most. NOTE: Meat is often
served very rare in restaurants. If you are wary of eating meat that may be almost raw, you can
ask for your meat to be cooked bien cuite (well done), which is equivalent to medium in the US
and medium-rare in England.

There are no specific health hazards although upper respiratory infections occur frequently. It
is thought that this is due to pollution levels due to car density. Pollen levels in Toulouse-center
are extremely high from April through the end of July. Children in particular are susceptible to
chronic colds, bronchitis, sinusitis, and sore throats.

Doctors and Specialists

NOTE: Doctors do not generally have sterile supplies in their offices. For emergency care,
(minor injuries, stitches, etc.), go directly to the Service des Urgences (Emergency Room) of the
nearest clinique (private clinic) or hôpital (public hospital).

As mentioned in our Overview, you will be expected to sign-up with a primary-care General
Practitioner, or GP. This individual (called a Medecin Generaliste in French) is key. They will
undertake a preliminary investigation of your illness, perhaps asking you to take either blood
tests, or echo grams or x-rays or even an IRM; all of which are conducted by specialists with
their own premises. If necessary, they may refer you to a specialist physician for further
consultations.

As stated previously, under the French system, the individual is free to consult the health
professional of their choice, (i.e. a gynécologue(gynecologist) is classified as a specialist, but is
often the primary care physician for women). While appointments must be made in advance
for specialists (pediatricians, dermatologists, etc.), most généralistes (general practitioners)
have consulting hours on a first-come-first-serve basis. Since many doctors do not have
receptionists, the clientele are very mindful of the sequence of arrival in the office and your turn
will be respected. Any médecin (doctor) will see someone without an appointment in case of
emergency.

A doctor’s cabinet (office) in France is somewhat different than might be experienced
elsewhere. Smaller offices are usually staffed only by the doctor and, in some cases, a
receptionist. There is usually no nurse to assist the doctor, who will examine you alone. Many
employ a Call Answering service that will make your appointment. Larger offices or
partnerships generally have a receptionist and a medical assistant.

The cabinet will generally consist of a separate salle d’attente (waiting area) and consultation /
examination room. The examination area is often just a medical table in the corner of the
room. Courtesy gowns are rarely provided, so do not be alarmed if the doctor discusses your
medical situation while you are only half-dressed, or even naked. (If embarassed, just ask to put
your cloths back on before further discussion.) During the appointment you can expect to
discuss your condition and any problems or questions you may have. You will not feel rushed



during the consultation; the doctor will take a genuine interest in you and your well being.

At the end of a visit, the doctor will provide a prescription to buy any necessary items
(vaccinations, ointment, bandages, etc.) that are to be brought to the next appointment, for the
treatment. The doctor will provide the required arrêt de travail (medical leave certificate) for
insurance compensation in case of absences from work due to illness, maternity or work-
related accident. When laboratory tests and x-rays are needed, a prescription will be provided
which is to be taken to the laboratoire d’analyse médicale (lab) or centre de radiologie (x-ray
center) of your choice. It is not usually necessary to make an appointment when visiting a lab
or x-ray center. Payment may be made when you return to pick up the results, generally ready
in 2 to 4 days, however, if payment is made at the time the work is done, the results will be sent
to you and to the doctor by mail or fax, upon request. Call the doctor afterwards to inquire
about the results.

Doctors’ fees are paid by the patient (check or cash) at the time services are rendered. Most
doctors are equiped to accept the Carte Vitale (medical smartcard) which eliminates the need
to send the feuille de soins (medical treatment form) to the CPAM – Caisse Primaire d’Assurance
Maladie(Sécurité Sociale center) assigned to you by the Sécurité Sociale (French National
Health Care Service). If the doctor is not connected to the Sésam-Vitale computer system, (or if
you are not covered by the Sécurité Sociale), a form (feuille de soins) will be provided for you to
submit to the CPAM where necessary for reimbursement. (See “Feuille de soins” and “Sécurité
Sociale” near the end of this chapter.)

Fee schedule

Doctors’ fees fall into one of the four following categories, a schedule of which is usually posted
in the waiting room or reception area:

• Médecins Conventionnés Secteur 1: This is a National Health Service doctor who applies fixed
rates. Doctors can be general practitioners or specialists. The fee per visit (as of today, 10 March
2011) is 23.00€ for a general practitioner. If you are a member of the French national health
system this, and other such fees, are reimbursed between 50 and 70% – depending upon the
type of medical intervention is necessary (laboratory tests, surgery, etc.)

Médecins Conventionnés Honoraires Libres Secteur 2: These are doctors who are allowed
to fix their own fees (often young specialists who have recently set up practice). Their
fees are higher than Secteur 1 but remain within a reasonable bracket. Sécurité Sociale
does not reimburse fees exceeding the fixed rate. It is wise to confirm the fee before
service. You will be reimbursed only the 21.00 Euros allowed in Secteur 1 fees.
Médecins Conventionnés Avec Droit à Dépassement: These doctors have acquired a good
reputation and have consequently been accorded the droit à dépassement (right to
charge higher fees). However, the Sécurité Sociale does not usually reimburse fees
exceeding the maximum fixed rates for Médecins Conventionnés Secteur 1. You will find
that it is the present habit of many clinics and hospitals to surpass the authorized limit in
terms of fees. Often, this will arise in the form of a bill that you will receive after having
been given one that is reimbursed directly by the national health system with your Carte



Verte. You are not obliged to pay these fees, since you were not advised beforehand that
they were part of the service rendered. Consumer law provides that all fees for services
rendered must be specified before the service is rendered.• Médecins Hors Convention ou
Non-Conventionnés: These are private doctors. Some doctors who work in hôpitaux
(public hospitals) are allowed to see a patient en consultation (as an out-patient) at the
hospital. Such doctors do so in their separate capacity as Médecins Hors Convention ou
Non-Conventionnés, so be sure to confirm the rate you will be charged when making the
appointment. Fees can be extremely high and Sécurité Sociale reimburses almost
nothing. (Ditto regarding the extra-fees that are sent, as noted above.)

Visites à domicile (House Calls)

House calls (visite à domicile) are standard practice in France for most family practitioners and
the doctor reserves a part the day to make house calls. Expect to pay a slight frais de
déplacement (displacement  fee) in addition to the usual doctor’s fee. Specialists generally
don’t make house calls, the exeption being certain pediatricians. Weekend or holiday house
calls are made by the médecin de garde (doctor on call). The names of the doctors on call are
listed in La Dépêche, (a local daily newspaper). The commissariat (local police) can also
provide the name and location of themédecin de garde on duty at the time. Weekend house-
call  fees are much higher than weekdays.

Emergenices

Emergency (ER) services are available at all Public Hospitals.You will be asked for your Carte
Verte before entry, meaning you should be subscribed to the national health service (“La Sécu“)

CHIRURGIENS DENTISTS (DENTISTS)

Dentists in France are generally well trained and thorough. However, due to differences in
technique and practice, it is suggested that you have the dentist fully explain the procedures
that are being recommended. For procedures such as cavities and root canals, expect the work
to be done over the course of several visits. When making the appointment, specify if you wish
to have a détartrage (tartar-removing cleaning) or fluor (floride) treatment. For orthodontia
already in progress, check with your home country orthodontist before leaving for France
about what follow-up work will be required during your absence. The book, Doctors the World
Over, may help locate dentists in France who are using the same system as your home country
orthodontist.

Most ordinary dental work will be reimbursed by the Sécurité Sociale. However, implants and
crowns will not. They are covered, however, by Mutualized Insurance policies.

Prescription Drugs or Homeopathic Medicines (Medicaments)

Because of French regulations, medications used in France may differ from those available in
your home country. Medicines prescribed in your home country may or may not be sold in
France, or they might not be the medication of choice for your symptoms. What is considered a
“prescription drug” in one country may be an over-the-counter medication elsewhere, or vice-



versa.

Medication comes in various forms such as comprimés (pills or caplets), comprimés secables
(scored pills or caplets), comprimés orodispersibles or comprimés à délitement buccal (tablets
to be dissolved in the mouth), poudre or sachets (sachets of powder), liquide (liquid), gouttes
(drops), gélules (capsules), ampoules (liquid-filled capsules) or as suppositoires (anal
suppositories) or ovules (vaginal suppositories). (Suppositoires are commonly prescribed for
children of all ages. For those opposed to suppositories, French doctors and pharmacists are
understanding and will help find an equivalent drug in another form.) Watch for expiration
dates printed by law on all drug packages.

Aspirin is not available in pill form in France; it is sold in a powder or tablet to be dissolved in
water before ingesting. Paracétamol (acetaminophen, as found in Tylenol) is available as
comprimés (pills or caplets), comprimés orodispersibles (dissolving tablets) and suppositoires
(suppositories). Ibuprofen (ibuprofen, as found in Advil) is available as liquide (liquid) and
comprimés (pills or caplets).

PHARMACISTS AND PHARMACIES

There is an abundance of pharmacies in greater Toulouse, easily recognizable by the large
green cross flashing over their door. Local pharmacists are well trained, willing and capable of
recommending over-the-counter drugs, and trained to provide First Aid in case of injury or
accident. They can supply a list of neighborhood nurses or laboratoires d’analyses (medical
labs) or even advise whether the mushrooms found in the woods are edible or toxic. Most
pharmacie personnel speak some English, so don’t be afraid to ask.

ALL medications, even aspirin, are only available in a pharmacy. Baby products and personal
hygiene items are found in most pharmacies, but are less expensive in supermarkets. Crème de
tartre (cream of tarter), bicarbonate de soude (baking soda) and Canderel (apartame) are sold
in pharmacies and/or supermarkets. Calcium in an effervescent form is also available in
pharmacies and is very good for those wishing to take an easily assimilated calcium
supplement (Calcium Sandoz Forte provides 500 mg per tablet).

Emergency needs

Pharmacists are trained and permitted by law to perform First Aid in case of injury or accident.
On Sundays, nights and holidays the name and address of the local pharmacie de garde (on-
duty pharmacy) is posted in the door or window of all pharmacies. The commissariat (local
police) can also provide the name and location of the pharmacie de garde on duty at the time.
Medicines purchased on Sundays, nights and holidays cost slightly more than if purchased
during regular business hours, but reimbursement is based on the normal purchase price. (See
“Reimbursement of medication costs”, below.)

In Toulouse (near Place Wilson), an all-night pharmacy is open 20:00-08:00:
• Pharmacie de Nuit, 70-76 allées Jean Jaurès (entrance on rue Arnaud Vidal), 31000
TOULOUSE, (Tel: 05 61 62 38 05)



Reimbursement of Medication Costs

ALL medications, (even aspirin), are only available in a pharmacy and payment must be made
at the time of purchase. Reimbursement is based on the normal purchase price and will not
cover the additional cost of medicines purchased outside of regular business hours.

The Sécurité Sociale (French National Health Care system) covers a percentage of all medical
costs including reimbursable prescriptions. Most French employees pay into a mutuelle
(supplementary insurance) which covers the remaining cost. Those covered by the French
system are issued a Carte Vitale (medical smartcard) which enables pharmacists to extract all
the information necessary for payment of any reimbursable items included on the prescription.
If not in possession of either the card or the information necessary for automatic coverage at
the time of purchase, you must pay the full costs of the prescribed items and submit the
paperwork for reimbursement yourself. If purchases of reimbursed items have been made at
the pharmacy in the past, the information may be stored in the pharmacy’s computer and can
be used even if you have forgotten the Carte Vitale. (For information concerning eligibility,
reimbursement, the Carte Vitale, etc., see “Sécurité Sociale” near the end of this chapter.) In
summary:

If COVERED by the French sécurité sociale AND by a French mutuelle, all reimbursable
prescribed medication is covered 100%. Automatic payment may be made with the
Carte Vitale. If not in possession of the Carte Vitale or of all the necessary information,
(and if the pharmacy does not have the information on their computer), you must pay
the full costs of the prescribed items and submit the paperwork for reimbursement
yourself. (You will be expected to pay 100% of non-reimbursable prescribed medication
not covered by the Sécurité Sociale and mutuelle.)
If COVERED by the French sécurité sociale BUT NOT by a French mutuelle, all
reimbursable prescribed medication is partially covered. Automatic payment may be
made with the Carte Vitale. If not in possession of the Carte Vitale or of all the necessary
information, (and if the pharmacy does not have the information on their computer), you
must pay the full costs of the prescribed items and submit the paperwork for
reimbursement yourself. (You will be expected to pay the uncovered portion of
reimbursable prescribed medication as well as 100% of non-reimbursable prescribed
medication not covered by the Sécurité Sociale.)
If NOT COVERED by the French system (neither the Sécurité Sociale nor a French
mutuelle), you must pay the full costs of all prescribed medication and submit the
paperwork for reimbursement to your insurance company yourself.NOTE: Some
prescribed medication, such as birth control pills, iare NOT reimbursable. Aspirin or
other pain medication is reimbursable if prescribed by a doctor, but is not reimbursed if
purchased without a prescription. See “Sécurité Sociale Reimbursement” near the end of
this chapter.

HOSPITALS

In France, a “hôpital” (hospital) is a State-run public institution, and a “hôpital privé” (private
hospital) or “clinique” (clinic) is privately run. This is no indication of the quality of service
rendered. (In 2008, CHU Purpan, a public hospital in Toulouse, was ranked the number one



hospital in France.) The Sécurité Sociale will cover a larger portion of the costs incurred in a
hôpital than in a clinique.Your particular medical problem may dictate the hospital or clinic
your doctor will recommend. The preface “CHU”, which stands for “Centre Hospitalier
Universitaire” (such as CHU Rangeuil or CHU Purpan, in Toulouse) indicates a teaching
hospital. Patients at teaching hospitals might be seen by an intern, but will at some point be
seen by the professeur (senior doctor); you may also request to be seen by a senior doctor.
Although the Sécurité Sociale covers the care provided in most clinics, treatment in a clinique
non-conventionnée is not reimbursable. The doctor who recommended the clinique non-
conventionnée should be able to provide the name of an alternative institution upon request.

If the patient is a child, one parent is allowed to stay with the child at all times. A lit portable
(rollaway bed) may be provided for a small charge, and a television can be rented for the room,
by the day or week.

Doctors and surgeons at State hospitals work in teams. The doctor that initially examines the
patient may not perform the surgery, and the surgeon may not see the patient post-op. Make
sure to schedule surgery based on your own surgeon’s availability. After surgery, your own
doctor or surgeon may or may not be part of the follow up team during the stay in the hospital.

With the exception of emergency cases, a medical prescription stating the necessity of
hospitalization must be supplied before admittance to a hospital. On arrival at the hospital, the
patient will also be asked if they are “pris(e) en charge” (covered under the French National
Health Care system), and if they have a mutuelle or complémentaire (supplementary
insurance). Patients covered by the Sécurité Sociale should supply either their Carte Vitale, the
document issued with it, or all the necessary information. Although under normal
circumstances hospitals will be able to access the information with the Sésam-Vitale computer
network using only the name of the person covered, it is always best to be well prepared to
avoid being required to advance what might be a large sum of money. (See “Sécurité Sociale-
Carte Vitale” near the end of this chapter.) If not covered by the Sécurité Sociale, a E111 form
(for EEC/European Union nationals) or medical insurance card (for non-EEC nationals) must be
provided for admittance. (See the vocabulary at the end of this chapter for the types of
questions asked during a hospital stay.)

Some doctors working in hospitals are allowed to treat private patients on the premises, in
their separate capacity as Médecins Hors Convention ou Non-Conventionnés. Fees will be
higher, so it is wise to confirm their rates beforehand. (It is also possible to consult such doctors
on a public basis; however, one or more interns will assist during the visit.) For in-hospital
private treatment, the doctor’s fees and the private room supplement must be paid separately.

Although very flexible in clinics, visiting hours in hospitals are usually 13:00 20:00. Children
under fifteen are not usually allowed.

Groupe Hospitalier (Toulouse Public Hospitals with Emergency Services)
• CHU La Grave, Place Lange (Tel: 05 61 77 78 33)
• CHU Purpan, Place du Docteur Baylac (Tel: 05 61 77 22 33)
• CHU Rangueil , Avenue Jean Poulhes (Tel: 05 61 32 25 33)



• CHU G.Marchant (psychiatric hospital), Rte d’Espagne Tel: 05 61 43 77 77
• Hôpital Joseph Ducuing, 15 rue de Varsovie Tel: 05 61 77 34 00
• Centre Claudius Regaud, 20-24 rue du Pont St. Pierre Tel: 05 61 42 15 10 (specialized in cancer
therapy)

Hôpitaux privés et cliniques (Private Hospitals and Clinics)

Most people who choose to go to a clinic do so because their specialist works out of one. The
patient is guaranteed to have his/her doctor for pre-operation consultation, the operation itself
and post-op consultation. Births, however, are generally performed by the OB-GYN on duty at
the time. You may be asked to bring your own towel, soap, and rectal thermometer. Although
they provide gowns for the operation, you may want to bring your own for post-op. Clinics are
more service oriented, allowing a family member to stay overnight in some cases (especially for
children). Although Sécurité Sociale covers care provided in most clinics, treatment in a
clinique non-conventionnée is not reimbursable. The doctor who recommended the clinique
non-conventionnée should be able to provide the name of an alternative institution upon
request.

For other medical needs

• Private clinics outside of Toulouse-centre:
• Clinique des Cèdres, Château d’Alliez, 31700 CORNEBARRIEU (Tel: 05 62 13 31 31; emergencies:
05 62 13 30 30)
• Clinique des Pyrénées, 10 chemin Cournaudis, 31770 COLOMIERS (Tel 05 61 15 32 00)
• American Hospital (in Paris), 63 boulevard Victor Hugo, 92200 NEUILLY SUR SEINE (Tel: 01 46
41 25 25)
• Hôpital Franco Britannique (Paris), 3 rue Barbès, LEVALLOIS PERRET (Tel: 01 46 39 22 22)
• Associations For The Handicapped: See “Toulouse Pratique” (Chapter 27) for a complete list of
organizations.
• Medical equipment: MPM (Midi-Pyrenées Médical), 33 route de Bayonne, TOULOUSE (Tel: 05
61 49 87 96)

EMERGENCY SERVICES

The quickest way to get help in any emergency is to pick up the telephone and DIAL 18. When
calling from a fixed phone, the call goes into a computer and connects you to the Fire
Department in that area. The Fire Department has trained personnel who are similar to
paramedics in the USA. They are qualified for emergency treatment and can transport a sick or
injured person. In a medical emergency, you may also call SAMU, “Service d’Aide Médicale
d’Urgence”, (Urgent Medical Aide/Ambulance Service) by dialing 15.

Emergency phone numbers

The quickest way to get help in any emergency is to pick up the telephone and DIAL 18. In a
medical emergency, to call SAMU, “Service d’Aide Médicale d’Urgence”, (Urgent Medical
Aide/Ambulance Service) DIAL 15.



Fire Department and Rescue (Pompiers) 18

Police (Gendarmarie Nationale) 17

Ambulance (SAMU) 15

Doctor – Emergency (SAMU) 15

Doctor-Emergency (S.O.S. Medicins)
05 61 33 00

00

Emergencies – Toulouse East – CHU Rangueil, 1 ave Jean Poulhes
05 61 32 27

95

Emergencies – Toulouse West – CHU Purpan, place Dr. Baylac
05 61 77 23

58

Emergencies – Children – Hopital des Enfants (CHU Purpan) Entrance: 330 ave Grande

Bretagne, Toulouse

05 34 55 84

10

Emergencies & Weekend – Children – Clinique Cours Dillon (near Prairie des Filtres), 1 rue de

Peyrolade, Toulouse

05 62 13 28

28

European Emergency 112

Anti-Poison Center (Centre Anti-poison), Purpan
05 61 77 74

47

Burn Center – Adults (Grands brules adultes), CHU Rangueil, 1 avenue Jean Poulhes,

Toulouse

05 61 32 27

43

Burn Center – Children (Grands brules enfants), CHU Purpan, Place Dr. Baylac, Toulouse
05 34 55 84

72

Crisis Center (in French)
05 61 80 80

80

Heart Attack (SOS Infarctus), CHU Rangueil, 1 ave Jean Poulhes, Toulouse EAST
05 61 32 26

10

Heart Attack (SOS Infarctus). CHU Purpan, Place Dr. Baylac, Toulouse WEST
05 61 77 21

36

Severd Limbs (SOS Mains), CHU Purpan, Place Dr. Baylac, Toulouse
05 61 77 21



43

Night Pharmacy: Open 20:00 – 8:00, 70 allees Jean Jaures, Toulouse (near Place Wilson,

entrance rue Arnaud Vidal)

05 61 62 38

05

Electricity (EDF)
08 10 13 14

33

Gas (GDF)
08 10 13 13

33

24-hour Locksmith (Serrurier de Garde) – Be careful of billing! Ask always before the service is

performed!

05 61 47 61

63

Emergency Vet: after 19:00
05 61 50 10

80

Pediatric Emergency Services Clinic
Clinique Cours Dillon has a pediatrician on the premises available for all emergencies on
weekends (from Saturday to Monday mornings). In case of emergency, x-rays and lab work can
be done on site. Emergency surgery is also possible and/or directed to a different institution if
necessary.

• Clinique Cours Dillon, 1 rue Peyrolade, 31300 Toulouse (Tel: 05 62 13 28 28)

Children vaccinations

Children’s vaccinations are administered at a doctor’s office. A prescription will be given and
you will be expected to bring the vaccine to the next appointment. (To avoid the need for a
second appointment, some pediatricians keep vaccines in stock. In such cases, a prescription
will be given and you will be expected to replace the vaccine used during the visit.)
Vaccinations are recorded in the child’s Carnet de Santé (Medical Record) which is usually
requested by the doctor for each visit. (See “Carnet de Santé” further in this chapter.)

Vaccination Abbreviations
BCG: Bacille Calmette et Guérin (tuberculosis)
C: Coqueluche (Whooping Cough)
DTCP: Diphtérie-Tétanos-Coqueluche-Poliomyélite (Diptheria-Tetanus-Whooping Cough-
Polio)
DTP: Diphtérie-Tétanos-Poliomyélite (Diptheria-Tetanus-Polio)
HépB: Hépatite B (Hepatitus B)
Hib: Haemophilus influenzae b.
O: Oreillons (Mumps)
ROR: Rougeole-Oreillons-Rubéole (Measles-Mumps-Rubella)
R: Rubéole (Rubella)



TP: Tétanos-Poliomyélite (Tetanus-Polio)

Vaccination Schedule

From 1 month

BCG (only if there is possibility of exposure

from someone within the immediate family)

From 2 months

DTCP (now combined DTCP+Hib

commonly given)

Hep B (recommended)

First injection (premiere injection)

From 3 months(1 month after 1st injection)

DTCP (now combined DTCP+Hib

commonly given)

Hep B (recommended)

Second injection (deuxieme injection)

From 4 months(1 month after 2nd injection)

DTCP (now combined DTCP+Hib

commonly given)

HepB (recommended)

Third injection (troisieme injection)

12 – 15 Months

ROR (optional, but recommended)

*Rougeole alone at 9 months if child is in daycare

with ROR to be given six months later

First vaccination



12 – 18 months

DTCP (now combined DTCP+Hib

commonly given)

HepB (recommended)

First booster (premier rappel)

5 – 6 years(or before if requred by school)

DTP (C boosters no longer required)

HepB (recommended every five years

thereafter)

Second booster (deuxieme rappel)

ROR (optional, but recommended)

Second vaccination (deuxieme dose)

Before 6 years(when child enters group

environment)
BCG (required for entry ‘en collective”)

From 6 years(or before ir required by school)
Epreuve tuberculinique (tuberculin test)

followed by BCG if negative

11 -13 years

DTP (C boosters no longer required)

Third booster (troisieme rappel)

ROR (booster required in vaccinated

chldren)

HepB (booster only if series received in

infancy, complete series of three if not)

O (for all boys who did not have ROR and

who have not yet had mumps)

R (for all girls who did not have ROR)

Epreuve tuberculinique (tuberculine test)

followes by BCG if negative



16 – 18 years

DTP (C boosters no loner required at this

age)

Fourth booster (quatrieme rappel)

R (for all girls who did not have ROR)

Epreuve tuberculinique (tuberculin test)

followed by BCG if negative

Over 18 years TP (every 10 years)

Vaccin BCG et épreuve tuberculinique (Tuberculosis vaccine and test)

BCG vaccination is required for entry en collectivité (daycare, school, vacation camp, etc.). In
the French school system, vaccination is compulsory before the age of six. At certain times,
children must undergo an épreuve tuberculinique (tuberculin test) to confirm that they
continue to be protected.
• Monovax, the vaccine, is given once (unless a tuberculin test yields a negative result, requiring
re-vaccination). It must be administered before the child is allowed to enter any group
environment, (daycare, school, vacation camp), and is verified every two years during
childhood with a tuberculin test.
• Monotest, a prick test, verifies that the Monovax was effective. It is similar to a tine test. If
redness or a raised area appears, the test is positive and nothing more is required at that time.
If there is no localized reaction, the Monotest is considered negative, and a second, more
precise test is done. If the second test is also negative, the child will probably be re-vaccinated.

NOTE: BCG vaccination will result in a positive result for the TB test for the rest of the child’s life.
When returning to your home country, it will be necessary to explain that the vaccine was
compulsory in France. It is highly recommended that you obtain a medical certificate from your
French doctor stating the child was vaccinated and explaining that the lifelong positive
reaction is induced by antibodies and not by the disease itself. This certificate should be kept
with the child’s permanent records, as TB testing in adulthood is common for certain
professions (military service, education, health care, etc.).

Medical Record Book (Carnet de Santé)

A Carnet de Santé is issued by the Service de Protection Maternelle et Infantile for all children
born in France. It serves as a complete medical record for children until the age of 16, and
includes space for medical professionals to mark and certify vaccinations, doctors’ visits,
illnesses, accidents, as well as growth charts and a dental record. Photocopies of the pages
containing vaccination information is considered proof of vaccination.

The Sécurité Sociale issues another type of Carnet de Santé to anyone over the age of 16 that is



covered by the French National Health Care system. It was intended to provide the same type
of medical record for adults as was possible with the pediatric carnet mentioned above.
However, in practice, it is not widely used, as people do not like the idea that all of their
medical history be so readily available. In theory, the patient is expected to present the Carnet
de Santé during doctor or hospital visits. The date and nature of the visit as well as any
treatments or analyses that have been performed are noted. The treating physician then
stamps and signs the entry. Only with the patient’s consent, the treating physician may indicate
any remarks or comments that they feel appropriate. Only with the patient’s consent, dentists,
pharmacists and other medical professionals may consult the carnet and indicate any remarks
or comments that they feel appropriate.

Medical treatment forms (Feulle de soins)

The Carte Vitale serves as an electronically transmitted feuille de soins (medical treatment
form). Medical services (i.e. doctors’ visits) require payment at the time the service is rendered.
Those who are covered 100% for medications will have nothing to pay at the pharmacy if the
card, or the information it contains, is provided when purchasing reimbursable prescription
medications and if tiers payant is requested. (If not in possession of either the card or the
information necessary for automatic coverage at the time of purchase, you must pay the full
costs of the prescribed items and submit the paperwork for reimbursement yourself.) If you
would prefer to have a receipt for an electronic transaction, a facture (invoice) or ticket (receipt)
could be requested as a proof of payment.

If the medical provider or pharmacy is not connected to the Sésam-Vitale computer system, or
if you are not covered by the Sécurité Sociale, an paper-copy feuille de soins will be provided
for you to submit where necessary for reimbursement. The feuille de soins states the nature of
the service (in code), name and registration number of the doctor, amount paid for services
rendered and prescription information. The prescription(ordonnance) will be written on a
separate paper, usually in duplicate.

The feuille de soins issued by the doctor should be given to the pharmacist when having
prescriptions filled. (They will provide a separate feuille de soins to record the purchase of
medications, if necessary.) The pharmacist will stamp the prescription, the duplicate, and the
feuille de soins, then fill out the appropriate prescription information. When using the manual
method with the paper feuille de soins, the vignette (sticker) on each package of re-imbursable
prescribed medication will be removed and placed on the form. Payment for medications must
be made when they are provided, unless the person for whom the prescription is written is
covered by the Sécurité Sociale.

Complete the feuille de soins with your personal information, sign it and send it along with a
duplicate of any prescriptions to the CPAM – Caisse Primaire d’Assurance Maladie (Sécurité
Sociale center) assigned to you by the Sécurité Sociale or to your insurance company for
reimbursement. If submitting the medical expenses for reimbursement by an insurance
company outside of France, remember to recalculate the fees in the insurance company’s local
currency using the exchange rate in effect on the date that the expenses were incurred. (For
additional information, see “Doctors”, “Pharmacies and Pharmacists-Reimbursement of
Medication Costs”, and “Sécurité Sociale” in this chapter.)



The feuille de soins must be submitted to the Sécurité Sociale for reimbursement within 2
years of the date of the medical expense. If the feuille de soins is lost, a duplicata (duplicate)
can be requested between 15 and 90 days following the date indicated on the original.

Prior Agreement Form (Entente préalable)

If a doctor feels the patient needs additional treatment (therapist, chiropractor, etc.), the
patient will be given an entente préalable form that requests agreement from the Sécurité
Sociale prior to treatment. Complete the entente préalable with your personal information (if
not already indicated) and send it to the CPAM – Caisse Primaire d’Assurance Maladie (Sécurité
Sociale center) assigned to you by the Sécurité Sociale. If no refusal has been received within
two weeks, one can consider the agreement as effective. After treatment and payment, the
patient will receive another form to be submitted to the CPAM.

French National Health Care (Sécurité Sociale)

Anyone covered by the Sécurité Sociale (French National Health Care service) must pay cash for
any medical expense incurred while travelling abroad, then, upon returning to France, submit
the receipts to the CPAM – Caisse Primaire d’Assurance Maladie (Sécurité Sociale center)
assigned to them by the Sécurité Sociale for reimbursement. If care was received in a country
that does not use the euro as its currency, remember to recalculate the fees in euros using the
exchange rate in effect on the date that the expenses were incurred.

French Government Social Services
The main branches of French government social services relating to the majority of expatriates
are:
• Sécurité Sociale (French National Health Care system)
• Retraite (Retirement)
• Chômage (Unemployment)
• Allocations Familiales (Family Allowances)

Employers, employees, and the State pay for these services. Anyone working for a French
employer under a French contract being remunerated in euros can be eligible for these
benefits. Those working for a non-French company may or may not be eligible; check with your
employer. Self-employed persons must pay for these services themselves, which is similar to
the “meet-and-match” system for American Social Security coverage in the USA for the self-
employed. Despite the higher cost for the self-employed, the benefits received are greatly
reduced in comparison with salaried workers. The ANPE (State Unemployment Agency)
registers all unemployed people in France and offers employment counseling, employment
listings and information on training programs.

Special Forms for European Union nationals (Forms E111 and E112)
EEC/European Union nationals must supply a completed form E111 in order to be hospitalized
in France in case of emergency, and the hospitalization costs will be paid directly by your
insurance. For any external treatments, you must pay for the costs and be reimbursed by your



insurance.

For non-emergency treatments in France (i.e. when the home country cannot provide
treatment or when waiting lists are too long) a completed form E112 must be provided.
Tourists are urged to take out a special travel assistance insurance that contains repatriation
coverage for returning home and for hospitalization. One source for this type of insurance is
Europ Assistance, 1 promenade de la Bonnette, 92230 GENNEVILLIERS (Tel: 01 41 85 85 85).

Eligibility for Sécurité Sociale

Healthcare coverage is obligatory for all wage earners. Some countries have an agreement with
France making their citizens eligible for French benefits while others do not. Check with your
employer to determine if you are eligible for these benefits. In order to be affiliated with the
Sécurité Sociale, you or your employer must file an official declaration at the local CPAM –
Caisse Primaire d’Assurance Maladie (Sécurité Sociale center) or at the Toulouse office:

• CPAM – Caisse Primaire d’Assurance Maladie de la Haute-Garonne
Guichet International No. 3
3 boulevard Léopold Escande
31000 TOULOUSE
(Tel: 05 62 73 80 00)

Many employees on temporary assignment with an American or other non French company
are not eligible for coverage by the Sécurité Sociale and should obtain insurance and
appropriate forms from their home country. Employees whose company does not provide a
direct payment insurance system must pay for any French expenses directly and file a claim to
the insurance company in the home country for reimbursement. Remember to recalculate the
fees in the insurance company’s local currency using the exchange rate in effect on the date
that the expenses were incurred.

Those granted coverage by the Sécurité Sociale will be issued a numéro d’immatriculation
(Sécurité Sociale number) to be used on all medical forms, a Carnet de Santé (Medical Record
Book) and a Carte Vitale (medical smartcard). (See “Feuille de soins”, “Carnet de Santé” and
“Carte Vitale” in this chapter.)

Registering for coverage with the Sécurité Sociale

• Wage Earners: The employer makes an official declaration CPAM – Caisse Primaire
d’Assurance Maladie and URSSAF (Family Benefits). The employee receives a numéro
d’immatriculation (Sécurité Sociale number) to be used on all medical forms, a Carnet de Santé
(Medical Record Book) and a Carte Vitale (medical smartcard). The wage earner’s unemployed
spouse and dependents are also covered. Approximately 20% of the cost of coverage is
deducted directly from the wage earner’s salary. The employer pays 70% of the employee’s
salary to the government towards the same benefits. All wage earners pay a Contribution
Sociale Géneralisée – CSG (solidarity tax) to help support financially the French National Health
Care system, whether or not they are eligible for national health coverage. Those not eligible



for coverage pay a smaller percentage of their salary than that paid by those who are eligible.

• Self-Employed (Non-Wage Earners): Self-employed workers must take out a voluntary health
insurance policy within 6 months of arriving in France. A list of insurance companies who work
with the Sécurité Sociale can be obtained through the Chamber of Trade. A self-employed
person is also required to pay for pension programs and family benefits. As some of these costs
are fixed, one must be sure to have a large enough income to cover the expense.
Reimbursement rates for medical expenses are much lower than for wage earners covered
directly by the Sécurité Sociale.

• Students Under 26 Years of Age: If you or a member of your family is a non-minor student
under 26 years of age, contact  the following office for more information about special rates: La
Mutuelle des Etudiants, 54 rue Bayard, Toulouse, (Tel: 05 62 73 53 43)

Carte Vitale (Medical Smartcard)

Individuals covered by the Sécurité Sociale are issued a Carte Vitale (medical smartcard) whose
chip is programmed with the names of those covered, their address, the duration of coverage,
the numéro d’immatriculation (Sécurité Sociale number) and mutuelle information. NOTE: The
document that is provided with the Carte Vitale should always be readily available in case a
doctor is not connected to the Sésam-Vitale network and must enter the information manually.
(Although under normal circumstances hospitals and clinics will be able to access the
information with theSésam-Vitale computer network using only the name of the person
covered, it is always best to be well prepared to avoid being required to advance what might be
a large sum of money.)

The Carte Vitale was introduced in order to reduce paperwork and serves as an electronically
transmitted feuille de soins (medical treatment form). Those who are covered 100% for
medication will have nothing to pay if the card, or the information it contains, is provided when
purchasing reimbursable prescription medications. However, most medical services (i.e.
doctors’ visits) still require payment at the time the service is rendered. If you would prefer to
have a receipt for the transaction, a facture (invoice) or ticket (receipt) can be requested as a
proof of payment. Feuilles de soins are still provided for anyone who does not have a Carte
Vitale.

Supplementary Mutualized Insurance (Assurance Mutuelle)
Because the Sécurité Sociale does not reimburse all health expenses, it is common to cover the
additional expense through a mutuelle (supplementary insurance). Check with your employer
to find out if they have special coverage rates with a particular insurance company and offer
this additional coverage to their employees. A Mutuelle will cover all or part of extra expenses
such as visits to specialists, re-imbursable prescribed medication, hospitalization, dentists, and
opticians. If your Mutuelle information is not included on your Carte Vitale or has not been
provided to theSécurité Sociale, the document received from the Sécurité Sociale notifying you
that reimbursement has been made must be sent to your mutuelle for reimbursement of the
remaining portion of the expense.



While some insurance premiums may be deducted from French income tax, health costs that
you pay yourself are not deductible.

RATES OF REIMBURSEMENT

35

%
Medication considered not to be of vital necessity (the vignette will be blue)

60

%

Health Care professionals’ fees (nurses, physical therapists, etc.)

Lab Work

65

%

Common Medications

Common vaccinations (diptheria, hepB, Haemophilus ingluenzaeB, polio, tetanus,

tuberculosis, whooping cough

Transportation to a hospital

Orthopedic prostheses, accessories, bandages

Eyeglasses: lenses only if 16 or over, lenses and frames for under 16 (contacts lenses not

covered)

70

%
Doctors’ and dentists’ fees at the fixed rate for Medecins Conventionnes Secteur 1

80

%

Hospitalization in a hopital or clinique conventionnee (not covered is a minimum daily rate of

10.67 Euros charged to the patient, reimbursable by certain mutuelles)

100

%

Vital of costly medicine

Costly orthopedic prostheses

ROR vaccinations (MMR)

Flu vaccination for anyone over 70

Hospitalization for surgery requiring general anesthesia when performed in a hopital or

clinique conventionnee (not covered is a minimum daily charge to patient)

Hospitalization from the 31st day for stays of more than 30 days in a hopital or clinique

conventionnee (not covered is minimum daily charge to patient)

Any costly hospitalization in a hopital or clinique conventionnee (not covered is minimum daily

charge to patient)

Treatment for a longterm illness recognized by the Securite Sociale



Treatment for work-related accidents

Diagnosis and treatment for sterility

Pregnancy: all examinations from the 6th month of pregnancy, hospital fees incurred during

delivery, any care of the mother or infant during the 30 days following birth, all care and

treatment of premature babies

HIV and hepatitus C testing

Examinations necessary to determine if the patient suffers from an incurable disease

Care of a minor following rape or other sexual assault punishable by law

Vocabulary – Medical – Symptoms/Conditions
I have…………………………………………………………………. J’ai …
…chest pain …………………………………………………… J’ai mal à la poitrine
…fever ………………………………………………………… J’ai de la fièvre
…the shivers …………………………………………………. J’ai des frissons
…a sore throat / tonsilitis ……………………………….. J’ai mal a la gorge / j’ai une angine
…a cold ……………………………………………………….. Je suis enrhumé
…the flu ……………………………………………………….. J’ai la grippe
…a headache ………………………………………………… J’ai mal à la tête
…a migraine …………………………………………………. J’ai une migraine
…a back ache ………………………………………………. J’ai mal au dos
…a stomach ache ………………………………………….. J’ai mal au ventre
…an earache ……………………………………………….. J’ai mal à l’oreille
…indigestion ………………………………………………. J’ai une indigestion
…a toothache ……………………………………………… J’ai mal aux dents
…diarrhea …………………………………………………… J’ai la diarrhée
…a skin rash ………………………………………………. J’ai une éruption sur la peau

I am ………………………………………………………………….. Je suis… or J’ai… (variable)
…in pain ………………………………………………………. J’ai mal
…exhausted ……………………………………………….. Je suis épuisé(e)
…diabetic ………………………………………………….. J’ai le diabète
…injured ……………………………………………………… Je suis blessé
…out of breath ……………………………………………… Je suis éssoufflé(e)
…nauseated ……………………………………………….. J’ai de la nausée
…dizzy ………………………………………………………. J’ai le vertige

I don’t feel well ………………………………………………… J’ai un malaise
I feel sick ……………………………………………………….. J’ai des nausées / J’ai mal au cœur
(not to be confused with chest pain)
I feel faint ………………………………………………………… J’ai la tête qui tourne
I’m sweating ……………………………………………………. Je transpire
I think it’s broken ………………………………………………. Je pense que c’est cassé
That hurts ……………………………………………………….. Ça me fait mal
That is very painful…………………………………………….. C’est très douloureux



Bruise …………………………………………………………….. Un bleu, une contusion, un
hématome
To be bruised …………………………………………………… Être couvert de bleus
Burning sensation ……………………………………………. Sensation de chaleur, douleur
cuisante
Burn ……………………………………………………………… Une brûlure
That itches ………………………………………………………. Ça me démange
Sore ……………………………………………………………….. Endolori
Aching ……………………………………………………………. Douloureux
Sharp pain ……………………………………………………… Douleur aigüe
Ulcer ………………………………………………………………. Ulcère
Tender ………………………………………………………….. Sensible
Swollen ………………………………………………………….. Enflé
Swelling bump …………………………………………………. Une bosse
To cough / a cough ………………………………………….. Tousser / une toux

Medications – General vocabulary

Prescription ………………………………………………… Ordonnance
Medication ………………………………………………….. Médicament
Dosage …………………………………………………….. Posologie
Directions for use ………………………………………. Mode d’emploi
Side effects …………………………………………….. Effets secondaires
By mouth, to be taken orally ………………………… Voie orale
Ailments treated by product …………………………. Indications thérapeutiques
Warnings …………………………………………………. Mise en garde
Tablets or pills ………………………………………….. Comprimés
Tablets, chewable ……………………………………….. Cachets à sucer or cachets à croquer
Tablets, to be swallowed …………………………….. Cachets à avaler
Tablets, to be dissolved in water ……………………. Comprimés à dissoudre
Drops ……………………………………………………… Gouttes
Teaspoon (5 ml.) ……………………………………….. Cuillère à café (5 ml.)
Tablespoon (20 ml.) …………………………………….. Cuillère à soupe (20 ml.)
Small packets of powder …………………………….. Sachets
Powder …………………………………………………… Poudre
Do not exceed prescribed dosage …………………. Ne pas dépasser la dose prescrite
Lip cream ………………………………………………….. Baume à lèvres
Vitamins …………………………………………………… Vitamines
Adhesive tape ………………………………………… Sparadrap
Band-Aids ……………………………………………….. Pansements
Gauze ……………………………………………………. Gaze
Baking soda ………………………………………………. Bicarbonate de soude
Tartaric acid …………………………………………… Acide tartrique
Cream of tartar …………………………………………. Crème de tartre

Medications for Children



Upset Stomach Isptonyl betaine, Spaxfon

Diarrhea Bismupar, Ercefuryl, Smecta

Constipation Enterospasmyl, Ducolax, Fructines Vichy

Headache Upsa aspirine, Migralgine, Aspegic, Doliprane (paracetamol)

Menstrual Cramps Migralgine, ADvil

Toothache Migralgine

Flu Anti-grippe or Cequinyl, Actifed

Cough drops Vicks, Drill, Strepsils

Back or muscular aches Baume de tigre, Lao-dal, Baune Aroma, Decontractyl, Algipan

Mosquito repellent Dolmix pic or citronelle

Mercurochrome Mercurochrome

Antiseptic solutions Mercryl lauryle, teinture merfene

Shampoo for dandruff Hegor, Ultrex

Hospital Stay

Are you covered by Sécurité Sociale? ……………………………………….. Etes-vous pris(e) en
charge?
Do you have complementary French insurance? …………………………. Avez-vous une
mutuelle?
I have an E111 form …………………………………………………………………. J’ai la fiche E-
cent-onze
I have an E112 form ………………………………………………………………… J’ai la fiche E-
cent-douze
Here is the contact information for my insurance ………………………… Voici les coordonnées
de ma compagnie d’assurance
Blood type/group ……………………………………………………………………. Groupe
sanguin
Medical history – prior illness …………………………………………………….. Des antécédents
médicaux?
Medical history – prior surgery …………………………………………………. Des antécédents
chirurgicaux?
Medical history – allergies ……………………………………………………….. Des allergies? or
Etes-vous allergique?
Medical history – current treatment or medications ……………………… Quel est votre
traitement actuel?or …courant? or …en cours?



Medical history – medications ……………………………………………………. Quels
médicaments prenez-vous actuellement?
Do you have a special diet? …………………………………………………….. Avez-vous un
régime spécial?
…salt-free/without salt …………………………………….. sans sel
…sugar-free/without sugar ………………………………… sans sucre
…gluten-free/without gluten ………………………………. sans gluten
Do not get up ………………………………………………………………………… Ne pas se lever
or Restez allongé
Get undressed …………………………………………………………………….. Déshabillez-vous
I feel sick …………………………………………………………………………….. J’ai envie de
vomir or J’ai mal au cœur
I need a bedpan ……………………………………………………………………… J’ai besoin
d’un bassin
I need to go to the toilet/I need to go pee ………………………………….. Je veux aller au
toilettes/Je veux faire pipi
I have pain ……………………………………………………………………………. J’ai mal
I have gas/wind …………………………………………………………………….. J’ai des gaz
I feel sick ………………………………………………………………………… Je me sens malade
I’m hungry …………………………………………………………………………….. J’ai faim
I’m thirsty ……………………………………………………………………………… J’ai soif
I’m bleeding …………………………………………………………………………. Je saigne
That’s too tight ……………………………………………………………………… C’est trop serré
That’s too loose …………………………………………………………………… Ce n’est pas
assez serré

ENGLISH-SPEAKING DOCTORS

NOTE: This listing of doctors and medical practioners is for information only.
RECOMMENDATIONS ARE NOT INTENDED.

[In order to find the physcal location of any practitioner listed below, simply type their name
and city into the Pages Jaunes (Yellow Pages) and their office on a map will show up.]

Note also that the AIT has been informed that the CHU Purpan has a service that any doctor
practicing at the hospital may contact to arrange for consultation translation into English.

Anesthesiologists (anesthésiste)

Dr. ALACOQUE Xavier, Hopital Purpan, 1 place du Dr BAYLAC, TOULOUSE, Tel: 05 67 77
12 00 .

mailto: alacoque.x@chu-toulouse.fr

Dr. Dominique Hornus DRAGNE, Clinique Cours Dillon, TOULOUSE Tel: 05 62 13 28 28

http://www.pagesjaunes.fr/trouverlesprofessionnels/index.do?portail=PJ
mailto:alacoque.x@chu-toulouse.fr


Dr. Bernard ELBEZE, Nouvelle Clinique de l’Union, Blvd. Ratalens, SAINT JEAN Tel: 05 61 37 87
70

Cardiologists (cardiologues)

Dr. Phillipe Vigreux, 32 rue Alsace Lorraine, TOULOUSE Tel: 05 34 45 06 45

Unite de Cardiologie Interventionnelle Clinique Pasteur
Dr. Jean Fajadet – Tel: 05 62 21 16 99
45 avenue de Lombez, TOULOUSE

Chiropractors (chiropracteurs)

Quentin Guyot, Chriopractor, 63 Allée du Rouergue near the veterinarian clinic), 31770
COLOMIERS Tel: 06 75 95 45 67

Amy de Traversay, B.Sc., D.C. 120 rue de Bourrelier, MERVILLE Tel: 05 34 52 23 92

Dentists (dentistes)

Dr. Nicole Garbarsky-Yardéni, 45 allees Jean Jaures, TOULOUSE Tel: 05 61 62 30 58

Dr. Boisvert, 58 rue de Metz, TOULOUSE Tel: 05 61 25 77 00

Dr. Guy Brouquières , 4 place Roger Salengro, TOULOUSE Tel: 05 61 21 83 98

Dr. Malevre or Regis or Meulewater, Rte. de Seilh, AUSSONE Tel: 05 61 85 14 19

Dr. Simon, 24 rue Freres, PIBRAC Tel: 05 61 06 56 56

Dr. Bruno Treil, route de Grenade, L’ISLE-JOURDAIN, Tel: 05.62.62.21.64

Dentist & Orthodontist (orthodontistes)

Dr. Maxime Rotenberg, 12 rue Louise Brailee, RAMONVILLE ST.AGNE Tel: 05 62 17 50 50

Dr. Pierre FENECH, 2 Ave. Frizac,, 31400 Toulouse, Tel: 05 61 52 39 04 (Member, American
Odontologist Association)

Dermatologists (dermatologues)

Dr. Paul Touron, 47 allee Rouergue, COLOMIERS Tel: 05 61 30 20 33

Ear-Nose-Throat / ENT (Oto-Rhino-Laringologiste / ORL)



Prof. Bernard Fraysse, CHU Purpan – Clinique Dieufoy, TOULOUSE (difficult cases, deafness)
Tel: 05 61 77 24 01

Dr. Eli Yardeni, Clinique Sarrus Teinturieres, TOULOUSE Tel: 05 61 77 33 11

Endocrinologist (endocrinologues)

Dr. Nathalie Saboe de Montrion, 2 rue Sports, COLOMIERS Tel: 05 61 30 19 71

General Practitioners (médecins généralistes)

Dr. Patrick Lachapele, 29 ave. Yser 32000, AUCH, Tel: 05 62 05 11 26

Dr. Diamant or Garcia, 1 rue Pigeonnier, 31490 Brax, Tel: 06.15.56.88.42 / 05 61 86 60 74

Dr Monique Faure, La Villanelle, Route de Toulouse , 31700, CORNEBARRIEU, Tel: 05 61 85 41 46

Dr. Jean Abecassis, 3 rue des Lois, TOULOUSE Tel: 05 61 21 69 77 (affections chronique)

Dr. Chantal Boivin-Kheirat, Route de Toulouse, CORNEBARRIEU Tel: 05 61 85 76 33

Dr. Emile Escourrou, 59 rue de la Providence, TOULOUSE Tel: 05 61 80 01 23

Dr. Laurent, 88 rte. de Grenade, BLAGNAC Tel: 05 62 48 62 48 (long waiting list)

Dr. Arnault Gruber, 7 rue d’Auch, COLOMIERS Tel: 05 61 30 28 88

Dr. Tan Liem Dang, 5 pl de Provence, VILLENEUVE-TOLOSANE Tel: 06 11 20 28 43

Dr. Pierre Forte, 22 av Tolosane, RAMONVILLE ST. AGNE Tel: 05 61 73 30 49 (1 day a week only)

Dr. Gerald Galtier, 1 rue Dominique Ingrès, BLAGNAC Tel: 05 61 30 08 61

Dr. Hervé Lieberfreund, 275 route de Seysses, Bâtiment B 15, TOULOUSE Tel: 05 61 40 63 25

Dr. Pierre Khalifa, 67 rue Alsace Lorraine, TOULOUSE Tel: 05 61 21 03 83

Dr. Jacques Palusci, 40 bd Silvio Trentin, TOULOUSE Tel: 05 61 47 86 27

Dr. Christian Philis, 42 rue Bernard Ortet, TOULOUSE Tel: 05 61 48 71 37

Dr. Fredeirc Sana, 4 bd Vincent Auriol, TOURNEFEUILLE Tel 05 61 07 06 06

Dr. Hugues Sztulman, 27 bd de Strasbourg, TOULOUSE Tel: 05 61 21 79 90



Cancer/Breast Problems (cancérologues / oncologues)

Institut Universitaire du cancer Toulouse Oncopole Tel: 05 31 15 50 50

Obstetrician-Gynecologist / OB-GYN (obstétricien-gynécologues)

Dr. Francois Finkeltin, Clinique Saint Jean Languedoc, TOULOUSE Tel: 05 61 54 90 30

Dr. Popovic ou Landman, 25 blvrd de Strasbourg TOULOUSE Tel: 05 61 21 65 58

Dr. Annie Robinet-Lambarte, 237 rue G. Doumergue, TOURNEFEUILLE Tel: 05 61 86 86 22

Dr Thomas Landman, Clinique Ambrose Pare, TOULOUSE Tel: 05 61 50 16 8, Email:
drlandman@hotmail.com

Obstetricians (obstétriciens)

Dr. Guillaume Kobuch, Clinique Ambrose Pare, TOULOUSE Tel: 05 61 50 15 74

Opthalmologists (ophtalmologistes)

Dr. Marie Pailles Berthier, 30 rue d’Auch, COLOMIERS Tel: 05 61 30 22 30

Dr. Jean-Loup Delfour, Clinique Saint Jean, TOULOUSE Tel: 05 61 54 90 75

Dr. Yves Galiacy, 21-23 allées du Lauragais, COLOMIERS Tel: 05 61 16 44 88

Osteopaths (ostéopathes)

Toulouse Osteopaths, 41 avenue de Cornebarrieu, 31700 Blagnac, 06 22 42 70 68
www.toulouseosteo.com

Pediatricians (pédiatres)

Dr. Jacky Marco-Prunet, 11 rue Delpech, TOULOUSE Tel: 05 61 52 15 19

Dr. Jean Barthet, Centre Pédiatrique, 12 rue Sarraziniere, BLAGNAC Tel: 05 61 71 41 11

Dr. François Paucot, Clinique Sarrus Teinturiers, TOULOUSE Tel: 05 67 77 51 31

Physiotherapist (kinésithérapeutes / kinés)

Dr. Jacques Seignan, 12 av Bouscane, LEGUEVIN Tel: 05 61 86 38 30

Nadia Van Tintelen, 1 chemin de Percin, SEILH Tel: 06 26 95 55

mailto:drlandman@hotmail.com
http://www.toulouseosteo.com/
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Plastic Surgery (chirurgie esthétique)

Dr. Jacques Saboye , 54 allée des Demoiselles, TOULOUSE Tel: 05 61 53 80 80

Podiatrists (pedicures-podologues)

Jean-Vincent Igarza, 28 rue du Dr Matéo, CASTELGINEST Tel: 05 61 70 49 79

Psychiatrists (psychiatres)

Dr. Serge Boubli, 73 rue Alsace Lorraine, TOULOUSE Tel: 05 61 21 28 82

Dr. B. Auriol, 5 impasse Blanchard, TOULOUSE Tel: 05 61 25 26 27

Psychotherapists (psychothérapeutes) / Psychologists (psychologues)

Mathilde Carle-Toulemonde, Clinical Psychologist, CTCC31 8 rue Joseph Bosc, 31000 Toulouse
Tel: 05.61.23.01.10 or 06.13.91.46.12 Email: mathilde.toulemonde@gmail.com
Web: http://www.mathilde-toulemonde.com/

Violaine Pillet, Clinical Psychologist and Therapist, 26 rue Ingrès, 31000 TOULOUSE Tel: 06 22
72 05 36

Isabelle Daudy, M.A., 4 rue Job, TOULOUSE Tel: 05 61 62 74 63

Patrizia Bettoni, Cabinet de Psychologie, 160 Grande Rue Saint-Michel Tel: 06 63 78 73 15

Stacey Callahan, Paris and Toulouse member AFTCC Tel: 06.60.19.81.59

Pierry Lamy, Centre médical La Villanelle, CORNEBARRIEU Tél. : 05 34 52 94 19

Sylvie Cazaux, Clinical Psychologist and Psychotherapist (Cognitive Behavioural
Therapy), bilingual English/French; chlidren, adolescents, adults, couples and families; 3 Allée
de la Corrèze 31770 Colomiers; T: 0672743533 (mobile)

Deborah de Camaret, Clinical Psychologist, Marriage, Family Therapist, bilingual
English/French; 20, quai de Tounis, 31000 Toulouse; T : 05 31 54 12 91 or 06 28 06 79 34.

Lena Mathez; Clinical psychologist and psychotherapist (Cognitive Behavioural Therapy)
Address: 26 rue Volta, 31000 Toulouse; T: 43 75 76 44, Email: lena.mathez@orange.fr,
Web: https://www.lenamathez.fr/

Lists of English-speaking counselors and therapists in France: 

mailto:nadia_vantintelen@hotmail.com
mailto:mathilde.toulemonde@gmail.com
http://www.mathilde-toulemonde.com/
mailto:lena.mathez@orange.fr
https://www.lenamathez.fr/


http://www.counsellinginfrance.com and Toulouse:  http://www.thecarenetworkmp.com/

Neuro-Psychiatrists (neuropsychiatres)

Dr. Serge Gonzales , 93 bd Déodat de Sevrac, TOULOUSE Tel: 05 61 59 88 88

Child Psychiatrists (pédopsychiatres)

Dr. Chabrol, 21 av Alsace Lorraine, TOULOUSE Tel: 05 61 22 52 90

Note: What is the difference between a psychologist and a psychiatrist?  A psychiatrist is a
doctor, he/she can prescribe drugs, make a diagnosis and use therapeutic tools he/she has
been trained for.  A psychologist is qualified to do testing and has extra training in different
therapeutic orientations.The latter can perform both psychological and educational tests to
make clinical judgments, write up evaluations, etc….  There are many different type of
therapies, it is important you choose the right one for your problematic with a practinioner you
trust most and feel comfortable with. It is a very individual process.

Radiologists (radiologues)

Dr. Jean Nabonne, Clinique Medipole Garonne, 45 rue de Gironis, TOULOUSE Tel: 05 61 51 99
78

Dr. Pierre Dunglas, Clinique Monié route de Revel, Villefranche du Lauragais, Tel: 05 62 71 77 66

Surgeons (chirurgiens)

Dr. Nicolas Fouilleron, Clinique de l’Union, L’UNION; Tel: 05 61 37 87 22 (orthopedique and
traumatologique)

Medication for Adults (to be employed ONLY under a doctor’s guidance)

Anti-Inflammatory Nifluryl

Burns (or sunburn) Biafine cream

Children’s Aspirin Aspegic, Catalgine

Children’s Paracetamol or Acetaminophen Doliprane, Dafalgan

Children’s Ibuprofen Advil (liquid)

Colds Vicks VapoRub

Cough Syrup Rhinatiol

http://www.counsellinginfrance.com/
http://www.thecarenetworkmp.com/
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Cough Suppressant Mucitux suppositoires

Constipation Suppositoires glycerines

Car Sickness Chloranantine, dramamine

Diarrhea Ercefuryl (liquid or tablets), Smecta

Iodine Betadine

Rashes Nisapulvol, Deflamol, Eosine acqueuse

Throat Lozenges Lysopaine

Ointment for Insect Bites Quotane, Parfenac
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Please keep in mind that the following information summarizes the experiences of some
English-speaking mothers in Toulouse. Your situation could be different. Although extensive
information is provided in this section, you may also want to consult the Guide Des Mamans for
other pregnancy-related information. It is on-line, in French, and can be obtained here.

CHOOSING A DOCTOR

Please refer to listing of OB-GYN’s in this guidebook’s Medical section to find names of English-
speaking doctors (remember these are not intended to be recommendations).

You may want to visit several doctors and clinics and ask lots of questions in order to find the
one that best meets your needs. Note: In France, two echographies (sonograms) are required
during pregnancy, from the fourth month. (Because of current controversy regarding the safety
of sonograms, you may wish to look into this and discuss it with your doctor.)

DOCTOR VISITS

You can expect to have an internal exam and will be expected to undress in front of the doctor.
There is no gown provided. During the exam the doctor will also check blood pressure, weight,
and, when appropriate, listen for the baby’s heartbeat and measure the baby’s size. Usually
visits will be once a month at the beginning of pregnancy, then once every two weeks starting
around the 7th month, then once a week during the 9th month. Additional visits would be
scheduled if there problems of any sort.

BLOOD TESTS (ANALYSES DE SANG)

Should your doctor require a blood test to determine blood type, a prescription will be
provided, to be taken to a laboratoire d’annalyse (lab). Be sure to verify if you need to be à
jeune (on an empty stomach). After receiving the results, you will be issued a Carte de Groupe
Sanguin indicating blood type. The doctor may also require a blood test to determine blood
make-up and immunology, as well as an HIV test. Urine samples will be necessary periodically
during the pregnancy (about 3-4 times). If there is the possibility that an épidurale (epidural)
will be used, a blood test will be performed to confirm that it coagulates, which is necessary for
the treatment of certain problems that may be encountered with anesthesia by epidural.
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Toxoplasmose (Toxoplasmosis)

Blood will be drawn and tested for toxoplasmosis every 3 or 4 weeks throughout the
pregnancy, (unless you are immunized). To avoid toxoplasmosis, be sure to cook meat well,
wash all fruits and vegetables before preparing them for consumption, wear gloves if in contact
with the soil (gardening, etc.) and avoid any contact whatsoever with cat feces.

FER/ACIDE FOLIQUE (IRON/FOLIC ACID SUPPLEMENTS)

Folic acid supplements should be prescribed during the first few months of pregnancy, to avoid
the risk of spina bifida. The doctor will usually also recommend iron supplements during
pregnancy and while breast-feeding. Iron is a prescription drug in France and a new
prescription will be needed each month. It is recommended that you bring other prenatal
vitamins from your home country, if you wish to take them, as they are not readily available
here. However, be sure to show them, to your doctor so that the prescriptions you will receive
for folic acid and iron can be adjusted accordingly. (ALL prescription medicine taken during
pregnancy should be shown to the doctor.)

ANESTHESIOLOGIST

It is necessary to meet with the anesthesiologist approximately 4 weeks prior to the anticipated
due date in order to discuss your medical background. If you think you may want or need to
have an epidural, be sure to provide the necessary blood records and have him examine your
back to determine if that it will be possible. (There is an English-speaking anesthesiologist, Dr.
Richardot, at the Ambroise Paré clinic in Toulouse.)

SAGE-FEMME (MIDWIFE)

In France, a sage-femme (midwife) is similar to the nurses who specialize in labor and delivery
in the USA and UK. They study for 3 years in a special school for midwives and are qualified to
deliver babies. Usually, your doctor (or associate) will deliver your baby at a maternity clinic
while a mid-wife will deliver the baby at a hospital. If there are complications (breech, etc.), a
doctor will deliver the baby in an operating room. It is also possible to have a midwife attend
your birth at home.

Both prospective parents may meet with the midwife in advance. She will answer questions
and advise you on breathing, stretching, muscle strengthening exercises, and how to position
your pelvis during delivery. She may also provide information about what to bring to the
hospital or clinic and provide a tour of the maternity ward. Call 4-6 weeks prior to the due date
to schedule a series of appointments, (usually once a week). If there are any problems or
complications during the pregnancy, tje doctor will usually advise going straight to the clinic or
hospital so that a midwife can examine you to determine your, and the baby’s, condition. In
such cases, upon arrival at a hospital or clinic, ask for the midwife and provide the name of the
pediatrician who will perform the post-delivery examination of the baby.

If you are not fluent in French, ask your doctor to provide a brief summary of your medical



background concerning previous pregnancies for the mid-wife who will not have your medical
file.

An English-speaking midwife:
• Mrs. Fabienne Stock, 20 rue Michel de Montaigne, Toulouse
(Tel: 05 61 22 92 29)

CHOOSING A CLINIC OR HOSPITAL

The doctor will usually ask that you use the hospital or clinic with which he is affliliated for the
birth. Most often, the doctor will use a clinic, which are well equipped to handle regular
problems that arise in connection with the birth process. (In case of serious problems, the baby
will be taken to the neonatal section of CHU Purpan.) The doctor may want to have a
pediatrician available at the birthing if delivery problems are anticipated. If there are no
complications, mothers who delivered vaginally stay in the clinic or hospital for at least 5 days
after the baby is born. This ensures that the risk of jaundice will have passed, enables the
nurses to teach you how to care for a newborn, and offers the reassurance that the baby is
feeding properly. Mothers who had a Cesarean delivery remain in the clinic or hospital for 8
days.

Clinique Sarrus Teinturiers has a pool for use during labor and/or delivery, as well as low beds
for birthing and dim lighting. Note: this is the only clinic in Toulouse that will allow the father to
be present during a Cesarean section.

At Ambroise Paré and Clinique Sarrus Teinturiers, private rooms are available in the order in
which women deliver their babies. If a private room is not initially available, one may become
available in a day or two. Be sure to tell the nurse that you want a private room so that your
name can be put on the waiting list. If you have a private room you can rent an extra bed so
that someone is able to stay with you. Many, but not all, clinics allow the father to stay at all
times and sleep at the clinic for an extra fee. Fathers are encouraged to participate in
preparation courses at certain clinics. It is best to ask, as clinics do differ.

WHAT TO TAKE TO THE HOSPITAL OR CLINIC

The following medical records are required for maternity admissions:
• Carte de Groupe Sanguin (blood type card)
• All lab work (sonograms, blood tests, x-rays, etc.)
• Any special instructions from your doctor
• If you are not fluent in French, it is helpful to also provide a brief summary of your medical
background concerning previous pregnancies, for the mid-wife who will not have your medical
file (request this from your doctor in advance if you are not fluent in French)

The following is a sample list of what items need to be packed in advance for the maternity
stay at the clinic. Hospitals tend to require fewer or no supplies. Check with your doctor or mid-
wife, as their list may vary. Note: If a particular item of clothing for the baby is on the list
provided by your doctor, mid-wife, hospital or clinic, BRING IT, even if it seems unecessary for



the season. (Some mothers have reported that fathers have been made to return home to
retrieve missing garments from the provided lists.) Most items can be found at the large
supermarkets such as Leclerc and Carrefour.

For the Baby:
Non-alcohol disinfectant …………………………………………………… Eosine sans alcool
6 umbilical wraps ………………………………………………………….. bandes ombilicales
(type Nylex)
Cleansing cream …………………………………………………………….. lait de toilette
Cleansing water ……………………………………………………………. eau de toilette
Cotton (buy Bogram pre-cut cotton in long clear plastic bags) ….. coton
Diapers/nappies (Pampers are available) ………………………….. changes complets, 1er âge
6 undershirts ………………………………………………………………… brassières coton or
body coton
Some wool clothing or sweater (even in the summer) …………. brassières laine
6 pajamas or sleepers ……………………………………………………. pyjamas or grenouillères
6 pairs of socks or booties …………………………………………….. chaussettes or chaussons
1 blanket ………………………………………………………………………. couverture bébé or
molleton
3 washcloths ………………………………………………………………….. serviettes de toilette
Bibs or cloths (for when the baby spits up) ……………………….. bavoirs
Brush (for cradle cap) and comb ……………………………………… brosse et peigne
Laundry bag …………………………………………………………………… sac à linge

For the Mother:
Gown to use during the delivery ………………………………………. chemise de nuit
Night gown or dress …………………………………………………………. chemise de nuit
Bathrobe ……………………………………………………………………….. robe de chambre
Slippers ………………………………………………………………………… pantoufles
Nursing bras and pads ……………………………………………………. soutiens-gorge
d’allaitement
Disposable underwear (buy the large size) ………………………… slips à jeter – grande taille
Sanitary napkins (2-3 boxes of “super” pads) …………………… serviettes hygiéniques
Kleenex …………………………………………………………………………. mouchoirs en
papier
3 towels and 3 washcloths ………………………………………………. serviette de toilette et
gants de toilette
Toiletries (shampoo, lotion, body powder, etc.) …………………. nécessaire de toilette
Blow dryer (to keep your stitches dry) ………………………………… sèche cheveux
Liquid soap ……………………………………………………………………. savon liquide
Water in a spray can (used instead of ice chips during labor) …… atomiseur
Pillow (optional, you may want to bring the one you are used to).. oreiller
Anti-bacterial soap …………………………………………………………… Cytéal
Local disenfectant (for your stitches) …………………………………. Eosine sans alcool

Other suggested items:
• Food for anyone accompanying you for the duration of the labor (the clinic or hospital may or



may not have a cafeteria or vending machines)
• Formula (if not breast-feeding) for after the baby is born
• Breakfast fruit for yourself, as breakfast tends to be minimal
• Sweeteners or jams for flavoring plain yogurts
• Snacking food for yourself and visitors

INDUCED LABOR

If having a large baby, or in the event that the due date is reached without giving birth, the
doctor may choose to induce labor. In order to reduce the stress to the baby, French doctors
prefer to induce labor if the baby does not arrive within 2 weeks beyond the due date.

LABOR AND DELIVERY

Under normal circumstances, the father will be allowed to be present during labor and
delivery. If he wishes, he may also accompany the baby after birth when he/she is being
cleaned by the mid-wife.

PAYMENT

Payment is expected for each doctor’s visit and all other services at the time the service is
rendered. Prices for medical and other services are fixed. A normal vaginal delivery at a clinic
costs about 1.000€. If not on the French insurance system, the clinic or hospital will expect you
to pay a deposit of approximately 800€. (See Chapter 13, “Medical and Health Care”.)

PEDIATRICIANS

An in-hospital, post-birth pediatric visit is mandatory in France. If you don’t have a pediatrician,
there are usually pediatricians that work with the clinic or hospital that can be called to see
your baby. The pediatrician may be present at the birth upon request.

GROUPS AND ACTIVITIES FOR PARENTS-TO-BE

• Naissance et Rencontres, an association for meeting other young parents, organizes
activities several times a month. Although several of its members may speak English, the
activities do take place in French. Contact: Mme Isabelle Moulin (Tel: 05 61 75 66 85).

• La Leche League, an American-based breast-feeding group, has two chapters in the
Toulouse area. Help and support is provided by telephone to new mothers who may have
questions concerning breast-feeding. The groups are also a nice way to meet other young
mothers, and meet every month. Although meetings take place in French, many of the
members speak English. Fathers are welcome. Contact, Toulouse Rive Gauche: Mme Elisabeth
Le Roux, 23, rue du Roussillon, 31830 Plaisance du Touch (Tel: 05 61 07 39 28). Mme Leroux
speaks fluent English.

• Haptonomie: Drs. Magali Nicolai and Jacques Palusci teach a massage method that mother



and father practice in order to “get in touch with” their unborn baby. Contacts: Dr. Magali
Nicolai, Bâtiment A, 14 allée des Grillons, 31320 Castanet-Tolosan, (Tel: 05 61 75 79 95). Dr.
Jacques Palusci, 40 bd Silvio Trentin, Toulouse (Tel: 05 61 75 79 95).

• Santé et Communication: Meetings in French every month in preparation for the birth.
Fathers are welcome. For more information, consult Guide des Mamans (see Chapter 27,
“Reference Books”.). Contact: 05 62 19 08 67.

AFTER THE BABY IS BORN

1. Deliver baby’s blood to Purpan Hospital. You are required to deliver a sample of the baby’s
blood to the Purpan Hospital within 24 hours of the baby’s birth. The clinic or hospital may
deliver the blood for you, so be sure to ask them to do so.
2. Register the baby’s birth at the Cité Administrative. You must register the baby’s birth at the
Cité Administrative, 34 rue des Lois, near Place du Capitole, within 3 days of the baby’s birth.
The office hours are Monday to Friday 08:00 to 17:00 and they are open during the lunch hour.
You will need two copies of the l’Acte Intégral de Naissance (French birth certificate) and your
home country passport to obtain a Report of Birth.
3. Report of Birth to the home country. In order to obtain an American passport and social
security number for your baby you need to contact the Consular Presence Office of the United
States of America, in Toulouse. Other nationalities should contact their consulate well before
the baby is born to prepare the paperwork required in a timely fashion. The papers required
will be similar to those required by the US authorities. (See Chapter 26, “Embassies and
Consulates”.)

Consulate of the United States of America
25 allées Jean Jaurès • 31000 Toulouse
(Tel 05 34 41 36 50 or 05 34 41 36 51)
By appointment only, Wednesdays from 09:00-12:00 and 14:00-17:00

You must call first, both to request the necessary paperwork and to schedule an appointment
to bring the completed paperwork, for processing and issuance of the child’s passport and
social security number. The child’s presence is no longer necessary, unless requested by the
consular officer. Processing the paperwork takes approximately two hours. You will be asked to
arrive by 10:00 or 10:30, or earlier if possible, and will need to bring the following completed
documents:
• Report of Birth Abroad application (provided by the consulate)
• Passport application Form DSP-11 (provided by the consulate)
• Two copies of l’Acte Intégral de Naissance (French birth certificate)
• An original marriage certificate bearing the state seal
• Certified evidence of the termination of any prior marriages
• Three identical photographs of the baby which meet passport specified dimensions. The
consulate will provide the names of photography studios that are able to make these
photographs in the Toulouse area. They will also explain the exact size of the pictures in French
so you will know what to ask for at the photography studio.
• Mother’s and/or Father’s passport



• Fees ($50) must be paid in cash and will be accepted in US dollars or French francs.

***** NOTE: If only one parent is American, the American must have proof of having lived in
the United States for at least five years after the age of fourteen.

Vocabulary – Pregnancy

Am I pregnant? Suis-je enceinte?

My last period mes dernieres regles

Pregnancy la grossesse

Sonogram/scan l’echographie

Labor le travail

Induced Labor provoquer l’accouchement

Contraction la contraction

Pain la douleur

Epidural la peridurale

Dilation la dilatation

Cesarean cesarienne

Push poussez

Fetal Monitor un moniteur

Episiotomy l’episiotomie

Stitches les points

Birth naissance

Breast le sein

Breast-feed allaiter or donner le sein

Suckle teter
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THE FRENCH EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

The French educational system has the reputation of being one of the most thorough in the
world. If you are a resident paying French taxes, you can take advantage of the French
educational system. Public education is free at the primary and secondary levels. Instruction is
compulsory from age six to sixteen. Universities are public and tuition is nominal. The majority
of schools (85%) are écoles publiques (public schools). Ecoles privées (private schools), many
of them run by the Catholic Church, are partially subsidized.

French education is highly centralized with a nationwide curriculum, imposed by the Ministry
of Education, that ensures national uniformity. Even the private schools follow a similar
curriculum to ensure that those students wishing to take the Bac at the higher levels are
prepared for this test.

In recent years, more autonomy has been given to the local/regional levels with respect to
curriculum. The outlook on education is aimed towards the examination process at both the
secondary and university levels.

LEVELS OF EDUCATION

La maternelle (Nursery School)

Although not compulsory, la maternelle, for 2 1/2 to 6 years olds, is free and widely used. At this
early age, it is undoubtedly easier for English-speaking children to adapt to the French
educational system. In maternelle, the children are generally grouped by age:

 1st year  2 – 3 year olds  Petite Section

 2nd year  4 – 5 year olds  Moyenne Section

 3rd year  5 – 6 year olds  Grande Section

The children acquire social and manual skills through games, drawing, story- telling, acting,
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music, and other related activities. An introduction to the letters of the alphabet and the
French style of handwriting begins in the final year of maternelle. This well prepares the
children for the rigorous work to come in primary school.

L’école primaire (Primary School)

L’école primaire is for children ages 6 to 12 years and is approximately equivalent to grades 1 to
5 in the USA, or to grades 2 to 6 in the UK. English-speaking children starting in the French
system while in primary school should adjust quite well. The main objective of primary school
is for the children to achieve a standard whereby they will be accepted into the first year of
Middle School (collège). The grade levels are:

 1st grade  Cours Preparatoire  CP

 2nd grade  Cours Elementaire 1  CE1

 3rd grade  Cours Elementaire 2  CE2

 4th grade  Cours Moyenne 1  CM1

 5th grade  Cours Moyenne 2  CM2

During an average working week, children are taught the following subjects: French (reading,
writing, grammar, vocabulary, spelling and expression), Mathematics, Science and Technology,
History and Geography, Civic Education, Artistic Expression, and Physical Education.

Cours Préparatoire (CP) – Children learn to read, write, count, and put things into
chronological order. A child will learn to express himself, to listen and to observe. Poems are
used for memorization and language skills. Dictionaries are introduced. Physical education
involves games and dancing. The acquisition of cursive handwriting capability is of primary
importance in this year. With the current emphasis in the United States on developmental
learning, an American child may be behind in the handwriting aspect of this level if they enter
in the middle of the year. Printing is not used in class.

Cours Elémentaire (CE1 AND CE2) – Children learn to perfect the skills learnt in CP. The first
year (CE1) is an introduction to the following skills and the second year (CE2) is mainly for
acquisition through drills and practical application. They read faster, take dictation, and start
to learn French grammar. Multiple digit addition and subtraction problems are attacked at this
level, along with multiplication and an introduction to division. Please note that differences
exist between the French and English and/or American method of performing these
mathematical operations.

They start basic history and geography, science and technology and continue with Physical
Education. Weekly trips to the local swimming pool or skating rink may be proposed. Poems
are continued as a vital way to learn grammar and the oral flow of the language. Art and music
may, or may not, be part of the regular school curriculum. If you wish your child to be exposed



to the “creative arts”, be sure to ask about these subjects before you enroll.

Most public schools provide a support team for children who encounter difficulties in learning,
similar to remedial reading in the States. If your child has a need for such help, be sure to ask. It
is called the ‘RASED’ (Réseau d’aide à la scolarisation des enfants en difficulté).

Cours Moyen (CM1 AND CM2) – These two years prepare a child for collège. Again, the first year
(CM1) is an introduction to the following skills while the second year (CM2) is mainly for
acquisition through drills and practical application. Students learn to question, respond, and
justify their work. Their writing takes on a higher level of complexity and precision. During these
years, the child will become more adept at Mathematics, French, History and Geography,
Science and Technology, and may have started computer studies. During CM1, most schools
will begin learning a first foreign language (often English!). Oral expression and grammar are
emphasized greatly in these levels, utilizing sentence diagrams, writing and poems to aid in the
acquisition of the French language.

Near the end of CM2, children will be asked for their pre-inscription form for collège. The choice
is usually made depending on geographical location, foreign language offered, and academic
level attained. Most collèges arrange a Parent Evening and a pre-entry visit to the collège for
the students.

Collège (Middle School)
Collège is for children 11 to 15 years of age. Older foreign students, without a French Language
background, will often be required to attend part of this level before entering lycée. Grade
levels are:

 6th grade  Observation  Sixieme

 7th grade  Observation  Cinquieme

 8th grade  Observation  Quatrieme

 9th grade  Observation  Troisieme

At the beginning of each school year, students receive their schedule and meet all their subject
teachers. Usually there is a different teacher for each subject, one of which will be their
professeur principal (teacher advisor). If you sign a release form, your child need not be at
school when she/he does not have a class at the beginning or end of the day. However, such
time at school could be useful for extra help if it is needed.

 Sixième (6ème) – Your child discovers college. This year brings deep changes for the children
used to the system in primary school: instead of having one teacher, they have different
teachers for each subject. They need to move from one classroom to the next one during their
school day. The children learn how to be responsible, of their lunch card, for example. Daily
serious homework is now introduced. Children learn how to manage their time, as homework
is cheduled for the following weeks.



During the year, the children consolidate the learning of the primary school and are given the
basis of subjects they will be studying for the next four years. They begin to write essays in
French. Foreign languages begin to be offered.
In this year, it is particularly important for parents to assist their child as much as possible. Even
a child who had no difficulties in primary, may at first be unsettled in his new environment and
his work may suffer as a result. If you compare experience to those of children entering Middle
School in the USA, you will note the similarities. As an adolescent, there are many physical
changes that these students must deal with during the collège years. It is often difficult for
them to organize themselves to meet the new challenges of multiple teachers, different class
schedules, more long-term assignments and possibly new classmates.

Cinquième (5ème) – This year is very similar to the previous, with the possible addition of an
initiation course of Latin. Physics and chemistry are introduced.

Quatrième (4ème) – In 4ème, the same subjects as in 5ème are studied in greater depth, with
the addition of an extra hour of Math, 3 extra hours of a second foreign language, and the
option of 3 hours of Latin. This is thought by many to be the hardest year of collège.

Troisième (3ème) The fourth and final year of collège is a consolidation of 4ème and also a
year of orientation. The student can either stay in a “traditional” curriculum based on French,
Math and languages, and continue their studies at a lycée, or pass into technical classes and
begin to learn a trade. A national examination, called the Brevet, is taken at the end of 3ème,
which is not necessary to pass into Seconde.

Lycée (High School)    Lycée teaches an academic three-year course in higher education
leading to a specialized (by subject area) baccalauréat or ‘bac’ examination, which is the
prerequisite for university entrance. Students are guided into 3 basic specific subject areas
based first upon academic strength and then upon personal choice:
•    Math and Sciences working towards a BAC “S”
•    Economics working towards a BAC “économie” (ES) and
•    Languages and Literature working towards a BAC “L”

The Bac received will dictate to which Universities or grandes écoles the student may apply.
Some Lycées also teach two-year vocational training and apprenticeship programs for those
students not wishing to continue their education at the university level. Students wanting
qualifications equivalent to the American SAT as well as the French ‘bac’ can take an
‘international bac’. The Lycée course comprises: Seconde (2nd), Première (1ère), and
Terminale:

 10th grade  Students guided into specific subject areas  Seconde

 11th grade  French language/literature portion of the bac  Premiere

 12th grade  Testing in remaining subjects of the bac  Terminale

Seconde (10th grade) – Students are grouped into a seconde de détermination according to



their first and second languages, unless they wish to take a technical bac, in which case they
follow optional technical courses. A student who is considering taking the language bac must
start studying a third foreign language in seconde.

Première (11th grade) – At the end of this year, students take the French language and
literature portion of the baccalauréat exam, both written and oral. The decision as to whether a
student may pass into Terminale is not contingent on the result of the French part of the
Baccalauréat; it is based on the students’ grades throughout the school year.

Terminale – (12th grade) – At the end of Terminale, students are tested in the remaining
subjects of their chosen bac. This year requires intensive study, reviews, and memorization and
is very stressful for most students. This is the first year where students will have philosophy as a
course. Optional subjects such as Latin, music, drawing, may yield extra points towards the
bac. The marks achieved in the French part of the bac (taken in 1ère) are combined with the
results of the Terminale year’s exam to obtain the student’s final bac result. Applications for
entry into further education establishments often need to be made during this final year.

THE SCHOOL CALENDAR YEAR

The school year runs from the first week of September through the end of June.  University
courses do not begin until October.

Although some schools are in session Monday through Friday, the traditional French system of
having all or part of Wednesday free is still widely present. Some schools meet on Saturday
mornings, depending on grade level. Extra-curricular activities and other non-scholastic
lessons can be scheduled during  this free time. Religious education is not offered in the
syllabus of most schools unless they are private Catholic schools. You will need to check with
your Mairie (town hall) or the school office (if private) for specific details relative to your
school’s schedule. School schedules, starting times, days of the week school is in session,
cantine (cafeteria) details, etc., all vary by town. However, primary grades generally get one
Wednesday off each month (if there is no Saturday school) for concertation (teacher in-
service).  Some regions, like the Gers, have a four-day school week. In such cases, there is no
school on Wednesdays or Saturdays, but the school breaks are shorter.

The holiday/vacation schedules are determined by the Ministry of Education, by Département,
so that all of France is not on holiday at the same time. In general, there is a holiday after six
weeks of school, either one or two weeks. There are four of these breaks per school year.

France is divided into 3 school-vacation zones:
ZONE A:    Caen, Clermont Ferrand, Grenoble, Lyon, Montpellier, Nancy- Metz, Nantes, Rennes,
TOULOUSE
ZONE B:    Aix en Provence, Marseille, Amiens, Besançon, Dijon, Lille, Limoges, Nice, Orléans,
Tours, Poitiers, Reims, Rouen, Strasbourg
ZONE C:    Bordeaux, Créteil, Paris, Versailles

The four major school breaks are:



•    The week of November 1st (“Toussaint”)
•    2 weeks at Christmas
•    2 weeks for winter break
•    2 weeks for spring break

Up until and including Christmas break, all three zones have school breaks at the same time.
For the winter and spring breaks, the three zones rotate their vacation order on a yearly basis.

Carnets scolaires (report cards) are sent home during the last week before each vacation
period, and need to be signed by both parents and the student and returned.

SCHOOL SCHEDULES, LUNCHES, AND MISCELLANEOUS

A school day in France is longer than in the USA. Generally, children attend school three hours
in the morning and three hours in the afternoon, with a two-hour lunch break. The school
lunch program, cantine scolaire, is designed to accommodate working mothers, but other
children may eat there if space is available. This needs to be arranged and paid for at your
Mairie or school. Prices vary from school to school, but it is a full course meal. Sack lunches are
not allowed in the schools. Many children, especially those in maternelle, return home for
lunch. Parents may be asked to provide morning and afternoon snacks.

The day usually ends at 16:30, 17:00, or sometimes 18:00 in Lycée, but this may vary. Most
schools offer a garderie before and after school for a minimal charge. This is similar to what
American schools are now offering as school day care, to meet the needs of working parents.
Check with the town hall or the school office if you are in need of such a service. You may need
to provide a “proof of work” paper, though many schools are very obliging to foreign parents.

It is important to note that when a classroom teacher is ill, there is often no substitute. Thus
you may be asked to take your child home when the teacher is absent. Dual career families
may find this difficult, though often the school will allow children of such families to remain at
school. In this case, your child will be sent to another classroom, usually not the same level,
and stay for the day.

Transportation to and from school varies. Primary schools are usually located in
neighborhoods within easy walking distance and therefore no bus service is provided. City
buses and school buses are also frequently used. Schools in the suburbs usually have some
bus service. Some schools have their own bus route (either paid or free). Information on
transportation to and from school is available from your town hall or school office.

The playgrounds in most French schools do not offer a lot of equipment for kids to play on.
Often there will be a large hard surface and an open shelter in case of rain. Children may be
allowed to bring balls, dolls, marbles, and other such equipment to play with. Before vacations
and after the examinations (contrôles) are completed, children are usually allowed to bring
board games to play in class. Check the school rules before you allow your child to bring any
such items to school.



Carnaval, or Mardi Gras, is a big party (fête) for many primary schools. It usually takes place in
February or in March and often children will be asked to come in costume (or to bring one).
Parents may be asked to provide treats for a fund-raiser, or as a donation. It is often fun to add
a bit of your culture to the school, by providing a family favorite!

GRADING

Many parents have experienced that an English-speaking student needs 5 trimesters to fully
adapt to the language/rhythm/system. There are 3 trimesters (3-month grading periods) per
school year. At the end of each trimester, a “conseil de classe” is held. This meeting includes
the teacher(s), two student delegates (not in primary school), parent delegates, and an
administrative representative (principal or vice-principal). The teacher briefly gives a profile of
the class. In some Public schools, this description includes a general level grouping. Most of the
meeting is spent discussing the pupils/students having difficulty. Remarks made at this
meeting may show up on the report card. The report card is sent out approximately one week
after the “conseil de classe.”

This meeting is also a forum where delegate students and delegate parents (voted in at the
beginning of the year) may express concerns. If a conseil expresses ‘concern’ over a student’s
progress, the parents should take immediate action by seeing the teacher and taking steps to
turn the situation around. A warning not heeded in December and confirmed at the 2nd conseil
(before Easter) may slot that child for being left back in June. Private schools may have more
frequent report cards.

Repeating a grade (redoubler) in France is not considered the extreme measure that it is in the
USA. Generally, schools consider it more worthwhile for a weak student to consolidate his
foundation by repeating the year, than to move on to a higher grade on a shaky substructure.
Also, French course curriculum is dense, and Math and Science are more heavily-emphasized.
This is generally a decision made between parents and teachers, but it is difficult for parents to
reject a school’s request for redoublement of a child at the end of CM2, prior to entry into
collège. Children arriving part way through the school year have a particularly greater chance of
“redoubling” the last year of primary school. On average, 30% of French students repeat one
year during their scholastic years.

YOUR CHILD AND CULTURE SHOCK

Your child will take his cues from you. If you remain positive, finding solutions to your problems
one by one, he will do the same. If you accept different attitudes, methods of doing, types of
relationships, so will he. Remember: his experiences, challenges, and accomplishments are
greater than his classmates, but not necessarily recognized or rewarded as such. Encourage
your child to develop a friendship with a classmate. He most likely will need to take the first
step and invite the classmate home. A friend in the class becomes a resource person if
information is not understood. Speaking on the phone with the child’s parents will give you
greater access to information concerning the class, class-work, teacher, expectations, and
other concerns.



HELPING YOUR CHILD ADAPT TO THE SCHOOL SYSTEM

One way to help your child adapt to the school system is to get him a tutor. This holds
particularly true if your child attends a regular French school (i.e. one with no “French as a
foreign language” program). This may be less relevant if your child is enrolled in a school with
an international program.

Three areas can be considered:

•    First, French as a foreign language. No matter what grade your child is in when he arrives in
France, the French taught in class is beyond his level. Spelling and verb conjugation are
complex to a foreigner. The tutor should start at the beginning, and cover every aspect of
language learning. Some schools like Paul Bert in Colomiers will give lessons in French – as a
foreign language – to the non French-speaking children, on average six hours per week. This
programme is called the C.L.I.N. and enables pupils to learn the necessary basics in French, in
order for them to follow the French lessons taught within their normal class. During the course
of the programme it may be decided that some pupils no longer attend the C.L.I.N. or to attend
less frequently, this is a decision made by the teachers and parents alike.
•    Secondly, the tutor must be guided by the teacher’s curriculum, pace and advice. Math is a
good place to start, as it is a privileged subject in France. If a student is strong in math, all sorts
of allowances may be made in other subjects. The content of the lesson can be taught in
English (if possible). Science and history may also be worked on with the tutor because there is
usually a textbook to work with. French literature comes last (although you can always get the
book translated into English through bookshops or on-line book buying).
•    Lastly, but by no means of less importance, the tutor should play an important role in building
self-confidence in your child. The foreign student has lost most of his reference points in the
new system. He may have been a good or very good student back home and now he is ranked
at the bottom of the class. This can be hard to adjust to. The severe grading policy enforces this
feeling of failure. When the grade is out of ten, five passes and eight is an excellent grade. When
the grade is out of 20 where 10 is passing, 12 a good grade, 13 to 16 excellent, and above 16,
you are on Mount Olympus! 20 is nonexistent, except in Math.

The tutor might do evaluations on his own, with positive reinforcement of the child in mind.
“Stroke” the student! Point out the thousand-and-one improvements that have NOT been
recognized in class. Build his self-esteem. It’s quite important for the student to feel he has
progressed if he is to keep up the sustained effort.

American parents need to realize that if the French system does encourage rigor and discipline,
it fosters little spontaneity and creativity. Methodology and memory are heavily emphasized. A
student with a critical mind might be disadvantaged.

Generally, by the 5th or 6th trimester, he’ll be fully integrated into the class, have friends and his
accomplishments will be plain for everyone to see. One thing is certain: no matter what type of
student your child was back home, he will now have become hardworking and industrious with
excellent study habits that will serve him not only for the remainder of your stay in France, but
for the rest of his scholastic career.  Upon return to the USA, he will be placed in advanced



Math, Science, and French classes (high school) or at the very least, be placed in honor classes.
One school year before returning to the USA, we recommend working on his English language
skills, perhaps by getting the grade-level English curriculum from his high school back home.

CLASS SELECTION

French schools claim that they don’t stream students. This is only partly true. They do make a
sincere effort to compose most classes with strong, average and weak students within the
same class. However, if your child is proficient in French and a good student, he may wish to
start middle school in the most challenging class.

The following information cannot be found in a brochure or even presented in any
Teacher/Parent meeting. Some administrators may even deny it, but it doesn’t make it any less
true. The key to a good class in grade 6 (Sixième) is the foreign language your child chooses. If
you have just arrived in France you may want to wait until your child has acquired excellent
language skills before seeking to put him into a genuinely challenging class.

Most of the French pupils in any grade take English as a foreign language, and thus there may
be some classes that are stronger than others—this may be undetectable to anyone outside
the school administration. However, there is a way to ensure that your child is in a strong class,
and that is choosing German as a foreign language. German is a venue whereby 5th grade
teachers and counselors advise excellent French students (and their parents) to forgo the
English for a few years to insure the ‘high’ track of the German class. The final decision is up to
the parents, with the possible result of some students not being up to the higher workload.

In Grade 7, cinquième, Latin or less frequently Ancient Greek is introduced as an option open
only to students who are doing well. The combination of German and Latin/Greek sets apart
the strongest class in the grade. This class often is accorded the best teachers (in the opinion of
the local administrators). Math is given special attention, as it is considered the path for the
brightest students later in high school. In grade 8, quatrième, a second foreign (spoken)
language is required. Latin or Ancient Greek may be dropped at any time the student chooses.
The 2nd foreign language must be taken until grade 11, première, where a non-language
subject may be substituted. The first foreign language must be taken until the baccalauréat
(end of grade 12). In the Literary track, language requirements are more demanding.

An English/Latin/German class in grade 8 ensures a solid level. In many cases, this class may be
as strong as the German/Latin/English class, which is assumed to be the strongest of the grade.
Once again, this assessment is rarely admitted-to openly, as the Ministry of National Education
has decreed that classes shall not be composed by level.

Because of a conscious effort to mix levels in most classes, you may find your child in a class
that has disciplinary problems. Seeing the Principal for a class change is always possible but
the result is rarely satisfying. They usually stand their ground because every parent of every
child that is a positive element in a problem class would follow suit. Stalling and postponing a
decision until the school year is so far-advanced as to defy the wisdom of switching classes
mid-year, is common practice. The manner in which many French parents deal with this



problem is to either change schools or plan alternative language strategies for the following
years.

SCHOOL TRIPS

You should also be aware of extended class trips (classe de découverte). Classes (of all age
groups) might go on a one week outing to the Pyrénées or other surrounding areas for
recreation and study.  Students stay in youth hostels and it is generally expected that they
attend, as it is part of a curricular study.  There is one school that takes their CM2 classes on a
week-long bike trek to the Pyrénées along the Canal du Midi.  This can be a great experience for
both you (take a break!) and your child.  Let your child take advantage of this wonderful
opportunity to really be a part of the culture!

 HOMEWORK AND CORRESPONDENCE

Homework is serious business, even at the primary level! Plan to set aside one-half to two
hours a night for study.  Children bring home a cahier de texte each night in which their
homework assignments are written. In the later grades, assignments will often be long-term. 
Be sure to note upcoming assignments and help your child plan for a specific routine so as not
to leave things to the last moment. (this is especially helpful if you or your child is still learning
French;  the work can be very time-consuming at first!).

When you need to communicate with the school or the teacher, you can do so in the child’s
carnet de correspondance. You can arrange meetings with the teachers, ask specific questions,
or explain about a child’s absence in these notebooks. Often a teacher will have the class write
important dates or notifications of impending trips in this book. You should try to check this
information frequently and be sure to sign and date them when you have read them.

SCHOOL REGISTRATION AND MATERIALS

If you are fortunate enough to visit schools while looking for a home, there are several things
you may want to ask before deciding in which school to enroll your child. The standard
method of delivering instruction is lecture, and may be new for your child. Ask about teaching
methods, discipline, and curriculum. As stated before, most “extra-curricular” subjects, such as
art, music, and dance are not standard in the French curriculum. Ask if there are other foreign
students attending the school, or if any have previously. (Too many English-speakers could be
a detriment to learning the French language, but may help ease the fears of some children!)  If
possible, meet the teacher and visit the classroom. It is always a good idea to ask others as to
where their children attend, or what they know of a particular school and its reputation. 
Schools can vary from place to place, much like in your home country.

As soon as you have decided your choice of school and where you will be living in the Toulouse
area, it is a good idea to visit your local city hall or Mairie to learn the procedure for registering
your child in school.  If you have decided on private schooling, contact those schools directly
for information and registration procedures.  Enrolling your child in mid-year may be difficult,
especially at a private school.  Various forms will be required and in some cases, small ID



photos.  You will also be required to provide proof of vaccinations.  It is important to note that
the BCG (for TB) is required for entry into school here. BCG vaccination will result in a positive
result for the TB test for the rest of the child’s life. Check with your pediatrician to decide
whether your child needs this vaccination.  The school may accept a waiver form if it is signed
by a doctor.

Insurance coverage for your child is obligatory and can be obtained through the school.
Insurance application forms are normally distributed to the children at the beginning of each
school year.  You may want to check with your employer to determine if your child is already
covered through their insurance policy while at school. In such case, you should request a
statement (attestation) from your employer that you must provide to the school.

Deciding on what class your child should be enrolled in can be difficult.  Most cut-off dates for
classes are in December (calendar year), quite different from the September (school year) dates
used in most American schools.  Look at what the class will be working on, or better yet, bring
work samples if your child has attended school elsewhere.  This will help you to best decide on
a placement with the teachers (if possible).  Remember that if your child has had little exposure
to French, that alone may be enough of a challenge the first year!  “Redoubling” (repeating a
grade) is very common here, so you will notice a very wide age range in each class level.  It is
hard to pin an actual American grade level equivalent for the French cycles because of the age
cut-off differences and the accelerated writing and mathematics at the lower levels of primary
schools.  It will often depend upon which country you are coming from when you ask about a
particular grade level.

At registration or during the first week of the school year, each child is issued a comprehensive
list of school materials that you are required to provide.  Parents must ensure that their child
has these items throughout the year.  Buying these can be quite an experience to a newly-
arrived foreigner! Leclerc and Carrefour (as well as most all grocery stores) carry quite large
school supply sections (especially in August/September) and you may also find the local
papeterie (often located within a tabac) a great source for the hard-to-find items.  Just ask the
person behind the counter and they will gladly help you out with your needs.  Often, they will
be able to order your entire list for you if you give them plenty of time.  Textbooks, if needed,
can be purchased at any bookstore, or librairie.  Hard-to-find texts for religious studies (if your
child has been enrolled in a private Catholic school) are available at religious bookstores that
can be found through the yellow pages or on Minitel).  You will not usually be required to
purchase books unless you have enrolled in a private school.  However, there may be a small
book fee to be paid, depending on the school.

 Vocabulary – Education – School Supply List (Liste de Fournitures Scolaires)

Ardoise blanche+ feutres Velleda  ……………………………….  A white board with VELLEDA
erasable markers
Ardoise   …………………………………………………………………..  A slate or plastic black
board
BCG    ………………………………………………………………………. TB vaccine – Mandatory
Blanco    ……………………………………………………………………  White liquid paper



Bâton de colle    …………………………………………………………  Glue stick
Bleu, rouge, vert, noir    ………………………………………………  Blue, red, green, black
Blouse    ……………………………………………………………………  Lab coat
Boite de feutres   ………………………………………………………..  Felt tips (generally thin
ones)
Cahier de brouillon   …………………………………………………….  A scratchpaper notebook
or rough book
Cahier de textes   ……………………………………………………….  A six-day agenda for
homework assignments
(in primary school , do not buy a big kid’s agenda with dates, only the days of the week)
Cartable    ………………………………………………………………….  Schoolbag (satchel)
Cartouches    ……………………………………………………………..  Ink cartridges
Chemise à élastiques    ………………………………………………..  A folder with elastics
Chemise à rabat    ……………………………………………………….  A folder
Chemise d’adultes pour la peinture  ……………………………….  An adult shirt (for painting)
Chiffon    …………………………………………………………………….  Wiping cloth
Compas   ……………………………………………………………………  Compass to draw
circles
Compas avec mine  ……………………………………………………..  Compass with lead
Compas avec crayon   …………………………………………………  Compass with pencil
Craies    ……………………………………………………………………..  Chalks
Crayons gris = crayons à papier   …………………………………  Lead pencils (“gris” means
grey)
Crayons   ……………………………………………………………………  Colored pencils
Une boîte de crayons de couleur  ………………………………….  A box or case of colored
pencils (generally a box of 12)
Dictionnaire    ………………………………………………………………  A dictionary
Double décimetre    ………………………………………………………  A ruler that is 20
centimeters long
Effaceur d’encre   ………………………………………………………..  Fountain-pen ink eraser
Eponge    …………………………………………………………………….  Sponge
Equerre   …………………………………………………………………….  A triangle
Etiquettes   ………………………………………………………………….   Labels
Feutres fluorescents   ………………………………………………….   Highlighters
Fiche de renseignements    …………………………………………..   Information form
Gomme blanche   …………………………………………………………   A white (rubber) eraser
Goûter   ……………………………………………………………………..  Snack
Grand classeur    …………………………………………………………  A large ring-binder
(generally a 4 ring one: quatre anneaux)
Grand format    ……………………………………………………………  = A4: 21x 29,7cm
Intercalaires    ……………………………………………………………..  Dividers
Marqué au nom de l’enfant   ………………………………………….   Labeled with child’s name
Maillot de bain   ……………………………………………………………   Swimsuit (Speedo style
for boys. Shorts are forbidden in French public pools)
Œillets    ……………………………………………………………………..  Stickers to protect
sheets perforations in ring binders
Paire de ciseaux à bouts ronds    …………………………………..  Safety scissors with rounded



tips
Paquet de feuilles simples perforées à grands carreaux  ….  A pack of large single sheets of
paper with large squares, for ring binders
Petit format   ………………………………………………………………..   Small size 17x22cm
Petits carreaux    ………………………………………………………….  Small squares (like graph
paper)
Pochettes plastiques transparentes    …………………………….  Transparent sheet protectors
Protège-cahier    …………………………………………………………..  A plastic notebook cover
Rapporteur   …………………………………………………………………  Instrument to
measure angles (protractor)
Ruban adhésif transparent = du scotch   …………………………  Scotch tape
Serviette de table    ……………………………………………………….  Cloth napkin used by
maternelle children who stay for lunch
Stylos    ……………………………………………………………………….  Pens (ink pens)
Stylo-plume   ………………………………………………………………..   Fountain-pen
Surligneur (fluo) rose, jaune, vert, orange, bleu   ……………..   Highlighter (fluorescent) pink,
yellow, green, orange or blue
Tablier   ……………………………………………………………………….   Painting smock
Taille-crayon = un aiguise -crayon   ………………………………..   A pencil sharpener
Tenue de rechange    ……………………………………………………   Change of clothes
Tenue de sport  ……………………………………………………………   Gym outfit
TIPEX     ………………………………………………………………………   White liquid paper
Très grand format    ……………………………………………………..   24x32cm
Triple décimetre    …………………………………………………………   A ruler that is 30
centimeters
Trousse    ……………………………………………………………………   Pencil case (you will
often need more than one)

     Vocabulary – Education – Common Phrases  (Expressions courantes)

Cahier de correspondance/liaison   …………………………………  Correspondence notebook
(used by teachers and parents to exchange messages)
Eveil    ………………………………………………………………………….  Schoolwork other
than core subjects
Expression écrite    ……………………………………………………….  Creative writing
Graphisme   ………………………………………………………………….  Development of fine
motor skills for writing and drawing
Lecture   ………………………………………………………………………  Reading
Poésie    ………………………………………………………………………   Poetry
C’est l’heure des mamans  ………………………………………………  It is pick up time
Comment? Pardon?   ………………………………………………………  What did you say?
Comment tu t’appelles? (colloquial)  ………………………………….  What’s your name?
Dodo    ………………………………………………………………………….  Nap (sleep in child’s
talk)
Doudou    ………………………………………………………………………  Blankie, teddy
bear…anything to comfort
Je ne comprends pas   ……………………………………………………  I don’t understand



Je peux jouer avec toi?   …………………………………………………  Can I play with you?
Le casier     …………………………………………………………………..  The shelf under the
student’s desk
Mettez-le dans le casier    ………………………………………………   Put it in your desk
My name is …….:    ………………………………………………………..   Je m’appelle ……..
Pouvez-vous l’écrire?   ………………………………………………….   Can you write it down?
Répétez s’il vous plaît   …………………………………………………..   Repeat please
Sieste    ……………………………………………………………………….   Nap
Sucette   ………………………………………………………………………   Pacifier/dummy
Sortez vos livres    ………………………………………………………..   Take out your books
Va au tableau    …………………………………………………………….   Go to the board

Vocabulary – Education – Lunchtime Activities  (Activités avant et après la cantine)

Coin bibliothèque    ………………………………………………………..  Library corner
Jeux de société    …………………………………………………………   Board games
Activités manuelles (peinture, dessin)    …………………………..  Arts and crafts (painting,
drawing)
Informatique    ………………………………………………………………   Computer
Danse    ……………………………………………………………………….  Dance
Jeux sportifs   ………………………………………………………………   Sports
Jeux libres   …………………………………………………………………   Free play

PUBLIC SCHOOL

If you decide to send your children to public school in France, you will first need to go to your
town hall or Mairie. Here you will be provided with all the information specific to your town, or
city, relative to all the public schools available.  Your town or city must accommodate
schooling for any child from 6 to 16 years of age.  They will often offer maternelle (pre-school)
for ages 2-6 years as well, as long as your child is three years old by December 31. Class sizes
vary.  Some village schools may have as few as 15 pupils per class.  In bigger towns, the Mairie
will assign your child to a school that has available space.  This may not be your first choice or
the one nearest to your home.  You may apply to the Mairie for a specific school.  If you live in a
town and you want your child to attend school in another town, then you will have to ask for a
waiver first from your Mairie, and then from the “host” Mairie.

You may wish to contact l’Inspection d’Académie for information about Secondary (Middle or
High) schools at 05 61 36 44 00.

PRIVATE SCHOOLS

If you choose to send your child to a private school, your best complete resource is probably
the yellow pages of the telephone directory, under the listing “enseignement”.  The private
school curriculum is the same as in public schools.  One advantage of a private school might
be the smaller class size, which may be a less-intimidating environment for children not
confident in their command of the French language.



Some parents have found that private schools have been helpful in assisting the English-
speaking pupils/students to integrate into the French school system.  There is more flexibility in
releasing the student from required French courses to allow more time for “French as a foreign
language” tutoring. Some of these schools might allow the tutor (paid for by the parents) onto
their premises (something unheard-of in the public school system).  There also seems to be a
general consensus that these schools look more at the “individual needs” of the student.  This
is perhaps why some French parents send their children to private schools when the public
school experience has not had good results.
These private/Catholic schools are open to the general public and count among their
population a good number of non-Catholics and /or secular students.
Another aspect of private schools is that they, for the most part, have Saturday morning off,
whereas many public schools have class on Saturday morning. Also, most public schools have
up to a two-hour lunch break, with school ending at 17:00 to 18:00. Most private schools tend
to insist on everyone lunching at school, thus having a shorter break, which ends the day at
16:00 to 16:30. Another surprising factor is that these private schools are not over-priced,
though you may have to purchase text books. Lunch is usually the greatest expense.

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLING

English 31
The town of Colomiers hosts the ‘English 31’ program which is designed to complement the
French system for English-speaking children. The program was initiated by a group of British
parents in 1980 to provide part-time lessons in the English language so that the child’s mother
tongue would not deteriorate and children would begin to learn English grammar.
‘English 31’ is a registered program within the French educational system and leads to an
international Baccalauréat. It offers additional English instruction and some help in the French
language (regular classes are taught in French only). Children from the UK can then take the
English exams within these given schools. At primary level, children can attend the program full
time with integrated daily English classes, or once a week with classes on Wednesday.

Three schools in Colomiers participate in the ‘English 31’ program:

 Primary or Elementary  (Ecole elementaire)  Grades 1 – 5  Paul Bert

 Middle School (college)  Grades 6 – 9  Victor Hugo

 High School (Lycee)  Grades 10 – 12  Victor Hugo (Lycee International)

This program does have booklets available to assist you in understanding the French
educational system. Attendance is restricted and you may need to live in Colomiers, depending
on your employer. The ‘English 31’ program does have a minimal tuition.

The feedback from parents whose children participate in the program is excellent. Its main
advantage is that children retain their English while becoming fluent in French and get fully
integrated into the French system. It also allows their parents to meet with French parents. So
don’t take the look of the school buildings into consideration!



For more information about the program, contact:
Direction of the British Section
Lycée International Victor Hugo, 31770 Colomiers
Tel. 05 61 78 71 28. Fax 05 61 78 55 80
Website: http://perso.wanadoo.fr/British-Section

The International School of Toulouse (Colomiers)
The International School of Toulouse is a private school opened in 1999 in Colomiers. The
population ranges from 4 years old (pre-school/reception) to 18 years old. The curriculum is
based on the U.K. National Curriculum but with an international perspective, ultimately leading
to the IGCSE (the International General Certificate of Secondary Education), a diploma
delivered in Year 11 (grade 10).  The final two years include intensive studies leading to
examinations for the International Baccalauréat Diploma (IB.  This diploma is recognized by
universities worldwide.

All students receive four, 50 minute lessons in French per week (grouped
by beginner/intermediate and advanced levels).  Physical education classes are also taught in
French.  As all other classes are taught in English and few French children attend the school,
the pupils have little opportunity to use the French they are learning.  If you intend to stay for
more than two – three years, you may consider integrating your child into an international
program within the French system.

Annual tuition fees vary from approximately 7.000€ to 11.000€, and discounts are offered if
more than one child attends.

For further information on the school, contact:  www.intst.net

The International School of Toulouse
2 allée de l’Herbaudière – Route de Pibrac
31770 Colomiers

Tel: 05 62 74 26 74
Fax: 05 62 74 26 75
Other International Programs

There are two bilingual Montessori Schools, for ages 2 to 6 years old :
•    La Tour Rose, 164, route de Revel, 31400 Toulouse, Contact: Marian Evans (Tel: 05 61 54 66
56)
•    Domaine de Montagne, Chemin de Montagne, 31300 Grenade, (Tel: 05 61 82 25 50, Fax: 05 62
79 37 69)
•    Collège Lamartine has a special program offered for teenagers (12 to 18 years old) called
“classe d’accueil” to help students learn French. Information may be obtained at Collège
Lamartine, 11 rue Mairie Magne, Toulouse, Tel: 05 61 42 90 45. Unfortunately, some American
parents have not recommended this establishment. It is a program that looks great on paper,
but it is problematic because there is often a wide variety of ages and language skills in this

http://www.intst.net/


class.

In general, people who come from the former French colonies have some French language
background and people speaking other Latin-based languages (i.e. Spanish, Italian,
Portuguese and Romanian) often have a shorter assimilation period for learning French than
native English speakers.

Other schools (private) iAIT members use:
Annonciation (Seilh)                    La Salle (Pibrac)
Ste. Thérèse (Colomiers)            St. Joseph (Côte Pavée)
Pierre de Fermat (Toulouse)        Caouzou (Toulouse)

Remember, if enrollment at these schools is full, your children will always be accepted into a
regular French school. For Secondary School (Middle or High School) contact: Inspection
d’Académie, Tel: 05 61 36 44 00, or register directly at the school next to your home. Be warned
all school administrations are closed during vacation periods (especially during August!)

EXTRA HELP FOR CHILDREN

•    Workbooks for fun and study. Some parents may find their children have a need for
additional tutoring during their stay, either in French (to begin with), or in English (if the stay
here is permanent or prolonged). There are wonderful work books available for children during
the summer vacation at Leclerc, Carrefour, or the librairies (bookstores) that give short daily
lessons on selected topics or more focused topics (Math only, French, Science, and History,
etc.) (Passeport and  Vacances Scolaires are names of two of these.) They can be fun for
practice and are available in different levels from maternelle through collège.

•    Private tutors are also available, either through the school, postings, or by word-of-mouth
as to who will tutor in special subjects in the French curriculum, or with English and writing
skills.

•    Les Cours Legendre offer custom-tailored individual studies for both foreign and French
children who encounter difficulties in one or more subjects, or have a hard time assimilating
French culture. Tutors will come to your home according to a timetable adapted to the child’s
rythm. Summer courses and learning by correspondance are also available. For more
information, contact Christine Kuhn on 05 61 23 66 09, or ‘ cpltoulouse@club-internet.fr’.

•    Summer camps. There are also a wide variety of school vacation camps available in the
area. These range from “day camp” type offerings to “overnight” camps. Check your local Mairie
for information regarding those offered in your area. Le Centre Aéré de la Forêt de Bouconne,
located near Pibrac, offers daily activities for children on Wednesdays and during all school
breaks. Themed day activities (stages) are offered for children for all kinds of activities: sports,
arts, music, dance, circus skills, … These are accessible and usually very cheap.

CHILD CARE

mailto:cpltoulouse@club-internet.fr
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There are different types of childcare available depending on your town, your situation and
your needs. As with much of life here, start with your local Mairie for information. The Guide des
Jeunes Toulousains de 0-18 ans is available free for reference and information. Each town or
city has some of full and/or part-time childcare available (partly subsidized) from infancy
through school age.

•    For working parents, a crèche provides childcare for infants through three years of age.
There may be a crèche in your area that permits children of non-working mothers to attend.
Prices and the necessary paperwork for registration will all vary with each crèche.

•    For occasional daycare, the local halte garderie is an option, with children being
accepted until school age. Garderies are limited as to the number of children they can accept
for care. Attendance must be pre-scheduled in some garderies, whereas others will operate on
a first-come, first-served basis. The services available (usually 2 or 3 half days a week), hours of
operation, ages accepted, price, registration information required and service of meals will all
vary from town to town. The price is approximately 3€ per hour.

•    Les assistantes maternelles, (or “nourrices” as they are informally called), provide in-home
childcare. These professional child-minders are governed by the Protection Maternelle
Infantile.

•    Baby-sitting services are available and can be generally be found through word-of-mouth,
small announcements in local shops and stores, or through a service such as Bébé et
Compagnie, listed in les Pages Jaunes (the yellow pages), under Garde d’Enfants (Tel: 05 61 14
00 88). The AIT Newsletter lists babysitters available from the local membership.

•    Three-, four- and five-year-olds go to maternelle (pre-school) free of charge.
Maternelles are run by the Primary schools. Registration is often done at the Mairie. Children
who will be at least two and a half years of age in September can register in May for the next
school year. Space is limited in petite section classes (first year) and your local maternelle is not
required to enroll every child who lives in the neighborhood. Enrollment is on a first-come first
served basis.

← 16: University & Adult Learning
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THE UNIVERSTITY SYSTEM

There are many universities throughout France where a three-year course (license) is
equivalent to the American Bachelor of Arts/Science degree. There are also 2-year (DEUG) and
4-year (maîtrise) diplomas. Entrance requirements are particular to each establishment, often
by examination, either directly or after the Bac or, often, after one or many years of further
study. Some establishments and careers require French nationality that may not necessarily be
readily obtainable. This may limit the choice of study and career. It is important to verify the
quality and official value of diplomas offered. Costs and dates of enrollment can vary
tremendously. Les Grandes Écoles are the most prestigious higher education institutions. Most
specialize in engineering, business, or political science.

American students will find that it is difficult to gain direct admission into the French university
system because of problems with diploma equivalencies. In Toulouse, inquire at Université du
Mirail, (the largest in the area), Université des Sciences Sociales, Sciences Po. Consult the book
Toulouse Pratique for a complete list of other universities and higher education programs in
the Toulouse area. See Chapter 27, Reference Books.

Most American students who want to spend some time studying in France go through an
American university (not necessarily their own) study-abroad program. This option, while more
costly than entering a French university directly makes obtaining credits towards a USA
diploma much easier. The following American universities run programs in Toulouse:
Dickinson College (one or two semesters) S.I.T., St. Cloud, Dartmouth (trimester). Many other
colleges offer programs throughout France (Aris, Montpellier, Nice, Lyon and localities). Inquire
at your home university. British students should contact their local universities to see if their
work in France can be applied to their degree course in England.

There is an Open University that operates in the area and may be a choice for those who wish
to study further at the university level. For information and a brochure, contact Rosemary
Pearson at: 22 Place George Pompidou, Boîte 42, 92300 Levallois-Perret. Tel: (01 47 58 53 73 or
Fax: 01 47 58 55 25) — or here.

The following was contributed by a group of foreign students studying at Paul Sabatier I.U.T.
Ponsan in Rangueil.
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CAMPUS SERVICES and FACILITIES for DISABLED STUDENTS

The Division de la Vie Etudiante (DVE) is at your disposal to meet your specific needs. You are
advised to contact the DVE as soon as possible upon arrival.

RECEPTION AND REGISTRATION

The DVE keeps you regularly informed through: the annual practical agenda and the
information letter (practical information, sports and leisure activities, legislation, associations).
The form for disabled students is enclosed in the registration package. Moreover, a stand is
open during the registration period and reception week. In order to assess accessibility, the
DVE can, on request, set up a guided visit of the campus infrastructures and if necessary
intervene in the classroom organization chart.

Registration can be made by correspondence or by a third party on your behalf. Upon
registration, inform the DVE of your specific needs through a letter to the President of PSU. At
the same time, you must make an appointment at the Campus Health Centre (Service de
Médecine Préventive).

The President will take the suitable steps and the DVE will inform you as well as your advisor
and the involved administrative departments (Division de la Scolarité, Research, and Teaching
Unit Secretary). The DVE keeps the following equipment at your disposal: a tactile and
speaking map of the campus, a speaking terminal connected to a card-phone, a Braille
transliteration of the main information documents in large type.

Studies

• Course photocopies and documents are free for disabled students.

• In collaboration with the TOBIA centre (Braille Computer Transliteration) and the “Parc St
Agne” specialized high school, the DVE occasionally provides Braille transliterations of courses
and examination subjects to blind students.

• The DVE can also set up a meeting with a career advisor.

WHAT STUDENTS CAN EXPECT

Classes are 2 hours long and usually start at eight in the morning. Some lecturers allow a short
break after an hour. The lunch break is from 12:00 till 14:00 and can be taken at any of the
nearby canteens. To get your timetable, go to the secretary’s office and ask her to give you a
photocopy of the one relevant for you. Also ask her for a list of subjects you can choose from.
Choose wisely – it is a good idea to have a talk with the foreign student’s advisor/tutor to get an
idea of what each subject entails (in some cases your home institution might have already
advised you what to take). Once chosen write them out on a piece of paper and hand it into the
secretary (also remember to e-mail your home institution with your chosen subjects). Then



follow your timetable. The first two weeks will probably follow a temporary timetable and after
that it will be finalized.

The average number of subjects a foreign student must take is five. You may also need to
undertake a project or two. The exams are usually before Christmas with some after as well (if
you come back in February then you will only have exams before Christmas). There is also
continuous assessment throughout the year in the form of class assignments, which have to be
handed in during class or as specified by your lecturer.

To obtain a Carte de Séjour if you are a non-European student.

As we have already mentioned, if you are studying for more than three months in France you
are obliged to get a carte de séjour. Non-European students have to accomplish not only all
the tasks set by the French government but also two more important tasks:

• Firstly you need National Insurance. This is a big problem for Non-European students because
even if you are covered by an international policy the French government will not accept it. The
only solution is to obtain insurance in France.

• Secondly, you have to pass a medical examination. This appointment is arranged through the
Prefecture on the day that you apply for your carte de séjour and will be between 3 weeks and
a month from that day.

There are only 2 companies that will insure non-European students in France:

• SMESO

• MNEF

Both of them have an office in Toulouse and they charge about 450€ for one year’s (which is
the cheapest policy available) insurance.

FINDING WORK IN FRANCE

If you feel like getting even more integrated into the French way of life or if you are in need of
more money, part-time work is hard to come by but can be found in the following areas (EU
Nationals ONLY) noted below. Non EU-citizens should understand that finding a job, with a
valid work permit, is not easy. Most such people working in France have been brought in under
corporate sponsorship.

Teaching English as a foreign language is possible in Toulouse due to the number of students
studying English; experience could make it easier but is not a necessity. Work in this field can
be acquired by means of:

• The local newspapers, e.g. Le 31 or Hebdo Toulouse.



• Asking in your College.

• Putting written advertisements in the College and in news agents.

• Via the Internet.

• Bar and restaurant work is also available but is somewhat more difficult to come by. It is very
important that you bring a resume (Curriculum Vitae) translated into French and, with this in
hand, inquire in as many bars/restaurants as necessary. Make sure that you start looking early,
as positions tend to disappear quickly. It may also be possible to find jobs in the local
newspapers (as above).

Miscellaneous work is another good option in Toulouse if the above two ideas are not for you.
Many of the news agents and launderettes accept written advertisements, but if this fails try
asking around the college for help. Possibilities in this area lie mainly in:

• Baby sitting

• Gardening

• Handing out flyers

• Giving music lessons

• Tutoring (Math, chemistry)

Once you have found work, you will be declared and paid at the start or end of every month.
Expect to get a pay slip with a list of all the taxes and deductions, hang on to these, because
you can claim a tax refund when you return home due to your student status at the following
address: CROUS, 58, rue du Taur, 31000 Toulouse.

ADULT EDUCATION/ LANGUAGE

You can live in southern France without learning the language, but to fully appreciate and
enjoy the benefits of life here, it is really a necessity to speak a bit of the language, even if your
attempt is small. Although many of the younger Toulousains speak some English, it is not so
prevalent amongst the older people. Therefore, so as to make your life easier and more
enjoyable, it is highly recommended you learn the language. Language instruction can be
tailored to meet your individual needs, or can be accomplished in a class format at a number
of institutions in the area. The English-speaking groups in Toulouse are a useful source for
obtaining recommendations for language instruction.

Alliance Francaise: Internationally, this is the most well known French language school, having
a collaboration with the Center for French studies for foreigners. Different levels of curriculum
are offered, from beginners to advanced. This can be a very intensive program, usually
consisting of classes every morning, Monday through Friday, for 4 weeks. A slower pace is



offered with conversation classes during 90 minutes, two afternoons a week. Phonics classes,
working on sound and pronounciation, are held twice a week during 90 minutes. Evening
classes, private classes, or semi-private classes are also offered. A test will be taken for each
level; once you feel comfortable, you can move on to the next level. The Alliance is located at 9,
Place du Capitole, Toulouse. Tel: 05 34 45 26 10 – Fax 05 34 45 26 11

Institut Catholique: This school has been appreciated by a number of our members for it
combines grammar AND conversation. It is located 31 rue Fonderie, Toulouse Tel: 05 61 36 81
00.

M.J.C. Pont de Demoiselles: Offers two classes two times a week: an intermediate and an
advanced. Fees are very moderate.

Université du Mirail or Université Paul Sabatier: Contact the adult education center (formation
continue) at the university for details of language programs and other courses.

Other Private Establishments open to the Public:

• Langue Onze Sud Ouest, 16 rue Coupeau, Tel: 05 61 54 11 69.

• Inlingua (Basso Cambo) Tel: 05 61 44 28 28.

• Institut de la Promotion Commerciale (IPC), Tel: 05 62 57 57 66.

Some private tutors who offer French and/or English language instruction:

Danielle Joseph

Tel: 05 61 76 40 30

Jany Addes

Tel: 05 62 26 78 80

Christine Kuhn

Cours Legendre

Tel: 05 61 23 66 09

Ann Miller

Tel: 05 61 85 98 19

Michel Mus
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Tel: 05 61 71 51 47

Marthe Raynaud-Boissonnet

Tel: 05 61 63 86 82 or 05 61 21 24 55

Shahla Rinaldi

Tel: 05 61 07 69 24 or 06 63 73 85 39

Check the Yellow Pages (les pages jaunes) under “Enseignement-Langues” for phone numbers
and an up-to-date list of names.

Learning a second language is a combination of: knowing basic grammar (only memorization
will achieve that), increasing vocabulary day by day (daily situations will achieve that) and
intensive listening to assimilate the myriad of new sounds to classify them into known
quantities such as words/ sentences/ideas (lots of French Radio, Music, Movies, TV, and
chatting with neighbors and salespeople)

After you’ve done an intensive course or two, you may be ready to network with other AIT
members to group together and hire a private teacher for a conversation class.

Toulouse Accueil (Place des Carmes) is a Community Center open to all newcomers to
Toulouse. As these newcomers are mostly French, it is a marvelous opportunity to make
French friends while painting, quilting, crafting, or taking a class in a variety of areas. They are
quite open to the Anglo-American Community and provide a warm welcome. They also have
conversation classes, hiking, picnics, sightseeing, and evening get-togethers.

← 17: Pets
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TAKING YOUR PET ABROAD

Traveling with pets is less of a problem than most people think. Bringing your pet to France is
relatively painless, if you follow the general guidelines for transferring a pet from one country to
another. Some countries have pet travel services that will do all the paperwork and transferring
for you. This service would transport your pet (including the picking up of the pet from a kennel
in the departure county) if you wish to settle-in before your pet arrives. For those who will make
arrangements themselves, the following guidelines should help.

If convenient, make your flying connections through Amsterdam. Our members have found
that the airport will care for and walk your pet if need be between flights. It has sort of a “doggy
hotel.”

Although each state may differ, Vets in France offer immunizations similar to those in the US.
Your French Vet will establish a health record booklet called a “Livret International de Santé.”
He will update any shots necessary to French regulation, and USA regulation upon your
request.

QUARANTINE

France is NOT a quarantine country. As a consequence, an animal is not required to be
quarantined upon entry in the country.

BRINGING YOUR PETS TO FRANCE (REQUIREMENTS)

Bringing your pets to France requires two specific certificattes, each signed by a registered
veterinarian:
•    A current rabies vaccination certificate
•    A health certificate issued by the home country within 5 days of departure

These procedures are essentailly the same for all non-quarantine countries, but do check.
There is a book outlining pet entry requirements for various countries, which can be available
through your veterinarian or shipping company.
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France regulation requires pet identification Iin the form of a tattoo in the ear or microchip.
 Your Vet may or may not ask you to tattoo or microchip your U.S. pet.

PET SUPPLIES

A wide variety of pet food, biscuits, rawhide bones and animal toys are available in most
grocery stores, as well as pet shops and hardware stores. Baskets and rugs are also widely
available. Supplies can be up to 50% more expensive than in the U S.

Note: fleas (puces) and ticks (tiques) are very prevalent in the Toulouse region, especially in the
outlying areas where there are more open spaces. It is a good idea to check your animal
regularly. Most Veterinarians, pharmacies, pet shops, and groceries carry flea/tick powder,
collars, and shampoo. There is a USA medication for fleas called ‘Program’ available in France.
Be sure to use them regularly during the warmer months, and particularly if you take your
animal out into tall, dry grass.
Ticks can transmit piroplasme (piroplasmose), similar to Lyme disease (maladie de Lyme). If
your dog becomes lethargic, bring him to the Vet as soon as possible for treatment, for the
disease acts quickly. Due to their size, larger dogs may be more resistant.
Not all ticks are cause for alarm. Vets have a small plastic, prong-shaped tool that can be slid
around and under the tick and twisted. This results in the tick coming out. There are also
sprays such as ‘Frontline’ and drops that are applied under the collar for tick treatment.

Lines of caterpillars called “chenilles processionnaires” can be harmful to pets, infants, and
children if touched or eaten. Allergic reaction can result in itching or swelling at the area of
contact. The caterpillars make their nests (nids) in the late fall in certain types of pine trees, and
when mature, are often found crawling along driveways, sidewalks, the house or the yard.
Remove and burn the nests from the trees (some lawn service companies will do this), and
collect and dispose of the mature caterpillars.

 RETURNING HOME FROM FRANCE WITH YOUR PET

Pets returning to the U.SA. need a current rabies certificate and health certificate signed by a
registered Veterinarian. There is no quarantine requirement except for the state of Hawaii, the
British Isles, and Australia. Australians can contact their embassy in Paris. See Chapter 26,
Foreign Consulates.
As there have been recent changes in the requirements for bringing pets into the United
Kingdom, it is suggested to contact the U K Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries, and Food – Hook
Rise South, Tolworth, Surbiton, Surrey KT6 7NF. Tel: +44 181 337 661.
VETERINARIANS (Veterinaires)

There are many Vets in the Toulouse area. The following speak English.
Dr. Christian Debout,  1 Rue Pierre Loti,   PLAISANCE DU TOUCH                Tel:  05 61 07 23 83

Dr. Jean Lesouple,  Blvd de la Marne,  L’iISLE JOURDAIN                             Tel: 05 62 07 01 45

Dr. Frank Famose



Clinique Vétérinaire des Acacias, 42 ave Lucien Servanty,  BLAGNAC      Tel: 05 61 71 24 02

Dr. Patrice Clarin
Centre Veterinaire Colibri, 53 blvd Vincent Auriol,  TOURNEFEUILLE            Tel: 05 61 86 22 32

Dr. Christine Pagès,  19 route de Léguevin,  PIBRAC                                    Tel: 05 61 86 06 34

Drs. Florence Rolland-Caillette and Fabrice Caillette, Clinique Veterinaire de la Grande
Barthe, CORNEBARRIEU        Tel:  05 61 85 21 45

Animal Emergency Treatment or Surgery:

Ecole Nationale Vétérinaire de Toulouse
23 Chemin des Capelles, Toulouse,
Tel: 05 61 19 38 00
On call during normal working hours

A vet is on call every weekend and is listed in the newspaper ‘La Depêche’ under “de garde” just
like doctors, dentists, and pharmacies.

LOST ANIMALS

French pets have identification tattoos in the ear or microchips.  This number is stored in a
national computerized data bank for retrieval of lost animals. Ask your vet for more
information.

ANIMAL PROTECTION

If you become aware of animals in need, or are interested in the adoption of an animal, please
contact Société Protectrice des Animaux (SPA),   Tel: 05 61 47 60 00 (www.spa-toulouse-
refuge.com).

DEATH OF AN ANIMAL

Toulouse Assistance Animaux,
Tel: 05 61 08 23 46
INFORMATION ABOUT ANIMAL REGULATIONS
Département Des Services Vétérinaires
10 Chemin des Capelles, Toulouse,
Tel: 05 61 49 23 33

KENNELS  (Chenil)  IN THE TOULOUSE AREA

Reserve well in advance for dates during the popular vacation/holiday periods. Prices vary, so
be sure to inquire at the time of making the reservation.

http://www.spa-toulouse-refuge.com/
http://www.spa-toulouse-refuge.com/
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These are a few of the kennels available, but we can offer no recommendation.
More addresses can be found in the yellow pages, under “pensions pour chiens et chats”.

La Roudigue
Route d’Estantens, Muret,
Tel: 05 62 23 38 23/05 62 23 31 51
www.laroudigue.com

Chenil du Jagon
Route de Cadours, Grenade,
Tel: 05 61 82 77 83

Chenil la Bedouce
11410 Mezerville
Tel: 04 68 60 37 10

Chenil de Savignol
Chemin de Savignol, Castanet Tolosan,
Tel: 05 61 81 73 50
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October 16, 2014 AIT Guidebook Flemming Funch

SHOPPING

Shopping in France can be interesting, time consuming and from time to time baffling. While
there are definite similarities to shopping in any other country, there are still differences that
you need to be aware of upon your arrival in France. Opening hours and the kinds of shops
you’ll be going to may differ from those you are used to. Check in advance as there will be
variances. In most small villages, shops are open Tuesday through Saturday all day from 8:00 or
8:30 until 19:00 or 19:30 EXCEPT during lunch time: 12:30 – 14:00 or 15:00 or even 16:00. They
may open fifteen to twenty minutes after the hour posted. Many village food-related shops like
Casino (as opposed to those in the city) are open Sunday morning. There is a definite
relationship between being open on Sunday morning and being closed on Mondays. Bakeries
have all sorts of hours. Most post offices will close for lunch. Major supermarkets such as
Leclerc and Carrefour, gas stations and stores in downtown Toulouse stay open all day.

Come July and August, many shops close for extended periods to enjoy “les vacances”. So in all
cases, be aware.

Large commercial shopping centers (centres commerciaux) are open Monday through
Saturday without a lunch break, but are closed on Sundays. They usually open at 9:00 and
close at 19:00 or 20:00. This makes them the place to go for late or last minute shopping. But
watch out, as winding your way through these giant “hypermarkets” is rarely a speedy affair,
and they should be avoided, if at all possible, on Saturdays! Remember to have a one euro coin
ready when going to a supermarket or hypermarket. The French have a very efficient method
for assuring that shopping carts (caddie) do not leave the premises. Each cart has a lock
mechanism into which you insert the euro, which will free your cart from the chain holding it in-
place. When you return the cart and reconnect the chain, your euro is returned. Should you
need some change, don’t be afraid to ask “Est-ce que je peux avoir une pièce pour le caddie?”
You can obtain a free token (jeton) at the information desk of big supermarkets or
hypermarkets, which you can keep, and use in the shopping cart instead of a coin.

Your French shopping adventure should be fun. Don’t worry about your language ability or lack
thereof. Many French people either understand and/or speak a little English and shopkeepers,
especially in the Southwest of France, are quite sympathetic and patient with foreigners.
Remember, poor French is more useful than good English. Just keep your sense of humor!
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A word of warning: areas like Portet sur Garonne, Roques (IKEA), Labege is congested on week-
ends and when there are holidays when the stores are open exceptionally, the congestion is
exceptional as well – shop at another time or come equipped with PATIENCE.

CONVENIENT SHOPPING CENTERS

Note: A “centre commercial” is always anchored by a large/huge supermarket such as
Carrefour, Leclerc, Auchan or Géant Casino with a large number of specialty shops
incorporated into the “mall” and surrounding areas.

Carrefour, Route de
Bayonne, PURPAN                                                                                                                                                       
                            Mall with hypermarket and several smaller shops. There’s a GIFI store (discount
store with a little bit of every thing) across the street.

Carrefour, LABEGE
Mall with many shops, including a C&A department store and a large hypermarket. Many large
shops on the parking lot, including sporting goods, a carpet store, a baby store, a large movie
theater complex and a bowling center.  H & M clothing store nearby with good prices on
children’s clothing.

Carrefour, PORTET-SUR-GARONNE
Largest shopping mall in Toulouse, with the largest hypermarket in Europe. (Can you believe
100 check-out counters ?). Stores in the vicinity include Kiabi, (a reasonably priced family
clothing store),  home-centers stores, sporting good shops, hi-fi centers and more.  Toys ‘R Us is
located across the street.

Hyper U, Plein
Centre, COLOMIERS                                                                                                                                                     
                                      City shopping center with a smaller supermarket, good hardware stores,
several shops, a café, a cafeteria and excellent free parking.  Picard is a good quality frozen
(surgelee) food market across the street.

Géant Casino, FENOUILLET    Large supermarket.

Géant Casino, MIRAIL     Large supermarket.

Géant Casino, PONT des DEMOISELLES    Medium sized supermarket.

Géant Casino, Place Arnaud Bernard, Downtown TOULOUSE      Medium sized supermarket.

Géant Casino, Centre Commercial St. Georges. Central downtown TOULOUSE       Medium sized
supermarket in a fairly expensive area.

Leclerc and Castorama, ST. ORENS



Very large showcase store for this hypermarket chain. Wide variety. Mall includes a variety of
shops and restaurants. On the lot there is a very large Castorama home center store.

Leclerc and Castorama, BLAGNAC (near the
airport)                                                                                                                                                           Plenty of
clothing stores (including C & A), toys shops, Decathlon sporting goods store, cafeteria, two
pizzerias, and a large movie theater complex.  One of the best selections of products from
around the world.

Leclerc, ROQUES    Mall Hypermarket with IKEA, a big household and furniture goods.

Leclerc, ROUFFIAC    Medium-sized hypermarket.

Auchan, GRAMONT   Large hypermarket in mall with some shops.

Many of these shops now have an aisle for “Produits de monde,” or “Products of the World.” 
You will find British, Asian and Mexican foods as well as some American items (at high prices).

Note: There is a German food store chain called LIDL. They have less expensively priced foods,
and often have great finds such as cream cheese, German sausages, holiday cookies, candies
and other treats. Other such disount food places are ALDI (Ramonville and Colomiers) and
NETTO. Another chain is Leader Price.

DEPARTMENT STORES

Galeries Lafayette,  Toulouse Center

Clothing and cosmetic store with moderate to high prices.  There is a supermarket in its
basement having a good variety of international foods.

Monoprix, rue Alsace Lorraine, Toulouse Center

Small department store.   The supermarket upstairs is small, but it has a good international
variety as well as the basics in fruit, vegetable, meat, cheese, and dairy products.

DOWNTOWN TOULOUSE

There are two shopping malls in Toulouse center, both complete with supermarket and
underground parking garage: Compans-Caffarelli and Centre Commercial St. Georges (under
the Place Occitane) near the Place St. Georges, a pretty square surrounded with sidewalk cafes
and the center of fashion shops on the Rue de La Pomme.

There are two covered “farmers’’ markets in downtown Toulouse: marché Victor Hugo and
marché des Carmes with both open mornings only, Tuesday – Sunday. Each is on the ground
floor of a multi-level parking lot. Victor Hugo is not to be missed for its wide variety of fresh fish,
meats, and cheeses. Les Carmes specializes in fruits and vegetables. While at Victor Hugo,



make sure you go up to the mezzanine the staircase in the middle of the market for an
inexpensive but delicious lunch made from the fresh ingredients found in the market below.
These restaurant “stalls” are only open for lunch.

ASIAN PRODUCTS

If you’re looking for more “exotic” ingredients try the Asian food markets. There are two located
on the Rue Denfert-Rochereau in town, where there are also good Chinese restaurants. There is
another good Chinese restaurant on the Place du Cimetière. Lastly, in the Mirail neighborhood,
there’s Mon Asie and Hyper Asia at 22 route de St. Simon. On the other side of town, an Asian
supermarket has opened at the St. Orens exit of the Rocade.
Other exotic and foreign goods can be found at the épiceries fines, gourmet food shops. While
they may have the things you’re looking for, you may find them relatively expensive.
Some addresses:
Bacquié – 5 pl. Victor-Hugo         La Bonne Maison – 42 rue de Metz
Busquets – 10 rue de Rémusat

The Marché Gare on the Route de Paris is open to the public every Saturday from November to
Easter. It sells trees, plants, shrubs and other plantings at wholesale prices. Each car is charged
a small entry fee.

WHERE TO FIND AMERICAN AND BRITISH INGREDIENTS

Leclerc Supermarket (St. Orens, Rouffiac, Blagnac) and Carrefour (Portet, Labège & Purpan):
Items can often be seasonal or vary from week to week, depending on what is imported.

Champion, PIBRAC

Galeries Lafayette,  TOULOUSE CENTER

In magasins diététiques (health food stores) you can usually find molasses and whole wheat
and buckwheat flour as well as other whole-wheat items, tofu and herbal teas.

Les surgelés Picard (Blagnac, Colomiers, Ramonville, Tournefeuille, Toulouse): excellent quality
and diversity of multinational frozen food products. In some areas they will deliver.

OPEN-AIR MARKETS

You will find these all over France and Europe in general. Every village surrounding Toulouse
seems to have one, one morning a week. The village markets tend to sell produce, cheese, and
meats (look for the farmers’ wives selling farm-fresh poultry and eggs). There are certain
specific markets, however, that have a broader selection of products, as do the open air
markets in Toulouse. Here are the major ones:

Boulevard de Strasbourg ,TOULOUSE    The biggest (and least expensive) in Toulouse center,
every morning except Monday.



St. Aubin, TOULOUSE   Real farmers’ market, complete with live poultry and wonderful fresh
herbs. Every Sunday morning.

BALMA    Saturday mornings.

BLAGNAC    Tuesday & Sunday mornings.

Plein Centre COLOMIERS    Thursday & Saturday mornings.

GRENADE   Saturday mornings.

Plein Centre TOURNEFEUILLE (non food markets)     Sunday mornings

PIBRAC     Wednesday morning, with British specialties.

L’UNION   Centre ville    Every Sunday morning. Farmer’s market and more.

Place du Capitole, TOULOUSE    Bio (organic) market, Saturday mornings.

Place du Capitole, TOULOUSE    Clothing, pottery, leather goods, used books. Every morning
except Monday. Wednesday, all day.

St. Sernin, TOULOUSE     Every Sunday morning.
Same as above plus ‘flea market’.

Allees Jules Guesde, TOULOUSE   Brocante (not-quite-antiques) market the first weekend of
every month (Friday, Saturday, Sunday). A week-long version is held twice yearly (May and
October) around the St. Sernin Basilica.

EVERYDAY PHRASES YOU’LL HEAR AND USE AT THE MARKET

Shopping in France can be a pleasant experience if you attempt to develop a rapport with the
vendors and shopkeepers. You’ll find greetings like “bonjour” and “bonne journée” (on leaving)
really make a difference. When you say “excusez-moi, je ne comprends pas” (excuse me, I don’t
understand) the shopkeepers will be quite understanding and very helpful.

These little phrases will help make your visit more enjoyable:

Avec ceci? Or avec ça?…………………………………………………….    What would you like
with this?
Combien en voulez vous ?………………………………………………………How many … do
you want?
C’est tout, merci ……………………………………………………………..       That’s all, thanks.
Ne touchez pas  ………………………………………………………………      Don’t touch.
Je peux vous aider?   ………………………………………………………….. Can I help you?



Vous cherchez quelque chose? ………………………………………….   Are you looking for
something in particular?
Merci, je regarde  ………………………………………………………………..  I’m just looking.
C’est combien? …………………………………………………………………..   How much is it?
Écrivez-le, s’il vous plaît ………………………………………………………   Write it, please
Cinq cent grammes (500 grams) or une livre ………………………….   1 lb

SHOPPING TIPS

You will find many new foods that you may have never seen before, both fresh and prepared. It
is fun to try them! There are wonderful varieties of cheese and pâté – in most shops they’ll be
glad to let you taste a little bit (especially cheese) – just say “est-ce que je peux goûter?” (Can I
taste?) French wines are also a pleasure – there’s a wide variety available in the hypermarkets
but you can also go to the local cave for more service. Try visiting some of the vineyards in the
nearby wine regions if you really want to “discover” French wine. A dégustation is an invitation
to sample.

Be prepared to bag your own groceries.  For environmental reasons, many shops no longer
supply plastic bags.  Most stores sell reusable bags for a small price (ask for ‘un sac’ or ‘une
poche’).  At LeClerc, when the bags are damaged, you can exchange your old bag for a new one
at no cost.  This is an effective system, except on those occasions when you are in the store and
realize that your bags are still in your car!  Of course, you can bring your own basket, or other
form of container, to any of the super/hyper markets. For farmers’ market shopping you’ll need
to bring your own bag or, better yet, a basket. Save your egg cartons from the supermarket if
you want farm-fresh eggs – otherwise, they’ll give them to you in a brown paper bag and you’ll
probably break half of them before you get home.

Methods of payment may be different from your home country as debit cards and machine-
written checks are common in the larger stores here. See Chapter 11, Banking, for more
information.

DUTY FREE SHOPPING

Visitors to France can obtain an approximate 20% sales tax refund on goods purchased.
Residents of the EEC or those holding work permits in France are not eligible for this refund.
However, the total price of purchase or purchases, with the exception of food products, must
total 305 Euros or more, from one store, but can be made over a period of up to 6 months.
Keep all receipts.

The shop from which you made your purchase(s) will, after a check on your passport, fill out all
of the necessary forms for the refund. You will pay the sales tax at the time of the purchase, but
once the store has proof that you have left the country with the goods (having received a form
stamped by the customs officials at the airport détaxe office, and mailed back to the store by
you) they will send you back your un-cashed French check (covering the sales tax portion of the
purchase) or a French check written by the store or they will deposit the refund into your
French bank account, or that of a friend if you have given them the necessary information. If



you are to receive your reimbursement by deposit on a French bank account, it is suggested
that you make a photocopy of your receipt and mail it to the friend who is acting on your
behalf. Sometimes the store will need a reminder to issue the refund.
Make sure to leave extra time at the airport if you are having such refund forms stamped, as
customs officials may ask you to show them the goods being exported.

SHOPPING REFERENCES IN TOULOUSE

Arts and Crafts:

Beaux-arts Service, 70 rte de Bruguieres, Castelginest            Tel:  05 61 70 57 26

Tout pour le dessin, 7 rue des Lois, TOULOUSE                        Tel:  05 61 21 15 39

Crayons et Images, 4 rue Gilet, COLOMIERS                               Tel:  05 62 74 03 45

Cultura, 12 blvd de l’Europe, PORTET SUR GARONNE                Tel:  05 61 72 39 48    (best
selection in area for scrapbooking)

Petits Points, 17 rue Pasteur, BLAGNAC                                     Tel:  05 62 74 19 45    (everything for
cross-stitching)

Cousines et compagnie, 13 rue Sainte Ursule, TOULOUSE         Tel:  05 61 29 82 92    (cross-stitch,
patchwork and fabrics)

Quilt & Patch, 87 ave de Fronton, TOULOUSE                             Tel:  05 34 40 80 91    (patchwork)

Children’s toys, etc.

Espace Milan, 23 rue des Puits Clos, TOULOUSE     (children’s books)

Imaginarium, 40 rue de Metz, TOULOUSE

Nature et decouvertes, 64 rue de la Pomme, TOULOUSE

Toys R Us, PORTET SUR GARONNE

C & A (in the basement), downtown TOULOUSE

Books and Music:

Cultura,  PORTET SUR GARONNE (opposite side of Carrefour)

FNAC, 16 allées F. Roosevelt, TOULOUSE      www.fnac.com          (English and foreign language
book selection)

http://www.fnac.com/


Household:
See the yellow pages in the “Bricolage” section for more addresses.

Midica, 13 place Esquirol,  TOULOUSE                   Tel:  05 61 14 82 82
(Everything for home decoration)

Castorama, PORTET SUR GARONNE, BLAGNAC, L’UNION, ST. ORENS
(Do it yourself – similar to Home Depot)

Leroy Merlin (similar to Home Depot, formerly HDB), COLOMIERS

Gardening:
See the yellow pages in the “Jardinerie” section for more addresses

Truffaut, Route de Lavaur, BALMA                                Tel: 05 34 25 59 60

Les Espaces Verts du Languedoc, 243 route de Bayonne, ST. MARTIN DU TOUCH               Tel: 05
61 49 21 71

Jardiland, Route de Revel, TOULOUSE                     Tel: 05 61 54 29 60

Jardiland, 295 route d’Espagne, TOULOUSE             Tel: 05 62 87 15 87
Open on Sundays
jardiland.fr

Firewood in small quantities:

Etablissement Massonnaud, ST. LYS               Tel: 05 61 85 47 10

Transport St André, MARQUEFAVE                 Tel: 05 61 87 86 40 or 06 08 71 14 91
SERVICE-ORIENTED VOCABULARY

Alterations    …………………………………………..  Les retouches
Auto repair shop/car service    …………………  Le garage
Automatic teller (ATM)   ……………………………  Le distributeur de billets (DAB)
Bakery   ………………………………………………..   La boulangerie  (often one in the same
with cake shop) Boulangerie/Pâtisserie
Bank, banker    ……………………………………….   La banque, le banquier
Bar, restaurant  ……………………………………….  Le café/le bar, le restaurant
Bar, light meals    ……………………………………..  La brasserie (brewery)
Body shop  (for autos)  ……………………………   L’atelier de carrosserie
Bookstore    …………………………………………….  La librairie
Butcher shop    ………………………………………..  La boucherie
Candy, confectionery    …………………………….  La confiserie
Clothing store   ………………………………………..  Le magasin de vêtements



Cheese shop    ………………………………………..  La crèmerie
Decorator    …………………………………………….  Le décorateur
Delicatessen   …………………………………………   Le traiteur (ready-made dishes, fancy cold
cuts and meats, caterer)
Dentist   ………………………………………………….   Le chirurgien-dentiste
Doctor   ………………………………………………….   Le médecin
Do-it-yourself    ……………………………………….  Le bricolage
Drapery fabrics, sheets & wallpaper    ………  Le tissu, voilage/rideaux, papier peint
Drugstore    …………………………………………….  La droguerie (more like a hardware store,
no drugs)
Drugstore/Chemist    ………………………………… La pharmacie (prescriptions & over-the-
counter baby & pet care supplies)
Dry-cleaning    ………………………………………… Nettoyage à sec (also see pressing)
Emergency repairs    ………………………………..  Dépannage
Fish shop    …………………………………………….  La poissonnerie
Florist   …………………………………………………..  Le fleuriste
Food store    …………………………………………..  L’alimentation, l’épicerie
Framing   ………………………………………………..   Encadrements
Furniture    ……………………………………………..  Les meubles
Furniture refinishing    ……………………………..  L’ébénisterie
Garden Center    …………………………………….  La jardinerie
Game    …………………………………………………  Le gibier
Green grocer    ………………………………………  Le primeur
Hairdresser    …………………………………………  Le coiffeur
Hardware store    …………………………………..  La quincaillerie
Insurance   …………………………………………….  L’assurance
Jewelry store    ……………………………………..  La bijouterie
Laundry   ………………………………………………  La blanchisserie, la laverie / Lavomatique
(laundromat)
Leather goods   ……………………………………..  La maroquinerie
Key duplication    ……………………………………  Clés minute
Library    ……………………………………………….  La bibliothèque
Market (open air, farmers)   …………………….   Le marché
Mending, reweaving    …………………………….  Le raccommodage, le stoppage (for furniture)
Newsstand, tobacco shop    ……………………  Le kiosque à journaux / magasin de presse, le
tabac
Notion shop/haberdashery    ……………………  La mercerie
Nursery (plants, shrubs)    ………………………  La pépinière
Pastry shop   …………………………………………   La pâtisserie
Pork-based cold meats, pâtés    ………………   La charcuterie (often combined with the
butcher shop)
Poultry   ………………………………………………..  Volailles
Plumber    ……………………………………………..   Le plombier
Rug, carpet    ………………………………………..   Le tapis, la moquette
Self-service cleaning    …………………………..  Le nettoyage self-service
Shoe repair, quick repair    ………………………  La cordonnerie, le bar à talons
Stationery store    …………………………………..  La papeterie



Tobacco shop    ……………………………………..  Le tabac
Tools  ……………………………………………………  L’outillage
Upholsterer    …………………………………………  Le tapissier
Watches and clocks    …………………………….  L’horlogerie
Wine, liquor store    …………………………………  La cave (à vins)

MISCELLANEOUS Vocabulary

Screwdriver    …..  Le tournevis                                       Hammer    ………….  Le marteau
Wrench    ………….  La clef à molette                                Hacksaw    ………..  Scie à métaux
Hand saw    ………  Scie égoïne                                        Electric saw    ……  Scie électrique
File    …………………  La lime                                               Drill    ………………..  Une perceuse
Wire cuter   ……….  La cisaille                                           Scissors    ………..   Les ciseaux
Screw   …………….  La vis                                                Screw hook  ………  Crochet à vis
Bolt    ………………..  Le boulon                                          Fuse    ……………….  Un fusible
Nail    ………………..  Le clou                                               Plug    ………………..  Une prise
Picture hooks    ….  Crochets                                            Lamp    ………………  Une lampe
Plastic inserts    …. La cheville                                          Light switch   ……..  L’interrupteur
Battery    …………..  La pile                                                Car batteries   ……..  La batterie
Lock    ………………  La serrure                                         Light bulb   …………..  L’ampoule*
Lamp shade   …….. L’abat-jour                                         Key    ………………….  La clé
Female Plug    …….  La prise femelle                                Male plug    ………….  La prise mâle
Picture Frame    ….  Le cadre                                           Wallpaper    …………  Le papier peint
Glue    ……………….  La colle                                             Brackets    ………….  Les tasseaux
Paint brush    ……..  Le pinceau                                        Paint enamel    …….  L’émail

*There are two kinds of bulbs, one with threads as in the USA, called ampoule à vis. The other
has two little prongs called ampoule à baïonnette. Check your sockets before you attempt to
buy.

Floor polishing and rug shampooing machines can be rented in large grocery stores or in home
centers (magasins de bricolage) such as Castorama and Bricorama.

CLOTHING – Sizes

The following charts are comparable sizes. Remember that sizes vary between manufacturers
and you should always try clothing on before buying. This guide should help you to determine
your correct size.

Women’s Dresses, Knitwear and Blouses

 France        36         38         40        42         44         46

 UK          8         10         12        14         16         18

 USA          6           8         10        12         14         16



Women’s Hosiery

 France           1            2             3            4              5

 UK         8 5           9           9 5          10          10 5

 USA           A           B             C     large  extra-large

Woman’s Shoes

Woman’s Shoes

 France        35        36       37       38       39       40       41

 UK          3          4         5         5         6         7         8

 USA          4          5         6         7         8         9       10

Children’s Clothing

 France         92        104        116      128      140       152

 UK  16 to 18  20 to 22   24 to 26  28 to 30  32 to 34  36 to 38

 USA          2          4           6         8        10        12

Children’s Shoes

 France     29    30     31     32     33    34     35     36     37

 UK/USA     11   11.5   12.5   13.5       1      2    2.5       3    3.5

Men’s Ready to Wear, Sweaters

 France      34       36       38       40       42       44       46

 UK/USA      44       46       48       51       54       56       59

Men’s Suits
Men’s Suits

 France       36      38       40       42       44       46       48



17: Pets →

 UK/USA       35       36       37       38       39       40       42

Men’s Shirts

 France        36      37       38       39       40       41       42

 UK/USA        14     14.5       15      15.5       16      16.5       17

Men’s Underwear

 France         4         5         6         7         8        9        10

 UK        32        34        36        38        40        42        44

 USA         S   S or M         M   M or L         L  L or XL        XL

Men’s Shoes

 France        39        40        41        42       43       44        45

 UK         5         6         7         8       8.5         9        10

 USA         6         7        7.5         8         9        10        11
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19: Food & Dining

October 16, 2014 AIT Guidebook Flemming Funch

Don’t despair, you’ll still be able to make your favorite recipes from home while in France. You’ll
even find that, before long, you’ll be adding more and more French recipes to your repertoire.
However, you DO need to become familiar with European weights and measures and with
substitute ingredients before you try to whip up Grandma’s recipe for chocolate chip cookies or
that new chili con carne recipe a friend just gave you. You just can’t go on asking your friends to
send you sour cream, Velveeta, and chocolate chips forever!  You may have difficulties with
some things (cuts of meat, baking ingredients) but be patient and experiment.  Part of the
experience is seeing how close you can come to making your special recipe.  The experiment is
half the fun!

COMMON FOOD PRODUCTS
Milk (lait)
Milk in France is usually bought in briques (rectangular cartons) or plastic bottles (bouteilles)
that do not need to be refrigerated since they have been UHT treated (sterilized). They can be
stored for several months (see date on carton: à consommer avant le).
Fresh milk, lait frais can be found in the refrigerator section and is the equivalent of American
pasteurized milk. You may also find lait cru (raw milk) which is not pasteurized and sold in thick
plastic ‘bag’ containers. You can find raw milk in Carrefour at some cheese places (artisanal)
and at Champion supermarkets. Also available in large plastic bottles in the refrigerated
section of hypermarkets is lait pasteurisé. Unlike American pasteurized milk, there will be a
heavy cream separated in the container. Some people may find this type of milk more difficult
to digest.

Fresh milk                     Lait frais
Fresh pasteurized        Lait pasteurisé
Sterilized milk                Lait stérilisé (UHT – longue conservation)
Homogenized milk         Lait homogéneisé
Whole milk                     Lait entier
Low-fat milk                  Lait demi-écremé
Skim milk                        Lait écremé

Dairy Products (produits laitiers)

Butter                        Beurre (all unsalted unless described as demi-sel)
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Buttermilk                  Lait fermenté or lait ribot (available in Arabic shops, and in Champion
supermarkets)

Whipping cream       Crème liquide or crème fleurette (available in mini briques, not in the
refrigerated section)

Sour cream              Use crème fraîche or fromage blanc (especially the Gervais Fjord brand).
These are the closest to sour cream you will find.

Whipped cream        Crème chantilly (available light, or regular in aerosol cans, sometimes in the
refrigerated section)

Cream cheese          Sold almost everywhere in Europe except France.  Substitute SAMOS or KIRI
(better) brand for regular cream cheese.

Use St. Moret for whipped cream cheese and cheesecake recipes.

Yogurt                      Yaourt  (wide variety available)

Ice cream                 Glace, crème glacée  (Haagen Dazs is now widely available in France)

Cheese                     Fromage

Cheddar cheese      Can be found at some cheese counters.  Mimolette can be substituted.

Grated cheese        Gruyère or emmental or parmesan rapé.

Goat cheeese         Chèvre

Ewe’s milk chees    Brebis (delicious specialty of the Pyrénées).

Some hints: crème fraîche is superb for sauces, as it doesn’t curdle as with others. For
uncooked cheesecake use high fat fromage frais, for cooked use St Moret or Mascarpone.

FLOUR (farine) AND BAKING GOODS

Plain flour                       Farine de blé

Self-rising flour              Farine à gateaux  (‘Type 45’ best for baking)

Fine flour for sauces     Farine fluide

Whole wheat flour         Farine complète  (in diététique section or in health food stores)

REMEMBER!                   Use ‘Type 45’ flour for light cakes, non-yeast baking & ‘Type 55’ only for



yeast cookery.

Baker’s chocolate          Chocolat noir (please note size difference of squares for non-French
recipes).

Baking powder              Levure chimique (“l’Alsacienne” pink or blue packets).
                                      It is not the same as Calumet. Gives a taste more like baking soda and it
doesn’t rise as well.

Baking soda                  Bicarbonate de soude. You can ask for it in any pharmacy or try Casino
supermarkets.

Breadcrumbs                Chapelure

Cocoa                           Cacao, Van Houten Brand.

Cornstarch                   Fleur de maïs, Maizena is a brand.

Cornmeal                     Semoule de maïs (Polenta can also be substituted)

Yeast                         Dry yeast is called levure de boulanger, but is not refrigerated and is not the
same thing as a packet of active dry yeast. Fresh yeast can be bought in cubes in larger markets
and is sold with the fresh dough near the bakery department. You can also get it in most
bakeries if you ask for levure fraîche.

Gelatin                        Gélatine, available in powder form but usually you’ll find feuilles, or sheets
of gelatin (two sheets equals one packet).

Sugar                          Sucre

Powder sugar             Sucre glace

Table sugar                Sucre en poudre

Brown sugar             Vergeoise brune or blonde, l’Antillaise pure canne (not as moist as US brown
sugar and thus baking will not be as soft) .

Wax paper                 Papier sulfurisé or papier de cuisson, available in supermarkets in the aisle
with aluminum foil.

Raisins/sultanas        Raisins secs

Dried currants           Raisins de Corinthe

Dates                        Dattes



Walnuts                    Noix (black walnuts are not available)

Almonds                   Amandes

Hazelnuts/filberts     Noisettes

Pecans                    Noix de pécan: rare and expensive, try the épiceries fines or health food shops
(magasine diététiques).

Olive oil                    Huile d’olive

Peanut oil                 Huile d’arachide

Sunflower oil           Huile de tournesol

Rapeseed oil           Huile de colza

Walnut oil                Huile de noix (try it on salads)

Corn oil                   Huile de maïs

Honey                    Miel

Jam                        Confiture

SPICES (épices) and HERBS (herbes)

Aniseed                             Anis                                                  Gherkin                             Cornichon
Basil                                   Basilic                                              Ginger                               Gingembre
Bay leaf                             Feuille de laurier                              Marjoram                           Marholaine
Sweet bay                         Laurier sauce                                   Mint                                   Menthe
Cayenne pepper                Piment de cayenne                          Nutmeg                              Muscade (noix
de)
Chive                                 Ciboulette                                         Oregano                            Origan
Cinnamon                          Cannelle                                            Parsley                              Persil
Cracked black pepper       Poivre noir                                         Pepper                              Poivre
Cream of tartar                  Creme de tartare                              Rosemary                          Rosmarin
Cumin                                 Cumin                                               Saffron                              Safran
Dill                                      Aneth                                                 Sage                                 Sauge
Fennel                                Fenouil                                              Tarragon                           Estragon
Garlic                                 Ail                                                      Thyme                               Thym

FRUITS (fruits)

Apple                               Pomme                                                   Melon                                 Melon (like
cantaloupe)



Applesauce                     Compote de pommes                             Melon                                 Melon vert or
jaune (like honeydew)

Apricot                            Abricot                                                    Nectarine                           Nectarine

Banana                            Banane                                                   Peach                                Peche

Blackberry                       Mure                                                       Pear                                   Poire

Blueberry /Bilberry           Myrtille                                                   Pineapple                           Ananas

Cherry                              Cerise                                                    Plum                                   Prune

Currant (black)                 Cassis                                                   Prunes                               Pruneaux

Currant (red)                    Groseille                                               Raspberry                          Framboise

Fig                                    Figue                                                     Strawberry                        Fraise

Grapefruit                        Pamplemousse                                     Tangerine                         
 Mandarine/Clementine

Grape                              Raisin (seedless are rare to find)        Watermelon                        Pasteque

Lemon/Lime                     Citron and Citron vert
Note: Cranberry: airelle is the closest substitute unless you find them imported from the United
States. In season, try Nouvelles Galeries and be prepared to pay!  Airelles are rarely available
fresh, but are usually in jam (confiture). They are also available in frozen food stores.

VEGETABLES (legumes)

Artichoke                                      Artichaut                                      Leek                                   Poireau
Asparagus                                   Asperge                                       Lettuce                               Laitue, Salade
Avocado                                       Avocat                                         Mushroom                          Champignon
Beans (green)                              Haricot Verts                               Onion                                 Oignon
Beans (small green kidney)          Flageolets                                   Parsnip                               Panais
Beans (white kidney)                   Haricots Blancs                          Peas                                   Petits Pois
Beetroot                                        Betterave                                     Pepper (red)                       Poivron
Rouge
Broccoli                                        Broccoli                                       Pepper (green)                   Poivron Vert
Brussels Sprouts                         Choux de Bruxelles                     Potato                                 Pomme De
Terre
Cabbage                                       Chou                                            Pumpkin                              Potiron
Carrot                                           Carotte                                         Radish                                Radis
Cauliflower                                  Chou-Fleur                                   Rice                                    Riz  



Celery                                          Celeri                                            Salsify                               Salsifi
Celeriac                                       Celeri Rave                                   Sauerkraut                        Choucroute
Sans Garniture
Corn, sweetcorn                         Maïs                                              Shallot                                Echalote
Eggplant                                       Aubergine                                     Spinach                             Epinard
Escarole                                      Scarole                                          Sweet Potato                     Patate Douce
Endive (curly)                              Endive frisée                                 Swiss Chard /leaf beet      Blette
Endive (Belgian)                          Endive                                            Turnip                                 Navet
Fennel                                         Fenouil                                           Watercress                       Cresson
Garlic                                          Ail                                                    Zucchini                            Courgette

MEAT (viande)

When ordering grilled meat in a restaurant:   very rare (bleu), rare (saignant), medium (à point),
or well done (bien cuit).

The following food hints will aid you in your first trips to do your shopping. Cuts of meat are not
the same as in North America and the United Kingdom. The cooking methods are also different
in many cases, as often a hotter oven is used. While beef in America is aged several months, in
France it is aged only about ten days. For this reason, it must be cooked quickly at a very high
temperature to remain tender and seal in the juices. It is advisable, therefore, to ask your
butcher to recommend the temperature (quelle température?) and length of time for cooking
(combien de temps?) All meat is submitted to veterinary inspection. Bones are sold separately.

Meat is bought at a butcher shop (la boucherie) or a supermarket.  A charcuterie is a butcher
shop specializing in pork products, cold cuts, smoked meat and other specialties found in
delicatessen shops.  If you don’t see what you’re looking for in the butcher shop, ask.  They
often have more in the back, and if not, will be glad to special order it for you.  A boucherie
chevaline sells horse meat, which many Europeans enjoy.

*****Please Note:  The following translations are approximate and you will find that many of
the cuts of beef listed are not available. You should also note that the texture or taste might be
different than you are use to at home.  Charolais beef, the most expensive (Marché Victor Hugo,
Monoprix, butcher), is a popular choice with foreigners.  You can also try marinades to
tenderize the meat.

BEEF (boeuf)

Aiguillette                                        Rump roast
Aloyau                                              Sirloin
Steak haché/bœuf haché                Ground beef, mince, hamburger
Contre-filet avec os                         T-bone steak
Côte anglaise                                  Club steak
Côte à bouillir                                  Boiling beef
Côte plate                                         Short ribs
Côte première                                  Standing rib roast



Entrecôte                                         Boneless rib steak, very common cut
Fausse côte                                    Chuck roast
Filet de boeuf                                  Beef tenderloin
Flanchet                                          Flank steak – try bavette marinated
Jarret de boeuf                                Shin cut
Faux filet                                         Like strip steak
Gite à la noix                                   Round steak
Macreuse                                        Beef round for stewing (a long time)
Palette                                             Chuck roast (stew meat)
Petit coin                                         Top round
Pot au feu                                        Boiled beef
Ragoût de boeuf
or boeuf bourguignon                    Chunk stew beef
Rôti de boeuf                                 Bottom round roast
Tartare                                           Very lean ground beef, to be eaten raw
Tournedos                                     Rolled tenderloin steak

LAMB (agneau)

Carré d’agneau                           Rib roast and chops
Côtelette d’agneau                      Lamb rib chop
Côtes d’agneau                           Loin chop
Épaule                                         Shoulder for roasting, boned or unboned
Gigot d’agneau                           Leg of lamb
Mouton                                        Mutton
Tranche de gigot                        Slice of leg of lamb

VEAL (veau)

Blanquette                                 Pieces for stewing
Cervelle                                     Calf’s brain, sweet breads
Côtelettes de veau                    Veal chop
Émincé de veau                         Thin strips of veal
Escalope de veau                      Thin slices of veal round steak, veal cutlet
Foie de veau                              Calf’s liver
Jarret de veau                           Shin cut (for making osso bucco)
Ris de veau                               Calf organ meat
Rognon de veau                        Calf’s kidney
Veau roulé                                 Rolled shoulder roast

PORK  (porc)

Côte de porc                                                        Pork chop
Filet mignon de porc                                           Pork tenderloin
Plat de côtes / travers de porc                            Spareribs
Jambon                                                                Ham



Jarret de porc                                                      Fresh pork hock
Lard or poitrine                                                    Bacon
Poitrine fumée or lard fumé                                 Smoked bacon (ask to have it sliced thin, tranches
très fines, if you want it like USA bacon).
Saucisse fraîche                                                  Sausage
Saucisse fumée                                                   Smoked sausage (try saucisse de Montbéliard, de
Morteau).
Saucisses de Francfort  or de Strasbourg          Frankfurters/hotdogs

RABBIT (lapin)

GAME (gibier)

Biche                                     Doe
Cerf                                       Fallow deer
Lièvre                                    Hare
Marcassin                            Young boar
Sanglier                                Wild boar

POULTRY (volaille)

Blancs de poulet                 Chicken breast
Caille                                   Quail
Canard                                 Duck*
Caneton                               Duckling
Chapon                                Capon*
Coq                                      Rooster
Coquelet                              Little rooster
Dinde                                  Turkey hen – usually only sold in pieces, except at Christmas season.*
Dindon                                 Tom turkey
Dindonneau                         Young turkey
Faisan                                Pheasant
Oie                                     Goose*
Perdrix                               Partridge
Pigeon                                Pigeon
Poule                                  Hen for stewing
Pintade                               Guinea fowl – a bit stronger in taste than chicken, but works in the same
recipes.
Poulet                                 Chicken (fermier / free-range).

*Specialty poultry can be ordered through most markets (poultry department) one week in
advance but is generally only available during the holiday season.

 

FISH (poisson)



You will find many types of fish that you probably do not have in your home country. Don’t try
to translate, just taste!

Aiglefin                            Haddock                                         Lotte                                     similar to monkfish
(but better)
Alose                               Shad                                               Loup de mer                        Bass
Anchois                           Anchovies                                      Maquereau                          Mackerel
Anguille                           Eel                                                   Merlan                                 Whiting
Bar                                  Sea bass                                         Morue (salée)                     Cod, dried
Brochet                           Pike                                                  Perche                                Perch
Cabillaud                       Cod                                                   Pétoncles                           Cheaper scallops
Calamar                         Squid                                                Plie                                      Plaice
Carrelet                          Similar to flounder                            Raie                                     Skate
Colin                               Hake (cod family)                            Requin                                 Shark
Daurade                         Sea bream                                       Rouget                                 Red mullet
Espadon                         Sword fish                                      Sandre                                 Walleye pike
Flet                                 Flounder                                          Saumon                               Salmon
Fletan                             Halibut                                             Sole                                     Sole
Haddock                        Haddock, smoked                            Thon                                    Tuna
Hareng                           Herring                                            Truite                                   Trout
Lieu                                Pollack, pollock                                Truite saumonée                 Salmon trout
Limande, flet                  Flounder

SEAFOOD (fruits de mer) / SHELLFISH (crustaces) and MOLLUSKS (mollusques)

Bulots                                     Sea snails
Clams / palourdes                 Similar to clams and less expensive
Coquille Saint Jacques         Scallops: sold with the coral when fresh; try frozen for scallops
without coral.
Crevettes                               Shrimp
Écrevisse                              Crayfish
Escargot                                Snails
Gambas                                Jumbo shrimp (prawns)
Grenouille                             Frog
Homard                                  Lobster
Huitre                                     Oyster
Langouste / langoustine        Rock lobster / prawn or scampi
Moules                                   Mussels
Tourteau, crabe                    Crab
Vénus, coques                      Small clam-like mollusks

GARNISHES AND SAUCES

Béchamel                             Creamy sauce made of milk and flour
Beurre blanc                        Sauce of white wine and shallots, with butter
Chasseur                             White wine, mushrooms and shallots
Diable                                  Strong mustard seasoning



Forestière                            With bacon and mushroom
Fricassée                            Rich, creamy sauce
Mornay                                 Cheese sauce
Pays d’Auge                        Cream and cider
Piquante                              Gherkins or capers, vinegar and shallots
Provençale                          Tomatoes, garlic, olive oil and herbs

SOUPS

Bisque                                Shellfish soup
Bouillabaisse                     Marseillais fish soup
Bouillon                              Broth or stock
Bourride                             Thick fish soup
Consommé                        Clear soup
Pistou                                 Parmesan, basil and garlic paste added to soup
Potage                               Thick vegetable soup
Rouille                               Red pepper, garlic and saffron mayonnaise served with fish soup
Velouté                              Thick vegetable soup, usually with fish or poultry

Some HARD TO FIND foods

Bisquick                        Available at Carrefour and in Champion and Intermarche International
Foods aisle
Cottage Cheese            LeClerc, Blagnace or try downtown Toulouse supermarkets.
Cranberry Sauce          Champion and Intermarche International Food aisleVery difficult to find
and very expensive. Some Intermarchés carry it.
Crisco                           Substitute margarine pour patisserie, available in special bakery shops.
French’s Mustard         Similar: Savora Le Condiment.
Graham Crackers         For crusts, buy digestive biscuits sold in International Foods aisle
Iced Tea Mix                 Ice tea is available in bottles and cans, usually sweetened and peach or
mint flavored

Molasses                       Try the épiceries fines or try the health food stores.
Jello-O                            LeClerc and Champion British aisles  (they call it “jelly”).
Sodium Nitrate                Preserving.
Sundried Tomatoes        Oil-packed are available in some foreign food sections in the
supermarkets.

EQUIVALENTS
Whereas in the USA cups and spoon measures are used for nearly all ingredients, Europeans
use weight for dry ingredients and volume for liquids. As a result you’ll find a food scale in most
French kitchens. Trying to convert our cup measures is no easy feat since a cup of flour doesn’t
weigh the same as a cup of sugar or a cup of crushed walnuts!  You’re best bet is to bring a
measuring cup from home (one with metric volumes on the other side is even better) with you
and to buy a kitchen scale for French recipes.  Bring a set of measuring spoons as well.  The
following conversions may help you when your new French friends start asking you to translate



your recipe for those famous “American” chocolate chip cookies!

COMMONLY USED INGREDIENT CONVERSIONS

All-Purpose Flour (Unsifted and spooned into the cup)
Volume          Ounces          Grams
1/4 cup           1.1 oz             31 gm
1/3 cup           1.5 oz             42 gm
1/2 cup           2.2 oz             63 gm
1 cup           4.4 oz           125 gm

Granulated Sugar
          Volume         Ounces          Grams
1 tsp              0.1 oz              4 gm
1 tbsp            0.4 oz            12 gm
1/4 cup           1.8 oz            50 gm
1/3 cup           2.4 oz            67 gm
1/2 cup           3.5 oz          100 gm
1 cup           7.1 oz          200 gm

Firmly Packed Brown Sugar
         Volume         Ounces           Grams
           1 tbsp             0.5 oz             14 gm
1/4 cup            1.9 oz              55 gm
1/3 cup            2.6 oz                3 gm
1/2 cup            3.9 oz            110 gm
1 cup             7.8 oz            220 gm

Butter (sold in France in 125g, 250g, 500g bars, use the vertical marks on the side of the
package).
Volume          Ounces           Grams
          1 tbsp              0.5 oz            14 gm
1/4 cup              2.0 oz            57 gm
1/3 cup              2.6 oz            76 gm
1/2 cup              4.0 oz          113 gm
1 cup              8.0 oz          227 gm

Nuts
        Volume         Ounces            Grams
1/4 cup              1.0 oz            28 gm
1/3 cup              1.3 oz            38 gm
1/2 cup              2.0 oz            57 gm
1 cup              4.0 oz          113 gm

GENERAL EQUIVALENTS



Weight
1 kilogram = 1000 grams = 2.2 USA pounds
454 grams = 1 USA pound = 19 oz.
100 grams = 3.5 oz.
28.3 grams = 1 oz. = 1 Tbsp.

Capacity (in American cups and quarts)

1 liter    = 4 liquid cups + 3 1/2 Tbsp = 1.06 quarts (liquid)
1 quart = 0.9463 liter = 9.5 deciliters (dl) = 4 cups (liquid)
1 cup (liquid) = 2.4 deciliters (dl)
1 deciliter (dl) = 7 Tbsp

1 cuillère à café or thé (coffee/tea spoon) = 1 tsp
1 cuillère à dessert (dessert spoon) = 2 tsp
1 cuillère à soupe (soup spoon) = 1 tbsp

Capacity (British)

1 teaspoon = 1/3 tablespoon = 5 millilitres
3 teaspoons = 1 tablespoon = 15 millilitres
4 tablespoons = 1/4 cup = 60 millilitres
8 tablespoons = 1/2 cup = 120 millilitres
1 cup = 8 fluid ounces = 0.2366 litres (about 1/4 litre)
2 cups = 1 pint = 0.4732 litres (about 1/2 litre)
4 cups = 1 quart = 0.9463 litres (about 1 litre)
4 quarts = 1 gallon

TEMPERATURES

Conversion formula:      °C to °F:    (°C x 1.8 plus 32)
°F to °C:    (°F minus 32 x 0.56)

Oven Temperature                 F.             C.             French Stove
                                                  160             70                        1
Low (bas)                                 220           105                        2
230           110                        3
250           120
275           135                        4
300           150
325           160
Moderate (moyen)                     350           180                        5
375           190
400           200
Hot (chaud)                               425           220                        6
450           233



Very Hot (très chaud)               500           260                        7
525           275                        8

MEALS

Except for breakfast, a meal is an activity for the French that involves eating, conversation, and
relaxation. If you are going out for lunch or dinner, be it to a friend’s home or to a restaurant,
expect the meal to last 2-3 hours, or more. This may seem long by your own standards, but in
France time is taken between the presentation of courses, giving you the opportunity to talk
and enjoy your companions. Don’t let the size of the meals overwhelm you. The French
manage to stay in shape by rarely eating between meals. There is no such thing as a ‘quick
lunch’ in France, (other than for “fast-food” service) unless you content yourself with a thin
jambon beurre baguette sandwich.

BREAKFAST (petit déjeuner): 07:00 to 08:00 – later in hotels

A typical breakfast, at home, hotel or café will consist of café au lait (coffee with milk) or
chocolat chaud (hot chocolate) often sipped from a bowl, bread, butter, jam and/or croissants.
Breakfast is usually the only meal where butter is served.

LUNCH (déjeuner): 12:00 to 14:30

Lunch is traditionally the main meal of the day for the French. It consists of appetizers, a fish
course (at a very formal meal), a meat course with vegetables, a salad, cheeses, fruit, pastries
(on special occasions) and coffee (strong and black, served in small cups). Wine always
accompanies the meal. It is not un-common for a business person to go home for a long lunch,
rather than visit a restaurant, although this is changing as more women work outside the
home.

DINNER (dîner): 19:30 to 22:30 (approximately)

Traditionally much simpler and lighter than the noon meal, dinner may be soup, salad, meat,
and fruit. However, if it is a social occasion, it will be similar to lunch. Before the meal, you will
probably be offered an apéritif of pastis (anise and water), kir (very good, white wine with a
dash of black currant liqueur), whisky, vermouth, porto, muscat (very common here) or even
champagne.  Wine is usually not offered since it will be served with the meal. Drinks are usually
taken in the living room. Some hostesses serve an appetizer such as pâté, or smoked fish, or
more often today, nuts and/or crackers (crackers are served alone, the cheese is served with
bread after the meal). There are often after-dinner drinks (digestif) such as Armagnac or
Cognac.

RESTAURANTS
There are countless fine restaurants to discover and enjoy. Going out for dinner is the evening’s
main attraction, not a way to satisfy your hunger before going on to the next event. You
shouldn’t be intimidated if your French is limited. Remember, the waiter is there to help you.
You’ll note that they are quite attentive, not overpowering and will never interrupt your meal



unless you call for him, “s’il vous plaît”.

*****Please note that you should ask for the check (l’addition), as it will not be brought to you
automatically. Families should be aware that booster seats are rarely available and that most
restaurants do not start serving until 19:00. For these reasons, one rarely sees young children in
restaurants.

Restaurants range from “fast foods” (there are several familiar brands throughout greater
Toulouse) to small bistros, to nationally recognized, chef-owned dining rooms.  The prices are
generally higher than you might expect at home in the USA (meals are cheaper in France than
in the U.K.). Going out for a cheap meal (unless it’s fast food, pizza, or Vietnamese/Chinese) is
not an easy feat. Lunch fixed price “menus”, offered by almost every restaurant, are less
expensive.  Ordering your complete meal from such a menu is usually more reasonably priced
than ordering à la carte.

People usually arrive at the restaurant around 20:30-21:00 and stay until 23:30 or even later.
Getting a “quick bite to eat” before going on to the evening’s “main event” is not a common
practice in France. Most restaurants do not open until 19:00, thus making a before-theater meal
quite difficult.

A reservation is recommended at all times: “Je voudrais réserver pour deux personnes à huit
heures au nom de Smith.” (“I would like to reserve a table for two at 20:00, the name is Smith”).
 Tables for six or more should be reserved well in advance.

Tips are not generally necessary as prices include service (service compris, T.T.C.). However, you
may choose to leave a small amount of change, at your discretion, if you think the service was
good.  For a moderately priced meal, 1,50€ left on the table means that you found the service
deserving. When frequenting an expensive restaurant, a more generous amount would be
appropriate. You will notice, however, that most French do not tip.

For information on Toulouse’s restaurants, see the listings in “Toulouse Pratique,”  “Le
Toulousain Malin” or www.cityvox.fr.  Check the national guides such as the Michelin red book
or Gault Millau. See chapter 27, Reference Book List.

DINNER PARTIES

Dinner parties given in someone’s home will often last as long, if not longer, than in a
restaurant. You should be just as relaxed as you would be if you were eating “out” and don’t
worry about offering to help. Just sit back and enjoy. Insisting that you want to help is
considered somewhat intrusive, as you are the guest, and kitchen camaraderie, no matter how
well-meaning, is not the custom.

TABLE MANNERS

Whatever you do, don’t worry. You have an accent and you’re from another country and rare is
the French person that will take your ‘error’ for a faux pas. The following are some customs that

http://www.cityvox.fr/


might make you feel more at ease when seated at a French table.

•    If you are offered a drink before dinner, rise from your seat to accept it.
•    Wait for the host or hostess to tell you where to sit at the table.
•    Expect to have wine served with lunch and dinner. The French consider it an aid to digestion
and a stimulant to the appetite.
•    Wait until the host has served wine to everyone, before you drink.
•    If you pour wine for someone, only fill the glass HALF WAY, never to the top. Offer to serve
others first, even if their glasses are not totally empty, BEFORE refilling your own glass.
•    For formal settings, tables are set with forks and spoons turned downward. Use the knife
placed above the dinner plate for cheese, and use the spoon or fork placed above the dinner
plate for dessert.
•    Keep both hands ON the table. It is not polite to keep your hands in your lap while you are
eating.
•    It is not polite to smoke between courses in either a home or a restaurant.
•    The courses in a formal dinner are served separate. The order is usually: the hors d’œuvres,
the main course, the salad, the cheese, the desserts. Coffee is always served after dessert, as a
separate course.
•    Put your portion of bread ON THE TABLE (no bread plate) to the upper left of the dinner
plate. Break the bread with your fingers, never cut it, eating small pieces rather than taking
bites from a whole slice. There’s no need to worry about crumbs on the tablecloth as that is
normal and expected.
•    The French will eat such food as pizza, chicken leg or barbecued spareribs with a knife and
fork. This also extends to fruit.
•    When you cut a piece of cheese from a vertical wedge, do not cut off the point. Cut vertically,
as in cutting a wedge of pie. Round cheese are cut in wedges, Gruyère is cut lengthwise.
Roquefort and all blue cheeses are cut so that the last person doesn’t end up with all the white.
Some people will eat Roquefort with butter.
•    Cheese usually goes round the table once, and you can pick up a selection of four to five
cheese if you like.
•    It is strongly recommended to clean your plate when invited to a French home. If you are
serving yourself as the food is passed, you should just take what you are going to eat, and eat it
all. If you leave something, your hostess might assume that you didn’t like it.
•    To show that you have completed your meal, place the knife and fork on your plate side by
side, handles pointing to the right, fork tines up.

20. GIFTS

In most places of the world, the foreigner who brings or sends an appropriate gift is always
appreciated. However, French custom, etiquette, and tradition all play important parts in the
choice of a gift, its value, and the manner in which the gift is given. Before giving a gift to a
French person, ask someone, (preferably a French person), if your gift, and the giving thereof, is
appropriate for the situation. The following list is a guideline for different gift-giving situations:
birthdays, marriages, funerals, dinner parties and other events in France.

BIRTH (naissance)
As a way of saying “Congratulations”, it is common for a friend to send flowers to the mother



while she is in the hospital, or to buy an inexpensive gift (a small toy or article of clothing) for
the baby. An expensive gift would make the parents feel uncomfortable.

BAPTISM (baptême)
A baptismal invitation is usually extended to family and close friends only. Normally, the
godparents buy a gift of gold (for example: a gold chain). Invited friends would give a gift of less
importance than that of the godparents. Giving gifts such as silver or glass would be
appropriate. If you receive an announcement, (not an invitation) no gift is expected.

BIRTHDAY (anniversaire)
You might not be aware of an individual’s birthday, as the French are reluctant to speak about
their age. However, for a birthday party, the hostess giving the party may set a limit on the price
of the gift. Close friends will often buy a gift together. If there is no party, you may want to send
a card although the exchanging of birthday cards is not a common practice.

CHRISTMAS (Noël)
Christmas Day is traditionally for the family only, although close friends who are “like family”
may be invited. If you receive an invitation, bring a small, moderately-priced gift, and expect to
receive the same. If you are invited for dinner, you should bring a dinner gift (see below). Except
in certain business situations, the French only send Christmas cards to close family members. A
card would be appreciated, but don’t expect one in return.

During the Christmas holiday period your mail delivery person may offer you a calendar in
return for a donation (customarily 3-5€). If many packages were delivered to your house, it
would be appropriate to give a larger tip. Personnel from other services, such as sanitation
workers or firemen, may sell calendars during the holiday season as well, and again a small tip
would be appreciated.

DINNER (dîner)
If you’re invited, you may want to bring a good bottle of wine, chocolates or flowers (see
below). Children invited to a friend’s home would bring a small gift, if they do not know the
family well. Close friends, who get together often, usually bring a bottle of wine, or they might
offer to bring dessert. In some cases, depending upon the specific situation, bringing nothing at
all would be perfectly acceptable. You are expected to return a dinner invitation, at some future
date.

FLOWERS (fleurs)
Red roses are for sweethearts. Carnations are considered bad luck. Chrysanthemums are for
funerals ONLY. However, there’s a tolerance for the long spidery ones, the tokyos, which may
be offered to people you know well. Flowers are always given in odd numbers, (for example,
seven instead of a half dozen and eleven instead of a dozen) but NEVER thirteen! For a very
formal dinner party, you can call the florist and have flowers delivered beforehand. In this
event, the bouquet should be rather expensive (equivalent to the cost of a dinner, had you
eaten out). For a less formal dinner, a hand-carried bouquet is appropriate. To send flowers
beyond the region of Toulouse, look for a florist displaying the Interflora symbol.



FUNERALS (décès)
You are expected to send a hand-written condolence note. If you are close to the family, you
may want to send Chrysanthemums to the church (not to the family’s house) . Normally you
would be told if the church service is limited to family and close friends only (dans l’intimité).
The cemetery service is always for family and close friends.

GOING AWAY (départ)
A going away gift is not normally expected, unless there is a party for the person or family
leaving. Close friends can always give gifts to one another, for whatever reason.

GRADUATION (fin d’études, diplôme)
Young graduates seem to prefer money, in the form of a check. If you are close to the family,
you might ask what would be appropriate, a gift or money. No gifts are given for graduation
from primary grades. Graduation ceremonies are not very common.

HOUSE WARMING (pendre la cremaillère)
If there is a specific house-warming party, you should bring a gift for the house. Otherwise, no
gift is expected.

INVITATIONS (invitations)
Usually invitations are sent for formal occasions. For informal occasions, a simple phone call
will do. If an invitation reads tenue de ville, men are expected to wear suits.

NEW YEAR (le Nouvel An)
The French often send New Year’s cards, in the same way that Christmas cards are sent in
America, the UK, Canada or Australia, as late as January 31st. . If you are invited for dinner on
New Year’s Eve, you should bring a dinner gift (see Dinner section above). Often inexpensive
gifts (less than 10€) will be exchanged.

THANK YOU NOTES (cartes de remerciement)
For wedding gifts and other formal events, a thank you note is expected. For the receipt of a
less formal gift, some people will send a note. However, a simple phone call or a verbal “thank
you” upon receipt of the gift will suffice. A phone call of “thanks” for a dinner is always
appreciated, but not expected.

WEDDING (mariage)
If you receive an announcement of a marriage (faire-part), you are not expected to send a gift,
although a note of congratulations would certainly be appreciated. You may be invited to the
marriage ceremony, cocktail party (apéritif), and reception, or JUST to the ceremony and
apéritif, with the reception being reserved for the closest friends and family. If you receive an
invitation to the wedding you are expected to send or bring a gift. If you would like to send a
piece of china or other household item, you can call the person sending the invitation and ask
if there’s a store with a wedding list in the bride/groom’s name. This is usually the case. You can
then call the store, tell them how much you want to spend, and they will put that amount of
money towards the couple’s selection. You are not obliged to purchase a specific piece. If you
go to the store and choose to buy a piece, the store can/should deliver it. For formal weddings,
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the guests wear often two sets of clothes: a nice outfit for the ceremony and something very
dressy for the reception. It’s best to ask if guests are going to change for the reception, so that
you are prepared for such a situation.

WEDDING ANNIVERSARY (anniversaire de mariage)
Usually gifts are exchanged only between husband and wife, and/or their children. French
people are not accustomed to sending cards or buying gifts for the wedding anniversary of
friends.

WINE (vin)
If you are not knowledgeable about French wines, you may want to buy a bottle from a wine
store (cave) where you can ask the shopkeeper for a recommendation. He will ask you for a
price range and recommend something appropriate. Any type of Champagne is usually
appreciated. Often at dinner parties, the host will have opened wine for dinner before your
arrival, so don’t be offended if they do not open the bottle you have brought.

Here is a general guide for bringing wine: Buy the oldest red wine of a well known type, area,
and château that will fit your budget. If your budget is below 10€, you may want to think of a
different gift. Be aware that there are many French white wines that are sweet.
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In most places of the world, the foreigner who brings or sends an appropriate gift is always
appreciated. However, French custom, etiquette, and tradition all play important parts in the
choice of a gift, its value, and the manner in which the gift is given. Before giving a gift to a
French person, ask someone, (preferably a French person), if your gift, and the giving thereof, is
appropriate for the situation. The following list is a guideline for different gift-giving situations:
birthdays, marriages, funerals, dinner parties and other events in France.

BIRTH (naissance)

As a way of saying “Congratulations”, it is common for a friend to send flowers to the mother
while she is in the hospital, or to buy an inexpensive gift (a small toy or article of clothing) for
the baby. An expensive gift would make the parents feel uncomfortable.

BAPTISM (baptême)

A baptismal invitation is usually extended to family and close friends only. Normally, the
godparents buy a gift of gold (for example: a gold chain). Invited friends would give a gift of less
importance than that of the godparents. Giving gifts such as silver or glass would be
appropriate. If you receive an announcement, (not an invitation) no gift is expected.

BIRTHDAY (anniversaire)

You might not be aware of an individual’s birthday, as the French are reluctant to speak about
their age. However, for a birthday party, the hostess giving the party may set a limit on the price
of the gift. Close friends will often buy a gift together. If there is no party, you may want to send
a card although the exchanging of birthday cards is not a common practice.

CHRISTMAS (Noël)

Christmas Day is traditionally for the family only, although close friends who are “like family”
may be invited. If you receive an invitation, bring a small, moderately-priced gift, and expect to
receive the same. If you are invited for dinner, you should bring a dinner gift (see below). Except
in certain business situations, the French only send Christmas cards to close family members. A
card would be appreciated, but don’t expect one in return.
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During the Christmas holiday period your mail delivery person may offer you a calendar in
return for a donation (customarily 3-5€). If many packages were delivered to your house, it
would be appropriate to give a larger tip. Personnel from other services, such as sanitation
workers or firemen, may sell calendars during the holiday season as well, and again a small tip
would be appreciated.

DINNER (dîner)

If you’re invited, you may want to bring a good bottle of wine, chocolates or flowers (see
below). Children invited to a friend’s home would bring a small gift, if they do not know the
family well. Close friends, who get together often, usually bring a bottle of wine, or they might
offer to bring dessert. In some cases, depending upon the specific situation, bringing nothing at
all would be perfectly acceptable. You are expected to return a dinner invitation, at some future
date.

FLOWERS (fleurs)

Red roses are for sweethearts. Carnations are considered bad luck. Chrysanthemums are for
funerals ONLY. However, there’s a tolerance for the long spidery ones, the tokyos, which may be
offered to people you know well. Flowers are always given in odd numbers, (for example, seven
instead of a half dozen and eleven instead of a dozen) but NEVER thirteen! For a very formal
dinner party, you can call the florist and have flowers delivered beforehand. In this event, the
bouquet should be rather expensive (equivalent to the cost of a dinner, had you eaten out). For
a less formal dinner, a hand-carried bouquet is appropriate. To send flowers beyond the region
of Toulouse, look for a florist displaying the Interflora symbol.

FUNERALS (décès)

You are expected to send a hand-written condolence note. If you are close to the family, you
may want to send Chrysanthemums to the church (not to the family’s house) . Normally you
would be told if the church service is limited to family and close friends only (dans l’intimité).
The cemetery service is always for family and close friends.

GOING AWAY (départ)

A going away gift is not normally expected, unless there is a party for the person or family
leaving. Close friends can always give gifts to one another, for whatever reason.

GRADUATION (fin d’études, diplôme)

Young graduates seem to prefer money, in the form of a check. If you are close to the family,
you might ask what would be appropriate, a gift or money. No gifts are given for graduation
from primary grades. Graduation ceremonies are not very common.

HOUSE WARMING (pendre la cremaillère)



If there is a specific house-warming party, you should bring a gift for the house. Otherwise, no
gift is expected.

INVITATIONS (invitations)

Usually invitations are sent for formal occasions. For informal occasions, a simple phone call
will do. If an invitation reads tenue de ville, men are expected to wear suits.

NEW YEAR (le Nouvel An)

The French often send New Year’s cards, in the same way that Christmas cards are sent in
America, the UK, Canada or Australia, as late as January 31 . If you are invited for dinner on
New

Year’s Eve, you should bring a dinner gift. Often inexpensive gifts (less than 10 euros) will be
exchanged.

THANK YOU NOTES (cartes de remerciement)

For wedding gifts and other formal events, a thank you note is expected. For the receipt of a
less formal gift, some people will send a note. However, a simple phone call or a verbal “thank
you” upon receipt of the gift will suffice. A phone call of “thanks” for a dinner is always
appreciated, but not expected.

WEDDING (mariage)

If you receive an announcement of a marriage (faire-part), you are not expected to send a gift,
although a note of congratulations would certainly be appreciated. You may be invited to the
marriage ceremony, cocktail party (apéritif), and reception, or JUST to the ceremony and
apéritif, with the reception being reserved for the closest friends and family. If you receive an
invitation to the wedding you are expected to send or bring a gift. If you would like to send a
piece of china or other household item, you can call the person sending the invitation and ask
if there’s a store with a wedding list in the bride/groom’s name. This is usually the case. You can
then call the store, tell them how much you want to spend, and they will put that amount of
money towards the couple’s selection. You are not obliged to purchase a specific piece. If you
go to the store and choose to buy a piece, the store can/should deliver it. For formal weddings,
the guests wear often two sets of clothes: a nice outfit for the ceremony and something very
dressy for the reception. It’s best to ask if guests are going to change for the reception, so that
you are prepared for such a situation.

WEDDING ANNIVERSARY (anniversaire de mariage)

Usually gifts are exchanged only between husband and wife, and/or their children. French
people are not accustomed to sending cards or buying gifts for the wedding anniversary of
friends.

st
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WINE (vin)

If you are not knowledgeable about French wines, you may want to buy a bottle from a wine
store (cave) where you can ask the shopkeeper for a recommendation. He will ask you for a
price range and recommend something appropriate. Any type of Champagne is usually
appreciated. Often at dinner parties, the host will have opened wine for dinner before your
arrival, so don’t be offended if they do not open the bottle you have brought.

Here is a general guide for bringing wine: Buy the oldest red wine of a well known type, area,
and château that will fit your budget. If your budget is below 10€, you may want to think of a
different gift. Be aware that there are many French white wines that are sweet.
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Having moved to a new location, particularly a foreign country, your susceptibility to falling
victim to a crime is always higher than it would be in a city with which you are familiar. Until
you know the city, and where the safe and not so safe areas are located, it is a good idea to be
particularly aware of where you are and to follow safety precautions at all times.

Leaving children unattended, walking in unknown neighborhoods alone, leaving your handbag
in the shopping cart in the grocery store, or leaving your car unlocked, are all situations that
invite problems. The following information will hopefully be of value in helping you to avoid
becoming a victim of the more prevalent crimes committed in the area.

THE POLICE

There are two kinds of police, both local and national varieties. The police force (Police
Municipale) of the villages, towns and cities of France are responsible for local petty crime and
traffic. The Police Nationale are responsible for more serious crimes, as well as those which
cross city and departmental boundaries. Other divisions include the CID and the CRS (national
guard) which are essentially riot police. These entities are often called upon to perform less
serious duties such as patrolling the Côte d’Azur during the summer season. Sometimes these
divisions aid border forces (patrouilles frontalières), acting in a customs capacity.

Since the borders of France, as well as those of the other European Union have become open,
upon the advent of the Schengen Agreement, border checks by the Douanes volantes, or
‘wandering’ customs, are less frequent. EU nationals and those with residence permits may
circulate in the Schengen Area without passport controls. All tourists may be checked,
however, especiall at airports.

However, customs officials can stop you for a routine check anywhere they want to. Beacuse of
the proximity of tax-free Andorra, customs checks are regular on the N20 road. Customs activity
continues to function at the airports and other ports of entry. Because of terrorist bombings
that can occur, you may be searched, especially in train and metro stations. These searches are
to insure the security of everyone. Not all French policemen and women (agents de police)
aregendarmes. The Gendarmerie Nationale is a special paramilitary police, officially part of the
army and often the only police force in many rural areas.
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CRIME

Many crimes in Toulouse are classified as petty, even though you may not think it’s so petty
should it happen to you! Examples of such “petty” crimes are car theft and break-ins, purse
snatching, stolen wallets, burglary and mugging. The police tend to be very helpful with
foreigners who have been the victim of a crime. When calling the police, try to determine if they
are the police station with jurisdiction for the particular crime that has been committed.
Beware, Toulouse has many beggars, especially during summer months and some of them are
very smart thieves — so they should not be underestimated.

CAR THEFTS

Valuable cars and mini-vans frequently fall victim to theft. NEVER leave your registration (carte
grise) nor insurance papers in a car, nor anything visible that is valuable. Lock them in the trunk
of the car. Or, carry them with you. Call the police as soon as possible to report a stolen vehicle.
It is very important to act quickly so as to increase the chances of recovering the vehicle. Lock
all doors when you are leaving your car even if you are to be gone only a moment.

CAR BREAK-INS

Cars can be broken into and valuables taken in the blink of an eye, so be careful of items left in
a car, even if they are hidden. It’s not uncommon to see people walking around carrying their
car radios “in hand,” rather than leaving it as a temptation for a thief. New radio models with
off-lifting facades are worthwhile, since the radio cannot work without the facade with which it
came orginally.

PURSE SNATCHING

Keep car doors locked at all times whilst driving, alone or accompanied. Purses have been
snatched from the passenger seats while the car is stopped at a red traffic light or when
slowing down. Motorcyclists have been known to reach through an open window and grab
handbags. A suggestion would be to put the non-utilized passenger seat belt through the
handbag strap, or wrap it around your handbrake lever. If you must carry a purse, carry it
securely under your arm. Many women loop their purse strap over their head and slide their
handbag in front of them.

STOLEN WALLETS

Avoid pulling a wallet out on the street if possible. One way to accomplish this is to carry a
small change purse, with only a “necessary amount” of change and currency. I f that is taken
from your hands, you will have lost only a minimal sum instead of everything in a wallet. Men
should carry their wallets in a front pockets when walking around on crowded streets. Lost or
stolen credit cards should be reported to the bank (faire opposition) immediately. Your bank
will provide a phone number to call when you open your account. Be aware of who is around
you when taking money from an automatic teller machine. Put cash and your card away before
leaving the machine, not while walking away. Toulouse is a nice city, but remember it is a big
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city!

BURGLARY

As in any large city, burglary is a common crime. Taking precautions, however, will minimize
the chance of your house being burglarized. The first rule is not to tell everyone you are going
to be away. Tell only those people who will be caring for your house, feeding your pets, or
retrieving your mail. Thieves have been known to watch a house to determine if there’s a
pattern, or everyday schedule. Note strange cars suddenly parked in your neighborhood, or
slowly driving up and down the street. Always lock your house when leaving, even if you will be
away for a short period of time. For extended absences, ask a friend to pick up your mail or
have the post office hold it until your return. Also, remember that you must close and lock your
shutters, if you are to be away for more than twenty-four hours, in order for your home
insurance to be effective. (See Chapter 5, Housing – Insurance.)

If you were burglarized in your absence and your shutters were open, your insurance may be
invalid, depending upon your insurance policy. If you live in an apartment with a main entrance
security system, do not unlock the entry door if you don’t recognize the voice over the
intercom, particularly if you were not expecting a visitor.

MUGGING

Although rare, mugging does indeed take place in Toulouse. This crime is most likely to occur
in the more disreputable neighborhoods (around the central train station, the Gare Matabiau,
and between rue Bayard and Allées Jean Jaurès) but it can happen anywhere, day or night.
Unfortunately, as a sign of our times, mugging and aggressive panhandling (begging) is on the
increase. Muggers often frequent darkened areas, even those around churches. This, however,
is not their exclusive location, as people have been mugged in launderettes. Be street smart
and dress appropriately to the area in which you are traveling. Try to avoid walking in places
with poor street lighting, or where there are a significant number of street people. If you find
yourself doubting the wisdom of being where you are, walk very briskly, in the road, not on the
sidewalk, toward a better-lit or more public area. Carry any significant amounts of money,
credit cards, or valuable/important papers in your inside pockets, or otherwise concealed on
your person..

← 22: Beauty & Haircare
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HAIR AND BEAUTY SALONS

Good hair and beauty salons are numerous in Toulouse and the suburbs. In communities
where there is a high density of English-speaking people you will no doubt find that
hairdressers and beauticians are more accustomed to, and more patient with, ‘our’ translation
of hairdressing terms. This is less likely to be the case elsewhere.

Hair salons work with hair only and do not do any beauty treatments such as nails or facials.
Most hair salons take appointments, except those in the shopping centers, where a walk-in
policy prevails. If you are new to the area and need a haircut, these shopping center salons are
perfect.

Beauty salons (institut de beauté, salon d’esthétique) are usually connected to a parfumerie
and do basic beauty treatments (which are very good here) such as facials, waxing (hot and
cold), manicures, pedicures, tanning and massages. Some shopping centers, such as Labège,
have small beauty centers that do nothing but beauty treatments.

Beauty Therapist

Bernadette Broadley    Fonsorbes     05.34.47.25.53

(A fully-qualified English-speaking beauty therapist who offers a complete range of standard
and specialized beauty treatments.)

HAVING YOUR HAIR CUT

Having your hair cut, permed or colored in a new country, where you may not know the
language, can be an interesting experience indeed! Ask others for referrals to salons where they
have had good service. Also, you may want to ask someone who speaks French better than you
do, to go with you the first time. Take photographs if you want a new style, and try to be as
flexible as possible by giving the salon several tries before changing to a new one. If you want
the same style you can just say, or write on a piece of paper, le même style, or la même chose,
meaning ‘the same thing’.
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If no one in the salon speaks English, remember to speak slowly and use simple words like “cut
the same” or “short here, not here.” English is a second language for them (as French is for you)
and they will not understand many words or slang expressions you would routinely use at
home. Most important, be patient and take your time. All the salons seem to want to please
foreigners, and they try very hard to do so. Even if the service isn’t to your liking, try to be
pleasant and make the salon feel as if they have done their best.

Charges for services can be confusing. If the charge for a shampooing, coupe et brushing
(shampoo, cut and style) is advertised for a set amount, that is what you will be charged.
However, if there is no combined service amount advertised, you will be charged for the
shampoo, cut, style and many times, for the products used. This can become very expensive,
so be sure and look at the advertised prices before making an appointment. Normally, the bill
will include a service charge so tipping is not necessary, unless you receive very good service. A
tip of 1€ or 2€ will let the stylist know you appreciated the extra attention and time.

HAIRCUT Vocabulary

I would like an appointment with……………………   Je voudrais un rendez-vous avec

A cut:                                      Une coupe
Cut a little:                               Coupez un petit peu
Cut the ends:                          Faites les pointes
Cut very short :                      Coupez très court
Blow-dry :                              Un brushing
Coloring (permanent) :            Une couleur
A perm :                                  Une permanente
A curly perm:                          Une permanente bouclée
A tight perm :                          Une permanente frisée
Frosting / streaks:                  Des mèches
Light frosting / highlights:       Un balayage
A shampoo :                           Un shampooing
A set in curlers :                     Mise en plis
Cream rinse:                           Une crème, un soin
Deep conditioner :                   Un masque capillaire
Center parting :                       Une raie au milieu
Left parting :                           Une raie à gauche
Right parting :                         Une raie à droite
Hairspray :                              La laque
Layered :                                Dégradé
A razor cut :                           La coupe au rasoir
Thinned :                                 Désépaissi
Bangs/fringe :                        Une frange

MANICURE Vocabulary

Basecoat :                            Vernis de base
Cuticle :                                 Cuticle
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Emery board:                        Lime d’emeri
Handcream :                        Crème pour les mains
Polish, varnish:                    Vernis
Polish remover:                    Dissolvant
Topcoat:                               Fixateur
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The Toulouse area provides you with the opportunity to fill your free time, for years! What with
museums, concerts, movies, sightseeing in the city and surrounding areas, hiking and skiing in
the Pyrenees, as well as water sports on the Mediterranean, the Atlantic and regional lakes,
you’ll never be at a loss for a fun and interesting way to spend your day, evening, or weekend.
Even the outdoor food markets and antique markets can be a source of entertainment.
Learning French can also be a leisure activity, as it opens up so many opportunities to enjoy
yourself! We’ve gathered information to get you started, but in time you’ll surely discover your
own favorite spots. People under the age of 26 and students should inquire about their
eligibility for reduced rates at many entertainment activities. Enjoy it!

ENTERTAINMENT

For up-to-date information on what is currently playing in Toulouse at the cinema, theater, or
concerts, check Flash, a small magazine that comes out every Wednesday and includes
schedules and reviews of “what’s playing” as well as a listing of restaurants. You can buy Flash
in most tabac shops, kiosks and magasins de presse. Entertainment program for the week is
also published in Wednesday’s issue of the newspaper La Dépêche.The tourist office (Syndicat
d’initiative), just behind the Capitole on the Square de Gaulle, offers a free brochure called
“Culture et Loisirs” giving details of exhibitions, plays, concerts, and other local events taking
place each month. On-line, www.cityvox.fr can be accessed in English and lists cinema and
other events.

MUSEUMS

Toulouse offers a few museums of excellent quality. The choice ranges from Roman antiques
to modern art. Entrance is free to the museums run by the Mairie of Toulouse the first Sunday
of each month, but this does not apply to temporary exhibitions held in those museums.

Le Musée Saint Raymond, near Saint Sernin church, exhibits Roman sculptures, mosaics and
artifacts in a beautiful, newly restored, building.
Le Cloître des Jacobins, 13th century gothic cloister. Don’t miss the palm tree “le palmier”
designed on the ceiling inside the church.
La Fondation Bemberg is hosted in a splendid building, l’hôtel d’Assézat, and offers a large
collection of paintings.
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Le Musée des Augustins includes another cloister, a medieval garden, paintings and
sculptures from the 11th to 19th century. Special themed visits are organized for children on
Sundays. Check also for organ concerts on Wednesdays evenings.
Le Musée Paul Dupuy specializes in the Middle Ages – see the amazing collection of keys!
Le Musée Georges Labit displays a rich collection of Asian art: Khmer statues, Japanese
paintings and armours, South East Asian sculptures. Don’t miss the Egyptian collection in the
basement with a real mummy, a must see for the kids!
The Natural History Museum

CONCERTS

Concerts are an important part of life in Toulouse. A whole range of music is offered, including
a fine symphony orchestra (Orchestre National du Capitole de Toulouse) which performs in the
Halle aux Grains (at Place Dupuy) and opera (Théâtre du Capitole). The season for both is
usually from October to May. During the summer there are many outdoor concerts, including a
series of piano concerts in the age-old cloister of Les Jacobins. See the daily newspaper, La
Dépêche, the weekly Flash, or the office of tourism, in Toulouse center for details. Concerts can
also be attended in the suburbs in such venues as the Altigone in St. Orens or Odyssud in
Blagnac (Tel: 05 61 30 45 31). The latter offers concerts, opera, theater, ballet and symphony
performances, as well as a restaurant, bar and library. And then there’s the Zenith a big concert
venue close to Purpan, that looks a bit like the Starship Enterprise from the outside – it’s looks
amazing. This venue can hold 9000 spectators.

MOVIES

Although most major American movies play in Toulouse, at one time or another, they are most
often shown in “VF” (version française = dubbed into French). Current movies are often released
in two movie theaters at once, one in “VF”, and the other in “VO” (version originale = in the
original language with French subtitles). Watch out though, as the English-language version is
the first to end its run! Some movies may come back later to the “art” cinemas (Utopia & ABC)
which also show lesser known releases and old films, most often in their original language.
There is almost always some film playing in English. The main movie theaters in Toulouse
center are located around the Place Wilson. The cinema guide in the above mentioned sources
and can also be found posted on the doors and windows of cafés and other establishments in
town. Cinemas offer reduced prices to everyone on Wednesdays, the day the week’s schedules
are released, and to students and children on weekdays. The Gaumont theaters now offer
reduced prices for children under 12 every day of the week. There are two large movie
complexes in Labège and in Blagnac. To find schedules : website :
http://toulouse.webcity.fr/cinema.

RESTAURANTS

Eating dinner in most French restaurants is a form of entertainment in itself, as it takes the
entire evening to accomplish. Don’t be afraid to ask recommendations from anyone you know
or to try new places. For detailed information regarding restaurants, see chapter 19, Food and
Dining, Restaurant section.



ENGLISH PUBS AND BARS IN TOULOUSE

The Killarney Irish Bar, 14 Rue Alfred Dumeril
A cozy, authentic Irish bar in the heart of Toulouse. Owned by a rugby fanatic, it is regularly
frequented by the Toulouse Rugby teams, and televised matches can be watched most weeks
of the season. Whether going for a few pints or just a coffee and chat, you will always be
guaranteed a friendly welcome. Monday nights you can benefit from the happy ‘hour’ (from
18:00 to 02:00AM). Happy Hour, Television, Darts, LIve Music

The London Town, Place des Carmes
As the name suggests, this is an English bar with a great selection of English beverages to suit
all tastes. Good music, student friendly and comfortable surroundings make this pub worth a
visit.

Mulligans Irish Pub, 39 grande rue St-Michel
A cozy Irish bar and great place to watch a premiership match. Wide selection of beverages to
suit all tastes. Irish food available. Don’t be fooled by the small ground floor, as the first floor is
large and impressively decorated. Happy Hour, Television, Darts, Live Music.

The Frog & Rosbif, off Boulevard de Strasbourg,14 rue de l’Industrie
This is a great example of an English bar in Toulouse, with home brew on draught including a
few bitters. It is great to catch up on some premiership action and the only bar still buzzing on
a Sunday night. Happy Hour, Quiz/Games Night, Meals, Darts, Live Music

PUBS OUTSIDE TOULOUSE

The Bell, Centre Commercial Ste Germaine, Pibrac
A typical British pub atmosphere, with British food and beer. Happy Hour, Television, Dart.

Bier Akademie, 20 route de Mondonville, Cornebarrieu
German-style pub with imported German beer. German, French and vegetarian food. Happy
Hour

NIGHTCLUBS

There are many nightclubs in the center of Toulouse, as well as in the suburbs. See the
advertisements and programs in free publications such as ‘L’ouvre Boite’ ‘AntiDot’ ‘let’s motiv’
etc. These publications can be found in many places such as fnac, internet cafes, at the
entrances to bars and restaurants, and others. People smoke a lot inside the clubs. Clubs do
not usually get busy until after 23:00. Most Clubs in Toulouse do not charge admission, but
expect you to buy drinks once you enter. Don’t forget to check the drink prices before you
order, as you may find they are quite substantially higher than normal.

Here’s a list of a few dance clubs and musical bars worth mentioning in Toulouse:

Downtown:



Le 7, 1 rue d’Enfer Rochereau – young crowd – House and Techno – trendy
Mr Carnival, 34 rue Bayard – House and R n B
Factory, 23 place Bachelier – Hip hop, R n B, House
Glouglou Café – Reggae crowd – Hip hop
L’Ambassade, 22 blvd de la Gare – Dark Electronica Punk
The Gate (by place St. Pierre) – Erasmus bar – Varied music – Relaxed setting
La Couleur de la Culotte (by place St. Pierre) – Hits- Trendy bar
Cube – Classy bar
Puerto Havana (by canal du Midi & rue Pont Montauban) – Salsa bar -Week-end entry fee
Bodega Bodega (close to allee Jean Jaures & Blvd Strasbourg) – Hits – Musical bar/restaurant –
Large Capacity
Texxas Café, 26 rue Castellane – Hits and Techno- Musical bar/restaurant
Ubu Club – Older crowd – 70s 80s music- Classy musical bar

Around Toulouse:
Esmeralda, Rocade sortie 33A, Parc de Sesquieres – 30+ crowd – Entry fee – Esmeralda-
discotheque.com
Aposia, 9 rue Jean Rodier – Entry fee – Hits, Techno and Salsa – Ramonville area – Biggest club
in France – aposia.fr
Villa Garden – Entry fee – Rangueil area
La Dune – young crowd – Entry fee – Trendy spot – ladune.com
Café Rex – Australian bar – older crowd – relaxed setting
Le Ramier (by pont St. Michel) – older crowd

Late Night clubs:
Le Frigo, 2 rue des 3 journees – House
Le Purple, 2 rue Castellane – older crowd – Techno- Trendy and posh
Ibiza After Club, aposia, 9 rue Jean Rodier (opens at 5 am Saturdays and Sundays)

THEATER
There are several choices, ranging from the larger theaters such as the Théâtre du Capitole,
Halle aux Grains and Sorano, to smaller theaters such as the Théâtre de la Garonne (watch for
annual Shakespeare performances in English) and theThéâtre de la Digue. There are also cozier
spots such as the Théâtre des Trois T and the Cave Poésie that are known as café-théâtres.
These resemble comedy clubs, although they may also offer plays and musical acts.

RADIO STATIONS

88.7 RTL2 97.9 Présence FM
89.1 Radio FMR 99.1 RFM
89.7 Radio Muret 99.5 Nostalgie
90.1 Radio Mon Pais 100.0 Skyrock
90.5 France Culture 100.4 NRJ
92.2 Canal Sud 101.0 Kol Aviv
92.6 Radio Fréquence Soleil 101.4 Sud Radio
93.1 France Musique 102.4 Europe2/ Mid FM



93.5 Altitude FM 103.1 Radio Classique
94.0 Radio Campus 103.5 France Inter
94.4 Lazer FM 103.9 RTL
95.2 Radio France Toulouse 104.3 Radio Monte Carlo
95.2 Le Mouv’ 106.3 Europe 1
97.4 Chérie FM 106.8 Radio Plus

ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN

There are countless activites in Toulouse to keep your children happy and occupied. A few
favourites:

Parks and forest:
• Le Jardin Compans Cafarelli in downtown Toulouse hosts an amazing Japanese garden and a
great play area for children 6 -12 years old
• Le Jardin des Plantes, off Le Grand Rond in downtown.
• Base de Loisirs de La Ramée (near Tournefeuillie): offers all kinds of sports, picnic areas,
paddle boats, pony rides, games, public pool … Miniboats operate during the summer.
• Base de Loisirs de la Forêt de Bouconne tel: 05 61 85 40 10 welcomes children on Wednesdays
and during holidays. It’s a recreation day-camp offering crafts, sports and lots of outings.
Residents of the Bouconne area enjoy reduced rates. The camp is well-staffed and closely
supervised.
• La forêt de Bouconne (between Pibrac and Levignac) is great for walks or bike rides; children’s
playground and miniature golf.
• Pech David (near Ramonville): hilltop park, with playscape and picnic tables, public pool
• Lac de Saint Cricq, Thoux for swimming, windsurfing, fishing, mini-golf, rowboats, paddle
boats, playground … Camping site and bungalows for rent.

Animal & Amusement Parks – day trips:
• The African Safari Zoo in Plaisance du Touch, Tel: 05 61 86 45 03, website www.zoo-
africansafari.com, is a great little zoo with both drive-through and walk-through portions. Seal
show, picnic and playground areas.
• La Bisonnerie (Buffalo Farm) in Merenvielle, Tel: 05 61 06 54 47 organizes an American-style
Wild West Festival, every year in June featuring native American and Cowboy cultures. Learn
about the chuck wagons, how to shoe a horse, rope a cow, how to build a teepee and pan for
gold!
• La Cité de L’Espace, Toulouse, Tel: 05 62 71 48 71, exit #17, périphérique est will launch you
into space for one day. Explore the universe, observe the Earth, visit the hands-on science
museum and outdoor space themed park with the full-scale Mir space station or the Ariane
rocket. For a guided tour in English, ask for Joyce Faure. Planetarium shows are available in
English. Website: www.cite-espace.com.
• Labyrinthus, Tel: 05 63 56 16 16, nested at the foot of Cordes, is open from July to September.
It is a huge maze built with corn. The drawing design changes every year: in 1999 it had the
shape of Jupiter; in 2000, the maze was inspired by St Exupery’s Le Petit Prince; in 2001, it is
themed after Jules Verne books. Website: www.labyrinthus.com
• Laser Quest, 105 route d’Agde, Toulouse (near Auchan). For children older than 7 years : battle
it out in an 800 m² labyrinth of tunnels, armed with your courage and a huge laser gun ! From



the périphérique, exit #15 direction Lavaur. Turn into the entrance for the Quick, Laser Quest is
located just behind.
• Prehistoric Parc, Tarascon sur Ariège, near Foix: set in a beautiful environment, the park
recreates the lifestyle of prehistoric man. Learn how to make weapons out of silex stone, how
to light a fire, try your hand at painting on a cave wall, throw spears at ‘bison’ targets. Visit the
exhibition of reproductions of cave paintings.
• Parc des Loups, Orlu after Ax Les Thermes: wolf park.
• Le Rocher des Aigles, eagle park, Tel: 05 65 33 65 45 and La Forêt des Singes, Tel 05 65 33 62 72,
monkey park, both in Rocamadour.
• Tépacap, Rieumes, south of Toulouse, Tel: 05 62 14 71 61. A theme park where you suit up to
have a swing through the trees. There are three separate play areas with different levels, from 5
years up, including a darkened maze and courses in trees at various heights. From the A64
direction Tarbes, exit #34 Muret. Follow signs for Saint Clar, then Rieumes. Website:
www.tepacap.fr.
• Youpi Park, L’Union. An indoor play park for children from 18 months to 10 years. Socks are
required. Exit #14 from the Périphérique, direction l’Union, the park is located near the far side
of Castorama.
• Walibi Park Tel: 05 53 96 58 32 located near Agen, between Toulouse and Bordeaux, exit #7 on
A62; slides and water games.

All these parks are within two hours driving of Toulouse. For further activities, see the Travel
Section.

BOOKS AND READING

The American library (bibliothèque), previously located rue du Taur has moved to the
Université du Mirail, 5 allées Antonio Machado, Toulouse, Tel: 05 61 50 43 18. It can be reached
by Metro Line A or bus Line 13. (This information needs to be verified. It may be out of date.)

Odyssud in Blagnac has a large library with an excellent selection of children’s books in English.
A few videos in English are also available.

The Mediatheque in Toulouse at the end of allee Jean Jaures is a newly opened library. It has
lots of stuff, amongst which is a nice collection of books in English. In the basement in the kids’
department there is a book collection for kids in English that are being added to often. On the
2nd floor next to the science-fiction books there is a nice collection of books in English for
grown-ups. Metro stop Marengo puts you pretty much right under the library building giving
easy access. There is also excellent parking below the library.
The public library by place St.Cyprien (Toulouse) has a modest collection of books in English
for kids. The library is located right next to the Metro.

There are two English book shops within the area of “Le Capitole”:
The Bookshop, 17 rue Lakanal
Librairie Etrangère, 16 rue des Lois, Tel: 05 61 21 67 21, is also a good source of English books,
new and used, as well as children’s books. (Information on Librairie Etrangere needs to be
verified. It may be out of date.)



A quaint village called “Montolieu, the village of books” (approx. 30 km north of Carcasonne)
has a myriad of book shops of all sorts: used, specialized, in French, English, and other
languages. A British lady, Salley Newman Tel: 04 68 78 87 61, has a used book shop in the
village and can also arrange guided tours in English for adults and children.

NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES

The Herald Tribune, USA Today, The European, The Financial Times, The London Times, The
Wall Street Journal, and The Economist are widely available in Toulouse center newsstands
and the airport. Foreign newspapers are not generally available until mid-afternoon of the day
of printing. Many foreign magazines are also available at the airport. Another source of English
reading material is the newsstand at the main train station (Gare Matabiau).

ORGANIZATIONS OF INTEREST TO NEWCOMERS

AMERICANS IN TOULOUSE INTERNATIONAL CLUB (AIT)

Americans in Toulouse (AIT) is a non-profit, English-speaking social organization run exclusively
by volunteers. AIT welcomes families, couples and individuals of all nationalities, living in or
visiting the Toulouse area, whatever the length of their stay. AIT fosters friendships, offers
support and exchanges useful information for anyone relocating or contemplating relocation
to or from the Toulouse area in order to ease their assimilation into a new country, city,
language and culture. Our goal is to help each individual enjoy to the fullest their host
community as well as to provide educational, social, and cultural experiences from both the
home and host countries. AIT publishes a monthly newsletter and maintains an extensive
website, located at ‘ait.hoodles.com.

Motto: English speaking ex-pats living and sharing the good life in Toulouse.

FRANCE ETATS-UNIS

French and Americans join for outings, cultural activities, dinner-debates, Thanksgiving dinner,
4th of July picnic, cooking classes, brunches, etc. to further understanding between people of
the two countries. The first Tuesday night of every month (excluding July and August) there’s
an open ‘happy hour’ 6:30 – 8:30 pm at the Crowne Plaza bar, place du Capitole. For more
information call Pascal Bardet, 06 70 89 60 72 or write franceetatsunis@yahoo.com

TOULOUSE WOMEN’S INTERNATIONAL GROUP (TWIG)

is a group of English speaking women, of many different nationalities, with over 200 members
across a broad age range, with 70% being under 55 and 46% of members having dependant
children. The principal aim of the group is to help members make contact with each other and
to offer initial support to new arrivals. The group offers a range of activities and special interest
sub-groups to choose from and a regular magazine to keep in touch. For more information,
please see our website at www.twigsite.org or contact our Welcome & Help organiser, Susie
Edwards on 05 61 06 02 93 or by email:welcome@twigsite.org

mailto:franceetatsunis@yahoo.com
http://www.twigsite.org/
mailto:welcome@twigsite.org


TOULOUSE HASH HOUSE HARRIERS

The Hash is a global network of social running clubs made up of expats and locals who like to
run outdoors, drink beer and get seriously unserious. The Toulouse club was formed in 2002.
Runs are organized regularly at ‘mystery’ locations. Information on future runs can be found at
www.toulousehash.com.

Accueil des Villes de France Toulouse is an organization whose aim is to welcome all new
arrivals to Toulouse. French is spoken primarily. Located at 43, Place des Carmes, Toulouse,
they are open daily from 14:00 to 17:00. Tel: 05 61 55 39 81 ; website : www.avf.asso.fr.

B.R.I.A (Bureau Régional d’Industrialisation et d’Acceuil de Midi-Pyrénées) located 14, rue
de Rivoli, (Grand Rond), Toulouse, Tel: 05 61 33 50 97 has a multi-lingual staff whose job it is to
help new-to-the-area foreigners, and French employees of Toulouse firms and their families,
get settled in the region.

RELIGIOUS SERVICES MEETINGS

The English Church of MIdi-Pyrenees and Aude (Anglican) welcomes all denominations.
Services are held in the church at Eglise Sainte Marguerite, 105, avenue des Arènes Romaines,
Toulouse. On the 1st and 3rd Sundays of the month Holy Communion Service at 10:30, with
Sunday School available for children. On the 2nd and 4th Sundays of the month Family
Worship is at 10:30. Contact Father Charles Howard, 05.61.85.87.98.

Toulouse International Church offers weekly Sunday services (with staffed nursery and
Sunday School) at 10:30 and Youth Meeting at 16:00. A Ladies’ Bible Study meets on Tuesdays
at 9:45. On Wednesdays there is a Men’s prayer breakfast at McDonald’s Blagnac at 7:30 and
Bible Study at 20:00. The church is located at 15 avenue de la République in Cornebarrieu. For
more information call Pastor Andrew Berry at 05.61.85.04.67 or visit their
website:www.toulouseinternationalchurch.org.

Roman Catholics of Toulouse organize Masses in English every 2 weeks. All masses are at 11
am at Chapelle St. Gabriel (Le Plateau) rue Marie Curie, Blagnac. For more information call
Eileen Highley 05 62 13 71 42 or Grace Leahy 06 09 51 55 35

AJLT (Association des Juifs Libéraux à Toulouse) 13, rue du Colonel Driant, Tel: 05 61 52 73
69; Jewish services in French.

Association Musulmane de Toulouse, Mosquée Assalam, Tel: 05 61 44 55 65 for Muslim
services.

http://www.toulouseinternationalchurch.org/
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SPORTS AND INSURANCE

The area of Toulouse offers the oportunity to practice almost any sport. Check the “Sports”
section of the yellow pages, or the Sports chapter of Toulouse Pratique (See Chapter 27) for an
alphabetical listing of all sorts of sports facilities and clubs.

For those on the French healthcare system, and beyond home country insurance, it is strongly
recommended that anyone participating in mountain sports investigate special sports
insurance for injuries not covered by normal insurance policies (i.e. carte neige). See Chapter
13, Medical/Healthcare – Insurance section.
Larger companies will have a “Comité d’Entreprise” which offers their employees ticket
reductions on some sporting activities. Be sure to ask.

AMERICAN FOOTBALL

There are three American Football Clubs in the Toulouse area:

“Les Ours” – Toulouse
“Les Raptors” – Bouloc 
“Les Cometes” –  Montrabe.  They welcome players of all ages and levels, flag and full contact. 
www.cometes-footus.com

BASEBALL

Stade Toulousain Baseball & Softball runs a whole league of amateur teams for all ages and
levels of ability.   You can find out more about the club and how to join at their
website www.toulousebaseball.com or Facebook page www.facebook.com/ToulouseBaseball.

BICYCLE RIDING

Since biking on Toulouse’s narrow streets can be hazardous, try the scenic bike path along the
Canal du Midi, or the Garonne or the Canal Latéral.
There is a “BMX dirt park” in Castanet, 100 meters from the Canal de Midi. There is a bike ride
along the banks of the Aussonnelle.
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Le Fil Vert (The Green Thread) : a free biking event open to all is organized on the first week-end
in June with three different trips to be discovered. Registration is necessary to participate ; for
more information contact Tel: 05 34 41 59 59 or website www.filvert.grandtoulouse.org.

BOWLING

There are four bowling complexes in the area:  Labege, Minimes, Gramont and Colomiers. 
Check the Yellow Pages, “Bowling,” for details.

FLYING

Private flying can be a most enjoyable experience, particularly since all control tower staff
speak English. Normally, you need to join a flying club and pay an annual fee, but some clubs
do have daily fees.  Be sure to ask.  You do need insurance.  It is best to get the insurance at the
beginning of each year because the charge is the same amount for one year or four months. 
American licenses are accepted but you must go to the light aircraft section of Blagnac Airport
to get your license registered.  Take three identification photos with you.

Clubs:

•    l’Aéroclub Jean Mermoz, Aérodrome de Muret, Tel: 05 61 52 03 85
•    l’Aéroclub de Languedoc, Aérodrome Bourg St. Bernard, Tel: 05 61 83 77 72 (mostly gliders)
•    l’Aéroclub de l’Ariège (Glider Club), Tel: 05 61 66 11 00

GOLF

The popularity of golf is ever-increasing in France. While there are not a large quantity of local
courses, the quality of those that exist is very good.

Golf Latitudes, route de Grenade, Seilh is a very foreign user-friendly course.  They are open
daily to non-members. Facilities include two 18-hole courses (par 64 and par 72) plus a hotel,
pool and restaurant. Rental clubs are available.  Tel:  05 62 13 14 14.

Other local courses (les golfs du Sud-Ouest):
•    Golf de la Ramée, chemin Larramet, Tournefeuille Tel: 05 61 07 09 09 – offers private lessons
with an English speaking professional (Camille).
•    Golf de Teoula, 71 avenue Landes, Plaisance du Touch. Tel: 05 61 91 98 80
•    Golf de Toulouse-Palmola, Route d’Albi, Buzet sur Tarn. Tel: 05 61 84 20 50

GYM/AEROBICS

There are many gym clubs in Toulouse that offer monthly and yearly memberships. Most offer
a weight room as well as classes in ‘step’, aerobics, dance, and muscular training. Some also
have pools and saunas, offer martial arts classes or cater to children with special classes. Check
“Toulouse Pratique” under the heading ‘forme’ for names and locations.



HORSEBACK RIDING & PONY CLUBS

Riding schools are usually open to every rider. Occasional riders will pay hourly fees. If you plan
to ride regularly, most clubs will require an annual membership fee (in 2002: 80-180€ for adults,
60-80€ for children, reductions possible for Airbus employees and students), plus the license of
the French Riding Federation (in 2002: about 22€). Membership entitles you to reduced hourly
fees. Most clubs will let you ride a few times, to decide if you want to join. Helmets are required
in most places, but they often have ones which you can use for the day, although not always in
good condition. Some barns require boots and crops.
Pony lessons are usually scheduled on Wednesdays and Saturdays for beginners, and possibly
after school for more experienced riders. Sundays are usually reserved for activities like trail
rides, pony games, or jumping competitions. Trail rides can be easily arranged for small
groups, be sure to ask.
Most riding schools will offer day-courses during the school breaks. At the end of the week,
official level tests can be taken (galops).
Clubs ususally offer dressage, jumping and trail rides. English saddles will be most commonly
used. Western or Australian saddles are sometimes available.
Horse breeds are mostly European. The South West of France specializes in breeding Anglo-
Arabs, so they are widely found in clubs. French Saddlebred (Selle Français) are excellent
jumpers, and Spanish and Portuguese horses star in dressage. Quarter horses are rare, and
gaited horses are the exception.

•    Club Hippique de Blagnac, Tel: 05 61 15 60 00, excellent pony and horse riding school,
English-speaking instructors.
•    Club Hippique d’Hounedis, Ratelier Hotel/Restaurant, Tel: 05 61 85 43 37 for trail rides in the
Forêt de Bouconne.
•    Poney Club de Charlas, Plaisance du Touch, Tel: 05 61 07 40 21
•    Ferme Equestre d’En Crouchet, St. Paul-s/Save, Tel: 05 61 85 38 27: lessons for very young
riders on Shetland ponies, trail rides on Sundays on horseback or in carriages.
•    La Seillonne, Pin Balma, Tel: 05 61 84 46 00: has an excellent poney club.
•    Ranch Abako, Montaigut sur Save outdoor riding, all levels 15 euros per hour  145 euros per
week-end Tel:05 61 06 17 12
•    For a fabulous trail ride in the Montagne Noire, try L’Etrier de la Montagne Noire, near
Cammazes, Tel: 05 63 74 14 71.

ICE SKATING

The ice rinks (patinoire) are open October through May. As daily hours are variable, call for
hours and fees. Regular and hockey skates can be rented.
•    The rink in Blagnac is located at 10, avenue du Général de Gaulle, Tel. 05 62 74 71 40. A
specific area with games is reserved for children two hours on Sunday mornings. Exit 902.1
“Place de la Révolution” and follow signs for ‘Blagnac Centre’
•    The Toulouse rink, La Fraternité, is located on Avenue de l’Hers, Tel. 05 61 48 60 40.

JUDO



Dojo Tonic, 28 Boulevard Matabiau, Toulouse. Tel: 05 61 99 63 31

KARTING

•    Speedway 31 Kart, 164 route de Revel, Toulouse, Tel: 05 62 16 32 00. They hold their ‘Coupe
Speedway’ in December. The competition is open to all, and every driver who participates
receives a little something in return.

ROWING

Toulouse has a dynamic rowing club, l’Aviron Toulousain, that welcomes anyone for
competition or for pleasure, and youngsters 11 and older.  Grown-ups can sign up for a
Saturday morning test run (9:30am, 15 euros); kids from 11 to 14 can show up for a free try-out
on Wednesdays at 2pm or on Saturdays at 1:30.  The club has just started offering Avifit classes
(ie indoor rowing = fitness on erg machines).

The English page of the website is here http://aviron-toulousain.fr/english.php or you can send
email to alexa.depeyrot@gmail.com or call 06 26 57 42 12 for more information in English.

SKIING
Skiing is very popular in France and particularly in the Toulouse region, as it is just a 2-hour
drive to the slopes. The Pyrenées offer more than 30 downhill ski resorts, and half-dozen more
for cross country skiing.
Some of the closest ski areas are Ax-Bonascre, Pas de la Case-Soldeu (Andorra), St. Lary-Soulan
(for an English-speaking family hotel, try the Vald’Aure, Tel: 05 62 98 60 63), Superbagnères and
Piau Engaly. If you’re going for more than a day trip you can also ski at Cauterets, La Mongie (for
an English-speaking ski chalet, try Châlet de la Grande Champagne, Tel: 05 62 91 82 63), Font
Romeu. For a high class resort, try Baquera in Spain. Le plateau de Beille is a cross country
resort with a beautiful location only 90 minutes from Toulouse. You can try a sled-dog run. This
place is ideal for children who are not too familiar with snow.

Several ski clubs organize day, weekend and even week-long (school vacation) trips as well as
offer discount tickets to members going to the slopes on their own. Pyrénées Ski Club, rue du
Taur, Toulouse or Colomiers Ski Club. Decathlon and Igloo Sports also sell reduced ski passes
for selected resorts.

Most ski resorts offer ski classes for adults and children, either in groups or individual lessons.
Classes are run by professional teachers at the ESF (Ecole de Ski Français). Tests can be taken
to assess skiing levels. For children older than 5 years: Flocon for beginners, and then 1ère
étoile, 2ème étoile, 3ème étoile.
The fee for the ski lesson doesn’t include the cost for equipment rental.

Some ski stations will offer a Jardin des neiges for younger kids up to 5 years old, with reserved
areas where they can play with snow, under professional supervision. Some ski stations also
have day care – garderie – for children from ages 3 months to 5 years. The cost does not cover
lunch, snacks or diapers. You are sometimes asked for your child’s health record (carnet de
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santé).

Ski gear and boots can be rented in all ski resorts. Make certain to bring an ID or drivers license
to be left in the shop until you return with the gear. Sleds may also be rented. Larger
companies with a Comité d’Entreprise may rent equipment for children for the ski season.

Ski passes can be bought for a half day, full day, or more depending on the length of your stay.
Children under 12 years old pay a reduced price. Children under 5 years old usually don’t pay
but you still need to ask for a free pass at the ticket counter. Ski pass prices are higher during
the winter school break – usually February. As skiing is very popular in France, try to avoid the
crowds during week ends in the break.

SQUASH COURTS

Espace Biotonic, 98 bis, chemin de la Flambère, Toulouse. Tel. 05 61 49 30 79; five courts, open
daily.
Aérosquash de Blagnac, 94, route de Cornebarrieu, Blagnac. Tel. 05 61 71 94 07; six courts,
open daily.

SWIMMING

There are many public swimming pools in Toulouse and its suburbs. They are generally quite
clean, well kept and many are open year-round. Some are outdoors or indoors only, while
others have sliding roofs and are transformed for the summer/winter seasons. Most pools are
open all day Monday through Saturday and during school vacations. On school days they are
usually open to the public from 17:00 to 19:00 as they are used for swim classes during school
hours. Check your local pool for details. Prices are reasonable and multiple entry cards are
available at a reduced rate. Bathing caps (bonnet de bain) are usually required. Bermuda short
bathing suits for men are usually not permitted.

The newest pool in Colomiers is fabulous, with indoor, pool, current and wading pools, as well
as an indoor/outdoor slide/ride, A new olympic swimming pool is being built in La Ramée and
scheduled to open in 2002. The St. Ferréol lake just outside of Revel (60 km south east of
Toulouse) is a nice place to go on a hot summer’s day. You can swim, rent paddle boats,
windsurf or just relax.

WINDSURFING

Windsurfing can be enjoyed in the designated areas in the following places: Base de Loisirs de
La Ramée, when windy!
Lac de Saint Féréol, near Revel, south east of Toulouse
Lac de la Ganguise, near Nailloux, south east of Toulouse
If you want to sail on the Mediterranean, you can reach the beaches in Narbonne, Leucate, or
l’étang de Beille in Gruissan in less than two hours.
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Because of the central location of Toulouse, there are many interesting and beautiful places to
see in the area. We have listed a few of our favorites, to which you will be able to add your own
discoveries. You can also try The Bookshop, rue Lakanal, for English-language books on the
area. The tourist office in central Toulouse (behind la Place du Capitole) will give you, upon
request, a free Midi-Pyrénées tourist map, complete with listings of most everything to see in
this region. You can also contact:
Comité du Tourisme, 24, rue de l’Embouchure, 31000 Toulouse.
They will mail you free brochures and tourist maps, lists of hotels or B&Bs, and lists of places of
interest.

SEASONAL EVENTS
Besides the obvious, skiing in the winter and beaches in the summer, the French tourist season
revolves around all kinds of festivals, focused on everything from music and theater to folklore
and food. Most take place in the summer months and the Southwest is host to quite a few that
shouldn’t be missed.  Flash magazine lists all the regional festivals in its special summer issue
that comes out in early July.  Telerama covers the major music and arts festivals throughout
France in an issue published in June.

Some of the more interesting festivals in the area include the Gaillac Fête du vin, Wine Festival
(August), the classical music festival in St. Bertrand de Comminges at the foot of the Pyrenees,
the summer festival of music and dance in Carcassonne’s medieval amphitheater, the world
class jazz festival at Marciac (Gers/Gascony region) in July and the world-renowned festival of
Avignon.

Not to be forgotten is the nationwide Fête de la Musique held annually on June 21st. The
streets of Toulouse come to life as everyone and anyone with a musical instrument shows the
public what music is all about; having a good time!  An off-season street festival takes place in
November when the Beaujolais Nouveau wine is released on the market.

WHERE TO FIND INFORMATION
To make travel and holiday arrangements, you have many options:
•    Airlines are listed under Transports Aérien in the Yellow Pages if you need to find a phone
number
•    Travel Agencies are listed under Agences de Voyage in the Yellow Pages.
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These agencies sell tickets for airlines as well as tickets for trains (France and Europe), coaches,
boats or European ferries.
The following agencies have offices downtown and in Greater Toulouse:
FRAM Voyages, 1 rue Lapeyrouse, Toulouse, tel. 05 62 15 16 17
Nouvelles Frontières, 2 place Saint Sernin, Toulouse, tel. 05 61 21 74 14
Amplitudes, 20 rue du Rempart St. Etienne, Toulouse, tel. 05 62 30 17 77
•    Shopping centers like Leclerc or Carrefour also sell reduced-price tickets.
•    Tour operators:
They offer their own trips or packages, all presented in their catalogues.
FRAM Voyages, 1 rue Lapeyrouse, Toulouse, tel. 05 62 15 16 17
Nouvelles Frontières, 2 place Saint Sernin, Toulouse, tel. 05 61 21 74 14
Club Méditerranée, 1 bis rue des Lois, Toulouse, tel. 05 34 45 53 20

DAY TRIPS:

MIDI PYRENEES (South of Toulouse)

Andorra is a small principality, generally known as a tax haven, located in the Pyrenees
between France and Spain. By car, count on a long day trip. The border with France, El Pas de
la Casa, is mercantile;  and one probably shouldn’t stay there, unless you are only there to
shop.  English, French and Spanish are spoken by employees in all shops. Electronics
equipment and liquor are the best buys.  To truly discover this tiny country, drive into the
mountains, towards Andorra La Vella, the capital.  Don’t hesitate to stay off of the main roads;
 you’ll find beautiful scenery, Roman stone churches and unspoiled villages. Caldéa is a
thermal aquatic center, lavishly decorated, with marble floors, Roman and Indian style pools,
water cascades, fountains, jacuzzi.  Enjoy a stunning view of the Pyrenées through a glass
dome while floating in warm water.  There’s also a fitness center, a solarium, health and beauty
services. Relaxing!  The telephone number is: 00 376 800 999.

Foix is about 80 km southeast of Toulouse, in the Ariège region of the Pyrenees, on the route to
Andorra. The town is dominated by an imposing château perched on a rock high above the old
medieval town with narrow streets.  There is a medieval festival every summer, with shows
Friday and Saturday nights in July and August.  Visit the web site www.ariege.com.

The nearby Rivière Souterraine de Labouiche is the longest underground river in Europe and
offers an interesting boat tour of the caves.

Montségur is a Catharist ruin perched high on top of a steep rock (1,207 m) at the foot of the
Pyrenees.  In 1244, after a ten-month siege, the castle was taken and two hundred heretics
burned.  Stop in Mirepoix on the way to see its medieval arcade town square.  Books listing
locations of many Catharist castles are available at most bookstores in Toulouse.

The Prehistoric Park in Tarascon is set in a beautiful environment and recreates life during
Neolithic times.  There are regular demonstrations of how to cut weapons out of silex, or how
to light a fire.  Try your hand at painting on a cave wall, or throwing spears.  You can admire
reproductions of cave paintings from caves which are closed to the public.  Exit before



Tarascon on N20, at the end of the dual carriage way.

The following are prehistoric caves open to the public:
•    Niaux is the second most impressive ornate prehistoric cave in France after Lascaux.
Reservations are necessary and can be made by calling: 05 61 05 88 37.
•    The Mas d’Azil is also a prehistoric cave. For more information, call 05 61 69 97 22.
Recommended website about the various types of cave drawings :
www.culture.fr/culture/arcnat/lascaux/en to view spotlight drawings of the famous cave of
Lascaux, near Montignac, now closed to the public.

Parc des Loups is a wolf park located in Orlu near Ax Les Thermes.

MIDI PYRENEES (South West of Toulouse)

Lourdes is approximately a one and a half hour drive southwest of Toulouse.  Early spring can
be a beautiful time to see Lourdes.  You can visit the cave where it is claimed that Bernadette
Soubirous, a 14-year-old peasant girl, witnessed an apparition of the Virgin Mary.  The most
important pilgrimage takes place here annually, during the week of August 15th, when
hundreds of ill people, from all over the world, come to Lourdes to experience what to them
are sacred waters.  The Semaine Sainte is held for Easter.  The town and surrounding area are
well worth a visit.  Websites :www.Lourdes-France.com or www.lourdes-france.org.

Martres Tolosane has specialized in the production of earthenware (faiences) since the 18th
century;  workshops (faiencerie) are open to visitors.

Montmaurin is a Gallo-Roman villa, dating from the 2nd through the 4th century, with thermal
baths, reception rooms, and gardens. The mosaics are exhibited in the nearby museum. For
more information, you can call: 05 61 88 74 73

Saint Bertrand de Comminges boasts a basilica, perched on a rock over the valley, and an
impressive cloister set in a peace, fun environment. Don’t miss the remarkable sculptures of
the wooden banks (les stalles), carved in the 16th century.

Here are just a few of the many interesting places in the Central Pyrenees:

Bagnères de Bigorre is known for its trail walks.

Cirque de Gavarnie has trail walks, a stunning view and theatrical productions every summer.

Luchon is a thermal town, renown for its Fête des Fleurs in August. Created in 1888, this fête is a
procession of flower-decked floats. Visit their web site: www.luchon.com.

The Observatoire du Pic du Midi near Tarbes opened in July 2000 to the public. Climb up to
2,877 meters in a cable car.  Tha panorama is spectacular with a unique view of the entire
Pyrenees mountains range. The sun and its corona are daily monitored in the observatory.  The
Discovery Center where you can learn about astronomy is open to the public.  Caution: due to
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the high altitude, don’t forget to bring warm clothes and sunglasses.  The site is not advisable
for pregnant women, children under 3 and people subject to heart problems.  From La Mongie,
cable cars depart every 15 minutes;  the visit takes about two hours. For more information, call
05 62 56 71 11 or visit www.picdumidi.com.

MIDI PYRENESS (West of Toulouse)

This area, known as the Gers, is beautiful, although not particularly spectacular, with its gentle
hills rolling up to the Pyrenees.  Le Gers deserves to be discovered in all seasons: so close to
Toulouse, and yet so different!   Don’t miss a day trip there in the summer with all the sunflower
fields in bloom.  The food is just fantastic, as the area is home to Foie Gras.

Auch has one of the most recent cathedrals built in France: the Cathédrale Sainte Marie.  It is a
Gothic building, with remarkable stained-glass windows and Renaissance decoration.  The old
town is also worth a visit.

Condom is a medium-sized city about 140 km northwest of Toulouse in the Gers region
(Gascony).  Condom offers an excellent hotel/restaurant called Les Cordeliers that is housed in
an old abbey.  You can also visit the famous Armagnac cellars of Jeannot or go a bit out of town
to the Armagnac cellars of the Château de Cassaigne, where they offer a slide show, in English,
before the tasting session.  Don’t miss the other lively towns set in the rolling hills of Gascony:
Fleurance, Mauvezin and Lectoure.  In Lectoure you can learn about the pastel trade and buy
one of a kind souvenirs at L’Atelier (visit their website:  www.bleu-de-lectoure.com).

Cologne and Gimont are typical villages called “bastides”, with wooden or stone ‘halles’ hosting
weekly farmers’ markets.
Fourcès, which is located further to the west, is a lovely village, circle-shaped, built around a
square with old trees.
L’Isle Jourdain is where the Musée Art Campanaire is located which exhibits all sorts of bells.
Marciac is world renown for its Jazz festival for two weeks in August. For more information,
contact the tourist office in Marciac at 05 62 08 26 60 or visit www.marciac.com. To make
concert reservations, call 08 25 08 82 30.

MIDI PYRENEES (North of Toulouse)

Cahors is about a one hour drive from Toulouse.  Visit the city, home to the finest medieval
bridge in the world, le Pont Valentré, and to the lovely old quarter, and explore the surrounding
wine country.  Two wine châteaux you can visit are Château de Mercues (also a top-notch
hotel/restaurant), and Château de Haute Serre.

Cloître de Moissac is one of the finest examples of a Roman cloister, built by the end of the 11th
century.  A highlight of the cloister is the 76 marble columns, each capital adorned with a
different sculpture, flower, or mythical animals; some recount Biblical stories.  The gate of the
Eglise Saint Pierre is a wonder of Roman sculpture.

Figeac is a nice town, and home to the Musée Champollion, named after the scientist who
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deciphered the Egyptian hieroglyphs.

The Forêt de la Grésigne is an oak forest which is great for walks and bike rides.

The Gouffre de Padirac is an impressive cave, best discovered by taking the elevator all the way
down the shaft, then riding in a boat along the underground river.

Medieval villages abound in the region.  For example, take the Montauban exit off the autoroute
to discover a beautiful countryside and pretty villages. Visit the medieval town of Penne,
perched high above the river, or Bruniquel and its art exhibitions, Saint-Antonin-Noble-
Val,Villefranche-de-Rouergue (visit the medieval town square). Montclar-du-Quercy and
Castelnau-de-Montmirail are walled villages, built on top of cliffs in the 13th and 14th century;
enjoy the view!  You can combine this trip with a trip to Cordes (see below).

Montauban is a nice brick city.  Visit the museum exhibiting drawings and paintings by Ingres.

Pech Merle has major a prehistoric cave. Don’t miss the Grey Horses fresco.

Rocamadour is a long day trip by car, being a few hours NW of Toulouse, and beyond Cahors,
but well worth it.  The town, a center for religious pilgrims since the 12th century, is cut into a
cliff side! It had as much religious importance as Rome, Santiago de Compostela and
Jerusalem until the 13th century. Be forewarned that it has become very tourist-oriented today.
The town also offers one of the largest cheese festivals in Southern France in May.

Saint Cirq-Lapopie is near Cahors, and is one of the prettiest villages in France.  It has lovely
narrow streets, Gothic and Renaissance houses, artisans, and breathtaking views of the Lot
River valley.

Walibi Park is an amusement park near Agen, between Toulouse and Bordeaux. There are
water games and slides.

MIDI PYRENEES (North East of Toulouse)

Albi is located 80 km NE of Toulouse.  Nicknamed ‘Albi the Red’ because of its brick facades,
Albi was once the focal point of the Catharist heretic movement and later a hotbed of working-
class uprisings.  The old city, a veritable open-air museum on the banks of the Tarn, remains
intact as a living landmark to this turbulent period in history.  Visit the impressive Cathédrale
Sainte Cécile, built in the late 13th century, known for its fortress-like appearance, its
flamboyant southern Gothic interior and its 16th-century Station Renaissance paintings.  The
choir-stall is worth a visit.  The Palais de La Berbie houses a museum devoted to the work Albi’s
most famous native son, Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec (1864-1901), with more than 600 works of
art: paintings, drawings, lithographs, and posters.

Around Albi is the Albigeois, the region where the rugged Massif Central gives way to the rolling
landscape of the Midi, and where slate gives way to brick.



Cordes-sur-Ciel is a must-see. This medieval walled city was created in 1222 on the top of a cliff,
about 80 km NE of Toulouse, not far from Albi.  It has steep cobblestone streets, quiet
passageways, and stone steps that are lined with old Gothic houses, many of which are
currently home to art galleries and craft shops.  Cordes is also home to the renowned (but
expensive) Grand Ecuyer restaurant.  On July 14th, Bastille Day, Cordes comes alive with a
medieval festival complete with a costumed population, medieval crafts’ displays, jousting
matches and, of course, plenty of food.  Visiting tourists get a discount if they are appropriately
dressed.  It is strongly recommended to leave your car in the car parks outside the city.  Contact
the Office du Tourisme at: 05 63 56 00 52.

Gaillac is the home of local wines.

Giroussens sponsors a pottery and ceramic exhibition at the end of April with around 50
exhibitors.  Take highway direction Albi, exit #7. For more information, contact the tourist office
at: 05 63 79 03 10.

The Jardin des Martels, Giroussens is a beautiful garden that boasts a tropical aquatic
greenhouse which is great for kids. For more information, call: 05 63 41 61 42. Take the highway
direction Albi, then exit #7.

Conques has an abbey which is a halt for the pilgrims on their way to Santiago de Compostelle.
Concerts are organized in the summer.

MIDI PYRENEES (East of Toulouse)

Castres is a small, lovely city with a river running through the middle of town. Castres is located
about 70 kilometers east of Toulouse. It boasts a small, but interesting Goya Museum,
exhibiting paintings by Spanish artists, including: Franciso Goya, Velasquez, Murillo. For more
information, call: 05 63 71 59 30.

Lac de St Féréol is where you want to go in the hot summer months.  There are lots of nautical
activities only one half hour from Toulouse.  What looks like a lake is in fact a dam, created in
1666, to act as a water reservoir for the Canal du Midi.

The Parc National du Sidobre isa black forest host to granite rocks with funny shapes, in
equilibrium, defying gravity. Great for walks with kids. Start your tour from the villages of
Burlats, Lacrouzette, Ferrières, Guior-le-Bez or Saint-Savy-de-la-Balme.

Theme parks for children:

•    Walibi: water park, slides and water games
•    African Zoo, Plaisance du Touch
•    Cité de l’Espace, Toulouse
•    Prehistoric Parc, Tarascon sur Ariège
•    Labyrinthus, Cordes
•    Monkey Forest, Rocamadour



•    Wolf Park, Orlu, Ariège

LANGUEDOC ROUSSILLON

Two hours away from Toulouse, the nearest beaches on the Mediterranean are:  Gruissan,
Leucate, Port Barcarès, Canet Plage and St Cyprien. The coast is flat, with wide beaches of sand
or pebbles, no tides, and few waves!

Cap d’Agde/Grande Motte are both popular beaches.

Carcassonne is a must see for all visitors.  Located about one hour’s drive southeast of
Toulouse, Carcassonne is a remarkably preserved medieval fortified city (la Cité Médiévale)
unique in Europe.  The 52 towers, 2 concentric walls, and 3 kilometers of ramparts envelop an
inhabited city.  There are shops, restaurants and hotels as well as a great deal of history.  There
are guided tours in French all year-round and in English during the tourist season. Carcassonne
boasts magnificent fireworks on the 14th of July (Bastille Day).  Check for times with the Office
du Tourisme at: 04 68 10 24 30 or visit their website:  www.carcassone.org..

The Catharist castles circuit on road D117 will introduce you to fortified castles built in the 13th
and 14th centuries.  Don’t miss Puivert, Lapradelle-Puilaurens, Quéribus and the stunning
Peyrepertuse.  They are nicknamed ‘les citadelles du vertige’.  See for yourself!

Collioure is located on the Mediterranean coast to the south of Perpignan. A quaint fishing port
with a fortress that was the summer home of the Kings of Majorca during their 13th and 14th
century reign over French Catalonia. It is lively in the tourist season with many little shops and
restaurants.  Drive a bit further down the coast to Banyuls to taste the town’s famous naturally
sweet wine.  The town offers beautiful firework displays on July 14th.

Narbonne has a beautiful cathedral, old town, and Palais des Archevêques (11th century), all
worth the visit!

The Oppidum d’Ensérune is an unusual Roman site.

The Sigean African Reserve is located off of highway A9, near Narbonne.  The reserve offers a fun
day for the whole family watching lions, rhinos and ostriches. 160 animal species live in an
environment similar to their home habitats.  www.reserveafricainsigean.fr or 04 68 48 20 20.

Sète is located on the Mediterranean coast between Narbonne and Montpellier. A picturesque
fishing village laced with a network of canals and bridges that make it an important hub of
maritime life.  Try the seafood in one of the seaside restaurants while watching the jousting
matches on the water between teams of sailors on narrow boats, a 300-year-old tradition.

Tautavel is home to an important prehistory museum.  Its most famous native son, the skull of
the 450,000-year old “Tautavel Man” has recently been returned to the site.  Visit
www.tautavel.com or call 04 68 29 07 76.

http://www.carcassone.org/
http://www.reserveafricainsigean.fr/
http://www.tautavel.com/


WEEKEND TRIPS:

PROVENCE REGION (East of Toulouse)

Anduze has a bamboo forest which can be visited.

Arles is a Roman capital and was a religious center during the Middle Ages.  It also has a
functioning Roman arena (capacity 26,000), amphitheater and les Alyscamps, the Roman
cemetery and bridge which were subjects of two of Van Gogh’s most famous works.

Avignon is a city, with a population of ninety thousand, that is approximately 300 km from
Toulouse.  It is an old city with considerable history.  Visit the medieval Palace of the Popes,
home to five Popes during the time when the headquarters of the Roman Catholic church were
here and to two Popes during the Great Schism.  This should be the highlight of your visit to
this city of art and culture spread out regally along the banks of the Rhône River. Don’t miss the
Place de l’Horloge (main square) and the many outdoor shops and restaurants.

Bories is an uninhabited village near Gordes, about one half of an hour east of Avignon. The
houses, including the roofs, are build completely of stone. The village dates from the 14th
century.

La Camargue is a vast, unspoiled area at the delta of the Rhône River, preserved as a botanical
and zoological nature reserve, just beyond Montpellier. This is another site not to be missed.  It
is home to wild horses and countless pink flamingos.  Visit the Gypsy village of Saintes-Maries-
de-la-Mer and the walled town of Aigues-Mortes, built by Louis IX in the 13th century to ensure
a Mediterranean port for his crusaders.  The town is still inhabited today, and its ramparts,
towers and dungeons convey the importance of the Egyptian crusade which departed through
its gates in 1248.

Gorges de l’Hérault,  St Guilhem le Désert both provide a spectacular view!

The Grotte des Demoiselles boasts beautiful concretions and stalactites.

Le Pont du Gard is an awe-inspiring relic of the Roman colonization of France.  It is a three-
tiered, 150-foot high, two thousand year-old bridge along the most grandiose stretch of a 50
kilometer-long aqueduct that supplied the inhabitants of the city of Nîmes with fresh water.

Les Baux on the route of les Alpilles des Baux is lined with windmills and sun-baked landscapes
that have attracted artists throughout the centuries.

Nîmes is also known as the ‘French Rome’ due to its wealth of monuments and buildings
dating from Roman times.  Its amphitheater is a virtual mini-Coliseum.  The stone temple of the
Maison Carrée and the crumbling Temple of Diana will plunge you into the world of antiquity. 
Nîmes is also known for the springtime bullfighting Feria.

Orange is where Provence really starts. It was an ancient center of Roman trade.  Don’t miss out



on the summer music festival in the well-preserved amphitheater.

Les Gorges du Tarn are about a three-hour drive northeast of Toulouse beyond Millau.  You can
kayak and canoe to your heart’s content in the narrow canyon of the Tarn River.  While you are
there, and if you are a Roquefort cheese lover, visit the town from which the cheese got its
name,Roquefort-sur-Soulzon.  You can tour the fromagerie (cheese factory) Société.

DORDOGNE REGION

Approximately two and a half hours north of Toulouse, the Dordogne is a region of picturesque
towns perched on cliffs above the Dordogne River.  The region is home to some of France’s
most beautiful villages and to great regional cooking.  There is too much to see for one
weekend, thus it is better seen in several trips.  If possible, plan your visit in the spring or
autumn. Here are some favorites:  Hautefort, La Roche Gageac, St. Céré, andDome.

Rocamadour is a long day trip, being a few hours NW of Toulouse, and beyond Cahors, but well
worth it. The town, a center for religious pilgrims since the 12th century, is cut into a cliff side!  It
had as much religious importance as Rome, Santiago de Compostela and Jerusalem until the
13th century.  Be forewarned, however, that it has become very tourist-oriented today.

Sarlat is a medieval town where one can find excellent food.  Several châteaux offer bed and
breakfast.

Prehistoric caves:
The Caves at Lascaux is the most important prehistoric discovery in Europe.  The original cave
is closed to the public, although one can visit a reproduction.  Buy tickets in the nearby town of
Montignac early in the morning for the same day.

The Caves of Rouffignac are well worth the trip. The prehistoric paintings being far from the
“modern” entrance, you ride a train in the cave. Kids love it! There are beautiful drawings of
mammoths.

The Caves of Font de Gaume have beautiful prehistoric paintings. Reservations are requested
during the summer.

THE ATLANTIC OCEAN

Bordeaux is approximately 240 km NW of Toulouse. I t is a chief port of the French south
Atlantic coast and one of the worlds wine capitals.  It is also a beautiful city with many places of
interest.  Taste the wine and visit the countryside in nearby St. Emilion, where there is a very
interesting château with a dungeon, a monolithic church and catacombs. Also visit Sauternes
and Pessac-Leognan.

For a friendly English-speaking B&B, call La Tuilerie in Noaillac, near La Réole, at 05 56 71 05 51,
or e-mail them at: claire.laborde@libertysurf.fr.

mailto:claire.laborde@libertysurf.fr


The Atlantic Ocean offers tides, waves, and wide, white sand beaches. Some places are
renowned for surfing.

Les Landes is known for its gorgeous pinewood forest, starting south of Bordeaux all the way
down to the Basque country.  It offers a 300 km-long biking path along the sea, in the sand
dunes, from Lacanau to Biarritz.

Bassin d’Arcachon has an oyster park.  Bird Island is a National Reserve accessible by boat from
Arcachon. There are 5-6 departures per day, and the trip lasts about 2 hours. Make sure to
check tide timetables.  Dune du Pilat is the highest sand dune in Europe, overlooking the
ocean.

Main beach resorts:
Hourtin Plage
Carcans
Lacanau: surfing paradise
Biscarrosse
Hossegor: World Cup surf contest in August
Vieux Boucau
Cap Breton

Biarritz/Bayonne are lovely twin seaside cities 300 km SW of Toulouse.  Visit the historic forts
and cathedrals and the Bayonne casino; enjoy the clean beaches. English is spoken by the
employees of most hotels, restaurants, and retail establishments. It is a pretty drive along RN
117 to the autoroute (toll highway).

The road from Biarritz to St Jean de Luz is very scenic.
St Jean de Luz is a lovely historic harbor.  It had the privilege of hosting the wedding of the Sun
King, Louis XIV, with the Spanish infanta in the 17th century.
La Rhune offers the chance for a great trip in the Pyrenees.  Take the small train to Ascain and
discover a splendid overview of the Atlantic coast.
Eugénie Les Bains, near Aire sur Adour, hosts the restaurant ‘Chez Daquin’ rated three stars in
the Michelin gastronomic guide.

La Rochelle is an historic fortified port dominated by two towers, each six centuries old, and
located about a three and a half hour drive northwest of Toulouse on the Atlantic coast.  During
the summer months, the 15th century homes, covered wooden sidewalks, and arched
passageways are the background to lively street entertainment and outdoor restaurants.  The
city is also home to a major aquarium.

NORTHERN SPAIN – COASTAL

Costa Brava can be reached by autoroute, but the coastal drive along the cliffs is absolutely
breathtaking, as long as you don’t mind hairpin curves and heights.  Here are just a few of the
many beautiful seaside towns.



Cadaques is an adorable whitewashed fishing village clinging to the hills.  Cadaques became
the haunt of artists and intellectuals thanks to its resident star, Salvador Dali, it boasts picture
postcard charm with narrow lanes and staircases serving as a substitute for streets.  Dali’s villa
is just down the road in the tiny resort of Port Lligat, but can be visited by reservation only.

Rosas is a large beach resort, rather built up, but lively.  Go to Aqualand when it gets too hot!

Tossa de Mar is a beach resort graced with an old city surrounded by ramparts.  Beautiful.

SPAIN – CITIES AND INLAND SITES

Barcelona is the capital of Catalogne, and is sophisticated and modern in spirit, yet exuding
tradition and history in its every nook and cranny.  The Gothic center and the fantasy inspired
houses are just a few of the many attractions.  Don’t miss the Sagrada Familia, the cathedral
designed by the Catalan architect Gaudi.  Check your map and watch street names carefully as
you enter Barcelona.  A good 50% of tourists take the wrong freeway (the coast road) instead of
the direct one when exiting Barcelona to return to France.

Figueras is the birthplace of Dali, and home to his strange and remarkable museum set in a
former theater.  It is a temple of surrealism just 2 hours from Toulouse by toll highway.  Arrive
early to avoid the crowd in the summer. .

Gerona is an old town where it feels as though one is taking a walk through medieval Spain.  It
had an important Jewish population during the Middle Ages.  Go to the tourist office for a
walking tour guide.

La Bisbal is known as a pottery village.

Pubol is the modest castle Salvador Dali offered to his wife Gala.  Don’t miss it!  It has a great
location in the hills, and the decoration reflects the master’s peculiar genius.

Pamplona is located 380 km SW of Toulouse.  During the 1st week in July the Fiesta of San
Fermin is celebrated with the ‘running of the bulls’!  Every morning at 08:00 during the festival,
the people watch as the brave run through the barricaded streets with bulls chasing them to
the bullring.  There is a lot of excitement, activities, and delicious Spanish food.

San Sebastian is a beautiful mid-sized Spanish city approximately a 5-hour drive SW of
Toulouse.  It is nestled into an Atlantic coast bay with a rocky coast to the north and sandy
beaches to the south.
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SERVICES OFFERED BY THE AMERICAN CONSULAR PRESENCE OFFICE

As of January 1, 2014 services have been reduced in the Toulouse office which is now classified
as an “American Presence Post” (APP). The Toulouse office continues to handle the following
services which are deemed an emergency:

U.S. citizen in prison in France
Death of U.S. citizen in France
Victim assistance in France
Disappearance

The first two are self explanatory. Should you fall victim to a robbery on vacation in France the
embassy will assist you to the extent of even getting you home if you do not have the funds to
return. These funds are subject to repayment to the U.S. government. If someone is here
visiting, working or attending college and family and friends cannot locate you, they provide
location assistance.

Services no longer offered in Toulouse (except during embassy visits, see below) are:

Issuing passports (minors and adults)
Report of birth abroad and first passport
Notarizing of documents
Marriage documents
Social Security Card (no payment is necessary)

The embassy in Paris and consulate in Marseille are experimenting with having their embassy
officials occasionally visit various regions in France so that US citizens do not need to go to
Paris or Marseille to have these services. If you need services, take advantage of them in your
local areas, because if turnout is low they will discontinue the visits. What will happen is on the
day of your appointment you sign the necessary document(s) and you will be given the
document(s) you requested. You will not have to wait.

If you cannot wait until the next visit, you must work with the embassy in Paris or the consulate
in Marseille directly.  Most requests can be handled by mail. For more information, their contact
information including Web site addresses where you can find all of the necessary procedures
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and forms are listed below.

AIT will inform members well in advance of such consular visits.  Individuals can also sign up to
be notified directly and to receive various other types of travel and safety alerts useful to US
expats by entrolling in the Smart Travelers Enrollment Program (STEP)
at https://step.state.gov/step/

List of Embassy and Consulate Addresses:

American Embassy (Paris)
2 rue St. Florentin
75001 PARIS
Tel: 01 43 12 23 47
Hours: Monday to Friday, 09:00 to 15:00, except American & French holidays. The Notary
Section is only open from 09:00 to 12:00.
Web site: http://france.usembassy.gov/

American Consulate (Marseille)

For passports by mail:
Place Varian Fry
13286 MARSEILLE
Tel: 04 91 54 92 00 Ext. 316 or 317
Fax: 04 91 55 09 47
Hours: Tuesday-Wednesday, 09:00 to 12:00 & 14:00 to 16:00
Web site: http://marseille.usconsulate.gov/

American Consular Prescence Office (Toulouse)
25 allées Jean Jaurès
31000 Toulouse
Tel: 05 34 41 36 50
Fax: 05 34 41 16 19
Hours: Wednesdays by appointment only from 09:00-12:00 & 14:00-17:00
E-mail: toulousedos@fr.psinet.com

Australian Embassy
4 rue Jean Rey
PARIS 15e
Tel: 01 40 59 33 00

British Embassy
31 rue du Faubourg Saint Honoré
PARIS 8e
Tel: 01 44 51 31 00

British General Consulate

http://france.usembassy.gov/
http://marseille.usconsulate.gov/
mailto:toulousedos@fr.psinet.com
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353 boulevard du Président Wilson
33073 BORDEAUX Cedex
Tel: 05 57 22 21 10

British Consulate
English Enterprises
8 allee Comminges
COLOMIERS
Tel: 05 61 30 37 91 or 05 57 22 21 10
Hours: Monday – Tuesday and Thursday – Friday, 09:00 to 12:00 & 14:00 to 17:00

Canadian Embassy
35 avenue Montaigne
PARIS 8e
Tel: 01 44 43 29 00

Canadian Consulate
10 rue Jules de Resseguier

31000 TOULOUSE
Tel: 05 61 52 19 06
Hours: Monday to Friday, 09:00 to 12:00

German General Consulate
377 blvd. Président Wilson
33022 BORDEAUX Cedex
Tel: 05 56 17 12 22
Fax: 05 56 42 32 65

German Consulate
24 rue de Metz
31000 TOULOUSE
Tel: 05 61 52 35 56
Hours: Monday to Friday, 09:00 to 11:30

← 27: Reference Material
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The following reference books provide an extensive amount of information, on a variety of
topics, to further your understanding and enjoyment of France, Toulouse and the French
lifestyle.
You can either purchase these books in the United States and/or the U.K., or in France
depending on the language. The English bookshops in Toulouse can order them for you. For
on-line shopping, please be aware of the high postage costs to France if you order from an
English or American web site. When ordering from www.amazon.fr, you will only pay the French
postage.

The Best of France: by Gault Millau, Crown Publishers.

Birnbaum’s France: Houghton Mifflin Co. A travel guide

Cultural Misunderstandings: The French-American Experience, by Raymonde Caroll, translated
by Carol Volk. Published by the University of Chicago Press. Contains very good descriptions
and many examples of the problems that can arise between the French and the Americans.

Culture Shock France: by Sally Adamson Taylor, published by Kuperard (London). A very “real”
book about the realities of residing in France. Available in several editions for different
countries.

Fragile Glory: A Portrait of France and the French, by Richard Bernstein, published by Alfred A.
Knopf, 1990.

The French: by Theodore Zeldin, Ponthem Books. The people and the culture.

French or Foe: by Polly Platt, Culture Crossings, Ltd., Excellent! Written with charm, wit, and
craftsmanship. A must read, if you really want to “understand” France.

French Toast: by Harriet Welty Rochefort, St. Martin’s Press. An American in Paris celebrates the
maddening mysteries of the French. Funny and witty.

Innocents Abroad, Traveling with Kids: Wolf, Deutsch & Sutherland, published by Penguin
Group. A complete guide on how to travel with children, on what to see and where to stay,
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country-by-country.

Michelin Travel Guide: Green colored guides in English, available in France.

South-West France: Rex Grizell, part of Harper and Row Independent Travel series.

501 French Verbs: Exactly what the title says, with clear, precise conjugations. One page per
verb. Initially, you may not be interested in verb conjugations, but very quickly you will discover
that it is nice to be able to say things like ‘you are’ rather than ‘you is’.

Le Nouveau Bescherelle, l’Art de Conjuguer: Hatier, Little red book containing the conjugations
of 12,000 verbs. All French, no translations, but with an abundance of easy-to-use conjugation
tables

French Leave 3: by Richard Binns. Excellent hotel and restaurant guide, written in English.
Purchase at Castéla bookstore on Place du Capitole.

The Collins Robert French Dictionary: Large French/English dictionary. Available in various
editions. Choose the one best suited to your needs. Can be purchased in French bookstores.

Guide des Jeunes Toulousains de 0 à 18 ans: This free publication, written in French, provides a
complete list of schools, garderies, clubs and many other topics relating to chidren ages 0 to 18
years. Available in the town hall (La Marie).

Guide des Maisons d’ Hôte de Charme en France: published by Rivage. A complete travelers
guide to charming Bed and Breakfast accommodations, including châteaux which offer
lodging. Available in most Toulousian bookstores.

Guide des Mamans: Copyright E.B.P. Editions, 24 rue Alsace Lorraine, 31000 Toulouse. Guide for
mothers, covering various topics from pregnancy to primary school, including health, schools,
daycare, recreational activities and many other topics.

Guide du Routard: Part of a series that describes, in French, regions, and countries of interest.
Takes you off the beaten track to affordable hotels and restaurants. Tells you if a location is
worth the expense, and if deserved, gives interesting and detailed descriptions of towns,
museums and monuments.

Larousse Dictionary: Large French/English dictionary. Available in various editions. Choose the
one best suited to your needs.

Le Cookbook: French recipes printed in both French and English. Also provides information of
equivalents, substitutions and appropriate wine and cheeses. Available through The American
Hospital in Paris. Very useful!

Mairie Pratique: this free publication, written in French, provides an up-to-date list of telephone
numbers alphabetized by subject matter, ie. Santé (health) and lists all hospital and medical
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emergency numbers. Available at the town hall (La Mairie).

Michelin Restaurant and Hotel Guides: This red book, despite being written in French, is a great
help while touring France. An excellent restaurant and hotel guide, with maps of the towns.
Well worth the expense.

Le Petit Futé, Toulouse: Guidebook to Toulouse written in French. Available at most Tabacs
and bookshops. Le Toulousain Malin is quite similar.

Le Petit Futé, Autour de Toulouse: Guidebook to the area around Toulouse written in French.
Available at most Tabacs and bookshops.

Rousseau Code de la Route: A handbook, written in French, which provides an explanation of
the driving rules and road signs of France. Used by the driving schools, it is easy to read and
well worth translating. Available in all bookstores.

Toulouse Pratique: A complete guidebook to Toulouse, written in French. Available at most
Tabac’s or bookstores.

Toutes les Bases et les Recettes de la Bonne Cuisine: by Amélie Bar, published by Ouest France.
Details of how to prepare a meal for guests, including which wines to serve, and how to set the
table correctly. Available in any bookstore. Written in French, yet easy to understand.

The Practical Guide to Toulouse Midi-Pyrénés: by Helen Isaacs and Jeremy Kerrison with
photographs by Pascal Piskiewicz. Packed with concise historical and cultural information.
Available at The Bookshop, 17 rue Lakanal or at the Office du Tourisme, both of which are near
the Place du Capitole.

AIT Guidebook
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